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Transparent Spilling and Refilling of Partitioned Overlapping Register 

Window Register Organizations with a Remote Instruction Pointer 

Abstract 

Register allocation is critical to processor performance. Registers are the fastest storage system 

available to a processor. The more capable a register set's organization is at maintaining process 

context, the fewer the number of memory accesses the processor will need to make. Overlapping 

register windows have better context maintenance capabilities than single register set organizations, 

but overlapping register windows also show significant performance degradation if program 

behavior causes the register window store to overflow. Program behavior makes window overflow 

of simple overlapping register window organizations unavoidable. Attempts to minimize the impact 

of overflow by increasing the size of the register store negatively impact register access time, 

increases device count, and increases context switch latency. The combination of a transparent spill 

and refill mechanism and a small register store, allows the store to perform like a much larger 

store, but does not negatively impact register cycle time, and it decreases context switch latency. 

Transparent register spilling and refilling can be accomplished by the inclusion of a set of simple 

State machines, and dedicated register and memory ports. The transparent spill/refill mechanism's 

external port interfaces very well with established peripheral processing capabilities on many 

multi-processor architectures. The inclusion of an instruction repetition capability can facilitate 

global register storage and retrieval, and can decrease context switch latency. Register performance 

can be further enhanced by partitioning the register set into data typed register groups. Register 

partitioning allows a high degree of parallelism, without necessitating the inclusion of register set 

with high port counts and register access conflicts. Partitioned register sets can the spatially 

proximate to processing units whose functionality is optimized for operations on specific data 

types. A remote instruction pointer with a partitioned code address register set and processing 

capability can decrease branch latency, improve call/return performance, and simplify general case 

return address maintenance. A partitioned, transparently spilled/refilled register organization 

minimizes explicit register storing and retrieving, supports the creation of large register-based 

working sets, and facilitates a simple parallel processing paradigm that allows a high degree sub 

processing unit independence. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1. Topic 

Register organization needs to be considered central to the design of a processor's architecture. 

Machine descriptions generally start with a few generalities surrounding the basics of a processor's design, 

and then discuss the specifics of the machine's register organization. Register accessibility and timing is 

critical to all of a processor's computational elements. The significance of the effect of a processor's 

register Organization on its performance cannot be overestimated. 

There are currently four register organization and three register partitioning schemes in general 

use. The register organizations and an example of a supporting processor architecture includes: the small, 

single register set with register dedication (for example: Intel 8086), the small, general-purpose, single 

register set (for example: Intel 486), the medium size, general-purpose single register set (for example: 

MIPS R3000), and the overlapping register set (for example: SUN SPARC). The register partitioning 

schemes and an example of a supporting processor architecture includes: the unified register set (for 

example: Digital Equipment Corporation VAX), separate floating-point partitioning (for example: Intel 

486), and the data/address/floating-point partitioning (for example: Motorola 68040). Which if these 

schemes is best, or whether there is some other scheme that is superior to all of them, is a determination 

that must be based on both hardware and software considerations and one that is grounded in a processor's 

overall design philosophy. 

1.2. Motivation 

Registers are a processor's most basic storage medium. Processor performance is in many respects 

defined by register set performance. Register set performance is a function of the register set's 

organization. All other things being equal (which they seldom are), a processor with a good register 

organization will have better performance than a processor with an average register organization. 

There is, in dealing with computers, frequently a speed/space trade off, where by increasing the 

size of a computational component, its performance can also be improved, or as the old saying goes “if a 

little is good, more is better". Just as the law of diminishing returns operates in many other areas, there is 

a practical limit on the size of a register set. There is a point where an increase in register set size yields a 

negative marginal utility, instead of seeing little or no performance improvement from an addition to 

register set size, a decrease in performance is noted. Unfortunately, the advantages of increases in register 

set size are mostly realized in software and the disadvantages of increases in register set size are mostly



realized in hardware. This requires an interdisciplinary approach to the analysis and design of register set 

organizations. Software potentials must be balanced by hardware constraints. 

The efficacy of a register organization is dependent on its ease of allocation, efficiency of 

allocation, call/return performance and context switch latency. The easier it is to perform register 

allocation during compilation, the faster compilers will execute. The more efficient an allocation scheme, 

the better it will be at placing, and maintaining needed information in registers. The more inter-call 

context a processor can maintain, the faster it will be able to perform all the necessary activities associated 

with a subprogram call or return. The more inter-call context a processor contains the longer it will take 

to store that context if a context switch occurs. Ideally a register organization would be able to maintain 

an infinite amount of inter-call context and still be able to quickly dump its context to memory whenever a 

context switch occurs. 

The goal of this presentation is to find a register set organization that is relatively small, simple, 

fast, and inexpensive. This may seem to be a trivial task. After all, a single register would certainly be all 

of the above, but only from a hardware viewpoint. The ease of compiler based register allocation must be 

considered part of an organization's simplicity. A system's performance, as opposed to its register set's 

access time, must be prime criteria for determining speed. Expense must entail not only the cost of 

designing and implementing the hardware, but also the cost of designing and implementing the system's 

software. System performance is dependent on the synergy of hardware and software. Smallness, while a 

goal, will generally be sacrificed in favor of speed, as will simplicity. Though speed is a prime motivation, 

it is cost that, in the end, will be the final arbiter, and cost is typically a size/complexity calculation. 

1.3. Contribution 

The major contribution of this treatise is a detailed description of a transparent overlapping 

register window register storage and retrieval mechanism. This transparent register spill/refill 

methodology addresses all the deficiencies of the current overlapping register window paradigm without 

introducing any additional performance complications. The transparent spill/refill mechanism addresses 

both call/return performance and context switch performance. It allows a relatively small number of 

register window frames to function like an organization that contains substantially more register frames, 

but without any of the drawbacks of large register stores. When executing "normal" programs the 

proposed organization provides a virtual register frame stack of infinite depth, that still has respectable 

context switch performance. This amounts to an organization that has all the advantages of an 

overlapping register window organization without any of its disadvantages. A novel approach to 

integration of global register storage into the transparent spill/refill mechanism is also presented.



The proposed register spill and refill mechanism is integrated into a multi-level memory 

hierarchy that does not pollute local memories or caches with logically invisible register context data. The 

interaction between the register spill/refill mechanism and all other levels of the memory hierarchy are 

detailed. An expanded role for cache coherency "snoops" is presented that facilitates the proposed register 

spill mechanism. The embellishment to the "snoop" is fully in keeping with its original function. 

In addition to the transparent spill/refill mechanism, a register partitioning scheme is proposed 

that simplifies the synchronization of multiple processing pipes in a superscalar processor. This scheme 

makes use of a remote instruction fetch unit and instruction pointer. Synchronization is achieved by 

application of a data flow paradigm to synchronization registers. The scheme allows scalar, data address, 

floating-point, and instruction address processing units to all operate independently, and to wait when 

data needed from a companion processing unit has not been provided. 

An optimized mechanism for converting instruction based immediate fields into constant values 

for use in data operations is contained herein. This constant generation methodology increases the 

percentage of data values that can be represented within a given immediate field's bit allocation. The 

technique is simple, and though the performance advantages are small, so is the cost of modifying an 

Instruction Fetch Unit to incorporate the technique. As the size of the immediate field decreases the 

advantages of applying this methodology increases. 

The proposed contributions to computer architecture are based on the operation of a set of 

declarative language programs, but with an emphasis on support for the canonical call/return paradigm, 

and with a cognizance of typical context switch behavior. The benefits of the proposed architecture are 

language independent. In cases where a program's behavior deviates from the norm to a degree sufficient 

to create a degenerative case, the spill/refill mechanism is defeatable and the register set can be used as a 

simple single register set organization. The relatively small number of window frames makes defeating 

the mechanism much less expensive in terms of wasted resource, than is the case in a typical overlapping 

register organization. 

Advances in compiler technology make the performance benefits of a non-overflowing 

overlapping register window scheme less impressive than would have been the case ten years ago, but 

direct architectural support for the call/return paradigm still offers some modest performance 

enhancements (in the 20% range for many programs). The performance advantages of the organization on 

non-optimized code, and the simplicity of a reasonably performing non-optimized register allocator for the 

proposed organization underscore the performance advantages of such a system for application to 

development environments. Overlapping register window organizations simplify register allocation and 

thus allow a simpler and faster compiler to generate code that is on par, or even better, with that produced 

by more sophisticated register allocation algorithms.



The bulk of the research performed to support the basis for this system was fairly straight 

forward. There were not any serious conceptual research hurdles that needed to be overcome, though 

significant problems were encountered attempting to characterize the static call/return behavior of highly 

recursive programs. An analysis of the call tree of a software systems that contain a large number (30 or 

more) recursive subprograms that have intertwined calls can be an untractable problem. Unfortunately 

there is no solution to the problem, though the analysis of recursive behavior presented later does explain 

why a Static non-recursive expansion of the call graphs of highly recursive programs cannot efficiently be 

performed.



2. Previous Research 

There is not an extensive body of literature on register organization. In many cases it seems that 

register organization is based on how many instruction bits are available for register addressing, as 

opposed to any clear empirical basis for an organizational decision. Partitioning decisions seem to be 

based on a combination of register addressing bit availability and processing chip boundaries (floating- 

point units that are physically detached from the scalar processor necessitate dedicated floating-point 

registers). Back in the early 1980s it seemed to be common knowledge that a set of eight general-purpose 

registers was a better organization than those provided by the current crop of microprocessors (8086, 

MC68000, Z8000), but there does not seem to be any support for this claim in the literature. 

Until the mid 1980s register organizations for general-purpose processors typically consisted of 

16 or fewer registers, with some registers used as default sources or destinations for a portion of the 

instruction set, or with some instructions restricted to using only a subset of the register set. The 

significance of general-purpose registers to register set design became increasingly important during the 

early 1980s [Wulf81]. 

The relatively small size of pre-1980 register sets must be considered in context. Size constraints 

were significant, and in many cases, even if more addressing bits were available, a larger register set 

would prove too expensive in terms of board or chip real-estate. The “feature” proliferation of older 

processors, whose designers attempted to base architectural quality on the number of data types, 

addressing modes, and different instructions a processor supported, left little room within a processor for 

register set growth. It was not until the Reduced Instruction Set Computer (RISC) debate was joined, that 

it became apparent that an increase in register set size could be achieved by decreasing instruction set size 

and complexity [Patterson82], [Colwell85], [Patterson85]. 

The soaring device counts available to monolithic microprocessors also helps to relieve the space 

pressures on register sets. With device counts having crossed the 1 million mark and currently heading 

towards the 3 million mark, allocating a register set that has a device count similar to the total device 

count on some of the early 1980s microprocessors no longer seems unreasonable. Registers can be 

considered a real-estate bargain when the regularity of their structure is considered. Simple, regular, 

replicatible circuit organizations are much easier to create and offer much better packing density than 

more complicated custom circuits [Mead80]. Memory is based on very simple, regular, and replicatible 

circuitry, and provides the tightest packing densities possible in a processor's layout.



2.1. Current Generation Register Set Design 

There are two primary axes that can be used to describe a register set. One axis deals with the 

type of registers in the register set: general-purpose, partitioned, special-purpose, and/or dedicated. The 

other axis deals with how the registers are accessed: continuously accessible (flat file), or contextually 

accessible (windowing). Stack registers form a special case organization and are also discussed. 

2.1.1. Register Type 

Register type refers to the manner in which a register is used, not to the class of objects it can 

store, though the two are sometimes related. The exigencies of processor design sometimes dictate that a 

design, though generally adhering to one register type design paradigm, will occasionally employ another. 

There are four basic register types: dedicated, special-purpose, partitioned, and general-purpose. These 

register types are discussed below in their order of general accessibility. 

2.1.1.1. Dedicated Registers (Buffers) 

Dedicated registers are zero address buffers. They require no address because there is no 

possibility of selecting another register. Dedicated registers can be embedded within the monolithic 

storage block used for normal registers or they can have their own independent storage location. 

Dedicated registers are usually employed to maintain status and/or context information. Processor status 

words and often Instruction Pointers (IP) or Program Counters! are employed as buffers. Buffers 

(dedicated registers) are not part of a processor's register organization. All processors will employ buffers 

for various dedicated processing purposes and their presence has no bearing on the general register 

organization, unless there is no general register organization. Stack machines, like the HP 3000 and the 

Tandem Non-Stop I, that use implied addressing to reference a register stack are considered a special case 

and will be discussed later. 

2.1.1.2. Special-Purpose Registers 

On many older architectures, the registers lack orthogonality [Wulf81]. This means that some 

instructions can only use a subset of the register compliment. To see an example of this, examine any of 

the old 8-bit microprocessors, an Intel 8086, or an IBM 360. Sometimes this subset is a single register. If 

  

Mnstruction Pointer (IP) will be the term of preference for the buffer that maintains the instruction of the 

next instruction to be execute. Though the buffer that performs this function is more commonly referred to 

as a Program Counter (PC), this latter term is less accurate. A PC does not count programs, it points to the 

next instruction to be executed. The term PC has also become ambiguous, given its accepted alternate 
meanings of Personal Computer and Printed Circuit. Therefore throughout this presentation the term IP 

will be used in place of program counter.



a register is the implied source or destination for an instruction and the register cannot be used for any 

operations but those for which it is implied, then the register would be termed a dedicated register or 

buffer. Registers that are implied, or that are within a restricted subset of possible, sources or destinations 

for some operations, but that are also available for unrestricted selection by other instructions are termed 

special-purpose registers. 

Special-purpose registers are generally part of the monolithic register storage block, and derive 

their special purpose status more from a lack of addressing bits than from some special processing 

capability they may possess. For example, suppose a designer wants to allow an indexed-indirect 

addressing mode that uses a base register and an immediate offset to calculate an effective address. 

Further suppose that only 10 bits are available for the effective address specification within a processor's 

instruction format and that there are eight, otherwise general-purpose registers available for use as base 

registers. The designer is then faced with the prospect of a 3-bit register specifier and a 7-bit immediate 

offset. If the designer realizes that a -64 to +63 range is too restrictive she may try to improve offset range 

by restricting the register range. He may for example restrict base register selection to only two of the 

possible eight registers and thus increase the offset range to nine bits (-256 to +255), which will provide 

much better addressing performance, but at the cost of creating a pair of special-purpose registers. 

Although the tradeoffs involved in saving addressing bits are frequently seductive, there are good reasons 

for maintaining register orthogonality [Wulf81], [Fairclough82], [Hennessy90]. 

2.1.1.3. Partitioned Registers 

A special case of special-purpose registers is a partitioned register set. A partitioned register set is 

one that contains multiple sets of otherwise general-purpose registers. Partitioned register usage is 

restricted to a certain class of instructions. For example, a floating-point coprocessor will frequently have 

its own set of floating-point registers. These floating-point registers can be used orthogonally within the 

set of floating-point instructions, but they cannot be specified as sources or destinations of non-floating- 

point instructions. Similarly, the non-floating-point registers cannot specify as sources or destinations for 

floating-point instructions. There will typically be a set of “bridge” instructions that allow transfers 

between the register partitions. 

Register partitions are employed in a number of processor designs. The old Honeywell 

minicomputers had address and data register partitions, as does the Motorola 680X0 series of processors. 

All processors that rely, or that at some point relied, on non-integrated floating-point processing use 

floating-point and scalar register partitions. This latter class includes almost all architectures that were 

originally designed as monolithic microprocessors.



Register partitioning is sometimes employed for the same reason that special-purpose registers 

are: to save bits. Other times partitioning is used to provide a performance advantage. When an 

architecture is physically partitioned into a set of functionally specific processing blocks, it can be very 

beneficial to maintain a local data store that is solely under the control of the local processing element. 

This is particularly true when the processing elements are physically isolated on different chips. 

As the degree of parallelism possible in an architecture increases, the demand for concurrently 

accessible data also increases. If it is accepted that functionally specific processing blocks can often 

operate independently, or mostly independently from each other, then it makes sense to allow each 

processing element to have its own registers, instead of forcing the processing elements to vie for a single 

shared central resource. This discussion will be expanded later. For now the discussion is more concerned 

with the identification of partitioning than a full discussion of its relative value. 

2.1.1.4. General-Purpose Registers 

If all register specifications are interchangeable, then a processor employs a general-purpose 

register set. A register specification is interchangeable if any register can be used in place of any other 

register. A DEC VAX-11 is a good example of a general purpose register set, except for its occasional use 

of implied registers. Truly general-purpose register sets are hard to come by. Almost all processors 

designers, in an effort to save bits will use the occasional implied register, or in an effort to improve 

performance will use a register partition. Thus, although general-purpose registers are generally preferred, 

there are frequently good reasons why truly general-purpose register sets are seldom designed. 

2.1.2. Register Organization 

There are currently two major register access paradigms: flat file and windowing. The flat file 

register organization is used by almost all architectures except for a few of the new RISC organizations 

that use windowing. 

2.1.2.1. Flat Register Files 

A flat file register set, or single register set (SRS), is the most basic register organization. It 

contains a monolithic block of registers, all of which are directly accessible. The useful size of a flat file 

register set is limited by the number of bits allocated to register addressing within a processor's instruction 

formats. 

Flat file register organizations are the simplest, smallest, and fastest possible organization of any 

given number of randomly accessible registers. This is true because a flat register file is essentially just a 

processor resident Random Access Memory (RAM) block. All possible register organizations require at



their core a basic storage element, which has, to date, always been a RAM. Thus, the organization that 

consists of only the core element of all possible organizations would be the smallest and simplest 

organization because a different organization must contain additional peripheral control and/or access 

logic - otherwise they would not be a different organization. Flat file register organizations are faster than 

any other organization because the additional logic of other organization would add additional delay to the 

minimal register access time required by the core storage element. 

The width of the RAM (number of bits which can be simultaneously accessed) typically 

determines the processors word width, and the number of words in the RAM determines the maximum 

number of registers in a processor's architecture. It would not necessarily be the case that the RAM block 

which contains a register set would need to be wholly dedicated to that register set. A design could, for 

example, contain a 16 word register set, eight of which are directly addressable by instructions, and eight 

of which are used for internal buffering and for dedicated register storage. 

One of the salient features of a flat file register organization is the ability to directly use an 

instruction's register address field for register addressing. This allows a minimal delay between the time 

an instruction is loaded and the time its operands are available for processing. Pre-decode register fetching 

is possible if an instructions source register fields are standardized. A pre-fetched register would be 

ignored if it were erroneously fetched. 

Most processors maintain at least the appearance of using a flat file register organization. In 

some cases this appearance may be deceiving, particularly if a large number of dedicated, or special- 

purpose registers are present. 

2.1.2.2. Overlapping Register Windows 

The concept of register windows was originally proposed by D. C. Halbert and P. B. Kessler 

{Halbert81] in a technical report which was written as part of the basic research support for the Berkeley 

RISC development project. The idea was to provide a larger physical register store than could be 

addressed directly by the register address field of the instruction format. This register store was partitioned 

into two register groups: global registers and window registers. The global registers were a set of registers 

with a fixed mapping. The window registers were dynamically mapped by using a register frame pointer 

as an implied offset for all non-global register addresses. The frame pointer was incremented a fixed 

distance on calls and decremented the same fixed distance on retums. 

The fixed increment on calls was not large enough to result in an entirely new set of registers, but 

instead provided some overlap between the old window allocation and the new window allocation. 

Allowing some overlap within the register window allocations provided a simple and effective mechanism



for passing arguments between subprograms without pushing them on a memory-based stack. The basic 

idea is graphically presented in Figure 1. 

The number of register frames available for register storage is dependent on the amount of space in a 

processor that can be allocated to register storage. The original RISC I developed at U. C. Berkeley 

contained six register windows [Patterson82]. The Pyramid 90X architecture contained 16 register 

windows. The Sun SPARC I processor contained four windows. One of the scalable (the "S" in SPARC 

stands for scalable) aspects of the SPARC design was a flexible window allocation. The basic architecture 
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Register Frame Number Logical (Physical) 

Number] Frame 0(0) | Frame 1(1) | Frame 2(2) | Frame 3 (3) | Frame 4 (0) 

0 Global 0 Global 0 Global 0 Global 0 Global 0 
1 Global 1 Global 1 Global 1 Global 1 Global 1 

2 Global 2 Global 2 Global 2 Global 2 Global 2 

3 Global 3 Global 3 Global 3 Global 3 Global 3 

4 Argument 0 Temporary 0 | Argument 0 

5 Argument 1 Temporary 1 | Argument 1 

6 Argument 2 Temporary 2 | Argument 2 

7 Argument 3 Temporary 3 | Argument 3 

8 Local 0 Local 0 

9 Local 1 Local 1 

10 Local 2 Local 2 

11 Local 3 Local 3 

12 Temporary 0 | Argument 0 Temporary 0 

13 Temporary 1 | Argument 1 Temporary 1 

14 Temporary 2 | Argument 2 Temporary 2 

15 Temporary 3 | Argument 3 Temporary 3 

16 Local 0 

17 Local 1 
18 Local 2 

19 Local 3 

20 Temporary 0 | Argument 0 

21 Temporary 1 | Argument 1 

22 Temporary 2 | Argument 2 

23 Temporary 3 | Argument 3 

24 Local 0 

25 Local 1 

26 Local 2 

27 Local 3 

28 Temporary 0 | Argument 0 

29 Temporary 1 | Argument 1 

30 Temporary 2 | Argument 2 

31 Temporary 3 | Argument 3 

32 Local 0 

33 Local 1 

34 Local 2 

35 Local 3 
  

Figure 1. Overlapping Register Window Organization 
  

was designed to function with any number of register windows. This would allow new processors to be 

released with fewer windows or with more windows without impacting the system's software. 

The raison d'étre for register windows is decreased bus traffic. The fundamental concept was to 

reduce the number of load and store instructions a processor would need to execute by increasing the 

1]



amount of internal context a processor could store. The increased storage capability was centered on 

providing a register-based argument passing and a local variable storage mechanism. 

Prior to the initial publication of the RISC research, a subprogram call typically required that 

arguments be pushed on a memory-based stack, and that local variables also be allocated in memory. The 

overlapping register window concept provided a mechanism for passing arguments in the registers that 

were shared by sequential register frames. Arguments could be placed in these overlapping registers much 

more quickly than they could be pushed into a memory-based stack. Register-based arguments could also 

be accessed by the called subprogram much more quickly than memory-based arguments. The additional 

capability of register-based local variable storage resulted in a significant performance advantage 

[Patterson82], [Colwell85], [Wall88] as long as the register window did not overflow [Tamir&3], 

[Hennessy85], [Wallich85], [Hennessy90]. 

Window overflow is the result of the not having enough window frames for a program's call 

depth. Overflow is a particularly expensive prospect because entire windows must be copied to memory to 

make room for the called subprogram's window. The register windows are treated as a circular buffer 

when overflow occurs and the oldest window(s) are copied to memory. If overflow occurs, then at some 

later point underflow will occur. Underflow occurs when the program attempts to return to a window that 

has been stored in memory and not yet restored to the register window. Underflow also requires that the 

entire window be transferred. 

Overlapping register windows have been shown to significantly decrease the number of load and 

store operations a processor executes [Patterson82], [Colwell85], [Patterson85], [Hennessy90]. The 

decreased number of memory operations is the result of the processor's increased context storage 

capability. In this regard registers are like caches. The larger a cache the better its hit ratio. In the case of 

windows, the more windows the better the hit ratio. Unfortunately, register windows are not free. They 

require chip real-estate and as register sets grow, their access time increases due to additional levels of 

decode logic and increased capacitance. 

2.1.3. Stack Registers 

Burroughs (Burroughs 6600 series), HP (HP 3000), and Tandem (Tandem Non-Stop I and Non- 

Stop IT) released machines in the late 1970s and early 1980s that were stack-based. Their register sets 

were transparent memory buffers. These machines maintained a relatively small number of on-chip 

registers in a circular buffer. This circular buffer was used to maintain a top-of-stack environment. The 

processor's instruction sets were based on a zero address paradigm, which is to say, most operations 

assumed that their operands were on the top of the stack, and that the result of an operation should be 
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returned to the top of the stack. Interaction with memory was generally composed of stack push and pop 

operations. 

As variables were pushed on the stack these machines would transparently transfer their oldest 

internal stack contents to memory, thus making space for further stack growth. Similarly, as the stack 

shrunk, previously transferred stack values were retrieved from memory so that they would be available 

when they were needed. 

Stack machines were very sophisticated, but as Glenford Meyer pointed out, they are inherently 

inferior to their register-based counterparts [Meyer77]. This analysis is primarily based on the observation 

that register-based architectures can easily perform all the operations of stack-based architectures, but that 

stack-based architectures show significant performance penalties performing some operations easily 

supported by register machines. This analysis, along with less than spectacular sales, has resulted in a 

contemporary environment free of general-purpose stack-based architectures. 

Stack machines are primarily of interest with regard to this discussion because of their 

transparent stack maintenance capability. This presentation will center on application of this transparent 

storage methodology to current register Organizations, particularly as it applies to overlapping register 

windows. 

2.2. Register Allocation 

Registers are only useful because of their data storage capabilities. Register allocation is the 

methodology employed by compilers to map logical computational objects to physical registers. Registers 

are generally considered an atomic store, incapable of holding anything more complicated than basic 

scalar values, data pointers, floating-point values, and code pointers. Arrays and records are generally 

considered beyond the addressing capabilities of registers. 

2.2.1. Belady's Allocator 

Belady (Belady67] defined optimal register allocation. His analysis was based on a limited size 

register set. The methodology works as follows. As long as there are unused registers, allocate all new 

atomic objects to these unused registers. When all registers have been allocated and a new atomic object 

needs a register, look through the values currently stored in registers and identify the value that will see its 

next use at the furthest point in the future. There are two possibilities, some current register-based values 

may never be used again, or have an infinite reuse delay. If such a value exists, reallocate its register to 

the new atom. If all current register-based values have a finite reuse delay, store the value with the 

greatest reuse delay in memory and reallocate its register to the new value. 
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Under this scheme, the reintroduction of a previously stored value to the register set will be 

handled exactly like the introduction of a new value. No attempt is made to maintain previous register 

associations. Doing so would negatively impact performance. 

Belady proved this to be the optimal register allocation strategy. The basis of the proof is the fact 

that storing the value with the most future next use will provide the best possible register "hit" ratio. This 

is the same argument that would be used for an optimal cache replacement strategy [Smith82]. 

Unfortunately, as in the case of the cache replacement strategy, the future is frequently very hard to 

predict. This unpredictability results in sub optimal replacement decisions that result in the execution of 

more load/store operations than would otherwise be necessary 

Belady’s allocator operates at the subprogram level. It does not take subprogram calls or returns, 

or the cost of performing calls and returns into consideration. Thus, although it is proven optimal, it is not 

necessarily very effective in practice due to its limited view of executional environments: that of a static 

entity that is neither called by other subprograms, nor a caller of other subprograms. 

2.2.2. Interaction Between Subprogram Call/Return and Register Allocation 

The typical subprogram call methodology employed by single register set architectures involves: 

1) pushing subprogram arguments on a memory-based stack, 

2) storing the calling subprogram’s IP on the stack, 

3) setting the IP to the subprogram's entry location, 

4) pushing the calling subprogram's frame pointer value on the stack, 

5) setting the frame pointer so that it can be used to reference the called subprogram's 

argument and local variables, 

6) pushing all registers used by the called subprogram on the stack, and 

7) setting the stack pointer to allocate space for the called subprogram's local variables. 

This procedure is not always executed in this exact order, but all the steps are generally followed. The 

Standard return methodology involves: 

1) popping the registers stored by the associated subprogram call from the stack and back 

into their original register locations, 

2) popping the frame pointer value of the calling subprogram from the stack and back into 

the frame pointer, 

3) popping the IP value of the calling subprogram from the stack and back into the IP, and 

4) setting the stack pointer to its pre-argument push value (again not necessarily in this 

order). 
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The expense of performing these actions on a per call basis has been well documented 

[Patterson82][Colwell85]. Colwell et al. attribute the performance achievements of the RISC I processor to 

its register windowing capability. Compilers for machines without a register windowing capability must 

decide whether the calling or the called subprogram is responsible for register saving and restoring. This 

was discussed by Lang and Huguet [Lang86], but without the special hardware register flagging 

capabilities they suggest, their reported differences between caller and callee saving are not that large. 

Chow and Hennessy [Chow90] also report small differences between callee-save and caller-save 

methodologies. 

Although per cali/return IP, FP, and SP storage and retrieval are unavoidable in single register 

set architectures, and can be considered fixed call/return costs, the number of cycles required for storage 

and retrieval of register-based variables is dependent on the number of registers so employed. The goal of 

register usage optimization is to minimize the number of register save and restore operations, while at the 

same time maximizing the amount of register-based context. Variables that are stored in registers are 

immediately available for use and thus provide significantly faster access than variables that need to be 

loaded before they can be used. Conversely, variables that are stored in registers may need to be stored in 

memory and later retrieved from memory because of a program's call activity. The cost of such storage 

and retrieval may not be fully compensated for by the decreased access time provided by a variable's 

register-basing. Deciding whether a variable's or subexpression's locus should be register or memory- 

based is dependent on how frequently the value is used and the nature of the program's execution between 

references to the register-based value. 

Suppose a variable, call it 1, is used as a loop counter. Should 1 be register-based or memory- 

based? The answer in some instances seems obvious, and in other instances not so Clear. If i's usage is 

restricted in a subprogram to that shown in Code Segment 1, then it makes sense for i to be register-based 

because of its frequent use without intervening subprogram calls. If, on the other hand, i is used in the 

manner shown in Code Segment 2, then three subprogram calls within the loop would each require that 3 

be stored and retrieved if | were register-based, and thus it makes more sense to keep 1 in memory and to 

explicitly load it when it is needed and to explicitly store it when it is modified. Code Segment 3 

demonstrates a potentially ambiguous case. Sometimes it will be beneficial to have i in a register and 

sometimes it will be better for it to be memory-based (there are obvious optimizations that can solve this 

simple instance, the idea is to present the basic idea not to generate a case that is complicated enough to 

defy a good optimizer).



for (1 = 0; i < 1000; ++i) { 
xi] = §Lil + i: 

} 
Code Segment 1. Obvious Register Basing Case for "i" 

for (i = 0; i < 1000; ++i) { 
function_a(x,y,.Xx)3 
function_b(a,b,c); 
function_c(r); 

} 
Code Segment 2. Obvious Memory Basing Case for 

"i" 

for (i = 0; i < 1000; ++i) { 
if (i < z) { 

z = function_a(x,y,Z); 

function_b(a,b,c); 
function_c(r); 

} 
else { 

xCiJ = jlil + i; 
} 

} 
Code Segment 3. Ambiguous Basing Case for "i" 

The cost of storing and retrieving registers during subprogram calls and returns on single register 

set architectures tends to place compilers for such machines in a register usage minimization mode to 

decrease the number of active registers. This basically amounts to a when in doubt, use memory basing 

paradigm. This sometimes leads to less than optimal performance when frequent use is made of values 

that have been memory-based. 

A desire to minimize unneeded saving has led to the creation of a scratch register partition. A 

scratch register partition is a group of registers whose contents are, by convention, never stored or 

retrieved during subprogram calls/returns. Optimizers for single register set architectures are reasonably 

good at allocating all variables in memory and then deciding the most cost effective points to load and 

store the variables. Peep-hole optimizers can be profitably employed to minimize the number of loads and 

stores by recognizing their redundant or unnecessary instances [Aho86]. 

2.2.3. Register Allocation Based On Graph Coloring 

The advent of the RISC debate brought with it a discussion of more effective register allocation 

techniques. As part of his IBM 801 research John Cocke suggested the possibility of applying graph 

coloring to the register allocation scheme [Chaitin81], [Radin82]. The basic idea was, on a per 

subprogram basis, to achieve an n-coloring for a variable graph for a machine that has n general-purpose 
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registers. All the values in a subprogram that could be register-based are placed in a graph as nodes. For 

each node, the life span of its associated value is determined. A life span is bounded by the point of a 

values first use and the point of its last use. Two values are in conflict if their life spans overlap. Arcs are 

added between all nodes whose associated values are in conflict. The graph is then colored, with each 

color corresponding to a physical register. If a coloring cannot be found then registers must be spilled to 

relieve pressure on the graph. 

A number of papers have been published addressing this general concept. Chaitin et al. published 

the results of the first implemented graph coloring algorithm and addressed the difficulties associated with 

determining a graph's chromatic number, which is an NP-complete operation, without unreasonable 

delays [Chaitin81]. 

Chow and Hennessy [Chow84] proposed an alternative coloring scheme that provided improved 

execution time of the allocation algorithm and better selection of spill candidates when register needs 

exceed availability. Their algorithm uses spill/refill cost, the time savings available if a source value is in 

a register, the time savings available if a destination value is register-based, and value access frequency, to 

determine which variables are the best candidates for register-basing. Their algorithm does not allow 

register allocations to transcend subprogram calls, forcing a complete save of all active registers as part of 

a subprogram's call prologue and complete restoration as part of its return epilogue. Unfortunately their 

results are based on machines with relatively small register sets. 

The coloring schemes proposed by Chaitin et al. and Chow and Hennessy are flawed because 

their allocations are based on single subprograms without regard to the effects of register saving and 

restoring caused by subprogram calls and without addressing the passing of arguments in registers. David 

Wall [Wall86] addressed the deficiencies in the graph coloring scheme by proposing linker-based register 

allocation. His reasoning is that it is not until the linker that all caller/callee linkage information is 

resolved, and that the linker is therefore in the best position to make global register allocation decisions. 

He relies on a depth first traversal of the call tree to perform a global allocation of variables and 

subprogram arguments to registers. While some of his ideas are interesting, the cost of performing register 

allocation every time a program is linked is prohibitive, and makes this solution a production code only 

optimization. 

Steenkiste [Steenkiste87] proposes a compiler-based allocation scheme similar to that suggested 

by Wall. He relies on a depth first traversal of a program call tree. All the terminal nodes are located, and 

they can all share the same register group due to their ensured non-interference. Once the leafs in the call 

graph have their registers allocated, the subprograms that only call leafs can have their registers allocated. 

This process is followed until the root of the subgraph is reached. Although this methodology is very 

attractive and provides the most effective register allocation of any of the allocation techniques presented, 
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it tends to require a significant number of registers (sometimes in excess of 1000) to keep from spilling 

registers. It also relies on a graph traversal to perform its allocation, which will later be shown to be very 

problematic in some cases. 

HP's Precision Architecture (PA) compiler group arrived at a solution based on a partitioning of 

the register set into caller-save registers and callee-save registers [Coutant86]. The distinction between the 

partitions is based on who is responsible for saving/restoring registers during procedure calls. Caller-save 

registers are usable by called subprograms without saving, so if a caller uses a caller-save register, it must 

accept responsibility for saving it prior to executing a Call, or risk the register's corruption. Callee-save 

registers are registers that potentially hold caller context information. If a callee needs to use a callee-save 

register it must first save the register's current contents, and then restore its contents before returning. 

This register partitioning divides the cost of register saving/and restoring between calling and called 

subprograms, allows for argument passing in registers, and obviates the need for register saving/restoring 

for the majority of terminal subprograms (subprograms that make no calls). 

Fred Chow [Chow88] readdressed the graph coloring problem taking into account both 

save/restore costs of subprogram calls and register-based argument passing, and reports mixed results. 

Chow suggests a partitioning like that described by Coutant et al. but extends the scope of analysis from a 

single subprogram to multiple call levels of a program in a top down fashion. In some cases the inter- 

procedural allocation scheme was very effective, other cases showed a marginal benefit, and in about 10% 

of the reported trials it was detrimental to performance. 

Chow and Hennessy's [Chow90] most recent contribution to graph coloring returns to single 

subprogram bounded allocation. Their algorithm is similar to their earlier attempt [Chow84], except that 

their newer approach incorporates a more sophisticated register set partitioning, with both callee-save and 

caller-save registers, with a subpartitioning of the callee-save partition to allow arguments to be passed in 

registers. Allocation performance for their new algorithm is presented for a 31-register MIPS processor. 

The importance of register-based argument passing and register basing of constant values is demonstrated. 

No reasons are given for the abandonment of Chow's earlier multi-subprogram level allocator. The newer 

methodology demonstrates improved performance in all the cases presented. 

In 1990 Santhanam and Odnert [Santhanam90], members of the HP PA compiler group, 

presented an improved version of the algorithm presented by Coutant et al. [Coutant86]. The new 

allocator attempts to perform inter-subprogram register allocation based on the identification of what they 

refer to as a web. A web is a local portion of a call graph that makes use of a single set of variables. This 

scheme is very similar to explicit identification of a register-based working set. As execution progresses, a 

group of these register allocated working sets migrate through the register set, and when they operate 

properly, they are bounded by a single load at the beginning of their compiler identified working set 
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boundary, and a single store at the end of their working set boundary. All references to the variable within 

its working set boundary are register-based. The web-based allocator demonstrates positive though not 

remarkable performance improvements. Unfortunately, the processing necessary for web identification 

and register allocation is fairly costly. 

It is interesting to note that the HP compiler group started with a intra-subprogram allocation 

scheme, and then extended their methodology to an inter-subprogram scheme, while during roughly the 

same time frame, Chow, who works for MIPS, went from a inter-subprogram allocation scheme back to 

an intra-subprogram allocator. The MIPS processors and the HP PA processors have essentially identical 

register organizations. 

2.2.4. Enhanced Call Performance Via Register Marking 

An alternative single register set call/return save/recover optimization was suggested by Lang 

and Huguet [Lang86]. The concepts of caller-save and callee-save are discussed and a technique is 

presented that is dependent on the presence of register marking hardware, each register has a dirty bit 

associated with it. A primarily callee-save methodology that compares of the registers in use at the time of 

call to the registers needed by the called subprogram. The "or" of the used mask and the needed mask 

determines which registers need to be saved. Their technique shows significant performance advantages 

when compared to a simple callee-save or caller-save methodology. 

2.2.5. RISC Model With Overlapping Register Windows 

The overlapping register window paradigm provides a significant performance advantage when 

compared to all other register organizations, as long as the register window does not overflow, and as long 

as context switch performance is ignored. The ability to allocate a new set of registers to each subprogram 

alleviates the call/return register save/restore that all alternative register organizations necessitate. 

Register allocation algorithms for overlapping register window architectures can be much 

simpler than those proposed to solve the context storage problem. Graph coloring algorithms can be used 

for intra-subprogram register allocation and they will actually work better on a multi-register set 

architecture than on a single register set architecture because the MRS's new register allocation per 

subprogram without regard to call structure is much closer to graph coloring's basic environmental design 

paradigm than an SRS provides. The need to factor save/restore costs and inter variable program behavior 

into the allocator is unnecessary. Although graph coloring will provide very good register allocation, a 

much simpler allocator will frequently make an equally good allocation. Overlapping register windows 

provide a significant number of registers and a single subprogram will usually not allocate sufficient 
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atomic variables to place much pressure on the available register compliment. A simple allocator in which 

each variable gets its own register will usually work. Using a graph coloring back-up algorithm, or 

optimization, will provide the best of both worlds. Fast allocation for those in a development environment 

and minimal execution time for those in a production environment. 

Two of the window registers are generally dedicated to stack maintenance. One of each register 

frame's argument registers is the frame pointer and one of the temporary registers in a frame pointer. The 

FP's location within the argument register partition corresponds to the FP's location in the temporary 

register partition, that is, if the FP is in the first argument register, then the SP will be in the first 

temporary register. 

2.2.5.1. Common Call Prologue 

The presence of argument, local, and temporary register partitions allows for efficient passing of 

arguments in registers. A subprogram's temporary register partition can be used for any purpose between 

subprogram calls, though one of them is usually dedicated to SP storage. Temporary registers make good 

intra-call scratch registers. When calling another subprogram the temporary registers are used to pass 

arguments and the current SP. The size of the temporary register partition determines how many 

arguments can be register-based. If a subprogram’s argument list is larger than or equal to the size of the 

temporary register partition, then the overflow arguments can be placed on the stack. Variable argument 

lists also need to be passed on the stack because there is no way of indexing the register set for argument 

extraction. If argument passing requires use of the stack then the SP will be adjusted accordingly. 

After all the called subprogram's arguments have been placed in the temporary registers, and 

perhaps overflowed into memory, the calling subprogram passes control to the called subprogram and 

moves the location of the register window such that the calling subprograms temporary registers will be 

aligned with the called subprogram's argument registers. The local register partition makes a good 

repository for the calling subprogram's return address. The called subprogram now has access to the 

calling subprogram's stack pointer in the called subprogram's argument register partition. The calling 

subprogram's SP will become the called subprograms FP without modification. The called subprogram 

will then generate a new SP by adding the size of its local memory-based data allocation to its FP and 

placing the result in the temporary register position corresponding to the location in its argument register 

partition that contains the FP. The called subprogram can then allocate its local variables to its local 

registers, use its temporary registers as scratch registers, and generally execute a substantial portion of its 

instructions without resorting to memory-based data [Patterson82], [Patterson85]. 
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2.2.5.2. Common Call Epilogue 

If a subprogram returns a value to its calling subprogram, this return value will generally be 

allocated a register in the called subprogram's argument partition. This would generally be the last 

register that could be allocated for argument passing. When the return value has been properly situated in 

its register, control is returned to the calling subprogram by retrieving the return address from the local 

register partition, placing it in the IP, and returning the register window is to its pre-call orientation. This 

logically deletes the called subprogram's local and temporary registers and any data left in these registers 

will be inaccessible. 

If the calling subprogram used the stack to pass arguments, the it would need to decrement its SP 

by the amount it was previously incremented. If the subprogram just called was not involved in argument 

resolution for another subprogram (if the SP was in its original orientation for this subprogram), then the 

SP can be restored by reinitializing it relative to the FP. This may be useful when calling subprograms 

with variable argument lists. 

2.2.5.3. Window Overflow/Underflow 

The only disadvantages of using overlapping windows are increased hardware requirements with 

an associated potential increase in cycle time due to increased register access times, and a pernicious 

window overflow/underflow problem [Wallich85]. The overflow problem is the result of a finite number of 

physical windows and the unpredictable call depth of applications. When an application's call depth 

exceeds the number of physical windows available for window storage, an overflow exception must be 

generated. Ideally a circular window buffer organization allows some number of the oldest resident 

windows to be spilled into memory [Tamir83]. Spilling necessitates eventual refilling. When an 

application attempts to return to a spilled window, an underflow exception must be generated to recover 

the spilled window. For many applications the frequency of such overflows and resultant underflows can 

be significantly reduced by providing a sufficiently large number of windows. For example, if eight 

windows are available then overflow of programs written in declarative languages such as C can be as low 

as 1%, An experiment using four register windows shows an overflow rate of 10-15% for similar 

applications [Hennessy90]. 

Given the low occurrence rate for window overflow it may be attractive to ignore the problem. 

Regrettably these low occurrence rates have only been shown for some declarative language programs. A 

rudimentary understanding of the functioning of highly recursive languages like LISP and Prolog will 

make one cognizant of the inadequacy of a four to eight window register set [Hennessy90]. Also, the 

overflow recovery process is somewhat onerous. The entire content of each window to be spilled must be 

transferred to memory. No usage masks or dirty bits are available for these registers. This makes the cost 
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of spilling a register windows potentially greater than the cost of performing an optimized per call 

register context saving for a dozen subprogram calls. Refill costs are the same as spill costs. All windows 

must be recovered from memory. Thus overlapping windows work great as long as they do not overflow. 

If overflow becomes a common occurrence then the cost of overflow would outweigh the benefits of being 

able to maintain register window-based context. 

Unfortunately, increasing the number of register windows, though it decreases likelihood of 

overflow and underflow, places significant demands on the hardware and can result in longer cycle times 

due to increased register access times. Attempts to improve access time by decreasing the size of the 

register store, increases the likelihood of overflow. Similarly attempts to decrease overflow by increasing 

the size of the register store, negatively impacts the register's access time. There is also the real estate 

problem: large register sets require more die space than small register sets. Though the results of 

technological improvements in semiconductor feature sizes do make ever increasing device counts 

possible, maintaining a smaller parts count yields a smaller die sizes, better manufacturing yields, and 

improved reliability. 

2.2.5.4. Terminal Subprogram Prologue 

Terminal subprograms make no calls and thus have only a very temporary need for register 

allocation. Some of the previously discussed single register set allocation methodologies recognized this 

and attempted to optimize for this frequent occurrence. This is one of the easiest occurrences for a multi- 

level call analysis for SRS architectures to optimize and one of the most expensive occurrences for multi- 

register set architectures not to optimize. That is, MRS architectures have no advantages over well 

optimized SRS architectures when executing terminal subprograms, but unless terminal subprogram calls 

on MRS architectures are properly optimized, the MRS's performance will be poorer than the SRS's for 

this type of subprogram. 

If a terminal subprogram call were handled using the standard call prologue and the call 

generated a window overflow, then the processing necessary to resolve the overflow would significantly 

impact the amount of time required to process the terminal subprogram. This is particularly true if the 

cost of the associated underflow is included in the cost of the call. To prevent the occurrence of a terminal 

generated window overflow, terminal subprogram calls are handled without changing the window 

location. Sun Microsystems accomplishes this on their SPARC processors by using a two instruction call 

sequence, One instruction to handle the IP storage and modification, and one instruction to handle register 

window relocation. When calling a terminal subprogram the window relocation instruction is not executed 

and the window retains its pre-call orientation. This non-windowed call will be referred to as a jump 

subroutine (JSR).



Terminal subprograms are compiled with a different register orientation. They expect their 

arguments to be passed in the temporary registers, and they attempt to restrict their register usage to the 

temporary and global registers. The lack of a new register frame means that the return address must be 

placed in a temporary register, and that SP/FP modification must be handled in the temporary registers. 

Fortunately terminals have no need for an SP and thus the calling subprogram's SP can be used as the 

terminal's FP without any additional processing. This execution strategy allows terminals to be executed 

without the possibility that they will generate an overflow exception. 

2.2.5.5. Terminal Subprogram Epilogue 

Given that the return address has been placed in a temporary register, all that is needed to 

facilitate a terminal subprogram return is to place the return argument, if there is one, in the proper 

temporary register and to load the return address into the IP. No window relocation is performed. After 

the return, the calling subprogram would need to return the SP to its pre-call orientation if the terminal 

call necessitated an SP modification. 

From the calling subprogram's viewpoint there is no difference between a terminal call/return 

and a non-terminal call/return. All terminal specific actions can be localized to the terminal. This allows 

compilers to compile individual subprograms without regard to the type of subprogram they call. The only 

deficiency in this approach is the somewhat restricted register selection available to the terminal 

subprograms. 

2.3. Register/Cache Interaction 

Registers are the fastest medium for data storage, showing a minimum of twice the speed of any 

other addressable memory store and this includes on-chip caches. On a properly designed instruction set, 

the register address fields are always in the same location. This allows register access to begin as soon as 

instruction fetch is complete. At most two registers are needed as source operands for an instruction. The 

IFU can be designed to begin fetching two register-based operands as soon as an instruction has been 

fetched. The worst that can result from the assumption that all fetched instructions are using two register- 

based operands and fetching the registers prior to instruction decode, is that the values fetched from the 

register store will be discarded after instruction decode is complete. The data paths and register ports must 

be present for instances when there are two source registers and therefore the implied fetch is essentially 

free. Thus a register access has an address fetch and address calculation delay of zero cycles and a storage 

cell access time of one cycle. 
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When fetching data from memory it would also be possible to use a default absolute address field 

and begin a fetch of the memory location indicated by the bit pattern within the instruction format's 

absolute address field as soon as an instruction was loaded. Unfortunately, this would not be particularly 

useful. Absolute memory addressing occurs rather infrequently, only about 13% of all memory references 

are to absolute locations [Clark82] and only about 20% of all instructions are loads or stores 

[Patterson82]. It is unlikely that making an assumption which is only 2.5% accurate would justify the cost 

involved in making the fetch abortable. 

The more general case of memory addressing involves indirect addressing and indexed-indirect 

addressing. Indirect addressing requires that a register be accessed in order to retrieve the address of the 

memory location to be fetched. This results in a address fetch time for indirect addressing which is equal 

to the entire access time of a register-based variable. To complete the access a storage cell access delay 

still must be accounted for. This delay will be larger or equal to the register storage cell access delay if the 

cache is larger or the same size as the register store. The cache tag comparison delay is being ignored 

since it can be performed in parallel with the fetch in direct mapped caches. Thus indirect addressing has 

an address fetch delay of one cycle, an address calculation delay of zero cycles, and a data fetch delay of at 

best one cycle. Therefore for indirect addressing, the fastest access possible is at only half as fast as a 

register access. 

Indexed-indirect addressing has all the delays of indirect addressing, plus the additional delay of 

a trip through an adder. Use of an arithmetic unit typically requires a one cycle delay. Thus indexed- 

indirect addressing requires one cycle for operand fetch, one cycle for address calculation, and at best one 

cycle of data fetch delay. This makes indexed-indirect addressing at best three times slower than register 

accessing. If the additional consideration that many designs use indexed-indirect addressing with a zero 

index to facilitate indirect addressing, than it should be clear that even a cache with a single cycle access 

capability is at best twice as slow as a register and typically three times slower. 

The preceding discussion ignores the fact that typically a cache will be considerably larger than a 

register store. The increased size results in more capacitance and increased levels of decode. This further 

enhances the inherent speed differential between registers and caches. However this is an area where the 

concept of fast enough may come into play. If the increased delay associated with the additional decode 

levels and capacitance is not part of the critical path then it is possible to absorb the delay without a 

performance penalty. 

The reason for the inherent speed advantage is in some senses semantic. Memory caches are by 

definition slower because any cache design which was not slower would cease to be a cache and instead be 

considered to be a register store, though perhaps a very sophisticated register store. The requirement that a 

memory cache be transparently addressed means that the effective access speed of a cache becomes bound 
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by the underlying effective address calculation mechanism of the processor. Effective address calculation 

generally involves register fetch as one step in address calculation, and the address must be generated 

before the cache can be accessed. 

The goal of registers and on-chip caches is the same: to improve system performance. However, 

the fact that they share a single die puts them in competition for chip real-estate. In the simplistic 

analysis, this competition means that each bit of register storage is placed in the processor at the expense 

of a cache bit, but this ignores cache tag bits and the dynamic potential of instruction caches. Instruction 

and data caches are best treated as separate entities for analysis purposes. For the current generation of 

processors, instruction caches are critical to maintaining instruction bandwidth. 

It is possible that a cache could be organized which contains dynamic, instead of static memory 

cells. Dynamic cells can be created with a transistor and a capacitor, while static cells require six 

transistors. Therefore, it could be the case that one bit of register might cost as much as three bits of 

cache. 

A balance must be found between the competing needs of the various memory elements. Cache 

memory research shows a decreasing marginal utility for each cache word as a cache size increases. The 

slope of the hit rate for a cache eventually becomes zero, meaning that further increases in cache size yield 

no net benefit. This effect is complicated somewhat because as the cache increases in size and thus shows 

better hit ratios, the access time of the cache increases because of additional levels of decode and added 

capacitance. The concept of fast enough is applicable, but at some point a cache will no longer be fast 

enough and either cache expansion must stop or basic cycle time must increase. Przybylski, Horowitz, and 

Hennessy [Przybylski88] address this at length and show that essentially RISC processors are cache 

limited. This means that the cycle time defining critical path is the one which fetches instructions from 

the cache. Their results indicate that overall performance increases can be obtained if for every five 

nanoseconds of additional cycle time the cache size can be doubled. This result holds until cache sizes 

reach the 512 kilobyte to 1 megabyte range. 

Data caches will present a problem to processors that exist in multiprocessor environments. 

Cache coherency protocols require that additional processing capabilities be embedded external to the 

processor to manage memory conflicts. If the processor has a shared variable in its cache, then even 

though the external processor may properly handle a memory conflict, the processor would have no way of 

knowing that one of its data cache entries is no longer valid. Cache coherency could require the disabling 

of on-chip data caches, or an enhanced external interface to the on-chip caches that would allow the 

memory conflict manager to invalidate on-chip cache lines. 

Registers have the same restricted storage potential with regard to shared data that caches have, 

but because register allocation is done at compile-time, the system can ensure that only non-shared data is



register-based. A similar non-caching protocol would be more complicated because caches are typically 

transparent and therefore the cache would have no way of knowing whether a given memory reference 

was cacheable or not. Thus, although registers may require more chip area then data caches, they are also 

faster and more readily controlled. 

2.4. Register Scoreboarding 

Waiting for external data and for internal operations to complete before continuing processing 

can negatively impact performance if the data for which processing has been halted is not needed by the 

instruction to be executed next [Tomasulo67]. Register scoreboarding is a technique that maintains a 

dynamic conflict matrix and only halts the processing of an instruction if its register usage is dependent 

on, or in conflict with, the operation of a previously issued instruction [Hennessy90]. Scoreboarding is a 

technique that allows a parallel architecture to independently its use functional units, relying on the 

scoreboard to track conflicts between resource demands of the independent functional units. Use of 

scoreboarding implies the presence of a unified register set, or at least a register set that is shared by 

multiple functional units. 

Scoreboarding is hardware intensive and has fallen out of favor of late, being supplanted by static 

scheduling. Static scheduling relies on the compiler to guarantee that there will be no resource conflicts. 

Unfortunately static scheduling only works if cycle timing for each instruction is known. Load and store 

delays are dependent on the location of the target word within the memory hierarchy and thus becomes an 

asynchronous operation. Scoreboarding is still a useful capability for managing conflicts between the data 

fetch unit and other data processing units. 

2.5. Constant Size 

The significance of being able to interact efficiently with constants as instruction-based 

immediate values has been well established, both by their ubiquitous support on major architectures (IBM 

360/370, DEC VAX, Intel 80X86, Motorola MC68000, Sun SPARC, MIPS R3000/R4000) and by 

empirical studies [Clark82], [Hennessy82], [Patterson82], [Wiecek82], [Hennessy84], and [Hennessy90]. 

Constant size has been shown to be relatively small with approximately 90% of all constants representable 

in 8 bits or less [Hennessy82], and [Hennessy84]. The dominance of small constants is attributable to the 

fact that zero is the implied value used for many comparisons, and the fact that character values are 

treated as 8-bit scalar quantities. 
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2.6. Context Switch Frequency vs. Call Frequency 

David Clark [Clark87], in his analysis of the VAX 8800, determined that there are approximately 

20,000 instructions per context switch. These context switches are the result of both program generated 

activity and external device activities that require operating system intervention for proper handling. A 

VAX 8800 is a time shared machine which runs on a 25,000 instruction quantum. The closeness of the 

task scheduling quantum and the measured context switch frequency would lead to the conjecture that the 

time sharing quantum is resulting in a smaller instruction per context switch count than would result in a 

run to until blocked environment. There is also a bias which results from the speed of the VAX. A faster 

cycle time would increase the number of instruction which could be run during a time sharing quantum. 

However, the conjectures are just that, conjectures, and the numbers supplied by Clark are measurements 

of the actual performance of a real machine and will therefore be given more credence than those that 

would be hypothesized from the conjectures. 

Patterson and Hennessy [Hennessy90], in their analysis of three large, divergent program types, 

determined that the average subprogram executes approximately 140 instructions. Using Clark's context 

switch frequency, and Patterson and Hennessy's subprogram instruction lengths, would mean that, on 

average, a processor executes approximately 150 procedure calls per context switch. Thus procedure call 

performance is, on average, significantly more important than context switch performance. 

Unfortunately, some programs can be degenerative in their relative context switch frequencies. 

This is particularly true of programs that rely on unbuffered keyboard input. Such programs are 

perpetually blocked, waiting for input, and when input arrives, the action taken may require only the 

execution of a short code sequence before the process is once again blocked. Thus, although high call to 

context switch ratios are the expected norm, a design that completely capitulates context switch 

performance to call/return performance may, for some applications, demonstrate poor performance. 

2.7. Summation of Previous Research 

A register set is a small, local data repository. The amount of data that the repository can hold is 

dependent on the number of bits available for addressing the store. The speed of the store is dependent on 

its size. There is an inverse relationship between a register set's speed and its size. The bigger it is, the 

slower it will be, but the bigger it is the more data it can hold. A register set's context storage capability is 

the foundation of its performance potential. The more context a register set can hold, the less frequently 

slower external memory will need to be accessed. 

Register allocation methodologies are dependent on register organization. SRS organizations can 

use various compiler-based allocation conventions to minimize the amount of context information that 
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must be explicitly saved and later restored, but an SRS organization still essentially forces the use of a 

save-on-call/recover-on-return register allocation methodology. Register windows solve most of the 

context maintenance deficiencies of SRS organizations, but inject a whole new set of problems. The object 

of the remainder of this presentation is to find a register organization that provides the context 

maintenance advantages of overlapping register windows, without the drawbacks. 
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3. The Software Register Model 

3.1. Software Environments 

There are primarily two contexts within which software executes: development and production. 

Development environments have an emphasis on fast compilation and linking, with reasonable execution 

performance. Production environments are unaffected by the complexity of the compiling and linking 

necessary to generate the executable object, but they are concerned about the speed and size of the 

executable object. Some programs do not survive the development process, for example most student 

programming assignments. Some programs are executed orders of magnitude more in production than 

they ever were in development, for example text editors and word processors. 

3.2. Fundamental Computational Component Types 

Atomic computational elements can generally be partitioned into five classes: instructions, 

instruction addresses (vectors), scalar data, floating-point data and data addresses (pointers). There are 

two status classes for the data related type partitions (scalar, pointer, floating-point) that determine how a 

value can be accessed. Read-only values, or constants, can be read, but cannot be modified. Read-write 

values, or variables, can be read and modified. Instructions are generally considered to be read-only. 

Instruction pointers are also generally considered to be read-only (this will be discussed later in the section 

related to remote IP functionality). 

3.2.1. Atomic Data Types. 

Any given bit pattern could potentially belong to any of the five classes, with the only exception 

being precision related. For example, a 64-bit floating point value could not also be interpreted to be an 

instruction unless instructions were also 64 bits long, but because memory does not carry size markers, the 

bit allocations of the various computational components does not generally provide any clues about the 

type of data inhabiting an given word of memory. It is not necessarily the case that a bit pattern 

interpretation in one partition is logically related to its interpretation in another, or that there is any 

logical translation possible from one partition to another. For example, the logical content of an 

instruction has no scalar representation, and code and data addresses could be physically accessed by a 

system's hardware such that their respective values are unrelated to each other. This would even be true of 

floating-point and scalar classes because although it would be possible to convert many floating point bit 

patterns into their integer equivalents, it would generally be the case that such an equivalent would not 

exist (Some portion of the floating-point values resolution is generally lost when the value is converted to 
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an integer, and the lost precision cannot be restored if the integer is converted back into a floating-point 

number). 

3.2.1.1. Instructions 

Instructions have an interpretation which is defined by the operation of the instruction decoder. 

Any given bit pattern will have a single interpretation within an executing instruction stream. Instructions 

are created as scalar data by compilers, assemblers, linkers and loaders, but their scalar interpretation 

ceases to be interesting after their creation, and only the operational interpretation relative to their 

hardware control capability has any real semantic content. The localization of instruction atoms to the 

instruction fetch and decode units makes their partitioning from the other atomic computational classes 

trivial and prevents any possible confusion regarding the interpretation of a bit pattern so localized. 

3.2.1.2. Vectors (Instruction Addresses) 

Every instruction has an address”. The Instruction Pointer (IP) is the primary residence of most 

instruction addresses. Incrementing the IP is a default action of most instructions and the majority of 

instruction addresses are generated this way. However, instruction addresses that reference subroutine 

entry points and branch targets may also be generated by interaction between instruction specified values 

and the IP. There are also a special class of instruction addresses which exist independently from the IP. 

Independent vectors can be thought of as potential IP values and they are necessary for jump tables, call 

tables, function pointers, and label pointers? in high level languages. The return vector (location to which 

control is to be returned after a subprogram finished execution) of a procedure call exists in a gray area 

between IP-based and IP independent addresses. They are generated by incrementing the IP, but they exist 

independently of the IP. Although they have a dual nature, return vectors will be treated as IP-independent 

values. Thus there are two classes of instruction addresses: IP-based and IP-independent. 

  

2This is not strictly true. A processor typically has embedded within itself a number of implied 

instructions that execute as side effects of explicit instructions. These implied instructions have no 

addresses. For example, the instruction that generates an interrupt when the processor attempts to divide 

by zero has no address. 
3A label pointers are like function pointers except that control is transferred to the target location by 

branching instead of calling. 
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3.2.1.3. Pointers (Data Addresses) 

All variables have addresses. If variables are aggregate types, then each atomic component within 

the aggregate will generally have an address‘. Some addresses are only interesting relative to other 

addresses, and some addresses have absolute relevance. A variable that cannot be addressed cannot be 

modified. Constants, because they cannot be modified, can often be specified in ways that obviate the need 

for explicit addressing (immediates). 

The separation of vectors from pointers will, on many machines, seem to be artificial because 

data and code exist in the same address space, are addressed with the same addressing modes, and are 

generated by the same ALU. However, data addresses and code addresses are different in kind, and the 

apparent similarity is an artifact created by an attempt to simplify the hardware implementation of two 

components that are logically different and have no necessary similarities; but whose essential operational 

parameters can be satisfied with a unifying architectural organization. The fact that code addresses can be 

manipulated as scalar values by some languages, often with heinous results, does not obviate the need to 

maintain the integrity of this partitioning. Anyone who was attempted to call a scalar value, or execute a 

floating-point number can attest to their unique status. 

3.2.1.4. Floating-point Values 

Floating point numbers and integer numbers are typically considered different enough in kind to 

merit a separate execution unit. Though it is relatively simple to treat integers as non-normalized floating 

point quantities with mmplied exponents, such a treatment would significantly impair system performance 

by applying a significantly more complicated computational paradigm to otherwise easily handled scalar 

types. The limited scope of floating-point representations makes their partitioning from the scalar data 

both worthwhile, allowing a reasonable parallel processing potential; and simple, floating point data is 

easily identified as such for partitioning purposes. 

3.2.1.5. Scalar Values 

Scalar data has many possible interpretations: integers, unsigned integers, bit maps, sets, 

enumerated types, characters, etc. This is the proverbial "kitchen sink" partition. Any data element whose 

atomic coding is user defined, gets included in the scalar partition. Array indices are typically considered 

scalar values. Historically pointers have been treated as array indices in a logically contiguous memory 

  

4Bit field data in the C programming language does not have an address in the normal sense of the word. 

The location that contains a bit field can be referenced by a pointer, but the pointer will not provide the 

details of the location or size of any particular field variable. 
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array and hence as scalar values. Although there is a clean simplicity to this viewpoint, there are good 

reasons to abandon it, not the least of which is software maintenance related. 

The independence of data and instructions from their addresses, of instructions from data, and of 

floating point from scalar data allows a useful partitioning of atomic computational objects. The need for 

speed that pushes so much architectural innovation, partially motivates this partitioning. It is additionally 

motivated by a desire to simplify hardware structures through partitioning. 

3.2.2. Constants 

Any value that cannot be modified is a constant. Constants can be partitioned into two 

accessibility classes: addressable and immediate. Addressable constants are values that are accessed as if 

they were variables, using the processor's explicit address generation capabilities and the normal data load 

instructions. Immediates are unaddressable constants that are embedded in the instruction stream. 

There are two usage classes of constants: atomic and aggregate. Atomic constants are individual 

scalar literal or floating-point literal values that are explicitly identified by a program and that are used as 

source operands in expressions, or that are generated by the compiler as: addressing indices or offsets, 

absolute addresses, size factors, or implied comparative values. Aggregate constants are immutable 

structures or arrays that are defined by the user or compiler and are used as string constants, jump tables, 

parse tables, and debug structures. 

Atomic constants can typically be accessed as immediates. Occasionally an atomic constant will 

contain a value that cannot be coded into a processor's immediate field. When this occurs the atomic 

constant will require explicit addressing. Aggregate constants always require explicit addressing. Even the 

most sophisticated immediate field interpretation will not be able to handle aggregate constants. The 

addressing mechanism used to address aggregate constants could also be used to address atomic constants 

that cannot be converted into immediates. It may useful to consider unembeddable atomic constants to be 

single element aggregates. 

Constants present an interesting conceptual problem on Harvard architectures that employ fixed 

length instructions. The term constant is usually considered a shortened version of the term constant data 

or a synonym of read-only data. Thus constants are at least nominally considered to be data. The normal 

partitioning of programs into code and data frequently ignores the dual nature of constants: constants are 

frequently accessed as if they are data, but are protected and can be shared as if they are code. Shared 

constants cannot be placed within an unprotected data partition because of the read-write nature of the 

data partition. Placing constants in the code partition protects them from erroneous updates, but can 

significantly complicate accessing them. This is particularly true if separate address spaces are maintained 
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for code and data. Addressing and fetching code segment based constants via the code port interferes with 

the operation of the instruction fetch unit, necessitating the insertion of a delay in an execution pipe while 

the instruction port loads a constant. It also would necessitate the inclusion of significantly more address 

calculating capability in the IFU than would otherwise be necessary. 

Addressing and fetching code segment based constants via the data port requires that either there 

be some provision which prevents them from being modified, or that inter-process constant sharing be 

prevented. Write-protecting constants requires the creation of a constant, or read-only, data recognition 

facility, and the inclusion of a hardware exception to handle violations of the protection. This can 

potentially be done by a virtual addressing mechanism, but ensuring compliance becomes increasingly 

difficult as data's storage locus shifts from secondary storage towards registers. This is particularly true of 

memory hierarchies that use virtual addresses instead of physical addresses for cache or local memory 

look-up. Once a constant has been moved into a register any hope of write protection is lost. This 

transition from a protected to an unprotected state at the final processing juncture makes a significant 

investment in providing write protection somewhat suspect from a self-protective viewpoint, and makes a 

concentration on preventing inter-process data Corruption a more attractive strategy. Programs that 

attempt to modify constant storage areas are generally erroneous and the emphasis in such cases should 

center on localizing the impact of the error. 

3.2.2.1. Embedded Constants (Immediates) 

Philosophical objections to immediate operands have been raised [Fairclough82]. These 

objections have mostly centered on the idea that immediates are data and should therefore not be 

imbedded in the code because doing so violates the logical distinction between code and data. A RISC 

pragmatist could counter this argument with the fact that immediate operands are very commonly used 

and system performance is significantly enhanced if data with fixed or known values have their value 

embedded in the code instead of explicitly loading them from memory. Placing an operand in the 

instruction allows the instruction fetch unit to perform double duty as both an instruction fetcher and a 

data fetcher. Immediates use instruction bits not otherwise used for operand and register specification. On 

an average fixed instruction length architecture with a small register compliment (5 or fewer bits 

dedicated to register address specification), there would be a significant number of unused bits in the 

average instruction if immediates were not allowed. 

Loading a constant into a register so that it can be used as an operand instead of using an 

immediate field representation negatively impacts performance. Most atomic constants can be embedded 

within an immediate field and thus obviate the need to explicitly address the constant before using it. 

Consider two functionally identical code sequences: 
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load rl, location_of_immediate 

add r2, rl, r3 

add r2, immediate, r3. 

The latter of the two sequences can be performed with a single instruction, does not allocate a register for 

temporary storage of the immediate, and does not require an external data bus operation (data bus 

operations frequently take more than a single cycle). The cycle and code savings are the entire justification 

for immediate addressing. Embedding atomic constants in instructions makes better use of code bits that 

would otherwise be required to specify the constant's address, and decreases a program's instruction count 

by allowing a single register-constant-to-register instruction to be used in place of a load-constant-to- 

register, register-register-to-register instruction pairs. 

Embedding an atomic constant within an instruction's immediate field provides exactly the sort 

of protection and shareability desired for constants. Embedding the constant in the code protects the 

constant from writing (the constant does not even have an address), allows it to be shared by all processes 

that use the code in which it is embedded, decreases the program's constant storage requirements, 

decreases the program's code size, and improves execution speed; but it also logically violates the 

code/data partition. Given that constants are data, then embedding one in a code segment means that the 

code is no longer pure code, but it now contains data. Maintaining the logical purity of the code/data 

partitioning may have some desirable abstract advantages, but in practice it is preferable to recognize that 

constants are both code and data. Constants are code when they can be successfully embedded in an 

immediate field and they are read-only data (logically or physically) when they are explicitly addressed. 

The concept of constants as code can perhaps best be illustrated by considering the operation of 

an increment instruction. An increment instruction is nothing more than an add instruction that uses a 

constant one as one of its source operands. Extending this concept to a 16-bit immediate field would 

logically mean that the processor supports an additional 65,536 addition operations besides the normal 

register-plus-register-to-register form. Instead of considering the immediate field to be an embedded 

constant, the immediate field can be thought of as an opcode extension that selects from an array of 

possible addition instructions: register-plus-(-32,768)-to-register, register-plus-(-32,767)-to-register, 

register-plus-(-32,766)-to-register, ..., register-plus-(32,767)-to-register. This conceptual framework can 

be used to place immediates within the realm of code and to thus distance them from their normal data 

interpretation and to support the concept of embedded constants as code. 

Ideally all atomic constants would be embedded within immediate fields and in practice most can 

be. The percentage of constants that can be successfully embedded is dependent on the number of bits 

allocated to the individual mstruction's immediate field. The more bits allocated the higher the constant- 
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to-immediate "hit" ratio. On a fixed instruction size architecture, immediate field bit allocations are in a 

zero-sum-game with the number of bits required for opcode and register fields. Thus the larger the 

register specification field the smaller the immediate field. On three-operand architectures (two source 

and one destination operand are specified for arithmetic and logical operations) this means that there is a 

two-to-one trade-off between the number of bits used for register addressing and the number of bits 

available for immediate specification. 

A fixed 32-bit instruction size allows somewhere between 10 and 20 bits for immediate 

specification, depending on the size of the opcode and register addresses. The restricted range of 

immediates makes it unlikely that all a program's atomic constants can be converted to use an immediate 

representation, but the goal of architectural designers should be to provide an immediate structure that 

allows as many atomic constants as possible to be converted to immediates. Most atomic constants have 

relatively little information value when compared to that of their underlying data type. Most scalar 

constants can be expressed in eight bits or less [Hennesey85]. 

3.2.2.3. Atomic Constant Types 

Something that is generally ignored is the fact that there are four types of immediate data, three 

of which are generally treated as a single type and a fourth that is seldom supported. Scalar immediate 

specifications generally does triple duty as the repository of code offsets, data offsets, and scalar data. 

Floating-point immediates present a difficult precision problem and are generally not supported. 

Relatively simple decimal numbers can suffer from floating-point round-off errors. For example, the 

number 0.3 causes mantissa round-off at any floating point precision. This makes supporting floating- 

point immediates a questionable activity. Small floating-point numbers without a fractional component 

could be represented in a floating-point format whose size is significantly reduced, but, except in a small 

number of cases, if a fractional component is present in a floating-point constant, the round-off error 

caused by a small format would be unacceptable. 

Making a distinction between the different types of scalar immediate values is mostly useful for 

determining the number of bits necessary in the various instruction types that can make use of immediate 

value representations. Call and branch instructions are able to use an immediate value as an offset from a 

specified (or implied) base register, IP, or code segment. Load and store instructions can use an immediate 

offset from a specified base register for indexed-indirect addressing. Arithmetic and logical instructions 

can make use of an immediate in place of one of the source register operands when the value in the 

expression is known at compile time. Allowing both source operands to be immediates is of little use 

because the result of an operation involving two immediates can be determined as compile-time.



3.2.2.2. Immediate Interpretations 

The bits available to an immediate can be interpreted in a number of different ways. The type of 

instruction in which it is embedded makes some immediate interpretations more useful than others. For 

example, a load instruction that uses an immediate field as an offset from a register that contains an 

address (indexed indirect addressing) can benefit most by sign extending the immediate. An instruction 

that jumps to an absolute address has no need for negative numbers and can thus benefit most from an 

unsigned interpretation of an immediate. A logical instruction (and, or, xor) would benefit most from a 

complex interpretation which allows the immediate to be either an integer or a bit oriented mask. 

3.2.2.5. Constants and Very Long Instruction Word Architectures 

Superscalar processing seems to be the path architectural development is currently taking. Very 

long instruction word (VLIW) architectures may well be the next [Fisher83], [Hennesey90]. A VLIW 

architecture is much like a processor that relies on compiler generated microcode. Monolithic instruction 

processing, and monolithic instructions, as such, do not exist. The processor is broken up into multiple 

functional units and each instruction word is partitioned into groups of control bits that correspond to the 

functional units. Making each control section large enough to hold an immediate value will generally 

require too extravagant a word length. It will be more logical to include an immediate field in the 

instruction that can load one constant per instruction cycle. 

The immediate field will contain a destination register specification and a source immediate 

specification. If the register sets are partitioned, then the destination register specification will also 

include a register set specifier. VLIW architectures will not have the same bit competition between 

immediate field lengths and register address size, but immediate field and register address size will be the 

major instruction field components and thus the prime determinants of how long the instruction word is. 

It would be possible to save a few bits in the instruction length by creating a special purpose 

FIFO constant register. A constant register would be enqueued every time an instruction was executed that 

had a valid immediate field, and dequeued every time the constant register was used as a source operand 

by one of the functional units. The bit savings provided by such a register would be minimal, the 

additional context maintenance placed on the system would be somewhat burdensome, and the 

disadvantages may outweigh the advantages, but the wonderful irony created by having a constant register 

whose content is variable (different every time the register is accessed) and variable registers whose 

contents are constant (sequential reads return the same value) should not go unnoted. 
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4. The Hardware Register Model 

4.1. Word Size Constraints 

One of the fundamental aspects of RISC processor design is its use of a fixed size instruction. 

Fixed size instructions allow instructions to be accessed with word level resolution (code addresses 

reference unique four byte quantities, instead of unique single byte quantities), and provide a quadruple 

expansion to an instruction address’ range. Fixed size instructions also simplify compilation, instruction 

fetching, and instruction decoding. 

Fixed size instructions force a partitioning of the bits in the fixed instruction to the opcode, 

register addressing, and immediate specification fields. Any increase in processor functionality that 

necessitates an increase in the size of the opcode field will force a reduction in the size of the immediate 

field, or a reduction in the register address range. 

4.1.1. Register Addressing 

There are two addressing methodologies which can be used for register addressing: absolute and 

indexed-indirect. Absolute addressing is the typical methodology employed for register addressing. 

Indexed-indirect register addressing is employed for overlapping register windows and register stack 

organizations. 

4.1.1.1. Register Address Size 

The number of registers that are accessible at any given time is a function of the number of bits 

in the instruction field's register addresses. There are techniques that will allow an address field to be 

mapped into a larger physical register store, but access to the larger physical store will be restricted to a 

subset of the total register compliment and a mechanism must be created that allows the range of 

addresses to be changed. An instruction's register address fields consume a limited resource (instruction 

bits) and on a fixed length instruction architecture, the size of a register address is effectively limited by 

the requirement that an opcode and two or three register addresses all fit within a fixed 32-bit instruction. 

Most processors can be classified as being two-operand, three-operand, or two and three-operand 

architectures. The number of operands that can be specified is one of the prime determinants of maximum 

register address range. 

4.1.1.1.1. Two-Operand Machines 

Two operand architectures allow a source operand and a destination operand to be specified. The 

destination operand is also a source operand, for all operations that use two source operands. This means 
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that one source operands is always destroyed because it is overwritten by the result. General processing is 

not overly restricted by the operand model. Stack-based expression evaluation works fine with two 

operands, except that the initial operation may require a value to be copied into a register. 

Two operand architectures provide a maximally sized source register/immediate size. If standard 

two-operand instruction opcodes can be limited to eight bits, then up to a 12-bit register address range can 

be supported in a 32-bit fixed length instruction. Every bit of diminished destination register range 

doubles the immediate field range. 

The primary deficiencies of two operand architectures are load/store operations and general 

flexibility. Load/store operations are naturally three-operand instructions containing a destination/source 

register address, an indirect address register, and an index immediate or register. To force a load/store 

into a two operand format requires the use of an implied source/destination register, or restricts memory 

addressing modes to absolute and indirect. 

Two-operand architectures negatively impacted general flexibility because two independent 

operands cannot be combined to form a third independent operand. For example: an operation that 

performed ”X=Y+2Z" would need to be converted into the instruction pair "X=Y" and "X=X+Z”". Although 

two-operand forms tend to dominate expression evaluation, the necessity of performing a copy operation 

to initialize a variable forces compilers to generate the more restrictive case and negatively impacts 

performance. 

4.1.1.1.2. Three-Operand Machines 

Three-operand architectures allow two source registers and one destination to be specified. None 

of the operands need to be unique. Any two operand instruction could be modeled by a three operand 

instruction in which one of the source operands and the destination operand both reference the same 

register. 

Three operand instruction forms limit maximum register address range to eight bits. A five bit 

opcode field would allow three 9-bit register addresses to share a 32-bit instruction, but only 32 instruction 

possibilities is generally too limited an instruction set, particularly if condition code setting is explicitly 

controlled by the opcode field. 

If an eight-bit register address is used, then only eight-bits would be available for immediate 

specification. This tends to be a somewhat restrictive immediate field size for address index specifications. 

Fortunately, for each bit of register address surrendered, two bits of immediate field width are captured. 

Opcode field size is in a bit for bit relationship with immediate field size, but in a two bits for one bit 

relationship with register address range, that is, to increase register address size by one bit, two bits of 

opcode field would need to be surrendered. 
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4.1.1.2. Absolute Register Addressing 

Absolute register addressing means that the absolute address of a register to be accessed is found 

in an instruction field. This address field requires no modification prior to being sent to the register 

address decoders. The size of the instruction fields dedicated to absolute register addresses generally 

determines the size of the register set. If only three bits are allocated for register specification, then a 

register set with more than eight registers would be superfluous. All register organizations that employ 

flat file register sets use absolute addressing. 

Absolute register addresses can be used directly by the register set's decoders and allow the 

instruction fields of the instruction fetch buffer that contain source register addresses to be directly 

connected to the read address ports of the processor's register set. This allows the absolute minimum delay 

between the arrival of an instruction and the earliest possible time its associated source operands will be 

available for processing. 

4.1.1.3. Indexed-Indirect Register Addressing 

Indexed-indirect register addressing involves the calculation of a register address based on an 

implied base location within the register set. The term Base Register Buffer (BRB) will be used to identify 

a buffer which contains the absolute register address which is used as a base (indirect) location for an 

indexed-indirect address calculation. An indexed-indirect register address calculation involves the 

addition of an instruction-based immediate value (index) and a BRB. A register index field within an 

instruction would occupy the same instruction fields that would be occupied by the absolute register 

addresses of a flat file register set. 

Although the BRB needs to be large enough (have a sufficient bit size) to allow access the entire 

register store, or that partition of the register store accessed by indexed-indirect addresses, a register 

selector field only needs to be large enough to address a subset of the physical register set. This allows a 

large number of physical registers to be accessed with a small register selector. Modifying the contents of 

the BRB changes the range of physical registers accessible at any given time. 

The ability to compress the register specification field within an instruction is clearly one of the 

major appeals of indexed-indirect register addressing. The other major appeal is the ability to compile 

functions which use relative register numbers instead of absolute register numbers. This is analogous to 

the notion of stack relative as opposed to absolute address specification in main memory. 

If the addressing concepts typically applied to main memory are applied to register addressing, 

the advantages and disadvantages associated with main memory addressing are similarly true of register 

addressing. Absolute addressing requires a relatively large bit allocation for address specifier. Each 

absolute address must be large enough to access the entire address space. Absolute addressing requires 
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that a process always use the same register locations and thus makes recursion expensive to execute 

because the static mapping to absolute locations necessitates spilling(recovery) of all active registers 

whenever a recursive call(return) is encountered. Conversely, absolute addressing is faster than indexed- 

indirect addressing. 

The BRB is generally modified by the call/return mechanism in a way that closely models the 

operation of a FP, advancing when a call occurs and retreating when a return is encountered. Explicit 

manipulation of the BRB is not a generally useful capability, especially if a transparent spill/refill 

mechanism like the one discussed later is employed. Though explicit BRB control could be used for 

explicit register partitioning and fast coprocess context switching, the same net effect could be achieved by 

using a processor's call/return mechanism to achieve register frame visibility. 

There are a number of potential indexed-indirect register addressing schemes. The manner in 

which the BRB and an instruction's register selector field are combined to form an absolute register 

address determines the properties of the register set. The degree of overlap between the bits in a register 

selector and the BRB determines characteristics of a register organization. Following is an outline of the 

major schemes and a discussion of their primary attributes. 

4.1.1.3.1. Global/Window Partition 

There are two potential activities for which register organization can be optimized: subprogram 

call/return and context switching/exception/interrupt processing. Indexed-indirect addressing of an entire 

register store supports fast context switching, but is less advantageous to call/return processing. 

Partitioning of a register store into a global partition that is absolutely addressed and an indexed-indirectly 

address partition provides better support for call/return processing. The significantly greater frequency of 

calls and returns, compared to context switches/interrupts, makes partitioning advisable. 

When partitioning a register set into global, or absolutely accessed registers, and window, or 

indexed-indirectly accessed registers, the upper bit or bits of a register address field are used to determine 

whether a register address field contains an absolute address or an indexed indirect address. This can 

easily be accomplished by placing a multiplexer after the indexed-indirect effective address generation 

circuit that selects either the effective window register address or the effective global register address. 

4.1.1.3.2. Non-Overlapping Register Windows 

The non-overlapping register allocation addressing scheme is one in which the BRB and a 

register selector are concatenated to form an absolute register address. In this scheme there is no overlap 

of absolute register address bits. The BRB contains the most significant bits of the resultant absolute 

address, and the selector contains the least significant bits of the register selector (see Figure 2). A non- 
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overlapping register set will allocate a new set of registers on each procedure call. The new register set is 

allocated by incrementing the BRB whenever a call instruction is executed. With no overlap of BRB and 

selector, any modification of the BRB will allow access to a unique set of registers. 

Base Register Buffer Register Address Field 
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Figure 2. Non-Overlapping Window Effective Address Calculation 

          
  

Non-overlapping register allocation favors context switching over subprogram calling. Though argument 

passing could be facilitated by using registers in the global partition, the bias towards context switching 

would be just as likely to lead the designer to allocate the entire register store to indexed-indirect 

addressing and forego an absolutely addressed partition. 

4.1.1.3.3. Overlapping Register Windows 

The overlap in an overlapping register window organization is the result of an overlap between 

the absolute register address bits specified by the BRB and a register selector field. If a simple BRB 

increment on call, decrement on return paradigm is used, then the number of bits of overlap determine the 

number of registers shared by a ancestor/descendent subprograms. A significant overlap could result in 

multi-generational register sharing, though the amount of overlap is generally limited to a single bit and 

register sharing is thereby limited to only parent-child subprograms. 

Overlapping register window effective addresses (absolute addresses) are generated by adding the 

overlapping bits of the register selector to the BRB and concatenating the result to the front of the portion 

of the register selector that does not overlap (see Figure 3). Fixing the window alignment factor at a power 

of two minimizes the number of bits necessary for effective address calculation. 

Variable sized register windows can be created by allowing the subprogram call associated 

increment value to vary. The smaller the size of the increment, the smaller the number of registers 

dedicated to a specific subprogram. When varying window size, if a strict parent-child overlap is 

maintained, then small window sizes will result in unmapped indexed-indirect register addressed. There 

are a plethora of remapping schemes available, one of the more interesting of which employs an 

additional BRB that is explicitly maintained to provide a relative access mechanism to the global register 
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partition. The additional BRB would allow multiple processes to share a single register set without an 

intra context switch register storage/retrieval phase. 
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Figure 3. Overlapping Register Window Effective Address Calculation. 

4.1.1.3.4. Register Stack 

If the BRB increment is explicitly provided by an immediate field in one of the instructions 

associated with a call mechanism, then a register stack organization exists. A register stack does not have 

a fixed or settable window increment. A register stack only advances as much as each per call 

specification indicates. This provides the most efficient register usage, but requires a field for explicit 

BRB incrementing and a more complicated effective address calculation mechanism. 

The effective address calculation circuit for a fixed size overlapping register window would only 

require a one to three-bit adder, or a simple two-to-one multiplexer, depending on the number of window 

frames in the register store and the amount of window overlap. A register stack requires an adder that is 

as wide as the register store's absolute register addresses (see Figure 44). Thus a 64 register store would 

necessitate a 6-bit adder. A wider adder increases the delay between the time an instruction is fetched, and 

the time source register operand fetch can begin. The principle of fast enough may make the additional 

effective address calculation delay inconsequential. 
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Figure 4. Register Stack Effective Address Calculation. 

      

4.1.2. Immediate Addressing 

The importance of being able to specify variables with known values and constants as immediate 

operands has been already been discussed. Many complex instruction set computers (CISC) allow 

constants that exceed an immediate field’s value representation capabilities to be placed in the instruction 

stream, immediately following the instruction that uses them. The program then uses and autoincrement 

of the IP addressing mode. It is conceptually simple and easily tracks all code branching. Unfortunately, it 

can interfere with the execution of a pipelined processor. 

Pipelined execution is most efficient if the next instruction to be executed can be loaded while its 

predecessor is executing. If the next instruction is actually a constant, then the prefetch mechanism would 

need to be able to fetch the next two instructions in one cycle: the first instruction would actually be the 

constant value needed by the previous instruction and the second instruction would be the instruction 

needed by the pipeline. This double load is not feasible given the instruction rates of the current 

generation of RISC processors. The delay of fetching the next instruction could also mean that the 

constant would not be available when needed by the ALU. Embedding constants in the code stream also 

complicates the instruction fetch mechanism which would need to be able to handle two instruction types 

(constant and instruction) instead of just one. 

One way of addressing the representational inadequacies of the embedded immediate field is to 

create a constant load instruction. This instruction would use an implied register and the opcode could be 

a single bit long. This is an approach used by some RISC vendors. The disadvantages of this approach is 

that one bit is lost from all other instruction formats, constants thusly loaded are one bit smaller than the 
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word size and an additional instruction cycle is necessary to load the constant. Given the frequency with 

which immediates are used (approximately 30% of an average programs instructions will make use of an 

immediate field [Patterson82], [Clark87], and [Hennessy90]), dedicating an entire cycle to constant 

loading could increase code size by 30% and decrease performance by a similar degree. 

4.1.3. Memory addressing 

Memory addresses are typically generated in a unified fashion, with data, constant, and code 

effective address generation all using the same addressing modes. Even Harvard architectures tend to use 

a unified address generation mechanism even though they have separate address and data ports. Address 

generation usually relies on a register-based indirect address and frequently an immediate-based or 

register-based index value. 

4.1.3.1. Data Addressing 

A single data addressing mode is sufficient for all data addressing: indexed-indirect. Absolute 

addressing can be considered to be a special case of indexed-indirect in which the indirect register 

contains a zero. Indirect addressing is a special case in which the index contains a zero [Patterson82]. 

There are two forms of indexed-indirect addressing: on in which the index in register-based, and one in 

which the index is immediate-based. The size of the immediate field will determine the offset range 

available for data address specification. 

Data addresses have three primary reference loci: global, stack relative, and pointer relative. 

Global data has a fixed location throughout a program's execution and can be absolutely referenced, or 

referenced relative to a register that contains a fixed global base address. Stack data is automatically 

allocated on a per subprogram call basis and is referenced relative to a stack pointer or frame pointer. 

Although there are techniques that would allow static mapping of most subprogram variables and 

arguments, they are seldom employed except when dealing with non-recursive languages. Dynamically 

allocated data (malloc in C, new in Pascal) is referenced with pointers. A pointer is essentially a base 

address. If the pointer references a structure or array, then the pointer will be the base address and 

indexed-indirection will be used to select an atomic element from within the aggregate. 

When a register-based index is used for effective address calculation the index range is 

essentially unrestricted. Immediate-based indices must have sufficient range to access a complete global, 

automatic, or dynamic allocation, or additional processing will be necessary to generate a register-based 

index. Arrays are typically accessed with register-based indices, and can safely be excluded from 

consideration, with the exception of arrays embedded in record structures, Automatic and dynamic 

allocation tend to be fairly small compared to global allocations.



Operating in a bit restricted instruction field environment makes the introduction of an absolute 

address an attractive option. An absolute address is used for statically mapped data (global data) and has 

greater range requirements than automatic or dynamic data. An absolute address could use the fields 

otherwise occupied by a base address register selector and an immediate, and would thus have a 

significantly greater range than indexed-indirect addressing with a zero filled base register. 

4.1.3.2. Code 

The function of a small set of a processor's instructions is non-sequential IP modification. All 

other instructions are IP independent and rely on the instruction fetch unit's (IFU's) automatic sequential 

IP modification. The latter class of instructions are unaffected by the instruction addressing paradigm and 

the former class of instructions is primarily concerned with the instruction addressing paradigm. The class 

of non-sequential IP modifiers includes jump, call, and return instructions. The return instruction is a 

special case of IP dependent instruction because although it modifies the IP, it does not so much care 

about the addressing paradigm as it cares about being able to undo the IP modification performed by its 

associated Call instruction. An architecture may include multiple forms of each of the previous 

instructions, but the operation of the various forms of any one of the instructions is essentially the same 

with regard to its IP modification function. The differences are generally associated with what are, in 

some respects, side affects or embellishment of the instruction's basic function. 

Branching and calling to locations known at compile time, and returning to run-time generated 

locations, accounts for almost all non-sequential IP modification. All high-level language control 

structures require a conditional branch capability. The set of locations to which control may be transferred 

is always known at compile-time for any given control structure, what is not known at compile-time is 

which control point will be selected. Subprogram execution requires a call and return facility. Except for 

the rare cases when subprograms are called using a function pointer, the location to which control is to be 

transferred when calling a subprogram is known at compile-time>. Returning from calls necessitates a 

run-time instruction address generation facility which will be discussed later, but except for returning, all 

other non-sequential instruction's target locations are known at compile time. This means that immediate- 

based code address generation can be used for almost all branching and calling. Immediate-based code 

  

>Sometimes the target address is not known until link-time, but for our purposes, all activities related to 

the creation of an executable object will be considered to be compile-time, unless specifically noted 

otherwise. Any activities with regard to code creation that could be undertaken by a compiler, but because 

of insufficient information must be postponed for linking, are considered to be an informational 

inadequacy inherent in flat address spaces, and as such will be remedied as much as possible by the 

system to be proposed.



addressing means that an immediate field within the instruction, and perhaps the current IP, fully specify 

the target address. 

The most common mechanism employed to generate call and jump target addresses is IP relative 

addressing, performed by adding an immediate offset, or sometimes a register, to the current IP. If the 

offset field is large enough then there is be no need for a register-based offset. Absolute addressing is 

sometimes used by the linker to resolve external references and to access memory mapped storage 

locations, but if the processor's immediate field is large enough, these absolute references could be 

replaced with IP relative references. Absolute addressing can be considered a linker optimization or a 

remedy for a restricted immediate offset range and not a necessary addressing mode. 

The primary requirement for an immediate offset field used in normal calling and branching is 

that it be large enough to access the entire program address space. A too small offset range necessitates 

the creation of a register-based offset, or more frequently, the processor architecture will support two 

different types of branching mechanism, one that is typically conditional and that has a restricted offset 

range, and another that is unconditional and that has a significantly larger address range, because the 

instruction bits otherwise used for condition specification, are available for offset specification. 

Architectures that employ this type of duplex branching often require that the compiler make assumptions 

about code size and impose a two step branch whenever a conditional branch does not have sufficient 

range or when the distance to the branch target is unknown. Two step branches consist of a conditional 

branch instruction followed by an unconditional branch instruction. The conditional branch is taken on 

the "not" of the condition that would be used by a simplex conditional branch. The conditional branch, 

targets the instruction following the unconditional branch. Thus conditional branches are often used as 

little more than skip instructions. Branches account for roughly 25% of all instructions [Fairclough82] 

and the imposition of a two instruction sequence, where a single instruction could suffice, would 

significantly impact performance. In practice a compiler can perform simplex branches to resolved labels 

and only needs to resort to a duplex branch when branching forward. Unfortunately roughly half of a 

programs labels are forward references®. Ideally a unified conditional/unconditional branching 

mechanism could be created that obviates the need for duplex branches. 

IP relative addressing is popular because it makes code self relative (independent of load 

location). This load location independence significantly reduces the amount of work necessary for linking 

and/or loading because all intra-module branching and calling can be resolved by the compiler, leaving 

only inter-module control transfers for the linkage-editor. Unfortunately it also necessities the inclusion of 

  

One of the advantages of RISC processors is that fixed instruction size makes it easier to resolve label 
locations during the first pass of an assembler and to therefore avoid the penalties associated with duplex 

branching. 
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an adder in the instruction fetch unit (or the ability to share the ALU's), and causes a delay because the 

contents of the immediate field containing the branch target offset must pass through an adder before it is 

available to the instruction fetch unit. It could be argued that the control flow instructions’ execution path 

already must include an adder for IP incrementing purposes, but a much simpler counter circuit could be 

used for IP incrementing, and the counter would not present any delay difficulties because it could 

generate the next address while the instruction at current address is executing. Thus an IP relative 

branch/call strategy, though ubiquitous in its application, does have some drawbacks. 

Another potential mechanism for branch and call target address specification is based on absolute 

offset within an absolute code segment or within the current code segment. This type of branching would 

be independent of the current IP location, but potentially dependent on the current segment number. The 

advantages of using this addressing methodology are: faster access to branch and call target locations 

because no address calculation needs to be performed, and a more efficient use of the bits in the 

instruction's immediate field. 

Machines that allow IP relative addressing require that the offset be a signed quantity, otherwise 

there would be no way to loop. A machine that used segment relative addressing could function with only 

unsigned offsets. For any given bit allocation, an unsigned specification from the beginning of a segment 

will provide an average of 12-bit more addressing range than an IP relative signed offset addressing. This 

can be proven by selecting an arbitrary offset range and then considering all the possible IP locations 

within that range. For example, if a 10-bit offset range is specified then a 1024 instruction range would be 

accessible using that offset. For every possible IP location within this range, there are a number of 

additional locations within the range that can be accessed via IP relative addressing. This "reachable" 

target space is, from any given IP locations, half the address range in the forward direction and half the 

address range in the backward direction. This means that the entire address space is only addressable 

when the IP is in the middle of the address space. At the extremes of the address range only half of the 

storage locations are accessible (the other half of the possible addresses that could be generated reference 

locations outside the target address range). This means that 2-bit of address range is lost. The entire 

address range is accessible by an unsigned offset-based from the beginning of the range, and thus no bits 

are wasted. Thus for an immediate-based offset, unsigned offsets relative to the beginning of the code 

space provides a more efficient bit usage. 

Restricting a code space to the range of the immediate field may seem to be an artificial 

condition, but it is, in fact, exactly the way program scope works. The IP starts at the beginning of a 

range, and needs to be able to access the end of the range. What is otherwise accessible before and after 

the range of interest is generally out of scope and therefore not usefully accessible. If the immediate field 

has insufficient range for some forward branches, and the compiler cannot reliably determine the distance 
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to an unresolved label, then either a duplex branch must be used, or the compiler must assume the label is 

within range and then recompile if it is not. The duplex branch may take the form of loading an offset into 

a register and then performing an IP relative jump using the loaded register as the offset, an absolute 

address load followed by an absolute jump to the location indicated by the register, or the before 

mentioned conditional branch over an unconditional branch. 

A sufficiently large offset immediate size and corresponding address calculation mechanism 

could be employed for code addressing which will make duplex branching unnecessary. This methodology 

is dependent on the creation of a maximum code segment size. This is a point of potential architectural 

obsolescence, one of Patterson and Hennessy's "Fallacies and Pitfalls" [Hennessey90]. The problem is that 

selecting a code size limitation makes the architecture potentially obsolete if the restriction creates a 

functionally restrictive limitation on code size. The algorithm that transforms an offset and base address 

into a code address must satisfy code size requirements for the near future and be extensible to satisfy the 

more distant code size requirements. 

4.1.3.3. Constant 

Constants that cannot be embedded within an immediate field must be explicitly addressed. 

Constants are staticly mapped at compile time and are accessed relative to the beginning of a constant 

memory block. The only functional difference between data addressing and constant addressing is that 

constant memory storage areas cannot be modified. 

4.2. Multi-port Access 

A basic machine architecture that executes one instruction per cycle without any pipelining of 

operations would require a triple-ported register set. Two of the ports could be read only ports and the 

remaining port could be a write only port. The read ports would be connected to the inputs of the 

Arithmetic Logic Unit (ALU) and the write port would be connected to the output of the ALU. The 

register set would be supplied with three addresses at the beginning of each cycle. The read-only ports 

would be used to fetch operands. The operands would then be sent to the ALU and the result would be 

written to the register set's write-only port. If the register set had quick enough access then it would be 

possible to break the cycle into halves for register access purposes. During the first half of the cycle a port 

would be used for register fetching and during the second half of the cycle the same port could be used for 

result storage. This would allow the basic architecture to get by with only a dual-ported RAM, but one of 

the ports would need to be both readable and writeable. It is likely that the RAM used to support a 
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processor's register set will be at least dual ported, because most arithmetic operations require two 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

operands. 

Cycle | Instruction | Instruction | Instruction | Instruction | Instruction | Instruction | Instruction 
Time A B C D E FE G 

X+0 | Wait | OPcrane | Insiiction 

X+1 Operand Execute mnewmuciio n 

x2 wait | Opera [nse 
X+3 operand Execute inemmuctio n 

xed wai | Opeand [mucin 
X+5 Operand | Execute instmuewon 

X+6 Wait Operane instruction 

X+7 operand Execute neuen n 

Xs8 wat | Oven [lasso 
X+9 Oprrand Execute insizuction                   
  

Figure 5. Short Execution Pipeline. 
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Cycle} Instruc- | Instruc- | Instruc- | Instruc- | Instruc- | Instruc- | Instruc- | Instruc- | Instruc- | Instruc- 

Time] tionA | tionB | tionC | tionD | tionE | tionF | tionG | tionH | tionI tion J 

Instruc- | Instruct- 

X+0 Operand Execute op eran tion ion 

Decode | Fetch 

Instruc- | Instruc- 

X+1 operand Execute Op erane tion tion 

c Decode | Fetch 

Instruc- | Instruc- 

X+2 Operand Execute “perand tion tion 

Decode | Fetch 

Instruc- | Instruc- 

X+3 Operand Execute Cperand tion tion 

Decode | Fetch 

Instruc- | Instruc- 

X+4 operand Execute Operane tion tion 

Decode | Fetch 

Instruc- | Instruc- 

X+5 Operand Execute Operand tion tion 

Decode | Fetch 
  

Figure 6. Standard Execution Pipeline. 

Pipelined architectures may require three or more ports on the register RAM. Figures 5 and 6 

  
show two different pipeline organizations. The short, split cycle pipeline shown in Figure 5 requires only 

a dual ported register RAM because each pipe stage is broken in half. During the first half of the stage the 

registers are used for operand fetching and during the second half of the stage the registers are used for 

result storage. Figure 6's five stage pipe requires at least a triple ported register RAM because during each 

cycle two operands are fetched and one result is stored. 

In order to better understand the impact of the two pipeline organizations, let us consider the 

circuit requirements for the two register models. Figure 7 contains a circuit diagram of a single ported 

memory cell. This memory cell consists of a pair of cross-coupled inverters and a pair of pass transistors 

that connect the memory cell to a bit and bit-not buses. The bit and bit not busses are used to send and 

receive the memory cell's state. Figure 8 contains a simplified circuit diagram of a 16-bit by 1-bit single 

ported static RAM. A dual ported memory cell would be configured like the one in Figure 8 except there 

would be two complete sets of external addressing and read/write circuitry. A cell would be connected to a 

pair of bit and bit-not buses and an additional pair of pass transistors would be necessary to control access 

to the second port. The cross-coupled inverters that store the cell's state would need to be enlarged in the 

dual ported design to maintain the same circuit speed. Larger inverters are necessary because a dual 

ported memory cell must be able to sink and source twice as much current as a single ported cell. Figure 9 

contains a simplified circuit diagram for a 16-bit by 1-bit dual ported static RAM. The same process used 
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to make a single ported memory dual ported would be followed to make a dual ported memory triple 

ported, or a triple ported memory quadruple ported. 

Making a RAM port read-only or write-only simplifies the port design by removing the 

multiplexer and other circuitry associated with read/write control and by removing the necessity tri-state 

capability for the port. It is frequently possible to create read-only and write-only ports when dealing with 

multi-ported RAMs. For example, a RAM that supported the tiple-ported register set necessary for the 

implementation of the pipeline shown in Figure 6 could be built with a pair of read-only ports and a single 

write-only port. 

Concurrent reading and writing of a cell is sometimes not possible if the read value needs to 

match the written value. Short cycle times may prevent complete propagation of the write value through 

the cell and thus necessitate the addition of RAM external circuitry that recognizes these read/write 

conflicts and passes the value to be written directly to the read port. Obviously, the larger the number of 

ports, and the less restricted their use, the more complicated the task of read/write conflict resolution 

becomes.
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Figure 7. Single Ported Memory Cell 
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4.3. Unified vs. Partitioned Register Set Organization 

We are accustomed to seeing an architectural distinction maintained between floating-point data 

and the other computational classes. Harvard architectures maintain a distinction between instructions and 

data, though this distinction is not extended to a distinction between data addresses and code addresses. 

Performance is generally the factor that drives partitioning. It will be shown that there are performance 

advantages to maintaining a distinction between all five of the atomic computational classes discussed 

below. 

4.3.1. Unified Register Set 

A unified register set seems to be preferred by compiler writers because it allows flexible register- 

based value typing. Changing a pointer into a scalar value, of vice versa, is simply a matter of logical 

interpretation, as opposed to it being a matter of a physical data transfer. The logical interpretations have 

no cycle costs associated with them. Unified register sets also provide better resource utilization of what 

would generally be considered a very scarce resource (registers). A single untyped store of size n would 

allow register-basing of any combination of n values (ignoring for the moment that some values may have 

a representation that requires two or more words). On a multi-partitioned, typed store, whose total word 

storage capability equals that of a unified resource, each partition would have a size of less than n and 

would thus be unable to register base n homogeneously types values. Interestingly enough, floating-point 

values show the greatest inter-program usage variance and would benefit most from the improved 

utilization offered by a unified register store [Hennesey90], but hardware floating-point processing (as 

opposed to software floating-point processing using scalar arithmetic instructions) is typically supported 

by a partitioned (dedicated) register set. 

The prominence of the C programming language makes a distinction between scalar data and 

addresses seem problematic due to the uncertain nature of the use of a variable (primarily the result of 

loose type checking, easy casting, and non-portable address manipulations). In reality, a values data type 

is trivially established and when good programming practices are followed easily maintained. The 

migration from pointer values to scalar values is frequently non-portable and often not necessary. Pointer 

arithmetic can be performed without ever violating the types of any pointers involved in the calculation. If 

a pointer processing unit fully supported arithmetic processing, including condition code setting, then 

there is little, if any, need for a pointer to migrate to the scalar partition or vice versa.



4.3.2. Partitioning Argument 

"Communication is more expensive than computation" and "limited speed ... encourages the use 

of parallel implementations" [Hennessy85]. Ideally, from a hardware standpoint, the five primary 

computational elements would each be given their own execution unit and each execution unit would 

function wholly independently from the other execution units. Unfortunately such a system would have 

very limited capabilities and conditional branching would not be among them. The fact that the units 

cannot be totally independent is not a good reason to abandon independence altogether and ignore the 

computational advantages of semi-isolation of computational units and the easy parallelism such isolation 

allows. 

Superscalar processing, or the ability to co-execute multiple instructions, is dependent on an 

expansion and duplication of computational hardware. The data access requirements imposed on register 

sets by such duplication can be extreme. One way to decrease the port requirements on a processor's 

register set, while at the same time increasing the coprocessing potential of a processor, is to partition the 

processor into its basic computational components, isolating as much as possible the components from 

each other, but at the same time providing a path via which the individual components can communicate 

with each other. 

Superscalar processing seems to be the path architectural development is currently taking. Very 

long instruction word (VLIW) architectures may well be the next [Fisher83][Hennesey90]. A VLIW 

architecture is much like a processor that relies on compiler generated microcode. Monolithic instruction 

processing, and monolithic instructions, as such, do not exist. The processor is broken up into multiple 

functional units and each instruction word is partitioned into groups of control bits that correspond to the 

functional units. Instructions are thus able to take advantage of all the parallelism available within a 

processor. 

Another factor in favor of a partitioned register set is the number of ports a register set must 

support. If three execution pipes (units) all share a single register set, all three execution pipes are capable 

of parallel operation, and support a two source register, one destination register per cycle, execution mode, 

then the register set would require nine ports (six read and three write), plus either a sophisticated 

compiler that can guarantee that processing will be free from register access conflicts, or hardware to 

detect conflicts and resolve them. This is clearly an expensive proposition when one considers that while a 

register is holding, for example, a floating-point variable, it is unlikely that scalar processing unit will 

ever access it. Partitioning the registers and thus limiting their port requirements helps to decrease the 

size of the register stores. 

Partitioning allows each register set to be smaller than a unified register set, thus increasing its 

speed. Partitioning also allows access to more registers for any given register address field size, because



each instruction's opcode will supply the implied register addressing information necessary to resolve 

which register set is being accessed. Conversely, the sum of the number of registers in the partitions would 

need to be larger than the number of registers in a unified register set to provide the same register-basing 

capability. In the case of the scalar and pointer partitions, the increase in partitioned register usage 

compared to unified register usage is minimal. 

Allowing each functional unit to have its own register set also allows the size of the register set to 

be tailored to the needs of the specific data type the register set supports. Some functional units may be 

able to take advantage of large register allocations, while others may only warrant a small physical store. 

Different functional units may also benefit to different degrees from various register organizations. A 

partitioned register organization allows each register set to have the organization that best meets the 

demands of its functional unit. 

Partitioning allows the individual register set to be localized to its execution unit. This helps to 

minimize bus lengths, thereby reducing capacitance and thus increasing speed. The only serious 

disadvantage of partitioning is increased gate count, and though gate count is always important, as 

processors move into the multi-million device counts it seems reasonable to allocate 100,000 of those 

gates to registers. 

4.3.3. Partition Identification 

The most basic processor decomposition would partition instruction relative aspects of the 

processor from its data relative aspects. This would result in a data unit and a code unit. The data unit can 

be divided into three components: a data movement unit, a scalar processing unit, and a floating-point 

processing unit. 

The data movement unit would be responsible for moving data between memory and the register 

sets. A set of pointer registers would be used to facilitate this movement. In spite of what is sometimes a 

loose treatment of pointers by C programmers, pointers yield scalar results and vice versa in very regular 

ways. Pointers have a built-in relocation factor that cannot be accounted for at compile-time. A pointer 

must contain a single relocation factor. A pointer with no relocation factor is really a scalar quantity. A 

pointer with two relocation factors is an error. To remove a relocation factor from a pointer, another 

pointer with the same relocation factor must be subtracted from the it. The result of the subtraction is the 

scalar distance between the original pointers. Any operations involving a pointer and a scalar would yield 

a pointer because the relocation factor will be unaffected by interaction with scalars. Multiplication and 

division of pointers is always a meaningless operation because of either the resultant duplication 

(muluplication) or subdividing (division) of the arbitrary relocation factor in the result.



The scalar processing unit would be the primary manipulator of the scalar register set. It would 

need to be able to perform a full range of arithmetic and logical operations that take either two scalar 

registers, a scalar register and an immediate, or a scalar register and a value supplied by another register 

set. The floating-point processing unit would be responsible for performing floating-point operations. It 

would have exclusive access to the floating-point register set. 

The code unit could be partitioned into two components: an instruction fetch unit and an 

instruction decode unit. Although the instruction decoder controls the processor's operation, it needs very 

little input from other partitions. Access to an instruction stream and the status bits of the various 

arithmetic units would suffice. 

The instruction fetch unit is responsible for fetching the decode unit's instruction stream. This 

typically involves simply fetching the next instruction and thus little computational or storage capability is 

necessary for the general case. An IP buffer and an increment circuit will suffice. When a branch, call, or 

return is necessary, a target address must be used to access a new instruction stream. A system 

architecture can be organized such that all target addresses are absolute addresses. Most branch and call 

locations can be specified within an instruction's immediate field. An absolute code addressing paradigm 

obviates the need for access to an adder circuit. An IP buffer, a counter (increment circuit), and a small 

register set that can hold return addresses and the occasional function pointers and label pointers is all 

that is necessary for the instruction fetch unit. 

4.3.4. Partition Independence 

A high degree of independence can be established for all the execution units. The instruction 

decode and execution unit (IDEU), in addition to the instruction stream, needs only a limited amount of 

Status information from the other units. The instruction fetch unit (IFU) needs control information from 

the IDEU and access to the conditional status flags of the scalar, pointer, and floating-point execution 

unit. The scalar, pointer, and floating-point execution units each needs control information from the 

IDEU and immediate operand information from the IFU. A path between the scalar, pointer, and floating- 

point units would also be necessary so that data could be converted from one format to another. Aside 

from this relatively limited inter-unit communication, the data/pointer execution units could operate with 

a high degree of independence and concurrency. 

All data address generation can be done by either immediate-based indexing of a pointer, or data 

register-based indexing. Indirect addressing without an index can be thought of as indirect addressing 

with an index of 0. Absolute data addresses are just relative addresses with a relocation factor of 0, and 

they can be treated just like any other relative address [Patterson82]. A scalar may be involved in a bit-



wise logical operation with the pointer. Bit-wise logical operations are useful for address alignment. Thus 

a data address unit could perform all the necessary data address generation and storage functions with an 

adder and a bit-wise logical unit, access to the immediate field of instructions, access to a buffer that holds 

a value sent by the scalar processing unit, and access to a single port of the pointer register set. The result 

of address computations would generally be stored back in its pointer register set or placed in the memory 

address register. In the case of operations involving two pointers (subtraction being the only logically 

correct operation), the result would be sent to the scalar processing unit. 

4.3.5. Inter-partition Communication and Synchronization 

Partitioning of execution into the previously mentioned execution units is relatively simple if 

each execution unit has its own register set. Giving each execution unit its own register set allows inter- 

partition communication to be synchronized using easily managed communication paths. Allowing the 

execution units to share a register set complicates inter-partition synchronization. Explicit transfers from 

one partition to the other is an easier synchronism mechanism. A simple example will help to illustrate 

this point. Suppose the following code sequences were executed: 

float a, b, Cc; 
integer i, j; 

dQ) a=b+t+e; 

(2) i= j/ 10+ float(a); 

Portions of lines one and two can execute in parallel, or at least with overlapping execution. After the 

scalar unit has divided j by 10, it must change a into an integer. The scalar unit must know whether the 

floating-point unit has completed its execution of line one before it can safely proceed with the floating- 

point conversion. It is possible that the compiler could handle all such conflicts by generating non- 

interfering code sequences, but this can become complicated if one or more of the execution units has 

variable timing on some of its instructions. 

An alternative is to a compiler-based solution to the inter-partition communication problem is 

explicit hardware synchronization where functional units that wish to exchange data do a synchronized 

get and put. A FIFO could be used to support the synchronization so that an executional unit would only 

need to halt its processing if the get FIFO is empty. The proposed solution of making all inter-partition 

transfers explicit forces each partition that wishes to share data to independently ensure that the source 

and destination are valid before the operation is allowed to proceed, thus guaranteeing synchronization.



Admittedly there are some drawbacks to this approach. The pointer unit cannot directly fetch a 

scalar register, but must wait for the scalar unit to make the register available. All data interchanges must 

be explicit and thus both execution units must synchronize for the transfer, unless the FIFO scheme is 

employed, in which case one functional unit would be allowed to run ahead of another. Synchronization 

can lead to deadlock if two execution units are both waiting for the other to place values in 

synchronization buffers. Careful code ordering can minimize potential delays and the major drawback of 

explicit transfers may be reducible to the additional instructions required for the transfers. 

4.4. Single Register Set 

A single register set (SRS) organization is the most basic register organization. An SRS 

organization allows the register address fields of instructions to absolutely address of a multi-port RAM 

that contains a register set. This is the simplest possible register organization, consisting of nothing more 

than a multi-ported RAM. The size of an SRS is dependent on the number of bits in a register address. An 

SRS will, by definition, contain 2” words, where n is the number of bits in a register address. The access 

time of an SRS is purely a function of its size. No external processing is necessary to resolve effective 

register address location and therefore register fetch can begin the moment an instruction has been 

fetched. The direct accessibility of an SRS does not necessitate any associated exception processing. It 

could be argued that this is the most efficient register organization because all existent registers are always 

accessible. No resources are involved in the support of existent but inaccessible resources. 

4.5. Non-Overlapping Register Window 

A non-overlapping register window (NORW) organization is a superset of a SRS. An NORW can 

be thought of as an SRS with an auxiliary address calculation circuit. If the register is partitioned into 

global and window registers, then a multiplexer is necessary to select between the effective address 

calculation mechanism and the absolute addressing method normally used for SRS's. The auxiliary 

effective address calculation circuit is dependent on the presence of a transparently managed BRB. The 

BRB is used for indexed-indirect effective address calculation. 

An NORW organization is not much more complicated than a SRS. Only a BRB incrementer and 

decrementer, and possibly a multiplexer need to be added to the basic SRS circuit. The delay imposed by 

this circuitry is minimal. The incrementer and decrementer are not in the effective address calculation 

circuit, so Only the delay through the multiplexer delays the times between when an instruction arrives 

and when register fetch can begin. 
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The size of an NORW is independent of size of a register address. The BRB provides a run-time 

address expansion mechanism, allowing, for example, a four-bit address to access a 1024 element register 

store. The number of window frames that can be allotted is determined by the number of bits in the BRB. 

A BRB of m bits and a register address field of n bits will provide access to a register store that contains 

2™+N bits. The principle of fast enough can play a significant role in the selection of the number of 

window frames to allow. Processors are generally cache limited [Hennessy86]. This means that NORW 

register set size can be increased in size up to the point that the additional capacitance and the added 

levels of RAM decode negatively impact cycle time. 

The fact that the window frame count is limited, requires the addition of buffers to maintain the 

location of the first and last frames, and the addition of a pair of hardware generated exceptions to alert 

the system to the occurrence of window overflow or window underflow. Overflow and underflow are 

uniquely associated with subprogram calls and retums respectively and thus the exception handling 

mechanism must be able to operate independently of these operations. 

4.6. Overlapping Register Windows 

An overlapping register window (ORW) organization is essentially the same as a NORW except 

for some additional complexity in circuit that calculates the effective register address. NORW 

Organizations concatenate the BRB with an instructions register address field. An ORW must add some of 

the bits of the register address field to the BRB. The addition can either be performed dynamically, or a 

set of potential high order effective register address values can be calculated once per call/return and a 

multiplexer can be used to select the proper one. The multiplexer solution is faster than the one that 

requires dynamic addition, and only adds another multiplexer delay to the address calculation time of the 

NORW. At any given time, there are only two potential high order effective register address values for a 

fixed window sized ORW, and a simple 2-to-1 multiplexer and an increment circuit are all that is required 

to transform an NORW into an ORW. More sophisticated variable sized ORW organizations increase the 

range of possible high order address values and increase the order of the multiplexer necessary for 

resolution. Window overflow and underflow detection and recovery requirements are the same for ORW 

organizations as they are for NORW organizations. 

4.7. Register Stack 

A register stack (RS) organization, although similar in many regards to NORW and ORW 

organizations, is not a special case of either. RS addressing requires the insertion of an adder between the 

register address field and the absolute address used to access the RAM used to implement the register set. 
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The adder adds the BRB to the register selector. The width of the adder is determined by the size of the 

register stack partition. The location of the adder in such a potentially time critical circuit path gives fast 

addition precedence over simple addition. A carry-look-ahead adder [Cavanagh84] will almost certainly 

be required. 

RS overflow and underflow determination will require a pair of bounds buffers. Underflow can be 

determined in the same manner used for NORW and ORW, but dependent on the overflow definition 

employed, overflow may need to be dynamically determined. The range of addresses accessible in the 

stack partition at any given time represents a potential for access, not an attempt at access. Overflow can 

be defined by the state in which potential access capability provides visibility to the register referenced by 

the lower bound buffer (the buffer that maintains the location of the oldest resident register allocated). 

This simple definition of overflow allows overflow to be determined at subprogram call, and requires a 

pair of adders for overflow determination (one adder is used to determine the upper limit of the accessible 

range and the other adder is used to compare the lower bound buffer to the range limit). 

If the designer determines that potential access conflict does not constitute an overflow, and 

instead uses an actual access conflict definition, then every register access will need to be checked for 

potential overflow. An adder that compares the lower bound buffer to the effective address could be used 

to detect overflow. Dynamic overflow detection delays overflow exception processing and thus avoids 

potentially unnecessary register spilling. Static overflow detection is easier to implement. 
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5. Measurements 

5.1. Static vs. Dynamic Measurements 

There are three reasonable methodologies that can be employed to measure program behavior. 

Each has its advantages and each will probably yield slightly different results. Dynamic measures are 

determined by generating execution traces for programs and then examining the traces to extract the 

desired data. Dynamic measurements allow loop and conditional statement tracking and are therefore the 

only methodology that can accurately measure things like recursive call depth. Dynamic measurement's 

disadvantages are the significant amount of space required for their storage and their potentially 

unrepresentative nature. A dynamic program trace will typically differ from one execution to the next if 

different data is supplied to the traced program. Thus valid measures are dependent on identification of 

typical input data, which can be difficult to determine, or the generation of multiple traces for a broad 

range of different input data, which can become prohibitively expensive both in terms of the time required 

to generate the traces and the space required to store them. 

Another methodology that can generate useful data is simple static code examination. A 

programs static behavior is relatively easy to examine. Loops are assumed to execute twice, and all 

conditional sections are expected to execute. Double loop execution is necessary to prevent a single 

register from being allocated to multiple variables within a loop. If a loop were assumed to execute only 

once, then a variable that was only used during the first half of a loop could be assigned the same register 

location as a variable that was only used during the last half of a loop, but doing so ignores the fact that if 

the loop iterates the contents of the first half variable must transcend the second half of the loop. Ignoring 

conditional execution can incorrectly identify a subprogram's normative behavior, as can the two 

iterations per loop assumption. Conversely, normative behavior is difficult to establish, and static analysis 

at least accounts for all potential instruction execution. 

A third potential measurement method is static code examination with subprogram control 

structure analysis. This methodology uses a static analysis, but instead of ignoring a subprogram's control 

structure, a subprogram's control structure is used to assign execution probabilities to each instruction. 

This probability data indicates the probability that an instruction will be executed. For example, the 

instructions associated with an if-then-else construct would each have a 0.5 execution probability. The 

disadvantage of this methodology is that it is the most complicated of the three, and the probabilities 

assigned by static analysis of a subprogram's control structures may not accurately reflect it dynamic 

nature. 
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In most cases, simple static measurements were made. This methodology was employed for a 

number of reasons. It would be interesting to see if simple static measurements agreed with the dynamic 

measurements made by others. Static measurements are easier to generate and they yield a single data 

collection for each measured program. Some measures are inherently static in nature. Compilers are 

generally forced to rely on static data. This is particularly true when discussing register allocation. A 

compiler is unable to determine which conditions will infrequently be executed or how many loops will be 

taken. Compilers must assume the execution of each instruction at least once, with loops being executed at 

least twice. 

5.2. Constant Size 

5.2.1. Data Constant Size 

Register address field size and immediate data field size are allocated from the same scarce 

resource (instruction bits). An increase in register address field size will generally force a decrease in data 

immediate field size. To determine the cost of register field size expansion, immediate data coverage 

(“hit" ratio) must be determined for a broad range of immediate field sizes. This will help to determine the 

cost of increasing register field size in terms of constant values that cannot be represented as immediates. 

The cost of explicitly loading a constant and then using it is roughly three times greater than the cost of 

using the same constant as an immediate. 

5.2.1.1. Method 

A number of C programming language source files were examined and their non-addressing 

literal values were extracted. Addressing literals were considered to be those within the square brackets 

("[]") and they were excluded because the actual value used by the compiler for such values is dependent 

on the element size of the array being indexed, and because such values were considered an essentially 

arbitrary intra-array location that is better described by the size of the array in bytes than by the particular 

location specified. Implied comparison literal values were not included in the extraction. 

The literal values were extracted using a C programming language preprocessor and a series of 

lex programs. A C programming language source listing was first passed through the preprocessor to 

expand all macro definitions and to remove all comments from the listing. The preprocessor output was 

then passed through a lex program that acted as a filter to removed all string literals and comments from 

the preprocessed source listing. The output from the first lex filter was then passed through a second lex 

filter that removed all explicit array initializations, structure initializations, and literal scalar array



indices. The output from the second lex filter was then passed through a third lex filter that extracted 

expressions from the source, resolving as many literal sub-expressions as possible from the source, and 

outputting the list of scalar and floating-point literals found in the program. The third lex filter recognized 

character literals and output their scalar numeric values, recognized escaped character literals, again 

Outputting the appropriate scalar numeric value, and recognized negative and complimented literals, 

Outputting negative or complimented values as appropriate. The output from the third lex filter was then 

sorted and a count was made of the number and values of unique literals used in the source. 

The literal list was then examined to determine the size of the sign-extended immediate field 

necessary to represent the values. Use of a sign-extended immediate field for atomic constant 

representation is termed a simple immediate field. 

Twelve generated immediates were also tested against the atomic scalar constant lists. A 

generated immediate is one whose conversion to a full 32-bit (word size) value requires more 

computational effort to create than simple sign-extension. Figures 10-21 contains a description of each 

generated immediate’s word extension methodology. 

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

              

Immediate Field Generated Scalar Constant 
11 0 31 0 
o| Pattern -» | 0 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 | Pattern 
10000 jA[Pattern[Z| + [AlPattern| = ZZ 2222 2222 72272 22272 2277 7272 
10001 |AjPattern|Z] + [AAAA {Pattern} 222 2222 2222 2227 2222 2221 
10010 |AjPattern|Z] -» [AAAA AAA |Pattern| = 2222 2222 2222 2222 722711 
10011 jAjPattern|Z] + [AAAA AAAA AA |Pattern| 2 2222 2222 2222 7222 
10100 [APattern|Z] + |AAAA AAAA AAAA A |Pattern| ZZ 2222 22722 7271 
10101 {AlPattern|Z] + |AAAA AAAA AAAA AAAA  |[Pattern| ZZZ ZZ2Z 72272 
10110 |AjPattern|Z] + [AAAA AAAA AAAA AAAA AAA [Pattern] 2222 2222 
LOL11 JAjPatternjZ}] —» JAAAA AAAA AAAA AAAA AAAA AA Patternl Z Z2Z2Z2 

11 Pattern + [1111 1111 1111 1111 1111 11 Pattern               

Figure 10. Conversion Chart for 12-Bit Immediate to 32-bit Scalar



Immediate Field Generated Scalar Constant 

    

    

    

    

    

    

  

    

                    

12 0 3] 0 

O| Pattern — | 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 | Pattern 
10000 |A}Pattern|Z| - fA/Pattern| Z 2222 2222 2222 2222 2222 2222 
10001 [A] Pattern|Z| — [AAAA |Pattern| ZZ 2222 2222 2222 2222 222Z 
10010 {A} Pattern|Z} — JAAAA AAA | Pattern| ZZ2Z 2222 2222 2222 2222 

10011 [A|Pattern|Z| + [AAAA AAAA AA|Pattern| 2222 222Z 2222 2222 
10100 JA Pattern|Z| + [AAAA AAAA AAAA A/Pattern| Z 2222 2222 72222 
10101 [A] Pattern|Z] -» [AAAA AAAA AAAA AAAA |Pattern| ZZ 2222 2222 
10110 jAj}Pattern|Z] — JAAAA AAAA AAAA AAAA AAA |Pattern| 222 ZZZZ 

10111 {AIBIC|DIE[FIGIH] — [ AAAA| BBBB| CCCC | DDDD| EEEE| FFFF | GGGG | HHHH 
11 Pattern + ]1 1111 1111 1111 1111 1111] Pattern       

Figure 11. Conversion Chart for 13-Bit Immediate to 32-bit Scalar 

    

    

    

    

    

  

    

                          

Immediate Field Generated Scalar Constant 
13 0 31 0 

0} Pattern ~» | 000 0000 0000 0000 0000 | Pattern 
10000 {A} Pattern |Z} + JA Pattern | 2222 2222 2222 72222 2222 2222 
10001 jA| Pattern [2] + [AAAA| Pattern | 2 2222 2222 2222 2222 2222 
10010 JA] Pattern [2] + JAAAA AAA| Pattern | ZZ 2222 2222 2222 2222 
10011 JA] Pattern [2] + JAAAA AAAA AA| Pattern | 222 2222 7222 2222 
10100 |A] Pattern |Z] -» JAAAA AAAA AAAA A| Pattern | 2222 2222 2222 
10101 A} Pattern |Z] - |AAAA AAAA AAAA AAAA | Pattern |Z Z2ZZZ 2222 
10110 A) Pattern |Z] - J]AAAA AAAA AAAA AAAA AAA | Pattern [ZZ 2222 
101110 |A[BIC{DJE{FIGH} —» | AAAA| BBBB{ CCCC | DDDD| EEEE | FFFF | GGGG | HHHH 
JO1111 | Pattern | +] Pattern Pattern Pattern Pattern 

11] Pattern — | 1111 1111 11111111 1111 | Pattern         
  

Figure 12. Conversion Chart for 14-Bit Immediate to 32-bit Scalar 

Immediate Field Generated Scalar Constant 
14 0 31 0 

00 Pattern A Pattern | 2222 2222 2272 Z2Z7Z7 22277 

01 Pattern AAAA AAA| Pattern — | 2Z 2222 2222 2222 
AAAA AAAA AAAA AA] Pattern = | Z2Z2Z 2222 

  

  

  

L
i
d
 

10 Pattern 

11 Pattern Z| + JAAAA AAAA AAAA AAAA AAAA | Pattern — [Z 
      

  

  

Figure 13. Conversion Chart for 15-Bit Type A Immediate to 32-bit Scalar 
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Immediate Field Generated Scalar Constant 
14 0 31 0 
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

                

0 Pattern - | 00 0000 0000 0000 0000} Pattern 
10000 JA} Pattern |Z} > JA) Pattern | 222 2222 2222 2222 2222 2222 
10001 JA) Pattern |Z] + [AAA] Pattern | 2 2222 2222 2222 2222 2222 
10010 ]A) Pattern |Z} 4 JAAAA A] Pattern | 222 2222 2222 2222 2222 
10011 JA} Pattern |Z} —» JAAAA AAA | Pattern {2 ZZZZ 2222 72222 2222 

10100 A] Pattern |Z] + JAAAA AAAA A] Pattern | 222 2222 2222 2222 
10101 [A] Pattern |Z} - [AAAA AAAA AAA | Pattern |Z 2222 2222 2222 
10110 JA} Pattern |Z} -» JAAAA AAAA AAAA A | Pattern | 222 ZZ2ZZ 2222 

10110 A) Pattern |Z] — JAAAA AAAA AAAA AAA | Pattern |Z 2222 2222 
11] Pattern +] 111 1111 1111 1111 1111] Pattern   
  

Figure 14. Conversion Chart for 15-Bit Type B Immediate to 32-bit Scalar 

Immediate Field Generated Scalar Constant 
14 0 31 0 

0 Pattern 00 0000 0000 0000 0000 | Pattern 

10000 Al Pattern |Z Pattern | 222 2222 2222 2222 2222 2222 

10001 [AJ Pattern {2 AAAA| Pattern | 2222 2222 2222 2222 2222 

10010 {A} Pattern |Z AAAA AAA| Pattern | 2 2222 2222 2222 2222 
10011] {A} Pattern {2 AAAA AAAA AA | Pattern | 22 2222 2222 2222 

A Z 

Z 

t 

    

    

    

    

    

  10100 [Al Pattern AAAA AAAA AAAA AT Pattern | ZZZ 2222 2222 
10101 [Al Pattern AAAA AAAA AAAA AAAA | Pattern | Z2ZZ 2222 
1011 11{AHiBitlHiBi All Aexcept HiBits | AAAA AAAA AAAA AAAA 
1011 11fof1101] 0011 0010 0000 000 1000 | 0000 0000 000 0000 

A 
1 

            
    

  

1011 1jAJHiBitiLoBit All A except Hi Bits All A except LoBi ts 

1111 11211 1201 11112; 1111 1011 1111 1111 

AAAA | BBBB | CCCC | DDDD | EEEE | FFFF | GGGG | HHHH 
Pattern Pattern Pattern Pattern 

AAAA AAAA AAAA AAAA All Aexcept LoBits 

1011 11/0; 1110; 0010 0000 0000 0000 0000 | 0100 0000 0000 0100 

11]_ Pattern 111 1111 1111 1111 1111 | Pattern 

Figure 15. Conversion Chart for 15-Bit Type C Immediate to 32-bit Scalar 

    1011 11/1/0101] 1010 
1011 100 [A/BICIDIE|F{G|H 
1011 101; Pattern 

1011 11/A|LoBit/LoBit 
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Immediate Field Generated Scalar Constant 
15 0 31 0 

00 Pattern Z| > |Al Pattern =| Z22Z 2222 2222 2222 2222 
01 Pattern Z| + [AAAA AAA| Pattern |Z 2222 2222 2222 
10 Pattern Z| + JAAAA AAAA AAAA A[{ Pattern | 222 2222 
11 Pattern Z| -» [AAAA AAAA AAAA AAAA AAA | Pattern Z     

  

  

Figure 16. Conversion Chart for 16-Bit Type A Immediate to 32-bit Scalar 
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Immediate Field Generated Scalar Constant 
15 0 31 0 

0 Pattern + |0 0000 0000 0000 0000] — Pattern 
10000 JA} Pattern |Z] > Al Pattern | 22 Z22ZZ 2222 7@2ZZz 7@22ZZ 2222 

10001 JA| Pattern |Z} + [AAA| Pattern | 2222 2222 2222 2222 72222 
10010 JA) Pattern |Z} + JAAAA Al Pattern | ZZ 2222 2222 2222 2222 
10011 JA) Pattern |Z] + JAAAA AAA] Pattern | 2222 2222 2222 2222 
10100 JA} Pattern [|Z] + JAAAA AAAA Al Pattern | ZZ 2222 2222 2222 
10101 JA) Pattern |Z} -» JAAAA AAAA AAA | Pattern | ZZZ2 2222 2222 

10110 ]A] Pattern [2] -» JAAAA AAAA AAAA A| Pattern | ZZ 2222 2222 
10110 A} Pattern |Z} + JAAAA AAAA AAAA AAA | Pattern | Z2Z2Z 2222 
11} Pattern + [11 1111 1111 1111 1111] Pattern 

Figure 17. Conversion Chart for 16-Bit Type B Immediate to 32-bit Scalar 

Immediate Field Generated Scalar Constant 
15 0 31 0 

0 Pattern -» [0 0000 0000 0000 0000] Pattern 
10000 jA} Pattern {|Z} + Al Pattern | 22 ZZZZ 2222 2222 2222 2222 

10001 A) Pattern |Z] 4 JAAAA| Pattern | 222 2222 2222 2222 2222 
10010 [AJ Pattern |2| - JAAAA AAA| Pattern | Z2ZZ 2222 2222 2222 
10011 JA} Pattern |Z} -» JAAAA AAAA AA| — Pattern ‘42 ZZZZ 2222 72222 

10100 JA) Pattern |Z} + [AAAA AAAA AAAA Al Pattern | ZZ 2222 2222 
10101 {A} Pattern |Z{ -» [AAAA AAAA AAAA AAAA Pattern | ZZZ 2222 
1011 011 JAJHiBitlHiBit] > All A except HiBits AAAA AAAA AAAA AAAA 
1011 011 {0[ 1110] 0001] + | 0100 0000 000 0010 | 0000 0000 000 0000 
1011 O11 |AJHiBitjLoBit| — All A except Hi Bits All A except LoBits 

1011 011 [1/1101] 1011] - { 1101 1111 1111 1111 | 1111 0111 1111 1111 
1011 0100 {AJBIC|DJE|FIG|H] — | AAAA| BBBB} CCCC | DDDD| EEEE| FFFF | GGGG | HHHH 
1011 0101 | Pattern | -+ | Pattern Pattern Pattern Pattern 

1011 O11 JALoBit|LoBit] - | AAAA AAAA AAAA AAAA All A except LoBits 
1011 011 {0]1111] 0011] -» | 0000 0000 0000 0000 | 1000 0000 0000 1000 
1011 100|A} Pattern | +] Pattern Pattern | AAAA AAAA| AAAA AAAA 

1011 1O1jA) Pattern | +] Pattern | AAAA AAAA| Pattern AAAA AAA 

1011 110A) Pattern | + | AAAA AAAA| Pattern | AAAA AAAA| Pattern 
1011 J11ljA) Pattern | -» | AAAA AAAA| AAAA AAAA| Pattern Pattern 

11} Pattern ~ [11 1111 1111 1111 1111] Pattern             

Figure 18. Conversion Chart for 16-Bit Type C Immediate to 32-bit Scalar 
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Immediate Field Generated Scalar Constant 

  

  

  

      

  

16 0 31 0 

Pattern Z] — |A Pattern | 22 2222 2222 2222 2222 

Pattern Z| + |AAAA AA] Pattern |Z 2222 2222 2222 
Pattern 2] + JAAAA AAAA AAAA A[{ Pattern | ZZ 2222 
Pattern —» JAAAA AAAA AAAA AAAA AA | Pattern IZ 

  

  

Figure 19. Conversion Chart for 17-Bit Type A Immediate to 32-bit Scalar 

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

                          

    

    

    

    

    

  
  

          

                          

Immediate Field Generated Scalar Constant 
16 0 31 0 

| Pattern —» | 0000 0000 0000 0000 | Pattern 
10000 JA] Pattern [2] + JA) Pattern | Z 2222 2222 2222 2222 2222 
10001 jA| Pattern |Z[ + JAAA| Pattern | 222 2222 2222 2222 2222 
10010 JA) Pattern [Z| 4 [AAAA A] Pattern | Z 2222 2222 2222 2222 
10011 |A| Pattern |Z] 4 JAAAA AAA|{ Pattern | Z22Z 222Z 2222 2222 
10100 |Al Pattern [Z| - JAAAA AAAA A[ Pattern |Z Z2ZZZ 72222 2222 
10101 JA| Pattern [Z| -» JAAAA AAAA AAA {Pattern | ZZZ Z2ZZZ 2222 
10110 A) Pattern {Z| - [AAAA AAAA AAAA A] Pattern = [Z 2222 2222 
10110 Al Pattern [Z| -» JAAAA AAAA AAAA AAA [| Pattern = | ZZZ 2222 
11} Pattern + {1 1111 1111 1111 1111] Pattern 

Figure 20. Conversion Chart for 17-Bit Type B Immediate to 32-bit Scalar 

Immediate Field Generated Scalar Constant 
16 0 31 0 

0] Pattern ~ | 0000 0000 0000 0000 | Pattern 
10000 jA| Pattern [Z| + A) Pattern | Z 2222 2222 2222 2222 2222 
10001 [Al Pattern [Z| + [AAAA| Pattern | 2Z 2222 2222 2222 2222 
10010 JA, Pattern {Z| + JAAAA AAA| Pattern | 222 2222 2222 72222 
10011 |A| Pattern [Z| - [AAAA AAAA AA| Pattern | 2222 2222 2222 
10100 jA| Pattern [Z| - [AAAA AAAA AAAA A| Pattern [Z 2222 2222 
10101 JA Pattern Z} + {AAAA AAAA AAAA AAAA Pattern — {22 Z2ZZZ 

? ? WY)? (7)? 

1011 |alaf|a] Pattern | tee ARRaNl AAA. AAAAD| AAR: AAI) MAAKA. AAR 
1011 {O}1/Ojo]1} Pattern | + | Pattern | 0000 0000| 0000 0000] Pattern 
11} Pattern + [1 1111 1111 1111 1111] | Pattern             

Figure 21. Conversion Chart for 17-Bit Type C Immediate to 32-bit Scalar 

5.2.1.2. Results 

Tables 1-15 contain the size in bits required for scalar atomic constant specification for the 

indicated C language programs. Weighted and unweighted coverage and percentages for each of the 
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generated immediate types are presented. Table 16 contains the bit requirements for the combination of all 

the immediate in the programs in Tables 1-15. 

In the following tables "Total Scalar Constants” indicates the number of literal scalars in the 

source. "Unique Scalar Constants" indicate the number of different literal scalars in the source. "Weighted 

Coverage" indicates the number of total scalar constants that could be represented by each bit allocation 

size. The "Weighted Percent” indicates the percent of total scalar constants that could be represented by 

each bit allocation size. "Unweighted Coverage” indicates the number of unique scalar constants that 

could be represented by each bit allocation size. The unweighted percent indicates the percent of unique 

scalar constants that could be represented by each bit allocation size. Simple immediates allocations were 

tested beginning with a 12 bit field size and the field size was sequentially incremented until the field size 

provided 100% coverage. 
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Total Scalar Constants | 1405 Weighted Weighted Unweighted Unweighted 

Unique Scalar Constants | 113 Coverage Percent Coverage Percent 

Simple 12 1399 99.57% 111 98.23% 

Immediate 13 1399 99.57% 111 98.23% 
Field 14 1399 99.57% 111 98.23% 

Width 15 1400 99.64% 112 99.12% 

in Bits 16 1405 100.00% 113 100.00% 

12 1405 100.00% 113 100.00% 

13 1405 100.00% 113 100.00% 

14 1405 100.00% 113 100.00% 

Generated 15-A 1405 100.00% 113 100.00% 

Immediate 15-B 1405 100.00% 113 100.00% 

Field 15-C 1405 100.00% 113 100.00% 

Width 16-A 1405 100.00% 113 100.00% 

and 16-B 1405 100.00% 113 100.00% 
Type 16-C 1405 100.00% 113 100.00% 

17-A 1405 100.00% 113 100.00% 

17-B 1405 100.00% 113 100.00% 

17-C 1405 100.00% 113 100.00% 

Table 1. Program "bison-1.14" Immediate Extraction Data. 

Total Scalar Constants | 130 Weighted Weighted Unweighted Unweighted 

Unique Scalar Constants 22 Coverage Percent Coverage Percent 

Simple 
Immediate Field 12 130 100.00% 22 100.00% 
Width in Bits 

12 130 100.00% 22 100.00% 
13 130 100.00% 22 100.00% 

14 130 100.00% 22 100.00% 

Generated 15-A 130 100.00% 22 100.00% 

Immediate 15-B 130 100.00% 22 100.00% 

Field 15-C 130 100.00% 22 100.00% 

Width 16-A 130 100.00% 22 100.00% 

and 16-B 130 100.00% 22 100.00% 

Type 16-C 130 100.00% 22 100.00% 

17-A 130 100.00% 22 100.00% 

17-B 130 100.00% 22 100.00% 

17-C 130 100.00% 22 100.00%           
  

Table 2. Program "finger" Immediate Extraction Data. 
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Total Scalar Constants | 1757 Weighted Weighted Unweighted Unweighted 

Unique Scalar Constants 118 Coverage Percent Coverage Percent 

12 1574 89.58% 94 79.66% 

13 1592 90.61% 100 84.75% 

14 1598 90.95% 101 85.59% 

15 1602 91.18% 102 86.44% 

Simple 16 1612 91.75% 105 88.98% 

Immediate 17 1637 93.17% 109 92.37% 

Field 18 1752 99.72% 113 95.76% 

Width 19 1753 99.77% 114 96.61% 

in 20 1754 99.83% 115 97.46% 

Bits 24 1754 99.83% 115 97.46% 

25 1755 99.89% 116 98.31% 

28 1755 99.89% 116 98.31% 

29 1756 99.94% 117 99.15% 

30 1757 100.00% 118 100.00% 

12 1747 99.43% 112 94.92% 

13 1749 99.54% 114 96.61% 

14 1749 99.54% 114 96.61% 

Generated 15-A 1756 99.94% 117 99.15% 

Immediate 15-B 1749 99.54% 114 96.61% 

Field 15-C 1749 99.54% 114 96.61% 

Width 16-A 1756 99.94% 117 99.15% 

and 16-B 1749 99.54% 114 96.61% 

Type 16-C 1749 99.54% 114 96.61% 

17-A 1756 99.94% 117 99.15% 

17-B 1756 99.94% 117 99.15% 

17-C 1750 99.60% 115 97.46%           
  

Table 3. Program "find" Immediate Extraction Data. 
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Total Scalar Constants | 1654 Weighted Weighted Unweighted Unweighted 

Unique Scalar Constants 178 Coverage | Percent Coverage Percent 

12 1616 97.70% 167 93.82% 

Simple 13 1618 97.82% 168 94.38% 

Immediate 14 1620 97.94% 169 94.94% 

Field 15 1624 98.19% 170 95.51% 

Width 16 1653 99.94% 177 99.44% 

in Bits 24 1653 99.94% 177 99.44% 

25 1654 100.00% 178 100.00% 

12 1627 98.37% 170 95.51% 

13 1629 98.49% 171 96.07% 

14 1629 98.49% 171 96.07% 

Generated 15-A 1635 98.85% 174 97.75% 

Immediate 15-B 1629 98.49% 171 96.07% 

Field 15-C 1635 98.85% 174 97.75% 

Width 16-A 1635 98.85% 174 97.75% 

and 16-B 1640 99.15% 175 98.31% 

Type 16-C 1640 99.15% 175 98.31% 

17-A 1635 98.85% 174 97.75% 

17-B 1653 99.94% 177 99.44% 

17-C 1653 99.94% 177 99.44%           
  

Table 4. Program "flex-2.3.7" Immediate Extraction Data. 
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Total Scalar Constants | 3912 Weighted Weighted Unweighted Unweighted 

Unique Scalar Constants | 232 Coverage Percent Coverage Percent 

12 3769 96.34% 213 91.81% 

13 3773 96.45% 215 92.67% 

14 3775 96.50% 216 93.10% 

15 3777 96.55% 218 93.97% 

16 3780 96.63% 220 94.83% 

Simple 17 3785 96.75% 221 95.26% 

Immediate 18 3893 99.51% 222 95.69% 

Field 19 3894 99.54% 223 96.12% 

Width 20 3895 99.57% 224 96.55% 

in 24 3895 99.57% 224 96.55% 

Bits 25 3896 99.59% 225 96.98% 

28 3896 99.59% 225 96.98% 

29 3898 99.64% 227 97.84% 

30 3899 99.67% 228 98.28% 

31 3899 99.67% 228 98.28% 

32 3912 100.00% 232 100.00% 

12 3905 99.82% 227 97.84% 

13 3905 99.82% 227 97.84% 

14 3905 99.82% 227 97.84% 

Generated 15-A 3905 99.82% 227 97.84% 

Immediate 15-B 3906 99.85% 228 98.28% 

Field 15-C 3906 99.85% 228 98.28% 

Width 16-A 3905 99.82% 227 97.84% 

and 16-B 3906 99.85% 228 98.28% 

Type 16-C 3906 99.85% 228 98.28% 

17-A 3906 99.85% 228 98.28% 

17-B 3906 99.85% 228 98.28% 

17-C 3906 99.85% 228 98.28%           
  

Table 5. Program "gawk-2.13" Immediate Extraction Data. 
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Total Scalar Constants |14,607 Weighted Weighted Unweighted Unweighted 

Unique Scalar Constants | 317 Coverage Percent Coverage Percent 

12 14,559 99.67% 307 96.85% 

13 14,575 99.78% 308 97.16% 

14 14,576 99.79% 309 97.48% 

Simple 15 14,581 99.82% 310 97.79% 

Immediate 16 14,586 99.86% 311 98.11% 

Field 17 14,593 99.90% 313 98.74% 

Width 20 14,593 99.90% 313 98.74% 

in Bits 21 14,596 99.92% 314 99.05% 

30 14,596 99.92% 314 99.05% 

31 14,600 99.95% 315 99.37% 

32 14,607 100.00% 317 100.00% 

12 14,599 99.95% 315 99.37% 

13 14,599 99.95% 315 99.37% 

14 14,599 99.95% 315 99.37% 

Generated 15-A 14,599 99.95% 315 99.37% 

Immediate 15-B 14,604 99.98% 316 99.68% 

Field 15-C 14,604 99.98% 316 99.68% 

Width 16-A 14,599 99.95% 315 99.37% 

and 16-B 14,604 99.98% 316 99.68% 

Type 16-C 14,604 99.98% 316 99.68% 

17-A 14,604 99.98% 316 99.68% 

17-B 14,604 99.98% 316 99.68% 

17-C 14,604 99.98% 316 99.68%           
  

Table 6. Program “gcc-1.40" Immediate Extraction Data. 
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Total Scalar Constants |_1540 Weighted Weighted Unweighted Unweighted 

Unique Scalar Constants 123 Coverage Percent Coverage Percent 

12 1458 94.68% a) 77.24% 

13 1465 95.13% 99 80.49% 

Simple 14 1470 95.45% 102 82.93% 

Immediate 15 1497 97.21% 114 92.68% 

Field 16 1532 99.48% 119 96.75% 

Width 17 1536 99.74% 120 97.56% 

in Bits 18 1539 99.94% 122 99.19% 

31 1539 99.94% 122 99.19% 

32 1540 100.00% 123 100.00% 

12 1496 97.14% 103 83.74% 

13 1503 97.60% 107 86.99% 

14 1505 97.73% 108 87.80% 

Generated 15-A 1504 97.66% 108 87.80% 

Immediate 15-B 1522 98.83% 116 94.31% 

Field 15-C 1522 98.83% 116 94.31% 

Width 16-A 1506 97.79% 109 88.62% 

and 16-B 1533 99.55% 121 98.37% 

Type 16-C 1533 99.55% 121 98.37% 

17-A 1532 99.48% 120 97.56% 

17-B 1539 99.94% 122 99.19% 

17-C 1539 99.94% 122 99.19%           
  

Table 7. Program "gnuchess" Immediate Extraction Data. 
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Total Scalar Constants | __735 Weighted Weighted Unweighted Unweighted 

Unique Scalar Constants 46 Coverage _ Percent Coverage — Percent 

12 613 83.40% 18 39.13% 

Simple 13 699 95.10% 23 50.00% 

Immediate 14 703 95.65% 26 $6.52% 

Field 15 731 99.46% 43 93.48% 

Width 16 732 99.59% 44 95.65% 

in 17 734 99.86% 45 97.83% 

Bits 18 734 99.86% 45 97.83% 

19 735 100.00% 46 100.00% 

12 735 100.00% 46 100.00% 
13 735 100.00% 46 100.00% 

14 735 100.00% 46 100.00% 

Generated 15-A 735 100.00% 46 100.00% 

Immediate 15-B 735 100.00% 46 100.00% 

Field 15-C 735 100.00% 46 100.00% 

Width 16-A 735 100.00% 46 100.00% 

and 16-B 735 100.00% 46 100.00% 

Type 16-C 735 100.00% 46 100.00% 

17-A 735 100.00% 46 100.00% 

17-B 735 100.00% 46 100.00% 

17-C 735 100.00% 46 100.00%           
  

Table 8. Program "gnugo" Immediate Extraction Data. 
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Total Scalar Constants |_ 1207 Weighted Weighted Unweighted Unweighted 

Unique Scalar Constants 82 Coverage | Percent Coverage Percent 

Simple 12 1200 99.42% 80 97.56% 

Immediate 14 1200 99.42% 80 97.56% 
Field 15 1201 99.50% 81 98.78% 

Width 17 1201 99.50% 81 98.78% 

in Bits 18 1207 100.00% 82 100.00% 

12 1207 100.00% 82 100.00% 

13 1207 100.00% 82 100.00% 

14 1207 100.00% 82 100.00% 

Generated 15-A 1207 100.00% 82 100.00% 

Immediate 15-B 1207 100.00% 82 100.00% 
Field 15-C 1207 100.00% 82 100.00% 

Width 16-A 1207 100.00% 82 100.00% 

and 16-B 1207 100.00% 82 100.00% 

Type 16-C 1207 100.00% 82 100.00% 

17-A 1207 100.00% 82 100.00% 

17-B 1207 100.00% 82 100.00% 

17-C 1207 100.00% 82 100.00% 

Table 9. Program "grep-1.5" Immediate Extraction Data. 

Total Scalar Constants | 1457 Weighted Weighted Unweighted Unweighted 

Unique Scalar Constants 93 Coverage Percent Coverage Percent 

Simple 12 1449 99.45% 90 96.77% 

Immediate 13 1449 99.45% 90 96.77% 

Field 14 1450 99.52% 91 97.85% 
Width 16 1450 99.52% 91 97.85% 

in 17 1451 99.59% 92 98.92% 

Bits 18 1457 100.00% 93 100.00% 

12 1456 99.93% 92 98.92% 

13 1457 100.00% 93 100.00% 

14 1457 100.00% 93 100.00% 

Generated 15-A 1457 100.00% 93 100.00% 

Immediate 15-B 1456 99.93% 92 98.92% 

Field 15-C 1457 100.00% 93 100.00% 

Width 16-A 1457 100.00% 93 100.00% 

and 16-B 1457 100.00% 93 100.00% 

Type 16-C 1457 100.00% 93 100.00% 
17-A 1457 100.00% 93 100.00% 

17-B 1457 100.00% 93 100.00% 

17-C 1457 100.00% 93 100.00%           
  

Table 10. Program "m4" Immediate Extraction Data. 
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Total Scalar Constants | 3206 Weighted Weighted Unweighted Unweighted 

Unique Scalar Constants 94 Coverage Percent Coverage Percent 

12 3191 99.53% 87 92.55% 

Simple 13 3192 99.56% 88 93.62% 

Immediate 15 3192 99.56% 88 93.62% 

Field 16 3196 99.69% 90 95.74% 

Width 17 3204 99.94% 92 97.87% 

in 30 3204 99.94% 92 97.87% 

Bits 31 3205 99.97% 93 98.94% 

32 3206 100.00% 04 100.00% 

12 3205 99.97% 93 98.94% 

13 3205 99.97% 93 98.94% 

14 3205 99.97% 93 98.94% 

Generated 15-A 3205 99.97% 93 98.94% 

Immediate 15-B 3205 99.97% 93 98.94% 

Field 15-C 3205 99.97% 93 98.94% 

Width 16-A 3205 99.97% 93 98.94% 

and 16-B 3206 100.00% 94 100.00% 

Type 16-C 3206 100.00% 94 100.00% 

17-A 3205 99.97% 93 98.94% 

17-B 3206 100.00% 94 100.00% 

17-C 3206 100.00% 94 100.00%           
  

Table 11. Program "make-3.60" Immediate Extraction Data. 
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Total Scalar Constants | 9073 Weighted Weighted Unweighted Unweighted 

Unique Scalar Constants | 372 Coverage Percent Coverage Percent 

12 8974 98.91% 350 94.09% 

13 8988 99.06% 354 95.16% 

14 9000 99.20% 357 95.97% 

Simple 15 9006 99.26% 358 96.24% 

Immediate 16 9036 99.59% 363 97.58% 

Field 17 9070 99.97% 369 99.19% 

Width 24 9070 99.97% 369 99.19% 

in 25 9071 99.98% 370 99.46% 

Bits 27 9071 99.98% 370 99.46% 

28 9072 99.99% 371 99.73% 

31 9072 99.99% 371 99.73% 

32 9073 100.00% 372 100.00% 

12 9062 99.88% 365 98.12% 

13 9067 99.93% 367 98.66% 

14 9067 99.93% 367 98.66% 

Generated 15-A 9067 99.93% 367 98.66% 

Immediate 15-B 9067 99.93% 367 98.66% 

Field 15-C 9067 99.93% 367 98.66% 

Width 16-A 9067 99.93% 367 98.66% 

and 16-B 9067 99.93% 367 98.66% 

Type 16-C 9068 99.94% 368 98.92% 

17-A 9067 99.93% 367 98.66% 

17-B 9070 99.97% 369 99.19% 

17-C 9072 99.99% 371 99.73%           
  

Table 12. Program "perl-4.010" Immediate Extraction Data. 
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Total Scalar Constants | 1576 Weighted Weighted Unweighted Unweighted 

Unigue Scalar Constants | 128 Coverage Percent Coverage _ Percent 

12 1529 97.02% 118 92.19% 

17 1529 97.02% 118 92.19% 

18 1530 97.08% 119 92.97% 

19 1531 97.14% 120 93.75% 

Simple 20 1531 97.14% 120 93.75% 

Immediate 21 1532 97.21% 121 94.53% 

Field 22 1533 97.27% 122 95.31% 

Width 27 1533 97.27% 122 95.31% 

in Bits 28 1535 97.40% 123 96.09% 
29 1535 97.40% 123 96.09% 

30 1536 97.46% 124 96.88% 

31 1540 97.72% 126 98.44% 

32 1576 100.00% 128 100.00% 

12 1570 99.62% 123 96.09% 

13 1570 99.62% 123 96.09% 

14 1571 99.68% 124 96.88% 

Generated 15-A 1571 99.68% 124 96.88% 

Immediate 15-B 1571 99.68% 124 96.88% 
Field 15-C 1571 99.68% 124 96.88% 

Width 16-A 1571 99.68% 124 96.88% 

and 16-B 1571 99.68% 124 96.88% 

Type 16-C 1571 99.68% 124 96.88% 

17-A 1571 99.68% 124 96.88% 

17-B 1571 99.68% 124 96.88% 
17-C 1572 99.75% 125 97.66%           
  

Table 13. Program "sbprolog" Immediate Extraction Data. 
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Total Scalar Constants | 1496 Weighted Weighted Unweighted Unweighted 

Unique Scalar Constants 105 Coverage Percent Coverage Percent 

12 1369 91.51% 93 88.57% 

13 1373 91.78% 95 90.48% 

14 1375 91.91% 96 91.43% 

Simple 15 1376 91.98% 97 92.38% 

Immediate 16 1379 92.18% 99 94.29% 

Field 17 1384 92.51% 100 95.24% 

Width 18 1492 99.73% 101 96.19% 

in 19 1493 99.80% 102 97.14% 

Bits 20 1494 99.87% 103 98.10% 

28 1494 99.87% 103 98.10% 

29 1495 99.93% 104 99.05% 

30 1496 100.00% 105 100.00% 

12 1496 100.00% 105 100.00% 

13 1496 100.00% 105 100.00% 

14 1496 100.00% 105 100.00% 

Generated 15-A 1496 100.00% 105 100.00% 

Immediate 15-B 1496 100.00% 105 100.00% 

Field 15-C 1496 100.00% 105 100.00% 

Width 16-A 1496 100.00% 105 100.00% 

and 16-B 1496 100.00% 105 100.00% 

Type 16-C 1496 100.00% 105 100.00% 

17-A 1496 100.00% 105 100.00% 

17-B 1496 100.00% 105 100.00% 

17-C 1496 100.00% 105 100.00%   
  

Table 14. Program "sed-1.07" Immediate Extraction Data. 
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Total Scalar Constants | 2683 Weighted Weighted Unweighted Unweighted 

Unique Scalar Constants 140 Coverage _ Percent Coverage _ Percent 

12 2511 93.59% 122 87.14% 

13 2517 93.81% 125 89.29% 

14 2523 94.04% 126 90.00% 

Simple 15 2528 94.22% 127 90.71% 

Immediate 16 2542 94.74% 130 92.86% 

Field 17 2571 95.83% 135 96.43% 

Width 18 2679 99.85% 136 97.14% 

in 19 2680 99.89% 137 97.86% 

Bits 20 2681 99.93% 138 98.57% 

28 2681 99.93% 138 98.57% 

29 2682 99.96% 139 99.29% 

30 2683 100.00% 140 100.00% 

12 2683 100.00% 140 100.00% 

13 2683 100.00% 140 100.00% 

14 2683 100.00% 140 100.00% 

Generated 15-A 2683 100.00% 140 100.00% 

Immediate 15-B 2683 100.00% 140 100.00% 

Field 15-C 2683 100.00% 140 100.00% 

Width 16-A 2683 100.00% 140 100.00% 

and 16-B 2683 100.00% 140 100.00% 

Type 16-C 2683 100.00% 140 100.00% 

17-A 2683 100.00% 140 100.00% 

17-B 2683 100.00% 140 100.00% 

17-C 2683 100.00% 140 100.00%     
  

Table 15. Program “tar-1.10" Immediate Extraction Data. 
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Total Scalar Constants | 46,438 Weighted Weighted Unweighted Unweighted 

Unique Scalar Constants | 2,163 Coverage Percent Coverage Percent 

12 45,341 97.64% 1,967 90.94% 

13 45,499 97.98% 1,996 92.28% 

14 45,540 98.07% 2,012 93.02% 

15 45,624 98.25% 2,051 94.82% 

16 45,763 98.55% 2,083 96.30% 

17 45,883 98.80% 2,107 97.41% 

Simple 18 46,338 99.78% 2,119 97.97% 

19 46,344 99.80% 2,125 98.24% 

Immediate 20 46,348 99.81% 2,129 98.43% 

21 46,352 99.81% 2,131 98.52% 

Field 22 46,353 99.82% 2,132 98.57% 
23 46,353 99.82% 2,132 98.57% 

Width 24 46,353 99.82% 2,132 98.57% 

25 46,357 99.83% 2,136 98.75% 

in Bits 26 46,357 99.83% 2,136 98.75% 

27 46,357 99.83% 2,136 98.75% 

28 46,360 99.83% 2,138 98.84% 

29 46,365 99.84% 2,143 99.08% 

30 46,370 99.85% 2,148 99.31% 

31 46,379 99.87% 2,152 99.49% 

32 46,438 100.00% 2,163 100.00% 

12 46,323 99.75% 2,108 97.46% 

13 46,340 99.79% 2,118 97.92% 

14 46,343 99.80% 2,120 98.01% 

Generated 15-A 46,355 99.82% 2,126 98.29% 

Immediate 15-B 46,365 99.84% 2,129 98.43% 

Field 15-C 46,372 99.86% 2,133 98.61% 

Width 16-A 46,357 99.83% 2,127 98.34% 
and 16-B 46,389 99.89% 2,140 98.94% 

Type 16-C 46,390 99.90% 2,141 98.98% 

17-A 46,389 99.89% 2,140 98.94% 

17-B 46,418 99.96% 2,148 99.31% 

17-C 46,415 99.95% 2,149 99.35%           
  

Table 16. Total Immediate Extraction Data for Tables 1-15. 

As can be seen in Table 16, for any given size bit allocation, the generated immediate provide 

better coverage than the simple immediates. The differences are admittedly small, only a 0.2-2% 

improvement for the weighted measurements and a 1-6% improvement for unweighted measurements. An 

immediate generation circuit is very simple, amounting to little more than a sophisticated multiplexer. 

Delay through the multiplexer is unlikely to cause any difficulties because a register-based operand must 

typically be fetched before the generated constant value is needed. This means that the immediate 

generation multiplexer need only be as fast as the register access cycle (generally a full clock cycle). 

 



The most complex of the immediate generation methodologies (16-C) can be performed by a 

circuit containing approximately 1000 transistors. Figure 22 contains a potential circuit solution for 

generating a single bit of a 32-bit constant. Although all bits of the 16-C methodology are not generated 

with the same circuit, all the other bits are generated with circuits that are simple variations on the circuit 

presented. The chip real estate required for an immediate generation circuit is not free, but its 

performance gain is roughly in line with its cost. Immediates are used in approximately 30% of all 

instructions [Hennessy90]. When an immediate field is not large enough to hold a needed constant value, 

an instruction must in inserted to explicitly load the constant from memory, or a sequence of instructions 

must be used to create the needed constant. Explicit constant loading and usage takes approximately 300% 

longer than using an immediate field as an operand source. The 300% improvement that is applicable to 

the 2% of instructions that could not use a simple immediate but that could use a generated immediate 

results in a small 1.8% overall performance improvement (30% of instructions using immediates times 

2% improvement in generated immediate hit ratio times 300% performance improvement). A thousand 

transistors is approximately 0.1% of a one million device processor's overall device count. Thus an almost 

2% improvement can be achieved by increasing the device count of a processor by 0.1%. 

The smaller the immediate allocation the more worthwhile generation becomes. When immediate 

size exceeds 17 bits, the advantage of immediate generation disappears almost entirely. Some programs 

benefit more than others from immediate generation. A simple disassembler I designed to assist students 

in an undergraduate assemblers class showed pronounced weighted improvement, in the 25% range for 16 

bit immediates, but is not included in the “official” data because it is not a "serious" program, it is not 

generally available for corroborative purposes, and because its immediate usage is so far outside the norm. 

5.2.1.3. Implications 

An expansion in register address size can be compensated for by adoption of a generated 

immediate methodology. 12-bit generated immediates yield roughly the same "hit" ratios as sign-extended 

17-bit immediates when representing scalar data. This means that data register address size need not 

make any concessions to immediate field size until immediate field size drops into the single digit range.
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Figure 22. Circuit for Calculation of the Most Significant Bit of Immediate Generation Methodology 16-C. 
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5.2.2. Address Constant Size 

Indexed-indirect addressing is the dominant addressing mode (especially if indirect addressing is 

considered a subset of indexed-indirect). Indexed-indirect addressing frequently employs a constant offset 

from the indirect register. Such offsets are most efficiently embedded in an offset field (immediate address 

field). Register address field size and index field size are allocated from the same scarce resource 

(instruction bits). An increase in register address field size will generally force a decrease in index field 

size. To determine the cost of register field size expansion, offset coverage ("hit" ratio) must be 

determined for a broad range of immediate field sizes. This will help to determine the cost of increasing 

register field size in terms of index values that cannot be represented as immediates. The cost of explicitly 

loading an index and then using it as a register-based index are roughly three times greater than the cost 

of using the same index as an immediate. 

5.2.2.1. Method 

A C compiler's debug output and an AWK program were used to extract the user-defined types 

and user-defined variables from a set of C programming language source listings. Executable Link Format 

(ELF) is an executable/debug file format that is new to UNIX SVR4. Pre-release documents from UNIX 

System Laboratories (USL) were used to decipher the debug record structure of embedded ELF 

information. 

Each source program was compiled with a "-gS" option. This generates an assembly listing for 

the source with embedded debug information. An AWK program was then used to recognize function 

boundaries and within each boundary to determine the number and size of the user-defined types present. 

ELF identifies each variable as global, local, or argument. This information was used to partition the type 

definitions. For each subprogram the number and size of each non-atomic local variable and each non- 

atomic argument variable was determined. All non-atomic variables that fell into the global class were 

combined per program. Averages, standard deviations, and maximum subprogram storage requirements 

were calculated for each program. Atomic variable usage was ignored because of its inability to 

significantly effect storage requirements and because atomic variables will frequently be register-based 

and therefore not impact indexed-indirect addressing performance. 

5.2.2.2. Results 

Table 17 shows, for the same programs whose constants were examined in Tables 1-15, the 

average, standard deviation, and maximum storage requirements for each program's global, local, and 

argument storage area. Table 17 only shows the storage requirements for user defined types. 
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Argument | Argument | Argument Local Local Local Global 

Average Standard | Maximum | Average Standard | Maximum | Allocation 

Allocation | Deviation | Allocation | Allocation | Deviation | Allocation 

bison 0 0.0 0 140.0 103.9 200 1,201 

chess 0 0.0 0 128.5 118.4 400 | 1,726,564 

find 0 0.0 0 753.2 2,625.8 10,240 576 

finger 0 0.0 0 170.7 73.9 256 40 

flex 0 0.0 0 875.9 458.6 2,056 45,865 

gawk 8 0.0 8 361.3 1,413.2 8,192 21,358 

gcc 14 8.5 20 59.1 152.4 800 66,543 

gnugo 0 0.0 0 9.3 2.5 12 7,428 

grep 8 0.0 8 518.1 1,728.7 8,192 7,852 

m4 0 0.0 0 121.6 178.6 640 1,388 

make 0 0.0 0 319.2 611.0 2,048 8,333 

perl 8 0.0 8 138.4 110.8 256 28,595 

sbprolog 0 0.0 0 177.3 122.3 256 87,068 

sed 0 0.0 0 1,003.5 2,922.7 10,240 1,173 

tar 0 0.0 0 482.5 1,673.6 10,240 3,092 

Table 17. Program Storage Requirements in Bytes. 

5.2.2.3. Implications 

Local subprogram variables are addressed with positive offsets from the FP and arguments are 

addressed with negative offsets from the FP, or vice versa. This means that either the argument or the 

local allocation requires a negative offset and that the other requires a positive offset. Thus immediate 

indices need to be sign-extended or biased. Based on the data, biasing seems to be an attractive option, but 

biasing would limit FP relocation, necessitate the insertion of an additional adder into the effective 

address calculation circuit, and be conceptually more complicated than the otherwise simple sign- 

extended option. 

Local frame addressing for all the programs examined can be performed with 100% efficiency 

with a 15-bit index immediate. The 15-bit figure is based on both average/standard deviation and 

maximum storage requirement data and take into consideration the fact that indices must have negative 

and positive ranges. Allowing immediate index size to drop below 15 bits will mean that the local frames 

of some subprograms will have locations that cannot be accessed with immediate offsets. Unlike program 

size, Subprogram size should not show any appreciable size increase in the future. Thus a reasonably 

conservative offset immediate size of 15-16 bits should be sufficient for the foreseeable future. 
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Global addressing requires at least 17 bits of offset to support 90% of the examined applications, 

and 21 bits of offset to cover all applications. The increased offset requirements of globals, and their static 

allocation, makes the addition of an absolute addressing mechanism very attractive. Absolute addressing 

allows the bits otherwise allocated to the indirect register specification field to be used to increase offset 

field size. Though the extra addressing mode may increase opcode field size, the benefits of the larger 

absolute address offset field make the larger opcode cost effective. 

Absolute addresses, unlike indices, do not benefit from the ability to specify a negative value. 

Absolute addresses are generated relative to the beginning of memory (or relative to the beginning of a 

segment, or to the beginning of a virtual address space). Logically, and sometimes physically, there is no 

memory before the base of the global address space. Thus absolute immediates can be most profitably be 

used as positive values (with a zero fill as opposed to a sign-extending fill). 

Data allocations are very dynamic and though the examined programs represent a reasonable 

cross section of programs, it would be trivial to generate a program or subprogram that required 

significantly more storage than any of those examined. For this reason it is preferable to take a very 

conservative approach to index immediate and global address field bit allocations, making them as large 

as possible, and not allowing them to fall below the previously indicated ranges. 

5.2.2.3.1. Generated Immediates and Addressing Indices 

Generated immediates generally have a "normal" range (sequential value representation 

capability from 0 to co and from 0 to -ce) that is 1% bits smaller than that of a sign-extended immediate of 

the same size (see Figure 10 for an example conversion format). The extra 1! bits of range not used for 

"normal" range specification is used to extend the generated immediate's value representation capabilities 

into the upper bits of the resultant constant value. Many of the values that can be represented by 

generated immediates can be generated in more than one way. This means that multiple bit immediate bit 

patterns result in the same value and thus the range of unique values that a generated immediate is 

smaller than the number that can be obtained from simple sign-extension. 

The data indicates that a decrease in "normal" range is more than compensated for by the 

resulting increase in extended range. The same is not true of addressing immediates. Table 17 shows that 

argument and local (relative) data allocations tend to smaller values, just like data immediates, but unlike 

data immediates, relative addressing immediates never get very large in absolute value. Extending the 

absolute value range of generated immediates is accomplished by a shifting the bit locations in the result 

that will be set by the source immediate's bits. This means that the adjacent value differentiation capability 

is Jost when an extended value is used, that is, extended values increment in groups 8, 64, 256 or more 

bytes and the ability to specify any but a group boundary address is lost. Addresses are highly dependent 
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on adjacent location differentiation capability and if absolute extended range means that adjacent locations 

cannot be selected, then the extended range will generally be useless. Additionally, the decrease in unique 

range specification provided by generation is disadvantageous if applied to addressing immediates. 

Address spaces are generally fully populated from their base address to the end of their storage allocation. 

Thus, although immediate generation is advantageous when applied to data constants, it is 

disadvantageous when applied to addressing immediates. On an architecture that can not differentiate data 

operations from address operations would be better served by the normal sign-extended immediate format. 

Architectures that can distinguish between addressing operations and data operations would see a small 

performance benefit from using generated immediates for data constant creation. 

5.2.2.3.2. Index Extension 

When dealing with addressing immediates, word alignment and variable reordering can be used 

to significantly extend an immediates address range. On a machine that requires word alignment (32-bit 

values can only be stored in locations whose least significant 2 bits are clear), it is seldom useful to be able 

to specify the least significant 2 bits of an offset. These bits are ignored when a word is being transferred. 

Load and store instructions always specify the size of the operand being loaded. It would be fairly easy to 

shift immediate operands left by the size of the operand being loaded. This would provide a four fold 

improvement in word offset range for any given immediate size. When this offset extension is combined 

with variable reordering that places byte addressed allocations at the beginning of a storage area, and 

word addressed allocations at the end storage area, the effective offset range of an addressing immediate 

can be increased by approximately two bits. Thus a 16-bit immediate would provide almost 256K of 

addressing range. 

Variable reordering can be used to place arrays at the end of an allocation, and to place the 

largest array last. Array addressing usually involves one or more array index variables that are multiplied 

by each other and then by the element size of the array. The final step of addressing an array requires that 

the base address of the array be added to the calculated offset (if the array is an array of records, then the 

base array plus the record offset are added to the offset). This last step is the only step that is amenable to 

immediate-based indices, and then only the base location of the array need be addressable. 

Placing byte addressable arrays before word addressable arrays allows offset shifting to expand 

the reach of the immediate field for array base location specifications. Index immediate shifting and 

variable reordering can effectively increase an index immediate's range by two to three bits. 
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5.2.3. Immediate Ranges 

There are thus, in light of the previous discussion, three types of immediate values: data 

immediates, index immediates, and absolute immediates; and three ways of generating immediate values: 

generated, sign-extended, and positive (unsigned). 

Based on the examined programs, data immediates are usefully 12 bits is size, index immediates 

15 bits in size, and absolute immediates 21 bits in size. Data and relative immediates are one of the 

operands in an instruction that contains two additional register-based operands. Absolute operands are 

operands in instructions that contain only one other register-based operand. Given a fixed opcode size, of 

6 bits and a fixed instruction length of 32-bits, a data operation that used an immediate would have 6 bits 

of opcode, 12 bits of immediate and 14 bits would be left for register specification. Thus a data instruction 

can have up to a 7-bit register address field without negatively impacting immediate representation 

capabilities. An indexed-indirect load/store instruction on the same machine would have 6 bits of opcode, 

15 bits of index and could support up to a 5-bit register address field. An absolute load/store would have 6 

bits of opcode and 21 bits of address and, because only a single register needs to be specified, a 5-bit 

register address could be supported. 

5.3. Multi-level Static Register Allocation 

The main advantage of overlapping register window organizations is the ease with which they 

support multi-level calls with register-based argument passing. To equal the performance of an 

overlapping register window, an SRS would need to be able to allocate registers across subprogram calls. 

The goal of multi-level static register allocation is to perform a multi-subprogram, or multi-call level 

register allocation for flat file organizations that approximate the argument passing and context storage 

capabilities of overlapping register window organizations. 

Static register allocation is dependent on a compilers ability to generate subprogram call 

hierarchies that can then be used to perform multi-level register allocation. A call sequence is an ordered 

list that represents a subprogram's activation genealogy. It lists, starting with the main (initial) 

subprogram, the lineage of a particular instance of a subprogram's activation. A single subprogram can 

potentially be the endpoint of many (millions) different call sequences. A point of primary recursion is the 

location in a call sequence where a subprogram’s first recursive call took place. A call graph is a directed 

graph in which each node represents a Subprogram and each directed arc connects a calling subprogram to 

one of the subprograms it calls. There are two ways of generating call graphs, one is called a flex call 

graph in which subprogram is represented exactly once and in which all recursive calls cause cycles 

within the graph. The other type of call graph is an expanded call graph which allows exactly one directed 
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arc to enter each node, thus allowing individual subprograms to be represented by multiple graph nodes. 

No cycles are permitted in expanded call graphs and graph generation is terminated at each point of 

primary recursion. The subtrees for any given subprogram in an expanded call graph may or may not all 

be the same, depending on the point of primary recursion pruning that may result from different call 

sequences. 

5.3.1. Method 

A group of programs were generated that measure a program's potential depth of call, call depth 

when potentially context switched due to self generated actions, recursive call characteristics, and 

unnecessary Call frequency. The initial set of programs constructed to gather this information were fairly 

simple and were easily constructed. Unfortunately, a general solution to the problem proved to be 

significantly more complicated than would be expected given the basic nature of the desired information, 

and in the end a general solution became untractable and a "fudge" had to be inserted to collect the 

desired information from a certain class of programs. The root of the complication is recursive call path 

expansion. 

The call data collection methodology required human intervention to determine the proper file 

collection. A correct file collection is defined as one that includes the source for all subprograms called 

directly or indirectly by the main program, except for library functions. The makefile for each analyzed 

program was consulted to determine which files were necessary for a successful compilation. This 

sometimes necessitated the execution of various file or link creation utilities. Once the list of files and 

include directories was determined, it was passed into a shell that compiled the appropriate files into their 

corresponding ".s" assembly language representation with embedded ELF debugging information. The 

".S" files were then processed to determine which subprograms called which subprograms. This 

information was then used to create a call graph. Recursive calls were detected, as were calls to external 

subprograms, singleton subprograms (functions that have a single point of call), and subprograms that 

were considered likely context switch generators. The external subprograms included in the list of likely 

context switch generators are: system, fork, sleep, and the various forms of: exec, read, scan, and get. 

Generation of a call graph with recursive markers to prevent infinite loops is simple. Starting 

with main, each of the functions called by main are recursively expanded, while maintaining a call list, 

until they reach leaf functions or recursive calls. A call list is an enumeration of a call path used to reach a 

particular function. Recursive calls are detected by comparing a function call that is to be expanded to the 

contents of the current call list. If a function name is already in the call list then the function is marked as 

a recursive call and not expanded. Multiple calls to the same function within a single subprogram are 
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examined as a single instance, for potential call graph purposes because multiple instances of a call at any 

given point in a call graph would generate identical sub-graphs. Multiple calls do need to be noted to 

prevent erroneous singleton identification. As expansion is taking place the function type (singleton, 

external, context switch generating, user defined leaf or terminal, simply recursive, complexly recursive, 

or normal (none of the preceding)’ can be appended to each node in the call graph. 

Calls to function pointers can be indicated as such in the potential call graph. Unfortunately, 

because the value of the function pointer is not known at compile time, function pointer calls were treated 

as external calls. In some cases an optimization similar to constant folding could be used to determine the 

identity of a function pointer call, but no effort was made to employ this optimization. 

Unfortnately, although the utility to generate the call graph using the preceding methodology is 

easy to create, its run time and storage requirements are unacceptable for some programs. Small 

programs, those comprised of less than a hundred subprograms present no problems, but larger programs 

can require unacceptably long run times. 

A subprograms potential call width is the number of unique subprograms it calls. The number of 

subprogram calls in the potential call graph of a given subprogram is the sum of the call widths of each of 

its descendants. This is a simple calculation as long as the program is not recursive. Recursive programs 

have an upper bound on the number of non-recursive calls that is the product of the call width of each 

subprogram. This simple product calculation significantly overstates the call count because it assumes all 

subprograms are recursive and expands some recursive sub-graphs, but it still gives a reasonable 

indication of call graph size. Programs which contain large numbers of recursively linked subprograms 

can result in call graphs that contain hundreds of millions of nodes. The enumeration of such graphs 

presents serious storage problems, and performing such an analysis on a per compilation basis would be 

impossibly slow. 

When it became clear that the initial analysis attempt was not sufficiently sophisticated for a sub- 

class of the selected programs, the simple solution was to throw out those programs that defied the initial 

attempt at analysis. Though this would clearly have been the time effective solution, increasingly 

sophisticated methodologies were employed to attempt to solve the general case. All these methodologies 

were based on a subtree recognizer and pruner. The main goal of the analysis was to determine call depth 

at point of first recursion and recursive depth. Unfortunately even the most sophisticated analysis could 

not determine these. 

  

7Function types are defined in the Recursive Analysis section that follows this section. 
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The methodology employed to solve the general case was a bottom-up, top-down approach to tree 

pruning and call generation. The following discussion and definitions are necessary to fully understand 

the methodology. 

5.3.2. Recursive Analysis 

Recursion is generally defined as a subprogram calling itself either directly or indirectly via some 

number of intermediate subprograms. This view of recursion, although sufficient as a general definition, 

fails to indicate the true complexity of recursive analysis. I will define three types of recursion, all of 

which conform to the basic definition, but only two of which actually demonstrate a primary recursive 

behavior. A set of simple call graphs will help to illustrate these cases. Definitions of simple non- 

recursive, non-recursive, and terminal subprograms will also be useful in our discussion. 

A subprogram is terminal if it makes no calls. External subprograms are considered terminal 

because any calls they may make are hidden from analysis and they therefore, from an application 

program's viewpoint, look just like terminal subprograms. A subprogram is simply non-recursive if: it is 

terminal or external, or if it only calls simply non-recursive subprograms. This definition is insufficient 

for the case of general non-recursion, but the general case will need to wait until further in the discussion. 

A subprogram is simply recursive if it directly calls itself (see Figure 23), or if it indirectly calls 

itself via a series of intermediate subprograms (see Figure 24). A subprogram is complexly recursive if its 

recursive call path expansion intersects another simply recursive or another complexly recursive 

subprogram’'s call path expansion. A simple recursive subprogram can call another simple recursive 

subprogram without becoming complexly recursive as long as the callee cannot directly or indirectly call 

the caller. If recursive functions can call each other, then they are complexly recursive. The intertwining 

of recursive subprograms forms what will be termed a recursive knot. It should be noted that all recursion 

is primarily simple, and that recursive knots are formed when these otherwise simple recursive call paths 

intersect each other. 

The definitions for simple and complex recursion must now be somewhat restricted by removing 

from each partition those subprograms that are not really recursive. A subprogram is pseudo-recursive if it 

calls itself via a series of intermediate subprograms, but there is no call sequence from the main 

subprogram (initial program execution point) to the pseudo-recursive subprogram that does not include a 

sumply or complexly recursive subprogram. Pseudo-recursion means that a subprogram does not actually 

call itself, but rather it is called by a subprogram that calls itself via this pseudo-recursive intermediate 

node. In figure 24, node B is pseudo-recursive. In figure 25, node D is pseudo-recursive. Node C of 

Figure 25 may appear to be pseudo-recursive, but this appearance is deceiving. Node C is complexly 
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recursive. This will be shown later. In Figure 25, if the main subprogram also called node D, then node D 

would be complexly recursive because D would call itself via both nodes A and B and there would be a 

path from node D to the main subprogram. The concept of pseudo-recursion was initially significant for 

register allocation purposes, but turned out to also provide a call tree compaction and pruning potential 

that does not exist for simply and complexly recursive subprograms. 

  
calls 

calls calls 

Figure 23. Figure 24. Figure 25. 

Direct Simple Recursion Indirect Simple Recursion Complex Recursion 

The distinction between simple recursion and complex recursion becomes significant if the 

expanded call sequence of the two is analyzed. The recursively marked call graph generated by a call to a 

simply recursive subprogram is constant. The identity of the caller of a simply recursive function will not 

influence the shape of the call graph or the relative depth of the recursive calls. This is not true of 

complex recursion. This can be demonstrated by examining an expansion of Figure 25. Figure 26 contains 

an expansion of a primary call to the recursive knot starting at node A and Figure 27 contains an 

expansion of a primary call to the same knot starting at node B. It can be seen that the call graphs and 

relative locations of recursive call points is different. A more complicated example would show the 

differences in call graphs to be in both depth and width. These expansions also show why node C is not 

pseudo-recursive. In both figures one of the call paths is terminated by recursion on C. 

A subprogram is generally non-recursive if it is not simply, complexly or pseudo recursive. This 

may seem to be a facile definition, but the other potential definitions are somewhat complicated and in the 

final analysis amount to nothing more than the given exclusionary definition.



Figure 26. Figure 27. 

Expanded Call Graph of Node A in Figure 25. Expanded Call Graph of Node B in Figure 25. 

Singleton subprograms and subprograms that have exactly one calling subprogram, are either 

pseudo-recursive or non-recursive. This can be shown by supposing there were a simply recursive 

subprogram, call it X, which had a single calling function, call it W which was simply recursive. For X to 

be recursive it must call itself directly or indirectly. If X called itself directly then X would have two 

calling subprograms: W and X, violating the initial condition of a single caller. If X calls itself indirectly, 

then the entry into X must be via W because W is X's only caller. This means that W calls X and that X 

then directly or indirectly calls W. This would make W recursive and thus deprive X of a path to the main 

subprogram devoid of a simply or complexly recursive subprogram. If X were supposed to be complexly 

recursive instead of simply recursive, then the preceding analysis still holds and W becomes complexly 

recursive instead of simply so, and X is still deprived of path to main that contains no recursive 

subprograms. 

Subprograms that have two or more callers and that are called by recursive or pseudo-recursive 

subprograms are usually recursive themselves, though sometimes, as in the case illustrated by Figure 6 

they are pseudo-recursive. All subprograms in Figure 28 except A are pseudo-recursive. Any subprogram 

whose position in an expanded call tree is bounded by a single recursive progenitor will be either non- 

recursive, if the subprogram is not on the call path to the recursive descendent, or pseudo-recursive. 
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Figure 28. Example Pseudo-Recursive Non-Singleton Subprogram. 

5.3.3. Sophisticated Call Graph Analysis 

As the number of subprograms in a program increases, the number of nodes in its representative 

call graph increases. The expansion of graph size can make attempts to store the shape of a large 

program's call graphs prohibitively expensive in terms of disk space. Fortunately a call graph enumeration 

is not necessary for call data collection purposes. Although the expanded call graph is the simplest 

representation for the call data, a distillation of the data contained therein is possible. There are eight 

possible function types: simple recursive, complex recursive, external, switcher (a subprogram whose 

operation is likely to generate a context switch), terminal, singleton, dynamic (a call via a function pointer 

which makes static analysis difficult), and normal (the term selected for none of the above). There is also 

recursive call depth information which indicates the number of calls between a subprograms initial call 

and its first recursive Call of itself. 

If for each subprogram, a list of the subprograms it calls is generated, then a bottom-up tree 

pruning can be performed. After the tree is pruned as much as possible from the bottom, simply recursive 

subprograms can be pruned. Eventually the tree can be cut back till only recursive knots and those 

subprograms that call the recursive knots are left. A top-down expansion of the knots can then potentially 

return the distillation of the call graphs dimensions. Following is a description of the methodology 

employed to perform this bottom-up, top-down analysis. 
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For each examined program, a list of all the subprograms in the program, the Subprogram List, 

was generated. For each subprogram in the Subprogram List a list of its calling subprograms, a Callee 

List, and a list of all the subprograms it calls, a Caller List, was generated. A depth/type structure was also 

attached to each subprogram. The depth/type structure can maintain for each possible call depth from its 

associated subprogram, the type and number of subprograms in its call tree. Type/depth structures 

represent all the information of interest from the pruned subtree. The depth of a terminal subprogram's 

depth/type structure is zero. The depth of a subprogram that calls only two terminal subprograms would 

be one, and the type counts for all subprogram types at level one would be zero except for the terminal 

count which would be two. A subprogram that called the previous subprogram in addition to an external 

and a terminal subprogram would have a depth of two with a terminal type count of two at level two, and 

a one external, one terminal, and one normal type count at level one. 

The Subprogram List was then sequentially searched, looking for user-defined terminal, switcher, 

and external subprograms. Each user-defined terminal, switcher, and external subprogram was resolved 

by following its associated Callee List, and for each subprogram found in the Callee List: setting its 

type/depth structure to a depth of one, incrementing its terminal, switcher, or external count at level one, 

and removing the indicated called program from its Caller List. After resolving each terminal, switcher, 

and extemal, the terminal or external was removed from the Subprogram List. The resolved subprograms 

will no longer appear in either the Subprogram List or in any of the Callee Lists, thus reducing the 

number of subprograms for further consideration. 

The Subprogram List was then again sequentially searched, looking for subprograms with empty 

Caller Lists. Any such subprograms are resolved and removed by copying their type/depth structures into 

the type/depth structures of all the subprograms in their Callee List and removing the reference to the 

resolved subprogram from the callers’ Caller List and from the Subprogram List. The type/depth structure 

is moved into its parents structure one level deeper than it existed in the child. For example if the child 

node had a depth of three with two terminals at level three, one normal at level two, and one normal and 

two externals at level one, then the parent structure would be set to a depth of four if it was previously 

shallower than that, and the terminal count at level four would be incremented by two, the normal count at 

level three would be incremented by one, the normal count at level two would be incremented by one, the 

external count at level two would be incremented by two, and the normal count at level one would be 

incremented by one (the last increment at level one is for the subprogram being resolved). This sequential 

search and resolution operation is called the basic resolution cycle. 

The basic resolution cycle was repetitively applied to a program's Subprogram List until no 

further resolutions were possible. At this point only recursive subprograms, and subprograms that call 

recursive subprograms, either directly or indirectly, remained in the program's Subprogram List. The next 
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step was to remove simple recursive functions from the tree. This was done by performing a top-down 

expansion of each subprogram remaining in the Subprogram List. The remaining subprograms were 

iteratively assigned origin subprogram status and the following methodology was followed: the original 

subprogram's Caller List was recursively expanded looking for calls to the original subprogram, or a call 

to a subprogram that was already in the call path. If the latter situation was found, then examination of the 

original subprogram was halted and examination of the next subprogram in the Subprogram List was 

begun. If the former situation is found, then the original subprogram was temporarily resolved with 

respect to the subprogram calling it by modifying the caller's depth/type structure to include a recursive 

call at level one. A list of all temporary resolutions was kept in case the subprogram turns out not to be 

simply recursive, in which case the temporary resolutions are undone. If a complete call tree could be 

generated the contains no recursion except that generated by the tree's root, then the subprogram was 

determined to be simply recursive and the temporary resolutions were made permanent by destruction of 

the temporary resolution list. The basic resolution cycle was then iteratively executed until no further 

resolutions were possible. This search for a simply recursive subprogram and subsequent basic resolution 

cycle execution is called the simple resolution cycle. 

The simple resolution cycle was repeated until no further simple resolutions were possible. What 

was now left in the Subprogram List were the components of the program's recursive knot(s) and the 

subprograms that call the recursive knot(s). At this point the main subprogram's type/depth structure was 

completed by recursively resolving each unresolved subprogram in its Caller List. The call path, a list of 

the subprogram calls between the subprogram call currently being resolved and the main subprogram was 

used for recursion detection. When a recursive call was detected the caller's type/depth structure is 

updated by incrementing its recursive type count at level one and the recursive subtree was not expanded. 

None of the unresolved subprograms can be permanently resolved because the shape of a subprograms call 

tree will be affected by the subprograms call list. Therefore, for each level in the recursive decent, a 

temporary type/depth structure was maintained. 

The preceding methodology seems like it should solve the general case of call tree shape 

problem, unfortunately it does not. Two of the 15 programs which were analyzed were each given sole use 

of a reasonably fast processor and neither was near completion after a week of continuous execution. Not 

to be bested by such a simple problem, additional optimizations were attempted without finding a suitable 

solution. One of the investigated optimizations maintained multiple type/depth resolutions per recursive 

subprogram with the different subgraph shapes differentiated by the call sequence for which the subgraph 

was generated. This optimization prevents multiple duplicate call subgraphs from being generated. This 

optimization did not yield a workable solution, but it did demonstrate why a reasonable solution is not 

possible. 
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Any program's call graph can be characterized given a fast enough processor and sufficient time. 

The problem presented by such characterization is combinatorially explosive in nature. Large recursive 

knots may require that the permutations for all the combinations of a small subset of the subprograms in 

the knot be enumerated. For a knot of 200 subprograms, even if only 30 subprograms are found to be in 

combinatorial hell, then the program's call graph characterization will require the expansion of one billion 

subgraphs. Although the expansion of such large numbers of subgraphs is certainly possible, such 

characterizations cannot be usefully employed for compiler optimizations due to the extreme expense 

involved in their generation. Examining the problem from a compiler's viewpoint, it is generally true that 

a large recursive knot cannot be usefully characterized. 

When it was determined that some of the programs could not be resolved, a pruner was inserted 

into the final stage of the analyzer that cut off recursive subgraph expansion at 16 levels. The prune depth 

was fairly arbitrarily chosen. It was the largest number that allowed the call tree characterization program 

to complete it examination of the "gcc" program in under 3 days of continuous execution. 

5.3.4. Results 

Tables 18-32 contain the results of running the call graph characterization program on the 

indicated programs. The prune count indicates the number of times the 16 level recursive knot pruning 

was employed to curtail analysis. Maximum call depth for such programs should be considered to be an 

understatement. 

The Programs all demonstrate the expected diamond shape. The data contained in these tables 

will be repackaged in later sections for application to other aspects of register allocation. 
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Maximum 

    

  

Prune 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

                    

Program . 

Name bison Call Depth 10 Count 0 

External | Switcher | Terminal | Singleton] Normal Function Simple Complex Total 
Pointer |Recursive| Recursive 

Static 

Type 28 0 16 31 88 0 1 2 166 

Count 

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 

1 0 0 0 1 12 0 0 0 13 

Types 2 27 0 4 22 36 0 0 0 89 

3 64 0 9 8 78 0 0 1 160 

at 4 186 0 5 2 114 0 0 1 308 

5 270 0 2 1 142 0 0 6 421 

Call 6 367 0 8 0 118 0 0 29 §22 

7 331 0 0 0 82 0 0 36 449 

Depth 8 295 0 0 0 49 0 0 33 377 

9 175 0 0 0 14 0 0 35 224 

10 42 0 0 0 0 0 0 14 56 

Total 1757 0 28 34 646 0 0 155 2620 

Percent 67.1% 0.0% 1.1% 1.3% | 24.7% 0.0% 0.0% 5.9% | 100.0% 

Average 6.38| NA 4.04 241} 5.08] NA NA 7.63| 6.06 
Depth 

Depth 

Standard 0.70 NA 0.72 0.50 0.80 NA NA 0.52 1.93 

Deviation 
  

Table 18. Program Bison's Static Call Depth Statistics 
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Program 

Name finger Call Depth|  ° Count |? 

External | Switcher | Terminal | Singleton] Normal Function Simple Comple *) Total 
Pointer {Recursive|Recursive 

Static 
Type 28 3 0 2 9 1 0 0 43 

Count 

Types 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 

1 1 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 3 

at 2 20 0 0 2 5 1 0 0 28 

3 14 1 0 0 5 0 0 0 20 

Call 4 16 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 19 

5 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 2 

Depth 6 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 

Total 54 3 0 2 15 1 0 0 75 

Percent 72.0% 4.0% 0.0% 2.7% | 20.0% 1.3% 0.0% 0.0% | 100.0% 

Average | 3.04| —-3.67| NA 2.00} 240! 2.00! NA | NA 2.89 
Depth 

Depth 
Standard 0.61 0.25; NA NA 0.78; NA NA NA 1.11 

Deviation 

Table 19. Program finger's Unique Call Depth Statistics 

Program Maximum Prune 

Name find Call Depth U Count 0 

External | Switcher | Terminal] Singleton] Normal |fUnction| Simple |Complex) 7.14) 
Pointer {Recursive} Recursive 

Static 

Type 17 0 2 4 9 1 2 0 35 
Count 

Types 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 O 1 

1 4 0 1 3 5 1 0 0 14 

at 2 13 0 1 1 7 1 2 0 25 

3 19 0 2 0 6 0 1 0 28 

Call 4 17 0 3 0 4 0 0 0 24 

5 11 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 15 

Depth 6 6 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 8 

7 5 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 6 

Total 75 0 11 4 26 2 3 0 121 

Percent 62.0% 0.0% 9.1% 3.3% | 21.5% 1.7% 2.5% 0.0% | 100.0% 

Average | 3.75) NA 4.00] 1.25} 265} 150} 233| NA 3.38 
Depth 

Depth 

Standard 0.80; NA 0.83 | 0.39 0.88 0.41 0.31] NA 1.64 
Deviation |             
  

Table 20. Program find's Static Call Depth Statistics 
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Program flex Maximum 13 Prune 0 
Name Call Depth Count 

External | Switcher | Terminal} Singleton] Normal Function Simple Complex Total 
Pointer |Recursive|Recursive 

Static 
Type 26 2 18 17 84 0 0 5 152 

Count 

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 

1 1 0 0 0 6 0) 0 0 7 

Types 2 22 0 2 7 46 0 0 0 77 

3 80 3 17 12 93 0 0 ] 206 

ato 4 121 1 7 10 129 0 0 5 273 
5 177 0 20 13 134 0 0 9 353 

Call 6 168 1 8 4 128 0 0 14 323 

7 270 0 7 0 118 0 0 36 431 

Depth 8 310 0 0 0 111 0 0 37 458 

9 284 0 0 0 83 0 0 56 423 

10 166 0 0 0 52 0 0 42 260 
11 68 0 0 0 19 0 0 34 121 

12 20 0 0 0 5 0 0 14 39 

13 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 10 

Total 1692 3) 61 46 925 0 0 253 2982 

Percent 56.7% 0.2% | 2.0% 1.5% | 31.0% 0.0% 0.0% 8.5% | 100.0% 

erate 727| 3.80; 450/ 3.89) 6.03; NA NA 8.82] 6.90 
pth | 

Depth 
Standard 0.83 0.60 0.65 0.61 0.97; NA NA 0.67 2.42 

Deviation } 
  

Table 21. Program flex's Static Call Depth Statistics 
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Program Maximum Prune 

Name gawk Call Depth | 7” Count | ° 

External | Switcher | Terminal] Singleton] Normal Function Simple Complex Total 
Pointer |Recursive|Recursive 

Static 

Type 51 3 21 17 105 1 2 8 208 

Count 

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 

1 9 0 2 1 16 0 0 0 28 

2 27 0 3 3 56 2 0 1 92 

3 100 0 7 16 146 3 0 3 275 

4 279 2 12 17 334 10 1 16 671 

5 704 5 20 36 724 24 0 55 1568 

6 1396 12 37 63 1310 40 0 115 2973 

7 2518 25 57 105 1899 44 0 122 4770 

Types 8 3927 33 83 148 2320 37 0 73 6621 

9 5122 22 149 166 2481 18 0 36 7994 

at 10 5568 11 277 141 2330 6 2 21 8356 

11 5134 8 325 110 1983 4 0 6 7570 

Call 12 4147 4 216 74 1582 0 1 0 6024 

13 3210 0 110 43 1156 0 5 0 4524 

Depth 14 2500 0 93 17 735 0 10 0 3355 

15 1691 0 100 2 416 0 7 0 2216 

16 935 0 66 0 236 0 1 0 1238 

17 495 0 20 0 142 0 0 0 657 

18 313 0 2 0 79 0 0 0 394 

19 200 0 0 0 36 0 0 0 236 

20 113 0 0 0 10 0 0 0 123 

21 37 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 38 

22 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 

Total 38,429 122 1579 942} 17,993 188 27 448 | 59,728 

Percent 64.3% 0.2% 2.6% 1.6% | 30.1% 0.3% 0.0% 0.8% | 100.0% 

Average | 19.63 8.10| 11.02 8.95 9.55 6.82} 13.41 6.87| 10.24 
Depth 

Depth 

Standard 0.90 0.60 0.80 0.80 0.95 0.65 0.63 0.58 2.97 

Deviation               
  

Table 22. Program gawk's Static Call Depth Statistics 
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Program Maximum Prune 

Name | _&¢ Call Depth 36 Count | 117,030" 
External | Switcher | Terminal | Singleton | Normal | Function | Simple | Complex Total 

Pointer | Recursive | Recursive 

Static Type 

Count 4] 0 161 107 429 1 90 102 931 

0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 

1 7 0 0 1 8 0 0 0 16 

2 16 0 3 28 0 0 0 53 

3 61 0 33 20 150 0 0 0 264 

4 109 0 110 63 493 2 4 5 786 

5 253 0 364 138 1,479 18 25 50 2,327 

6 613 0 1,127 367 4,606 97 72 260 7,142 

7 1,768 0 3,677 795 15,519 410 281 1,056 23,506 

8 6,168 0 10,741 2,267 50,455 1,580 1,021 3,485 75.717 

9 22,525 0 30,190 7,911] 155,393 5,661 3,471 10,605] 235,756 

10 75,983 0 81,728 24,974| 449,104 18,914 11,627 31,696] 694,026 

11] 233,780 0| 209,496 73,657 1,220* 57,787 35,883 88,827 1,919* 

12| 667,290 0} 514,641} 200,800 3,140*| 163,242] 101,818] 242,227 5,030* 

13 1,778* 0 1,222*} 513,836 7,720*| 437,679] 269,088] 641,308} 12,582* 

14 4,476* 0 2,806* 1,252*| 18,193* 1,105*| 671,719 1,627*| 30,131* 

15] _10,717* 0 6,226* 2.912*| 41,167* 2,669* 1,589* 3,921*| 69,202* 

Types 16] 24,510* 0} 13,329* 6,516*| 89,563* 6,165* 3,586* 8,903*] 152,572* 

17| 53,682* 0| 27,533*| 14,032*| 187,723*| 13,724* 7,760*| 19,080*] 323,534* 

at 18] 113,050* 0 55,028*| 29,164*| 380,346*| 29,487*| 16,151*| _38,939*] 662,166* 

19} 229,823* 0! 106,893*| 58,624*| 748,110*| 61,293*| 32,490*| 76,528*] 1,314** 

Call 20] 429,163* 0} 163,261*| 109,546*| 1,138**} 107,424*| 63,490*| 94,549*]  2,106** 

21| 617,265* 0} 185,484*} 148,118*| 1,3601**| 182,210*| 82,409*| 73,431*]  2.650** 

Depth 22] 664,133* 0} 158,479*| 139,650*| 1,314**| 296,499*| 72,054*| 37,085*| _2,682** 

23| 539,744* 0! 106,285*} 98,087*| 1,018**| 403,267*| 44,842*| 13,147*]  2,224** 

24| 341,255* 0; 64,153*| 58,491*| 647,170*| 414,515*|} _19,975* 5,851*] 1,551** 

25| 185,333* 0| 40,599*| 36,223*| 352,535*| 315,855* 8,278* 5,056*] 943,878* 

26| 104,190* O| 29,255*| 25,081*| 197,379*| 183,951* 5,367* §,997*] 551,220* 

27| 75.144* 0} 21,936*| 19,095*| 133,686*| 87,257* 6,169* 3,913*] 347,200* 

28| 59,186* 0} 13,987*| 13,205*| 98.332*| 44,294* 5,374*| 936,662] 235.315* 

29| 39,691* 0 7,205* 7,023*| 67,101*| 33,828* 2,565* O] 157,413* 

30]  19,774* 0 3,223* 3,057*| 37,457*|  30,315*| 669,036 O] 94,495* 

31 7,455* 0 1,812* 1,769*| 15,103*| 21,505*| 122,218 O| 47,767* 

32 3,091* 0 1,068* 1.068* 4,353*| —10,059* 2,992 O}| 19,643* 

33 1,417* 0} 348,865; 348,865 1.009* 3,084* 0 0 6,207* 

34] 386,527 0 37,662 37,662} 176,200] 797,698 0 0 1,436* 

35] 37,662 0 0 0 5,896] 170,304 0 O} 213,862 

36 0 0 0 0 0 5,896 0 0 5,896 

Total 
(millions) 3,526 0 | 1,011 774 7,864 2,250 374 390 16,189 

Percent 21.8% 0.0% | 6.2% 48% 48.6% 13.9% 2.3% 2.4% 100.0% 

Depth 7.47 NA: 21.42| 21.87 4.13] 10.24) 21.38] 20.06] 21.95 

Depth 

Standard 5.43 NA | 0.58 0.56 8.69 4.25 0.51 0.48 2.70 

Deviation 
  

Table 23. Program gcc's Static Call Depth Statistics (* = thousand, ** = million)



  

  

  

    

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

      

Program Maximum Prune 

Name _| Snuchess Call Depth Count 0 

External | Switcher | Terminal | Singleton] Normal Function Simple Comple *! Total 
Pointer {Recursive}|Recursive 

Static 

Type 18 3 23 11 42 1 1 0 99 
Count 

Types 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 

1 2 0 2 1 5 0 0 0 10 

at 2 16 1 7 4 41 0 0 0 69 

3 64 12 26 11 51 1 1 0 166 

Call 4 51 1 35 15 34 0 1 0 137 

5 28 1 32 8 13 0 0 0 82 

Depth 6 11 0 18 4 4 0 0 0 37 

7 3 0 8 0 0 0 0 0 11 

Total 175 15 128 43 149 1 2 0 513 

Percent 34.1% 2.9% | 25.0% 8.4% | 29.0% 0.2% 0.4% 0.0% | 100.0% 

Average} 3.75|  3.13| 4.36/ = 3.86 3.12/ +~—3.00| += 3.50| NA 3.71 
Depth 

Depth 

Standard 0.60 0.35 0.64 0.60 0.64; NA 0.27; NA 1.28 

Deviation               
  

Table 24. Program gnuchess's Static Call Depth Statistics 
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Program Maximum Prune 

Name | Snuse Call Depth|  ° Count | ° 

External | Switcher | Terminal | Singleton] Normal Function Simple Comp lex Total 
Pointer |Recursive|Recursive 

Static 

Type 8 2 7 3 13 0 4 0 37 

Count 

Types 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 

1 5 2 1 1 6 0 0 0 15 

at 2 12 2 4 2 7 0 1 0 28 

3 1 0 3 3 5 0 0 0 12 

Call 4 1 0 1 0 5 0 1 0 8 

5 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 

Depth 6 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 

Total 20 4 9 7 24 0 2 0 66 

Percent 30.3% 6.1%| 13.6%] 106%! 36.4% 0.0% 3.0% 0.0% | 100.0% 

Average} ny 10| 1.50] 2.44] 2.71] 2.29] NA 3.00] NA 2.27 
Depth 
Depth 

Standard 0.75 0.41 0.53 0.70 0.77| NA 0.58| NA 1.12 

Deviation                   
  

Table 25. Program gnugo's Static Call Depth Statistics 
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Pro Maximum Prune 

Name. BreP Call Depth i Count 0 

External | Switcher | Terminal | Singleton] Normal Function Simple Comp lex Total 
Pointer |Recursive}] Recursive 

Static 
Type 30 1 16 4 42 0 1 0 94 

Count 

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 

1 18 0 2 0 7 0 0 0 27 

Types 2 18 0 1 2 9 0 0 0 30 

3 14 1 5 1 19 0 0 0 40 

at 4 22 0 7 2 24 0 0 0 55 

5 39 0 7 1 21 0 0 0 68 

Call 6 34 0 9 2 21 0 0 0 66 

7 35 0 12 0 17 0 1 0 65 

Depth 8 32 0 7 0 10 0 0 0 49 

9 18 0 2 0 5 0 0 0 25 

10 10 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 11 

11 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 

Total 242 1 52 8 135 0 1 0 439 

Percent 55.1% 0.2% 11.8% 1.8% | 30.8% 0.0% 0.2% 0.0% | 100.0% 

Average | 565) 3.00| 5.65 4.00) 4.91] NA 7] NA 5,39 
Depth 

Depth 

Standard 1.05; NA 0.82 0.75 0.95] NA NA NA 2.33 

Deviation jo         
  

Table 26. Program grep's Static Call Depth Statistics 
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Program m4 Maximum I Prune 0 

Name Call Depth Count 

External | Switcher | Terminal | Singleton] Normal Function simp le Complex Total 
Pointer |Recursive|Recursive 

Static 
Type 26 0 3 6 39 1 1 0 76 

Count 

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 

1 8 0 2 3 11 0 0 0 24 

Types 2 13 0 1 1 23 0 0 0 38 

3 26 0 1 5 28 4 0 0 64 
at 4 39 0 3 4 46 3 0 0 95 

5 50 0 0 8 54 5 1 0 118 

Call 6 86 0 0 4 48 12 0 0 150 

7 89 0 0 0 41 8 0 0 138 

Depth 8 81 0 0 0 31 6 0 0 118 

9 66 0 0 0 13 7 0 0 86 

10 36 0 0 0 2 2 0 0 40 

11 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 

Total 502 0 7 25 298 47 1 0 880 

Percent 57.0% 0.0% 0.8% 2.8% | 33.9% 5.3% 0.1% 0.0% | 100.0% 

Average 6.67| NA 2.71| 4.00) 5.22] 655]/ 5.00] NA 6.06 
Depth 

Depth | 
Standard 0.85' NA 0.78 0.78 0.92 0.73| NA NA 2.27 
Deviation                     
  

Table 27. Program m4's Static Call Depth Statistics 
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Program 

Name make Call Depth 23 Count 7047 

External | Switcher | Terminal | Singleton} Normal Function Simple Comple *! Total 
Pointer [Recursive[Recursive 

Static 
Type 61 6 9 12 04 1 2 42 227 

Count 

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 

1 22 1 0 0 36 0 0 0 59 

2 62 1 1 0 88 0 0 1 153 

3 161 0 12 4 174 0 0 3 354 

4 305 2 24 8 284 1 1 4 629 

5 503 9 37 18 478 2 2 12 1061 
6 820 7 47 31 798 0 0 34 1737 

7 1390 18 98 63 1434 1 0 82 3086 

8 2429 34 335 84 2275 1 2 191 5351 

Types 9 3884 77 607 98 3267 4 1 394 8332 

10 5718 143 861 154 4376 2 3 598} 11,855 

at 11 7816 199 1044 236 5539 3 1 917} 15,755 
12 9973 256 1346 305 6893 1 1 1271] 20,046 

Call 13} 12,323 304 1657 352 8344 2 0 1689} 24,671 
14] 14,837 410 2041 421 9948 2 2 2274] 29,935 

Depth 15} 17,505 502 2412 444{ 11,007 2 3 2949} 34,824 

16} 19,427 568 2458 469| 11,374 3 3 3435 | 37,737 

17| 20,345 571 2364 466| 10,962 3 19 3813 | 38,543 

18} 19,288 486 2029 443 9606 20 32 3613 | 35,517 

19 9949 148 1401 213 2294 28 31 335| 14,399 

20 4096 15 430 84 401 6 4 41 $077 

21 1002 1 31 37 24 1 2 0 1098 

22 86 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 92 

23 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 2 

Total 151,941 3752| 19,235 3938 | 89,603 82 107| 21,656] 290,314 

Percent 52.3% 1.3% 6.6% 1.4% | 30.9% 0.0% 0.0% 7.5% | 100.0% 

Average | i490| 14.87] 14.76| 14.56| 14.07| 16.42] 17.04] 15.11] 14.65 
Depth 
Depth 

Standard 0.82 0.71 0.80 0.86 0.86 1.01 0.79 0.66 3.16 
Deviation 
  

Table 28. Program make's Static Call Depth Statistics 
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Program 
Name perl Call Depth 23 Count 38,818 

External | Switcher | Terminal | Singleton}| Normal Function Simple Complex Total 
Pointer |Recursive]Recursive 

Static 
Type 132 8 36 17 197 1 0 29 420 

Count 

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 

1 25 1 3 3 35 0 0 0 67 

Types 2 58 3 11 3 133 1 0 4 213 

3 263 8 24 5 514 3 0 16 833 

at 4 865 7 48 16 1422 6 0 63 2427 

5 2450 8 86 44 3260 22 0 196 6066 

Call 6 5575 9 130 14 5851 8 0 531 12,118 

7]{ 11,106 5 197 14 8943 3 0 1076| 21,344 

Depth 8{ 18,714 4 270 8] 13,073 2 0 2116] 34,187 

9| 28,319 1 438 6| 18,819 2 0 3523] 51,108 

10] 40,430 0 731 10} 25,993 1 0 5428 | 72,593 

11| 54,241 0 1047 4| 32,740 0 0 74901 95,522 

12] 68,845 0 1209 7| 37,547 0 0 8708 | 116,316 

13} 81,216 0 1216 3| 41,255 0 0 9878 | 133,568 

14] 91,828 0 1323 0} 44,709 0 O} 11,066} 148,926 

15} 101,089 0 1574 0| 47,585 0 0} 12,231] 162,479 

16} 108,507 0 1730 0| 49,369 0 O} 13,441 | 173,047 

17} 111,275 0 1844 0| 48,824 0 O} 14,314] 176,257 

18] 70,886 0 1828 0 7472 0 0 1023} 81,209 

19{ 20,293 0 49 0 1131 0 0 526| 21,999 

20 2367 0 7 0 327 0 0 168 2869 

21. 726 0 0 0 37 0 0 16 779 

22 105 0. 0 0 1 0 0 1 107 
23 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 

Total 819,186 46 13765 137 | 38,9041 48 0} 91,815 ]1,314,03 

8 

Percent 62.3% 0.0% 1.0% 0.0% | 29.6% 0.0% 0.0% 7.0% | 100.0% 

Average | 1413] 498! 14.04{ 639| 13.17/ 5.38] NA 13.71] 13.81 
Depth 
Depth 

Standard 0.80 0.84 0.85 1.08 0.85 0.67} NA 0.75 3.05 

Deviation   
  

Table 29. Program perl's Static Call Depth Statistics 
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Program Maximum Prune 

Name sed Call Depth 8 Count 0 

External | Switcher | Terminal | Singleton] Normal Function Simple Complex Total 
Pointer |Recursive} Recursive 

Static 

Type 27 1 10 5 33 0 4 0 80 

Count 

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 

Types 1 8 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 14 

2 11 0 0 0 9 0 0 0 20 

at 3 22 1 8 1 39 0 3 0 74 

4 44 0 9 1 74 0 0 0 128 

Call 5 129 0 12 5 57 0 2 0 205 

6 132 0 11 7 27 0 0 0 177 

Depth 7 92 0 5 2 4 0 0 0 103 

8 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 16 

Total 454 1 45 16 217 0 5 0 738 

Percent 61.5% 0.1% 6.1% 2.2% | 29.4% 0.0% 0.7% 0.0% | 100.0% 

Average | 547| 3.001 +32 4.91| 5.50] 4.20] “NA 3.80] NA 5.05 
Depth 

Depth 
Standard 0.60; NA 0.57 0.43 0.61} NA 0.50] NA 1.47 

Deviation             
  

Table 30. Program sed's Static Call Depth Statistics 
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Program Maximum Prune 

Name tar Call Depth 15 Count 0 

External | Switcher | Terminal | Singleton} Normal Function Simple Comple *) Total 
Pointer |Recursive|Recursive 

Static 

Type 68 5 16 20 81 1 3 10 204 

Count 

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 

1 3 0 0 0 11 0 0 0 14 

Types 2 29 0 6 4 66 1 0 0 106 

3 188 5 24 27 169 0 0 2 415 

at 4 396 20 17 9 233 1 2 0 678 

5 662 20 47 19 321 0 0 1 1070 

Call 6 1142 73 69 29 471 4 0 5 1793 

7 1767 168 65 13 546 1 0 6 2566 

Depth 8 1865 51 114 23 636 3 0 33 2725 

9 2138 76 223 92 1127 8 0 101 3765 

10 3132 178 249 100 1108 40) 0 239 5046 

11 3342 46 163 24 366 10 0 102 4053 

12 943 1 38 1 75 0 0 11 1069 

13 165 0} 6 0 14 0 0 0 185 

14 31 0. 1 0 1 0 0 0 33 

15 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 

Total 15,804 638 1022 341 5145 68 2 500} 23,520 

Percent 67.2% 2.7% 4.3% 14% | 21.9% 0.3% 0.0% 2.1% | 100.0% 

Average 8.92| 815) 881 8.13 8.02; 9.46| 4.00} 9.80] 8.70 
Depth 

Depth 

Standard 0.74 0.66 0.72 0.85 0.80 0.53 0.00 0.36 2.23 

Deviation                     
  

Table 31. Program tar's Static Call Depth Statistics 
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Program borol Maximum 7 Prune 0 

Name |° Prolog Call Depth Count 

External | Switcher | Terminal] Singleton] Normal Function Simple Complex Total 
Pointer {Recursive|Recursive 

Static 

Type 16 1 14 3 20 1 3 0 58 

Count 

Types 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 
1 4 0 5 1 9 0 0 0 19 

at 2 13 0 1 1 13 0 3 0 31 

3 20 1 3 2 6 0 0 0 32 

Call 4 7 3 6 1 3 1 0 0 21 

5 2 1 7 1 1 0 0 0 12 

Depth 6 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 3 
7 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 

Total 50 5 22 6 34 1 3 0 121 

Percent 41.3% 4.1% | 18.2% 5.0% | 28.1% 0.8% 2.5% 0.0% | 100.0% 

Average | 39g] 4.00 3.41/ += 3.00 ~=—«2.24| += 4.00] += 2.00] ~NA 2.92 
Depth 
Depth 

Standard 0.78 0.32 0.83 0.75 0.84| NA 0.00! NA 1.42 
Deviation         
  

Table 32. Program sbprolog's Static Call Depth Statistics 
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5.3.5. Implications 

It is possible to allocate registers to subprograms in the same manner used to prune subprograms 

from the tree. All terminal, switcher, and external subprograms, we will call them the set S of 

subprograms, can use the same registers because such programs are guaranteed not to be in conflict with 

each other. The set of programs that only call subprograms in set S, call them S', can all share a register 

allocation. This can be repeated to generate a set S", S"', and so forth. When only a recursive layer 

remains, the simple recursive subprograms can be identified, potentially unraveled, and registers can be 

allocated to them and any pseudo-recursive intermediate subprograms involved in their call. The code to 

save registers for a recursive call can be localized to the initial call of the recursive subprogram, and all 

pseudo-recursive intermediates can use a static mapping and register-based argument passing until a 

recursive call is made. The register span within the recursive call path needs to be stored could then all be 

saved at once. Recursive knots make identification of a call hierarchy for multi-level register allocation 

purposes impossible and forces a compiler to perform save-on-call register allocation for all subprograms 

within the knot. The knot even makes identification of pseudo-recursive subprograms embedded in the 

knot difficult and makes it likely that some potential multi-level allocation will go undetected. All save- 

on-call subprograms can share a single register allocation. Any remaining Call structure that lies above the 

recursive knot can then be statically allocated. 

Most of the programs lent themselves to a reasonably simple static allocation that requires only 

8-12 allocation levels. Based on variable usage numbers that will be presented later, this would allow most 

of the programs to run reasonably well in a 60-90 register SRS. Unfortunately, some of the programs 

showed significantly deeper call depth and would require hundreds of registers for successful SRS 

mapping. Recursion places an SRS in a save-on-call mode, but simple recursion can be unraveled and 

storage can be localized to a single point. Complex recursion can benefit from some of the more 

sophisticated caller-save/callee-save methodologies associated with graph-coloring, but do, in the end, 

require registers to be stored when subprograms are called and restored when subprograms return. 

5.4. Static Call Depth 

5.4.1. Method 

The methodology employed to investigate static register allocation also yields a static call depth. 

The static call depths for the examined programs are presented in Tables 18-32, and are coalesced into 

Table 33. Static call depth is significant for both static register allocation to SRS register sets as has



already been discussed and for determining the expected frequency of register window 

overflow/underflow. 

5.4.2. Results 

10 

6 

7 

13 

22 

37 

7 

6 
11 

m4 11 

make 23 

23 

sed 8 

tar 15 

7 

Table 33. Static Call Depth 
  

The static call depth figures do not include the impact of recursion on call depth. Most of the 

programs examined were recursive. Depending on the data being processed, it is possible that dynamic 

call depth for some of these programs would be significantly greater. 

5.4.3. Implications 

Dynamic code measurements show window overflow to be infrequent [Patterson85] and 

[Hennessy90], but both dynamic and static measurements show that some programs can and do execute 

deep call sequences. One of the programs examined by Patterson and Hennessy [Hennessy90] had a 

maximum dynamic call depths of 33. The significance of this is that no register window can be built that 

is deep enough to never overflow. This is particularly true if highly recursive languages such as Lisp are 

considered that frequently employ simple but effective recursive solutions (such as inserting into a linked 

list using a recursive insert subprogram). 
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5.5. Consecutive Call Depth 

When attempting to characterize the effectiveness to a multi-level call register allocation 

methodology, the total or absolute call depth of a program, though important, is not as significant as the 

local or relative call and return depth of a program. Local call depth is a measurement of the distance 

from the current level, that a program will change in the near future. Sequin [Sequin82], Regan-Kelly 

[Regan-Kelly84], Patterson [Patterson85], Wall [Wall86], and Hennessy [Hennessy90] have all shown 

measurements from which roughly the same local call depth locality can be seen or extrapolated. Their 

findings indicate a significant locality of call depth with some extended time slices that never show more 

than a six level call depth variation. 

Although there is fair amount call depth locality, the absolute call depth of programs do change 

significantly over time. The locality data mostly indicates that absolute call depth seldom changes 

significantly in a short period of time. This means that although a program may call 40 levels deep, it is 

expected to do so by making three calls and two returns. 

A transparent background register spilling/refilling methodology is primarily interested in how 

rapidly a program changes its absolute call depth. The absolute call depth itself is of little interest. The 

goal of transparent spilling is to store the contents of active register frames before the register set's circular 

buffer attempts to reallocate the physical frame to another subprogram. The primary indicator of register 

spilling efficacy is how likely is it that a program will perform a series of consecutive subprogram Calls 

that will exceed the register spill mechanism’'s ability to reclaim register frames. Similarly, how likely is it 

that a program will perform a series of consecutive subprogram returns that will exceed the register refill] 

mechanism’‘s ability to recover register frames. Consecutive subprogram call depth is defined to be the 

number of subprogram calls a program executes without any intervening returns. Consecutive subprogram 

return depth is defined to be number of subprogram returns a program executes without any intervening 

Calls. 

Also of interest is the number of instructions, or the number of clock cycles, executed between 

consecutive calls and between consecutive returns. A subprogram's pre-call cycle count, or the number of 

processing cycles that are executed between the time control is transferred to a subprogram and the first 

time it transfers control to another subprogram, would help determine how many cycles a transparent spill 

mechanism would have available to it. A subprogram's pre-return cycle count, or the number of 

processing cycles that are executed between the last time control is returned to a subprogram and the time 

it retums control to its caller, would help determine how many cycles a transparent refill mechanism 

would have available to it. 
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5.5.1. Method 

Simple static call graph examination without pre-call and pre-return instruction counts was used 

for program analysis. This methodology was decided on for a number of reasons. It would be interesting to 

see if simple static measurements agreed with the dynamic measurements made by others. Static 

measurements are easier to generate and they yield a single data collection for each measured program. By 

ignoring the number of pre-call/return instructions a worst case set of timing constraints can be 

established that are conditional code and loop independent. This methodology was also the best fit for 

extension of previously developed program measurement Capabilities. 

The major drawback of potentially inaccurate identification of a subprogram’s initial call or 

terminal call can be addressed by arguing that even if the first lexical subprogram call and the last lexical 

subprogram call are not the first and last ones executed by a typical execution of a subprogram, they will 

be correctly identified for at least some cases. Execution of the second or third lexical subprogram as a 

subprogram's initial subprogram call necessitates the execution of comparison and jump instructions, 

which provides better performance for the transparent spill/refill mechanism than the worst case analysis 

associated with the assumption of a call of the first lexical subprogram. There is, additionally, no reason 

to believe that the subprogram that would show the largest first call or last call frequency in a dynamic 

setting will provide worse consecutive call or return frequencies than the first lexical subprogram. 

Given the suspicious nature of pre-call and pre-return cycle counts for subprograms whose 

control structure is ignored, these measurements, though initially made, were discarded. Instead of using 

measured cycle counts, a worst case execution model will be used. This model is based on the assumption 

that on a per call basis, one cycle is necessary for positioning of each argument passed, one cycle is 

necessary for a subprogram call, and one cycle is necessary for Stack Pointer relocation. It also assumes 

that on a per return basis, one cycle is necessary for positioning of the subprogram's return value (this 

ignores void function types) and one cycle is necessary for execution of the return instruction. Thus the 

worst case cycle count per call is two plus the argument count, and the worst case cycle count is per return 

two. These numbers will be used as the pre-call and pre-retumm values respectively. These are worst case 

numbers and dynamic code traces would show significantly larger pre-call and pre-return cycle counts. 

Expanded call graphs similar to those generated for subprogram call characterization were used 

to generate consecutive call and return statistics. The only difference between the expanded call graphs 

used for subprogram characterization and consecutive call/return analysis was that multiple calls of a 

single subprogram were not culled from the graph used for consecutive call/return analysis. The first 

lexical subprogram call was considered the consecutive call extension of the parent subprogram and the 

last subprogram was considered a consecutive return extension of its parent subprogram. All subprogram 
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calls that were neither first nor last lexically were considered the roots of new consecutive call and return 

subtrees. 

The descendants of each node in the expanded call graph was broken into three partitions: first, 

middle, and last. The first partition contained the nodes left-most descendent. The last partition contained 

the nodes right-most descendent. The middle partition contained all descendants that were neither the left- 

most not the right-most descendants. The first and last partitions each contained zero or one nodes and the 

middle partition could contain any number of nodes. The first and last partitions were not mutually 

exclusive from each other, but they are mutually exclusive of the middle partition. The first and last 

partitions were identical for nodes that had exactly one descendent. All partitions were empty for terminal 

nodes, 

The root node was made the "original" node and the following procedure was followed. For each 

descendent in the original node's middle partition a first-only traversal was performed that started at the 

original node and made its initial traversal to the descendent node. A first-only traversal is a decent from 

a node in an expanded call graph that visits only the descendants identified in each visited node's first 

partition. The decent is terminated when a terminal node is reached or when recursion is recognized. The 

length of a first-only traversal is the count of the number of nodes visited, exclusive of the node from 

which the decent originated. A first-only traversal originating at any given node will determine the 

maximum number of consecutive calls that could occur in the corresponding program when the 

subprogram corresponding to the given node calls the subprogram corresponding to the initial node in the 

first-only traversal. The length of each first-only traversal was recorded in an array called the consecutive 

call array. Values were recorded by incrementing the consecutive call array location indexed by the length 

of each first-only traversal. 

For each descendent in the middle partition a last-only traversal was performed that started at the 

original node and made its initial traversal to the descendent node. A last-only traversal is a decent from a 

node in an expanded call graph that visits only the descendants identified in each visited node's last 

partition. The decent is terminated when a terminal node is visited or when recursion is recognized. The 

length of a last-only traversal is the count of the number of nodes visited, exclusive of the node from 

which the decent originated. A last-only traversal originated at any given node will determine the 

maximum number of consecutive returns that could occur in the corresponding program when the 

subprogram corresponding to the given node calls the subprogram corresponding to the initial node in the 

last-only traversal. The length of each last-only traversal was recorded in an array called the consecutive 

return array. Values were recorded by incrementing the consecutive return array location indexed by the 

length of each last-only traversal. 
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When each descendent in a node's middle partition has had its first-only traversal length and 

last-only traversal length recorded, then the descendants were iteratively made the new original node and 

the preceding methodology was followed for each new original node. Lastly the consecutive call and 

return depth for the main subprogram was determined. When all the nodes in the tree had generated their 

consecutive call and return counts, the consecutive call array and the consecutive return array were stored 

in a file. 

5.5.2. Results 

The contents of the consecutive call and return arrays for each program analyzed are shown in 

Tables 34-36, along with the averages and standard deviations for the consecutive call counts and 

consecutive return counts. It is important to note that the consecutive call/return counts for a program 

have little to do with that program's maximum absolute call depth. 
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Program bison finger find flex gawk 
Name 

Call 1.78 1.27 1.65 1.92 2.01 
Average 

Call 

Standard 0.85 0.56 0.85 1.09 0.92 

Deviation 

Call Count Instances / Cumulative Percentage 

1 141} 45.9% 39 | 79.6% 22{ 55.0% 157} 46.0%] 1,391] 33.5% 

2 101; 78.8% 7{ 93.9% 12; 85.0% 98| 74.8%] 1,618} 72.4% 

3 58 | 97.7% 3 | 100.0% 4} 95.0% 54] 90.6% 951] 95.3% 

4 §| 99.3% 2 | 100.0% 25| 97.9% 118| 98.1% 

5 2 | 100.0% 4| 99.1% 77 | 100.0% 

6 2| 99.7% 0 | 100.0% 

7 1 | 100.0% 1 | 100.0% 

Retum 2.14 131 1.73 1.79 2.03 
Average 

Retum 

Standard 1.28 0.65 1.36 0.94 1.01 

Deviation 

Retum . 
Instances / Cumulative Percentage 

Count 

1 143 | 46.6% 39 | 79.6% 25 | 62.5% 166} 48.7%] 1,362] 32.8% 

2 50| 62.9% 5| 89.8% 10| 87.5% 107| 80.1%] 1,848] 77.2% 

3 58 | 81.8% 5 | 100.0% 2| 92.5% 43 | 92.7% $37 | 90.2% 

4 44| 96.1% 0} 92.5% 23 | 99.4% 280 | 96.9% 

5 9} 99.0% 1} 95.0% 2 | 100.0% 125| 99.9% 

6 3 | 100.0% 1| 97.5% 3 | 100.0% 

7 1 | 100.0% 1 | 100.0%                       
  

Table 34. Consecutive Call Count and Consecutive Return Count Statistics. 
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Mere ~ gcc gnuchess gnugo grep m4 

Call 2.70 1.66 1.93 1.69 1.98 
Average 

Call 

Standard 1.64 0.76 1.26 0.99 0.93 

Deviation 

Call Count Instances / Cumulative Percentage — 

1 271,953,248 | 30.6% 83 | 50.0% 23 | 53.5% 76 | 55.5% 46 | 38.3% 

2 268,452,643 | 60.9% 60 | 86.1% 10 | 76.7% 38 | 83.2% 38 | 70.0% 

3 18,673,026 | 63.0% 20 | 98.2% 3| 83.7% 17 | 95.6% 29 | 94.2% 

4 168,794,720 | 82.0% 3 {100.0% 4) 93.0% 3| 97.8% 7 (100.0% 

5 100,508,833 | 93.3% 3 1100.0% 2| 99.3% 

6 57,994,846 | 99.9% 0} 99.3% 

7 1,106,208 |100.0% 1 100.0% 

Return 2.23 1.64 2.88 1.77 2.00 
Average 

Return 

Standard 1.31 0.70 1.26 1.08 1.01 

Deviation 

Return . 
Instances / Cumulative Percentage 

Count 

1 275,536,226 | 31.0% 79 | 47.6% 25 | 58.1% 78 | 56.9% 47 | 39.2% 

2 342,851,896 | 69.7% 69 | 89.2% 7| 74.4% 28 | 77.4% 39 | 71.7% 

3 180,950,869 | 90.1% 16 | 98.8% 5 | 86.0% 21 | 92.7% 22 | 90.0% 

4 22,759,940 | 92.6% 2 |100.0% 3| 93.0% 6| 97.1% 11 | 99.2% 

5 27,875,207 | 95.8% 3 1100.0% 3} 99.3% 1 }100.0% 

6 24,101,128 | 98.5% 1 |100.0% 

7 9,132,536 | 99.5% 

8 4,179,587 |100.0% 

9 43,847 |100.0% 

10 28,251 |100.0% 

11 24,037 |100.0%                       
  

Table 35. Consecutive Call Count and Consecutive Return Count Statistics (continued). 
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ne ve make perl sed tar sbprolog 

Call 1.66 1.71 1.72 1.54 1.56 
Average 

Call 

Standard 0.74 0.84 0.86 0.72 0.65 

Deviation 

Call Count Instances / Cumulative Percentages 

] 73,244 | 48.8% [531,431 | 49.1% 69! 47.9% | 1,860] 57.4% 37 | 52.9% 

2 56,335 | 86.4% [377,985 | 84.1% 54] 85.4%] 1,069] 90.5% 27| 91.4% 

3 19,240 | 99.2% |124,644 | 95.6% 16| 96.5% 249 | 98.1% 6 | 100.0% 

4 941 | 99.8% | 46,591 | 99.9% 4| 99.3% 60 | 100.0% 

5 262 | 100.0% 909 | 100.0% 0} 99.3% 

6 6 | 100.0% 86 | 100.0% 1 | 100.0% 

7 16 | 100.0% 

Retum 1.66 1.67 1.85 1.57 1.53 
Average 

Retum 

Standard 0.83 0.78 1.04 0.78 0.65 

Deviation 

Return . 
Instances / Cumulative Percentage 

Count 

1 79,432 | 52.9% [502,801 | 46.5% 72| 50.0%} 1,918] 59.2% 39 | 55.7% 

2 49,396 | 85.9% |486,750 | 91.5% 38 | 76.4% 843 | 85.3% 25| 91.4% 

3 14,908 | 95.8% | 43,223 | 95.5% 21| 91.0% 428 | 98.5% 6 | 100.0% 

4 5,837 | 99.7% | 44,101 | 99.6% 10| 97.9% 46| 99.9% 

5 411]100.0%| 3,724] 99.9% 3 | 100.0% 3 | 100.0% 

6 43 | 100.0% 532 | 100.0% 

7 1 | 100.0% 321 | 100.0% 

8 100.0% 210 | 100.0% 
  

Table 36. Consecutive Call Count and Consecutive Return Count Statistics (continued). 

Consecutive return frequency was slightly larger for returning than for calling for most of the 

programs, though the differences were not large and the most significant difference went against the 

trend. As a general rule 95% of all call sequences descended less than four levels before returning. The 

same is true of the return sequences. 

The static concurrent call/retum data essentially agrees with the dynamic measurements made by 

others ([Regan-Kelly84], [Patterson85], [Wall86], and [Hennessy90]) and demonstrates the same strong 

locality of call depth they observed. It is interesting to note the basic agreement between static and 

dynamic measures. 
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5.5.3. Implications 

Strong locality of call depth means that overlapping register windows will infrequently overflow, 

but more significantly it shows that a transparent spill/refill mechanism could essentially prevent 

overflow. If a subprogram has a two-for-one ratio of instructions execute to registers spilled, then ata 

gross level, for every two subprograms executed, one subprograms registers can be spilled (this is worst 

case, actual performance would be much better). Thus if a register store contained 4 transparently 

spillable window frames, its worst case performance would allow a six frame decent without overflow. An 

examination of Tables 34-36 will show that a six frame decent will cover more than 99.99% of all cases. 

The performance of a transparently spilled window should not be confused with that of a standard register 

window. A normal register window's overflow frequency is a function of absolute call depth. A 

transparently spilled overlapping register window's performance is a function of relative call depth. 

Return performance requires a more complicated analysis. There is no relationship between 

register usage and instruction execution in the standard retum model. That is, if a spill mechanism only 

spills and refills the registers in use, and if it can spill one register every other cycle, then a relationship 

exists between a subprograms ability to use registers and its ability to spill registers, but register recovery 

is dependent on which registers have been used, not which registers will be used again, and thus there is 

no relationship between usage and refill cycles. This does not mean that such a relationship cannot be 

created. If a subprogram's last call can be identified, it would be possible to identify all the registers used 

between the last subprogram call and the return. Such information could be used to set a spill mask so that 

only the registers actually used will be spilled and subsequently refilled. Unfortunately the relationship of 

instructions executed to registers refillable is 4-to-1 instead of the 2-to-1 ratio established for spilling. 

Spilling is dependent on destination register setting. Only those registers that appear as destination 

registers need to be spilled. Refilling based on future use is source register dependent. An instruction can 

have only a single destination register, but can have two source registers. Thus if a transparent refill 

mechanism can recover one register every other cycle, then a worst case 4-to-1 ratio exists between 

instructions executed and registers refilled. 

This means that worst case, a 4 frame transparently refillable overlapping register window will 

be able to execute five consecutive returns before underflowing. An examination of Tables 34-36 will 

show that a five frame ascent will cover approximately 98% of all consecutive returns. The 2% of cases 

that cannot be handled as part of a worst case analysis, would be expected to evaporate under actual usage. 
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5.6. Singleton Call Elimination 

One way of decreasing the cost of procedure calls is to decrease the number of procedures there 

are to call. Singleton subprograms, or subprograms that have a single point of call within a program can 

be in-lined at that point of call. This improves performance by removing the fixed cost, and potentially all 

or some of the variable cost of the singleton's call. If the singleton calls other subprograms then the 

registers used by both the calling subroutine's and the embedded singleton's variables will need to be 

stored and thus the variable register usage cost will be unavoidable. The cost of pushing arguments is 

included in fixed call cost that are avoided by in-lining. In-lining also decreases code size and increases 

execution linearity (the likelihood that the next instruction will be executed), both of which further 

improve performance. The only negative aspect of in-lining singleton calls is the possibility that 

individual subprograms may become so large that they experience register allocation problems, but even if 

this occurs, the number of additional register stores and retrievals will still be less than or equal to the 

number of registers that would otherwise have been stored by the dynamic portion of call/return register 

storage/retrieval of the in-lined subprogram(s), and the fixed call costs of the calls/returns will still have 

been avoided (this is not true of transparent spill/refill capable registers stores, where explicit spill and 

refill is not necessary). Thus singleton call in-lining is a benefit only optimization. 

5.6.1. Method 

An Awk program was developed that could process assembly language programs with embedded 

ELF debugging infonnation and that could extract from such files for each subprogram call in the source 

an ordered tuple containing the name of the calling subprogram and the name of the called subprogram. A 

shell was generated that: compiled source files into assembly language files with embedded ELF 

debugging codes, passed the resulting ".s" files through the tuple extraction filter, sorted the extracted 

tuples by the called subprogram field, scanned for subprogram names that occurred exactly once in the 

called subprogram field (singletons), and then output the total number of subprograms and the singleton 

count. The tuple extraction filter generated caller/callee tuples. 

5.6.2. Results 

The total subprogram count and singleton count and the percentages of singletons for the 

analyzed programs is found in Table 37. This is static based on singleton occurrence in the source code 

and not on potential usage or dynamic usage. 

The sorted singleton tuples were not uniquely sorted. This means that if there was a subprogram 

that had a single caller, but the calling subprogram called it from more than one location, that the 
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subprogram was not considered a singleton. Such programs do not display the same zero cost embedding 

that true singletons do, though they can usually be called with a jsr instead of a call, thus avoiding any 

register saving and limiting call cost to IP storage and retrieval. The count of non-singletons with single 

callers was not collected. 

The number and percentage of singletons in the expanded call graphs was also examined to 

determine potential singleton usage. The total subprogram count and singleton count and the percentages 

of singletons in the expanded call graph of the analyzed programs is found in Table 37. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

              

Program Singleton Total Percent 

Subprogram | Subprogram Singletons 
Name Count Count 

bison 31 166 18.7% 

finger 2 43 4.7% 

find 4 35 11.4% 

flex 17 152 11.2% 

gawk 17 208 8.2% 

gcc 107 931 11.5% 

gnuchess 11 99 11.1% 

gnugo 3 37 8.1% 

grep 4 94 4.3% 

m4 6 76 7.9% 

make 12 227 5.3% 

perl 17 420 4.0% 

sed 5 80 6.3% 

tar 20 204 9.8% 

sbprolog 3 58 5.2% 

Total 259 2,830 9.2% 

Total (- 152 1,899 8.0% 

gcc) 
Table 37. Static Singleton Count and Percentage. 
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Pro Singleton Call Percent 

Name ‘Count Total Call Count Singletons 

bison 34 2620 1.3% 

finger 75 2.7% 

find 4 121 3.3% 

flex 46 2982 1.5% 

gawk 942 59,728 1.6% 

gcc 774,127,232 | 16,189,379,008 4.8% 

gnuchess 43 $13 8.4% 

gnugo 7 66 10.6% 

grep 8 439 1.8% 

m4 25 880 2.8% 

make 3938 290,314 1.4% 

perl 137 1,314,038 0.0% 

sed 16 738 2.2% 

tar 341 23,520 14% 

sbprolog 6 121 5.0% 

Total 774,132,781 | 16,191,075,163 4.8% 

Total (-gcc) 5549 1,696,155 0.3% 

Total (-gcc, 5412 382,117 1.4% 

perl)         
  

Table 38. Dynamic Singleton Count and Percentage. 

5.6.3. Implications 

Average Call depth for singletons is significantly less than the overall average call depth for most 

of the programs examined. The relatively high ratio of singleton subprograms to singleton subprograms 

executed that can be seen by comparing Table 37 to Table 38 is probably attributable to the main 

subprogram locality of many singletons. For example, many of the subprograms called directly by the 

main subprogram will be singletons. The low dynamic execution percentages indicates that singleton in- 

lining would not be a very effective technique for transparently spilled/refilled register windows, but that 

it would be beneficial to normal overlapping register windows. Any reduction in absolute call depth will 

decrease the likelihood of window overflow/underflow. Singleton's tend to be found in upper levels of the 

call graph and thus in-lining a singleton will tend to decrease absolute call depth for a significant portion 

of a call graph. Low dynamic singleton execution means that SRS organizations will not see a significant 

benefit. SRS performance is dependent on the number of times register saving/restoring is performed, not 

on call depth. Low dynamic frequency means relatively little of the register saving/restoring is associated 

with singletons. Conversely singleton identification is simple, in-lining is trivial, and for some 

applications as much as 10% of all calls are to singletons. Therefore singleton in-lining should probably 
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be considered a reasonable optimization for SRS register organizations even though in many cases the 

benefit will be small. 

5.6.3.1. Calls as Allocators (Out-lining) 

On SRS and normal ORW architectures minimizing the number of calls can significantly 

improve performance. Unfortunately, singleton subprograms are fairly restricted in use, accounting for 

only about 1% of all subprograms. 

A transparent spill/refill ORW architecture, due to its minimal subprogram call/return cost, may 

find it effective to break a single large subprogram that shows heavy atomic variable use into multiple 

subprograms for register allocation purposes. This out-lining is essentially the opposite of in-lining. 

The goal of the overlapping register set organization is to minimize the amount of register 

storage and retrieval and thus to improve performance. If a subprogram’'s effective potential register usage 

exceeds the number of registers available, then instead of resorting to explicit saving and restoring of 

active variables, it may be more effective to break sections of the subprogram into out-lined subprograms 

based on the locality of their variable usage. The out-lined subprogram will be allocated a new register 

frame and the pressure on the register allocator will thus be relieved. 

5.7. Recursive Frequency and Distance 

Recursion is the bane of multi-level register allocation in an SRS. Although there are techniques 

that can minimize the impact of recursion by decreasing the number of recursive calls that must be made 

(unraveling), in the end, explicit saving and restoring of registers is often necessary. The depth of the 

recursion, or the number of calls between the initial call to the recursive subprogram and the recursive call 

of the subprogram determines number of registers that will require storage per recursive call. 

5.7.1. Method 

The expanded call graph was used to determine the number and type of recursive subprograms 

and the recursive call distance for each subprogram. Recursion within a recursive knot was terminated 

after 16 levels of decent for reasons previously discussed. Only unique recursive depths were determined 

for each recursive subprogram. 

5.7.2. Results 

Table 39 contains the total number of subprograms, the number of simply and complexly 

recursive subprograms, and the percentage of subprograms that fell into the recursive partitions for each 
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of the analyzed programs. Of the 15 programs examined, only one programs failed to demonstrate any 

recursive behavior ("finger"). The three programs that experienced call graph pruning ("gcc", "make", 

and "perl") all showed high complex recursive subprogram counts. 

Table 41 contains the relative depth of each unique recursive call path for the indicated 

programs. The relative depth is an indication of how far from the initial call of a recursive subprogram the 

points of initial recursion occurred, not how far from the root the recursion occurred. Programs "gcc" and 

“make" have very deep recursion that is not indicated by the table because of 16 level depth pruning. 

Program "perl" may have a recursive call path that is deeper than 16, though it is more likely that the call 

path pruning "perl" experienced is the result of a chaining of recursive calls of different subprograms. The 

large recursive knot in "gcc" led to an explosion of unique recursive call paths and associated recursive 

depths. 

Table 41 contains the recursive call frequencies for simple, complex, and total recursive call 

counts and percentages in the expanded call graph. These figures are based on call graph termination at 

the point of initial recursion. Under dynamic measurement conditions the recursive frequencies could be 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

            

higher. 

Simple Simple Complex Complex 
Total ; . ; . 

Program Recursive | Recursive | Recursive | Recursive 
Subprogram 

Name Cc Subprogram | Subprogram | Subprogram | Subprogram 
ount 

Count Percentage _ Count Percentage 

bison 166 1 0.60% 2 1.20% 

finger 43 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 

find 35 2 5.71% 0 0.00% 

flex 152 0 0.00% 5 3.29% 

gawk 208 2 0.96% 8 3.85% 
gcc 931 90 9.67% 102 10.96% 

gnuchess 99 1 1.01% 0 0.00% 

gnugo 37 4 10.81% 0 0.00% 

grep 94 1 1.06% 0 0.00% 

m4 76 1 1.32% 0 0.00% 

make 227 2 0.88% 42 18.50% 

perl 420 0 0.00% 29 6.90% 

sed 80 4 5.00% 0 0.00% 

tar 204 3 1.47% 10 4.90% 

sbprolog 58 3 5.17% 0 0.00% 
  

Table 39. Recursive Subprogram Types and Counts 
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Table 40. Unique Recursive Call Path Depths 
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Simple Simple Complex Complex Total Total 
Program | Total Call . Recursive Recursive . Recursive 
Name Count Recursive Call Recursive Call Recursive Call 

Call Count Call Count Call Count 
Percentage Percentage Percentage 

bison 2,620 0 0.0% 155 5.9% 155 5.9% 

finger 75 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 

find 121 3 2.5% 0 0.0% 3 2.5% 

flex 2,982 0 0.0% 253 8.5% 253 8.5% 

gawk 59,728 27 0.0% 448 0.8% 475 0.8% 

gcc 16,189,969* | 373,988* 2.3% | 389,983* 2.4% | 763,971* 4.7% 

gnuchess 513 2 0.4% 0 0.0% 2 0.4% 

gnugo 66 2 3.0% 0 0.0% 2 3.0% 

grep 439 1 0.2% 0 0.0% 1 0.2% 

m4 880 1 0.1% 0 0.0% 1 0.1% 

make 290,314 107 0.0% 21,656 7.5% 21,763 7.5% 

perl 1,314,038 0 0.0% 91,815 7.0% 91,815 7.0% 

sed 738 5 0.7% 0 0.0% 5 0.7% 

tar 23,520 2 0.0% 500 2.1% 502 2.1% 

sbprolog 121 3 2.5% 0 0.0% 3 2.5% 
  

Table 41. Static Recursive Call Frequency 
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5.7.3. Implications 

Recursion is the major obstacle to multi-level register allocation. Recursion necessitates that not 

only the recursive subprogram's registers be saved, but the registers of all the pseudo-recursive 

intermediate subprograms be saved as well. Although most of the programs were only slightly recursive, a 

couple of the sample programs were heavily recursive. Recursive depth can be quite extreme, as can be 

seen in Table 40 and execution of a recursive subgraph can force the explicit saving and restoring of a 

significant number of registers. 

Recursion in some programs is the dominant operational paradigm, for example the "gcc" 

program. Some languages use recursion not only for normal recursive functions, but as their primary 

iterative structure as well, for example functional programming languages, Lisp, and Prolog. In a 

recursive free environment, a static register mapping could be determined that would allow SRS 

organization to function with the same call/return efficiency as an ORS organization. Recursion makes 

SRS performance inherently less efficient than non-overflowing ORW organizations. 

5.8. Interrupt depth 

Context switch efficiency of a register organization (MRS) with high context storage capability 

is, in part, dependent on the context switch efficiency of the organization. The more context resident in a 

register set, the longer context switch register storing and retrieving will take. Although in general 

context switches are relatively infrequent when compared to subprogram calls and returns, some classes of 

program can operate with fairly high context switch rates. 

There are three main flavors of context switch: transient context switches, those initiated by the 

operating system to handle some transient condition and that return control to the interrupted process after 

completing their task; external context switches, those initiated by the operating system that do not return 

control to the interrupted process; and internal context switches, those that are generated as a result a not 

immediately satisfiable resource request made by the interrupted process. Transient context switches are 

generally handled by executing some number of subprograms on top of the interrupted process without 

actually pushing the interrupted process out of the processor. Transient context switches are essentially 

transparent to the interrupted process and do not require the execution of any explicit process maintenance 

operations. They are, from an executing process’ standpoint, random in nature and of little consequence 

from a register organization viewpoint. 

External context switches are like transient context switches in that they can occur at any time, 

but unlike transient context switches, external context switches will require a complete context storage of 

the interrupted process. Given that these are essentially random in nature, they would be expected to occur 
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on average at a program's average call depth. This means that each external context switch will require 

the storage of average depth number of register windows on a ORW organization. If the average depth is 

greater than the number of physical window frames in the register set, then the number of frames that 

would require storage would on average be half total number of register frames. This means nothing more 

than the obvious: the more context a processor can hold, the more time it will take to store it when context 

Switching. 

Internal context switches are primarily the result of a process attempting to access data that 1s not 

immediately available. Context switching because of page faults generated by the instruction fetch unit 

will primarily occur when subprogram calling, Page faults that occur because of data accesses can occur at 

any time, but will mostly be associated with procedure calls and dynamic storage access. In general, page 

faults are difficult to predict and for this reason they will be considered to occur on average at process’ 

average call depth. 

There are a set of system supported subprograms that are much more likely to cause a context 

switch than are normal subprogram invocations. The "read", "scan", and "get" subprograms in their 

various incamations are likely to cause a context switch, particularly in interactive environments. The 

"fork" and "exec" commands create and begin execution of child processes, thus necessitating the storage 

of the spawning process’ context. The "sleep" command explicitly relinquishes processor control and 

always forces a context switch. The average call depth of these likely context switch generators will 

provide a useful indication of expected context switch depth that are internally generated. 

5.8.1. Method 

Likely context switch generating system subprograms were identified and the expanded call 

graph generation and analysis programs maintained depth and frequency information on the indicated set 

of subprograms. Average call depth for all subprogram types was also determined. 

5.8.2. Results 

Table 42 contains the average depth of likely context switch generators and of all subprograms. 

Some of the programs did not make any calls to the identified context switch generating subprograms. 

The results may be somewhat surprising, rather than finding the switcher subprograms at the lower levels 

of the call graph, they tended towards the middle levels, and in general were no worse than the average 

call depths. In some cases they were significantly shallower than the average. 

Some of the programs examined present little difficulty for an overlapping register window 

context switch due to their generally shallow execution. Other programs such as "gcc", "make", and "perl" 
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tend to execute relatively deep and context switching of a high context register allocation methodology or 

organization could be quite expensive in terms of context switch overhead. One third of the programs 

commonly execute at a level that will overflow a moderately sized ORW. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Program Avera Be Average 

Name Switcher Call Depth 
Depth 

bison NA 6.06 

finger 3.67 2.89 

find NA 3.38 

flex 3.8 6.9 

gawk 8.1 10.24 

gcc NA 21.95 

gnuchess 3.13 3.71 

gnugo 1.5 2.27 

grep 3 5.39 

m4 NA 6.06 

make 14.87 14.65 

perl 4.98 13.81 

sed 3 5.05 

tar 8.15 8.7 

sbprolog 4 2.92           
Table 42. Average Call Depth of Likely Context Switch Generating Subprograms and All Subprograms 

5.8.3. Implications 

The average call depth of likely context switch generating subprograms is, on average, slightly less than 

the associated program's average call depth. This makes using average call depth as the average call depth 

at point of context switch a reasonable decision. Prior to performing these measurements I had 

erroneously assumed that context switch generating subprograms would be deeper in their respective call 

trees than was the case. Had this been the case, then the context switch performance of a register 

organization would take on added significance. Instead, the only programs that showed a large difference 

between average depth and likely context switch depth had the opposite of the anticipated relationship. 

5.9. Code Range Requirements 

Remote IP design is dependent on cade size and the code addressing paradigm used to access that 

code. Incorporation of a remote IP into an architecture creates a potential partition between code addresses 

and data addresses. To investigate the efficacy of such a partition requires some idea of what constitutes a 
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reasonable code address range. A program's code address requirements is one of the primary determinant 

of which code addressing schemes are feasible. 

Computational objects can be partitioned into two classes: code and data. Although all code was 

at some point data, and the point at which it makes its transition from one partition to the other can be 

considered somewhat arbitrary, there is nevertheless, a substantial difference between the two object 

classes. This difference is centered around whether a given storage sequence can be invoked to control a 

processor's execution, and whether its invocation will cause a meaningful sequence of data manipulations 

to occur. Given that there is a difference between code and data, it can also be argued that there can be a 

quantitative difference between code addresses and data addresses. This could be considered a simple 

extension of the Harvard architecture concept (processors that have separate data and instruction ports). 

Data can be considered to be essentially arbitrary, and of indefinite proportions. The size of a 

given data set is purely determined by how the user wishes to partition the available data and the size of 

the entity is to be examined. A single line of source code can allocate gigabytes or a single byte of data 

with equal alacrity. Code has a much more regular structure, and although the size of a code object can be 

considered somewhat arbitrary, depending on at what level and how the code is packaged, a process (the 

code relating to a single scheduleable computational entity) does seem to be limited by our capacity to 

conceptualize and realize complex systems. We currently struggle to realize systems with more than a 

million lines of code and there are no indications that we, as a species, are becoming any more intelligent 

(some have proposed the converse). Whether software tools or some software development breakthrough 

will provide the leverage necessary to substantially increase this limit, remains to be seen. 

Average code and data sizes and standard deviations, while potentially interesting, are not 

necessarily meaningful when discussing size limitations. To say that a given address space is large enough 

for 99.9% of all applications is not terribly useful if the 0.1% of applications that do not fit happens to 

include the operating system. When discussing size limitations, there must be a guarantee that all 

reasonable programs will be able to execute with any given set of address space limitations. Reasonable 

here needs to include what is physically and computationally possible, not just what is logically desirable. 

Thus, although a monolithic 50 million line program may be logically desirable, it exceeds our grasp and 

is not currently a computational possibility. 

Growth in the size of the average program has been extrapolated based on previous growth 

patterns, and has been shown to increase at the rate of approximately one bit per year [Hennessy90]. This 

is a nice rule of thumb, but programs obviously cannot continue to grow at this rate in the future. The 

simple reason why they cannot continue to grow at this rate is because we will eventually run out of atoms 

in the universe with which to represent these programs. The conjecture would mean that 50 years from 

now programs will contain 10,000,000,000,000,000,000,000 bytes (10,000 mega-mega bytes). In the 
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closer future, are problems of program complexity and the difficulties encountered in realizing very large 

monolithic programs. 

5.9.1. Method 

A number of UNIX systems were examined using the "Is -IR" command from the root directory 

with superuser privileges to generate a complete list of all files on the system. This listing was then 

processed by an awk program to extract all executable files. Links and directories were not included in the 

extracted data. The executable files were then sorted by size. The largest 20 executable files from each of 

the UNIX systems was run through the "size" command to determine the size of the executable code, the 

amount of constant information, initialized global data, and the total space required for all globals. This is 

again easily done on a UNIX system by sending the file list returned from the large file extractor through 

the "find" command to expand the file names, and then sending the expanded file names into the "size" 

utility. The UNIX systems under consideration were a 386 PC compatible running SVR4, an AMIGA 

UX3000 (Motorola 68030 processor based) running SVR4, a DecStation (MIPS 3000 processor based) 

running Ultrix, a Sun 4 (SPARC II processor based) running SUN's UNIX, and an HP 400 Workstation 

(Motorola 68040 processor based) running HPUX. The results for the available system are shown in 

Tables 43-47 respectively. The AMIGA system seems to include most constant information in the code 

segment and so the constant measurements are unreliable and the code size is inflated. The size command 

on the SUN did not provide the size of a read-only constant segment. No partition data was supplied for 

the HP system because the size command did not work an any of the non-system executables. This makes 

the HP system information potentially spurious, but I decided to include this information because this was 

the only industrial system measured and it had the largest executables. This experiment is so easily 

performed it may be instructive to perform it on your own machine. If you have access to a UNIX system, 

try the following command sequence: 

$ cd / 
$ ls -oR | nawk '/*-??x/ {print}' - | sort -n +3 | tail -30 | \ 
<> nawk 'BEGIN {getline 

<> print “find / -name " $0 " \\"} 

<> print “-o *" $0 " \\" 
<> END { print " -name"}' > _finder 

$ chmod 777 _finder 

$ _finder | nawk ‘'{ print "echo " $0 

<> print “size -f " $0 }' _sizer 
$ chmod 777 _sizer 

$ _sizer > _sizes 

This works on a UNIX SVR4 running a Korn shell. Some modifications are necessary for other systems.



Any files that contained debug information were stripped before the size utility was used to 

extract its size. Debug information was removed from some files to better equalize the relative executable 

sizes because source was not available for most of the large executables. Stripping debug information can 

reduce file size by as much as 67%. This means that if debug information were included as part of the 

constant size that the constant size would be expanded by approximately 2.5 times the executable size. 

The RISC based processors demonstrated the expected increases in code size when compared to their 

CISC based peers. 

A similar process for determining large executable size was followed on a PC running MS DOS 

5.0 and MS Windows 3.1. The DOS based PC examined had 457 executable files, 7 of which were in 

excess of 1 megabyte in size and 11 more of which were in excess of .S megabytes. The largest executable 

was Microsoft's Excel 4.0 weighing in at just over 2.7 megabytes. All the large executables (those larger 

than .5 megabytes) were for programs that run under Microsoft's Windows environment. If the MS- 

Windows based programs are excluded the largest executables are under .5 megabytes. The significantly 

smaller size of DOS programs is, no doubt, an artifact of DOS's 640K memory limitations, and the large 

sizes of windows programs is, at least in part, tied up in managing the graphical user interface. 

5.9.2. Results 

The results of running the large program extractor on the indicated systems is presented in 

Tables 43-47, Maximum file sizes on these systems are essentially presentation samples. I measured what 

happened to be there, and for such a small sample size the results are difficult to defend statistically. I 

think these numbers are, however, reasonable indicators of how big programs are. I imagine there are 

probably some systems that contain executables in excess of 40 megabytes, but I also think that a number 

of factors work against programs becoming significantly larger than this. Complexity, though a significant 

size retardant, is perhaps not the most significant one. Huge programs can often benefit from the 

performance advantages offered by multiprogramming. Breaking a program into a set of interdependent 

processes that use interprocess communication results in a number of smaller executables whose 

maximum size is smaller than the single executable would have been. 
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Executable Constant | Constant Initialized | Initialized Total Total 

Name Code Size Data Size Code Global Global/ Global Global/ 

z Data Size Code Data Size Code 

93 1.36% 4.85 96 
173 1.64% 24.97 5.02 9.1 7.87 

49 10 8 % 55,5 1 
1 4.37% 5.63%| _121 1 
10 4.23% 81 84% 241 19 

1 101 2.97% 1 239,31 116.64 
17.53% 41.55%|___ 160,429 17% 

186,1 17.53% 41.55%|__ 160,429 17% 
14 % 15.76% 261 % 

1 12.92% 21.26%|__ 1 33% 
130,1 1 49 . 59 04% 
129 4.17% 11 9. 205 1 %o 
124 5.83%| 165,073} _132.22%| _:178,15 142.69% 
111 11.17% 1,429 16% 43,317 81% 
1 % % 445 %o 
107 % 4 9.21% 42.95% 

1 1% % 81,61 5.84% 
fsck 1 01 14.41% 7 12.68% 49 % 

15,9 1,73 10.92%| _ 101,645 7.99%} _159,865|_1003.42% 

Table 43. Largest Executables on 386 based PC running UNIX SVR4. 
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Initialized | Initialized Total Total 

Prccurabie Code Size soe Comat Global | Global/ | Global | Global/ 
iz Data Size Code Data Size Code 

788 0 7,424 1.40% 5.35% 
1,972 00% 1,960 6.37% % 

183,192 62% 47.59% 
1 % 5 14.62% 

285,160 . 14 97% 145 97% 
258, 1 11.99% 012 24.02% 

1,832 5.51% 139,800 55.51% 
241 91% 58,452 %o 

424 26.78% 2 %o 
; 19.82% | 476,312 

220 20.55% | 476,312| 216.24% 
165,11 25.7 5 2.02% 
160,652 1 20,412 12.71% 
146,21 ; 7.06% 14| 41.25% 
14 ; % | _114,132[ 80.01% 
127 42.04% | _146,076|_ 114.69% 
123,320 13% 10 
11 54% 87 84% 

12 1 20.13% Jo 
Table 44. Largest Executables on Amiga UX3000 running UNIX SVR4. 
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Constant 
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28. 

Constant / 

% 

% 
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% 

86% 
14.01% 

68% 
14 12.81% 

% 

Initialized | Initialized 

Global 

Data Size 

1 

55 
57 

1 
24 

1 

Total 

Global 

Data Size 

Global/ 

Code 

21.45 5 

24.61% 

14.53% 

18.31% 

1.79% 

1 % 

1 

1 

55 
669 

1 

52 

19. 

11. 
43% 
53% 

1.84% 
14.55% 
2.19% 

%   1 

Table 45. Largest Executables on DecStation (MIPS 3000). 

Executable Code Size 

Name 

924 

777 

1 
j 
1,687,552 
] 
1 440 
1,597,440 
1,581,056 
1,441 
1 
11 
1 
] 
770 
278,528 

7 

144 

1 

Initialized 

Data Size 

1 

1 
147,4 
114 
2 

144 
112 

294,912 
434.1 
425,984 
425,984 

1 
19,488 
16,384 
1 

303,104 
147.4 
57 

Initialized 

Data / Code 

% 
% 

12% 
7 

3 

14.16% 
13.79% 

% 
1 % 
27.18% 

% 
94% 

1.14% 
24.84% 
1.46% 
1.52% 
13% 

19.15% 
20.59% 

Uninitialized 

Data Size 

1 
976 

131,144 

114 

776 
39,912 
16,000 
51 

216,448   
Table 46. Largest Executables on SparcStation IT (SPARC II) 

Total 

Global / 

Code 

Uninitialized 

Data / Code 

4.63% 
10.91% 
4.99% 
2.86% 
§ 

15.82% 
2.15% 
14% 

4.27% 
15.11% 
15.03% 
15.70% 

3% 
10% 
63% 
69% 

1.54% 
63% 
N% 
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Executable Name Code Size 

ugrafxwi 22,556,672 

assist.sct01 10,682,368 

pro 10,592,246 

patran2.8 9,881,600 

ME30F 9,033,564 

crank_out 3,698,574 

maker2x.exe 3,274,752 

pm.sct01 2,842,624 

sqc.sct01 2,637,824 

dataviews.x 2,580,480 

vis_bin 2,457,600 

DVplaystate.x 2,387,968 

adx.sct01 2,334,720 

Wingz | 2,277,276 

cdl.x 1,963,812 

sas 1,869,824 

base.sct01 1,794,048 

X 1,683,456 

expl340.x 1,565,343 

fsp.sct01 1,474,560 
    

Table 47, Largest Executables on HP Apollo 400 (Motorola 68040) 

5.9.3. Implications 

A 20-bit word addressable code address would provide sufficient range to access almost all of the 

code on all of the systems. Only half a dozen programs had code sizes that exceed the 4-megabyte range of 

such an address, and most of those that exceeded the 4-megabyte size were not decomposible into code 

and data. A segmentation scheme that allowed a program to be broken into 4-megabyte code segments 

would allow access to all the programs. 

The "size" command also provided information about constant and global data allocations. 

Although there is no guarantee that these are the largest global allocations, it is interesting to note that 

none of them exceeded 2 megabytes in size. This provides another set of data points for how large an 

absolute address field should be and it agrees with the previously arrived at figure of 21 bits. 

5.10. Atomic Variable Usage 

One of the simplest register allocation algorithms is to assign a register to each atomic variable. 

Such an allocator would not be particularly efficient in its use of registers, and additional registers would 

still need to be available for temporary value (intermediate results) and aggregate variable component 
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loading. Though not necessarily an optimum figure for allocation purposes, the number, and type of 

atomic variable does provide a good indication of the upper limit on the number of registers that would be 

necessary to support subprogram execution without significant amounts of register storing and restoring 

resulting from an insufficiently large register set. 

5.10.1. Method 

The embedded debug format used in UNIX SVR4 contains all the information necessary to 

determine the type and defining subprogram for a programs local and argument variables. A C compiler's 

debug output and an AWK program were used to extract the types and defining subprograms of the 

atomic local and argument variables from a set of C programming language source listings. Executable 

Link Format (ELF) is an executable/debug file format that is new to UNIX SVR4. Pre-release documents 

from UNIX System Laboratories (USL) were used to decipher the debug record structure of embedded 

ELF information. 

Each source program was compiled with a "-gS" option. This generated an assembly listing for 

the source with embedded debug information. An AWK program was then used to recognize function 

boundaries and within each boundary to determine the number and type of atomic variable present. ELF 

identifies each variable as global, local, or argument. This information was used to partition the type 

definitions. For each subprogram the number and size of each atomic local variable and each atomic 

argument variable was determined. All atomic variables of each type that fell into the global class were 

combined per program. Averages, standard deviations, and maximum subprogram storage requirements 

were Calculated for each program. 

5.10.2. Results 

Tables 48 and 49 contains the atomic variable usage for the programs analyzed. Label and void 

atomic type data was collected, but none of the measured programs declared any local or argument labels 

or voids and so they were removed from the table. The last three columns of Table 49 contain maximum, 

average, and standard deviations for the measures from each program. 

The scalar-and-pointer measurements can be compared to the scalar measurements and the 

pointer measurements to determine the cost of not using a unified register set. As must be the case, the 

average number of scalar-and-pointer variables is the same as the sum of the averages of the scalar and 

pointer variables, but the maximum and standard deviation for scalar-and-pointer usage are less than the 

summed corresponding scalar and pointer usage. This means that a unified register set will provide better 
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utilization than a partitioned register set, though in general the difference in usage efficiency is roughly 

one argument and one local register at a point three standard deviations above the mean. 

None of the examined programs showed very much floating-point activity. This was a problem 

associated with selecting sample programs from a set of UNIX utilities and system software. Patterson and 

Hennessy claim that ORW organizations do not benefit floating-point processing [Hennessy90] but they 

do not explain why. It may be the strong association between floating-point processing and FORTRAN 

programming (FORTRAN allows static mapping and thus obviates many of the advantages of ORW). 
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Program Name bison | finger | find flex | gawk | gcc | chess | gnugo| grep 

Subprogram Count 145 23 150 128 256| 1313 79 27 71 

Scalar Maximum 9 5 9 6 9 13 7 7 9 

and Average 0.7 1.9 2.3 1.4 1.7 1.8 1.7 2.3 2.1 

Pointer Standard Dev. 1.1 1.0 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.3 1.6 1.5 1.6 

Scalar Maximum 8 1 5 4 5 7 6 4 5 

Average 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.8 0.5 0.4 1.2 1.1 0.7 

A Standard Dev. 0.8 0.4 0.7 0.9 0.7 0.8 1.3 1.1 0.8 

r| Pointer Maximum 4 4 4 5 5 8 6 3 5 

g Average 0.3 1.3 1.9 0.7 1.2 1.4 0.5 1.1 1.4 

u Standard Dev. 0.6 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.7 0.8 1.0 1.1 1.0 

m| Floating- Maximum 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 
e | point Average 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

n Standard Dev. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

t | Function Maximum 0 0 1 0 1 2 1 0 0 

Pointer Average 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Standard Dev. 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0 

User Maximum 0 0 0 0 8 20 0 0 8 

Defined Average 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2 

Variables Standard Dev. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.7 0.6 0.0 0.0 1.3 

Scalar Maximum 20 9 26 22 29 48 18 9 20 

and Average 3.4 2.4 1.6 2.1 2.4 1.6 3.1 3.0 2.9 

Pointer Standard Dev. 3.3 2.4 3.1 2.9 3.7 3.2 2.9 2.2 4.6 

Scalar Maximum 14 7 8 19 17 27 17 9 14 

Average 2.0 1.5 0.8 1.7 1.2 0.8 2.7 2.9 1.5 

Standard Dev. 2.1 1.7 1.2 2.5 | 1.8 1.8 2.6 2.3 2.4 

L| Pointer Maximum 9 5 18 7 18 21 4 1 15 

oO Average 1.4 0.9 0.8 0.4 1.3 0.8 0.4 0.1 1.4 

c Standard Dev. 1.6 1.1 2.0 0.9 2.2 1.8 0.8 0.3 2.8 

a| Floating- Maximum 0 0 07 0 4 3 0 0 0 
1 | point Average 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Standard Dev. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.4 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Function Maximum 0 0 1 0 3 0 0 0 0 

Pointer Average 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Standard Dev. 0.0; 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

User Maximum 200; 256} 10440} 5140] 10360] 1604 400 24 | 10360 

Defined Average 2.9) 22.3) 75.3) 143.7| 49.4 3.4] 26.0 2.4| 167.8 

Variables Standard Dev.| 23.4| 62.9} 852.6; 556.5] 650.5| 50.0} 76.6 6.2 | 1231.0 
  

Table 48. Subprogram Argument and Local Atomic Variable Usage and User Defined Storage 
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Program Name m4 _ | make | perl sed tar |sbprolog|Average|Std.Dev.|_ Max 

Subprogram Count 139 235 360 $7 186 78 216 317} 1313 

Scalar Maximum 9 11 7 9 9 4 8 2 13 

and Average 2.1 2.0 2.0 2.1 1.7 0.9 1.8 0.5 2.3 

Pointer Standard Dev. 1.3 1.5 1.0 1.8 1.2 1.0 1.3 0.2 1.8 

Scalar Maximum 5 8 3 5 5 2 5 2 8 
Average 0.7 0.6 0.6 0.7 0.6 0.4 0.7 0.2 1.2 

A Standard Dev. 0.6 1.0 0.6 0.9 0.7 0.5 0.8 0.2 1.3 

r| Pointer Maximum 4 6 5 4 4 3 5 1 8 

g Average 1.3 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.1 0.6 1.1 0.4 1.9 

u Standard Dev. 0.7 0.9 0.7 0.8 0.7 0.7 0.8 0.1 1.1 

m| Floating Maximum 0 0 1 0 0 2 0 1 2 

e | -point Average 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
n Standard Dev.| —_0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.1 0.2 
t | Function Maximum 2 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 2 

Pointer Average 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Standard Dev.| 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.2 

User Maximum 0 0 8 0 0 0 3 6 20 

Defined Average 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.2 

Variables Standard Dev. 0.0 0.0 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.4 1.3 

Scalar Maximum 30 26 14 26 26 15 23 10 48 

and Average 1.9 1.2 0.5 3.2 2.4 1.7 2.2 0.8 3.4 

Pointer Standard Dev. 3.5 2.5 1.2 4.9 3.8 2.3 3.1 0.9 4.9 
Scalar Maximum 25 6 6 8 16 7 13 7 27 

Average 1.0 0.6 0.2 1.4 1.3 1.1 1.4 0.7 2.9 

Standard Dev. 2.3 1.1 0.6 1.8 2.0 1.6 1.8 0.6 2.6 

L| Pointer Maximum 15 21 8 18 18 8 12 7 21 

0 Average 0.9 0.6 0.3 1.9 1.1 0.6 0.9 0.5 1.9 

c Standard Dev. 1.8 1.8 0.8 3.1 2.2{ ¢ 1.2 1.6 0.8 3.1 

a | Floating- Maximum 1 1 1 0 0 2 1 1 4 

1 | point Average 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.1 
Standard Dev. 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.4 

Function Maximum 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 

Pointer Average 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Standard Dev. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.2 

User Maximum 740 | 2048 256 | 10440 | 10440 548] 4217| 4700} 10440 

Defined Average 17.5] 16.3 3.8} 211.3} 96.0 13.6] 56.8] 67.8} 211.3 

Variables Standard Dev.| 85.4| 150.0} 28.8 |1387.6| 777.7 73.6 | 400.9} 473.9 | 1387.6 
  

  
Table 49. Subprogram Argument and Local Atomic Variable Usage and User Defined Storage (continued) 

The user-defined variable usage previously detailed was included again in this table to 

demonstrate the dominance of user-defined variable storage requirements over atomic storage 

requirements. In general atomic storage account for less than 7% of a program's total argument/local 

storage requirements. 
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5.10.3. Implications 

Unified register sets wil] display slightly more efficient register usage, though not remarkably so. 

To provide one scalar register per local variable in a partitioned ORW organization the local scalar 

register partition would need to have at least 7 registers to support all the subprograms analyzed out to two 

standard deviations above the mean. Eight local registers would satisfy all measured cases to beyond the 

99% level. Seven local pointer registers are necessary to support all but one of the measured programs 

("sed" is abnormal in its use of local pointer variables and slightly more than 8 registers would be needed) 

at the 98% level. If the FP is included as a implicit local pointer, then 8 registers would be necessary. This 

simple one register per variable allocation is needlessly simple. Any reasonable register allocator will be 

able to do better and therefore 8 registers per partition should be considered to be reasonable upper limits 

on the number of registers needed per local partition. 

The argument partitions can be supported at the 99% percent level with 4 registers per scalar and 

pointer partition, though SP passing will require an additional pointer register. Pointer arguments actually 

have a slightly higher frequency than scalar arguments, a byproduct, no doubt, of the fact the analyzed 

programs were written in C. A language that supported pass by result would probably show a significant 

shift towards scalar arguments. 

Function pointers were hardly in evidence with local usage totaling a maximum of 10 function 

pointers for the most prolific user there of. That is 10 for the entire program, not 10 for the most active 

subprogram. Function pointer arguments saw their most active argument usage at two, and this was the 

case for a number of subprograms in a number of different programs. Label variables, or the "goto" 

(jump/branch) equivalent of a function pointer and a call, were not used at all. The only code pointer that 

was in general use was the IP, and it was in constant use. 

Subprogram calling is at its most efficient with one new code pointer being allocated to each 

subprogram for IP storage, and a single set of additional code pointers are made available to handle the 

occasional function pointer and label. The infrequency with which code pointers are used makes anything 

more than a simple register compliment superfluous. 

5.11. Atomic Global Variable Usage 

Global registers offer a number of different options for storage maintenance. They can be used to 

store local variables whose context need not transcend the next subprogram call. They can be used to store 

variables that are local to one level of a program but global to locally defined subprograms (useful for 

block structured languages like Pascal). They can be used to store normal global values. It is the latter 

context that the atomic global variable usage experiment attempts to quantify.



Many programs have a significant number of atomic global variables. So many that it would be 

impossible to register-based all of them, or even a significant fraction of them. Global registers need to be 

stored and retrieved when context switching and therefore register-basing infrequently used global values 

could hinder performance if a value is loaded and stored by the context switch mechanism more often than 

it is used by its program. It would, for register-basing purposes, be important to know how frequently an 

atomic global variable was used so that reasonable decisions could be made regarding its storage locus. 

Storing pointers to global arrays and structures in registers is an inefficient use of registers. The 

final phase of array referencing involves the addition of the array's base address to the previously 

calculated offset. A pointer to the array allows the final addition to be skipped by using indexed-indirect 

addressing with a pointer that contains the base address of the array. Only a single addition is avoided and 

a load/store operation is stil] required because the array cannot be stored in the registers because of space 

restrictions, and even if it were small enough to be register-based, it could it could not be index in the 

registers. Structure addressing would have no advantage from being pointer based. The final phase of 

structure addressing involves adding the offset of the referenced field to the beginning address of the 

structure. The offset is an immediate field determined at compile time and it is therefore possible to adjust 

the offset relative to the beginning of the global storage area instead of the beginning of the structure. 

5.11.1. Method 

A series of programs were used to extract global variable usage from the set of examined 

programs. An AWK script that could find the beginning and ending point of each subprogram in a 

program, and the UNIX "cxref" command were used to determine the line numbers of each atomic global 

variable usage. Another AWK script used the beginning and ending line numbers from each subprogram, 

along with the line numbers for each atomic global variable to generate a set of tuples that contained a 

subprogram name and an atomic global variable name. The caller/callee tuples generated earlier for call 

graph generation, were then used to determine how many subprograms could gain access to an atomic 

global variable either immediately, because the global was used explicitly within the subprogram, or 

remotely, by calling a subprogram that explicitly used the variable. The original subprogram/global tuple 

list was then processed and a new tuple list was generated. The new tuple list was generated by iteratively 

examining each tuple. Each tuple in the original list was put in the new list. For each tuple in the original 

list a set of calling subprograms was generated. For each member of the list of calling subprograms a new 

tuple was added to the list that included the name of the calling subprogram and the global used by the 

called subprogram. The list was then uniquely sorted to remove duplicate entries. The list expansion 

methodology was executed three times, with succeeding executions using the output of the previous 
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invocation as input for successive execution. The resultant list contains a tuple for each subprogram that 

can access any given atomic global variable in three calls or less. Three calls was chosen as the distance 

cut-off somewhat arbitrarily, though it does correspond to the knee of the call depth locality for register 

windows [Hennessy90]. The list was sorted by atomic global variable name and the number of tuples per 

atomic global variable was determined. 

5.11.2. Results 

The results of the atomic global extraction and call extension analysis detailed in the previous 

section are presented in Table 50. As can be seen, some of the programs made extensive use of global 

variables and some had almost none. In almost all cases there was a strong tendency towards infrequent 

usage of atomic globals. With the exception of "flex" all programs identified a relatively small number of 

atomic globals that had much higher access potential than their peers. Seven globals seems to be a 

reasonable limit on he number of global registers that would be dedicated to global variable basing. Most 

atomic globals will be most profitably loaded before usage and then stored if modified. There are probably 

small multi-level call loci for some globals that were not identified by this analysis. Whether it would be 

worth the expense of performing a compile-time analysis to discover such occurrences 1s indeterminate. 

5.11.3. Implications 

A register set does not need a large global store for the purpose of global variable basing. Most 

atomic global variables should be loaded before use and stored if modified. This allows globals to be 

placed in any available register, and because explicit storage is mandated, callee-save partitions, or 

partitions that act like callee-save partitions, make a good choice for temporary storage of atomic global 

variables. Some programs may benefit from a capability to store a small number of atomic global values in 

registers, but generally half a dozen such locations will suffice. A large global register partition is not 

useful for atomic global value storage. 
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Program Name bison finger find flex gawk gcc gnuchess} gnugo 

Subprogram Count 145 23 150 128 256 1312 79 27 

Atomic Global Count 155 3 23 163 111 §21 37 12 

Individual 5% 92 2 20 40 73 416 3 

Atomic 10% 36 38 2 66 7 1 

Variables 15% 9 18 6 27 17 5 

Accessible 20% 4 1 6 24 8 5 3 

Within 25% 3 1 1 4 1 3 

Three 30% 1 1 2 

Subprogram 35% 1 1 1 

Calls by 40% 48 1 3 

Percentage 45% 11 

of All 50% 2 2 

Subprograms 55% 5 

60% 2 __ 

Program Name grep T m4 make perl sed tar sbprolog 

Subprogram Count 71 139 235 360 57 186 78 

Atomic Global Count 34 42 65 157 24 123 47 

Individual 5% 19 18 35 80 2 50 19 

| Atomic 10% 14 12 18 29 11 30 15 

Variables 15% 7 7 33 5 9 8 
| Accessible 20% 2 4 4 27 1 

| Within 25% 1 2 
Three 30% 3 1 1 2 

Subprogram 35% 4 

Calls by 40% 1 4 6 

Percentage 45% 2 1 

of All 50% 2 1 1 

Subprograms 55% 1 

60%     
  

Table 50. Atomic Global Variable Usage. 
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6. Proposed Register Types 

6.1. Remote Instruction Pointer with a Vector Register Partition 

6.1.1. Sequential Code Addressing 

Code addresses are calculated in three ways. The most common code addresses are generated by 

incrementing the current IP. All instructions whose execution does not explicitly modify the IP, generate 

an implied branch to the next instruction as part of their execution. This is by far the most common form 

of code address generation accounting for approximately 75-85% of all dynamic code addresses 

[Patterson82] [Fairclough82], and used by over 90% of the instructions in an instruction set. Some newer 

architectures have started to take advantage of the sequential nature of most instruction addressing by 

creating a structure external to the processor that, given an initial address, is capable of fetching a 

sequential code stream. The processor only sends instruction addresses to memory when a non-sequential 

instruction is executed. This type of externally supplied code stream strongly influences the type of 

instruction Cache that should be selected, encouraging the inclusion of a branch target cache over 

competing methodologies. 

6.1.2. Non-Sequential Code Addressing 

Branching and calling to locations known at compile time, and returning, account for almost all 

non-sequential IP modification. All high-level language control structures require a conditional branch 

capability. Subprogram execution requires a call and return facility. The location to which control is to be 

transferred for any given control structure is always known at compile, what is not known at compile time 

is whether control will be transferred or not. Similarly the location to which control is to be transferred 

when calling a subprogram is known at compile time (sometimes not until link time, but still before run- 

time). Returning from calls necessitates a run-time instruction address generation facility which will be 

discussed later, but except for returning, possibly some forms of case statement, label variable goto's, and 

function pointer calls (all discussed later) all non-sequential instructions target locations are known at 

compile time. This means that absolute address generation can generally be used for branching and 

calling. 

The most common mechanism employed to facilitate code branching and calling is indexed- 

indirect addressing with an immediate-based index and an implied IP as the indirect register. The primary 

requirement for the immediate index used 1n normal calling and branching is that it be large enough to 

access an entire program's address space. A too small offset necessitates branching to branches in order to 
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span a program space, or more frequently, the creation of two different types of branching mechanism, 

one that is typically conditional and that has a restricted offset range, and another that is unconditional 

and that has a significantly larger address range. Architectures with duplex branching often require that 

assumptions be made about code size, or the imposition of two step branches: the first step of which 

conditionally branches over a second step that contains an unconditional branch. Ideally a unified 

call/branching mechanism can be created that obviates the need for multiple branches. 

IP relative addressing is popular because it makes code self relative (independent of load 

location). This load location independence significantly reduces the amount of work necessary for linking 

and or loading because all intra-module branching and calling can be resolved by the compiler, leaving 

only inter-module control transfers for the linkage-editor. IP relative branching also takes advantage of 

code locality. Subprograms branch internally and seldom, if ever, jump outside themselves. 

6.1.3. Segment Relative, Absolute Code Addressing 

Although IP relative code addressing works reasonably well, segment relative, absolute 

addressing works better. Segment relative, absolute addressing requires all branch and call targets to be 

specified as absolute addresses within a specified, or implied, segment. Thus branching would be 

independent of the current IP location, but potentially dependent on the current segment number. The 

advantages of using segment relative addressing are: faster access to branch and call target locations, and 

a simpler circuit design. Both advantages are the result of simplified address determination. 

Machines that allow IP plus immediate offset addressing (all the machines I know of), require the 

offset to be a signed quantity, otherwise there would be no way to loop. Machines that use segment 

relative, absolute addressing could function with unsigned offsets. For any given immediate field bit 

allocation, an unsigned specification from the beginning of a segment will provide an average of 12-bit 

more addressing range than IP relative addressing within the same restricted range. This can be shown by 

considering the address range of an arbitrarily selected offset field size. For example a 10-bit offset field 

would allow access to a 1024 memory elements. For every possible IP location within the selected range, 

the number of additional locations within the range that can be accessed via offset addition is half the 

address space in the forward direction and half the address range in the backward direction. This means 

that the entire address space is only addressable when the IP is in the middle of the address space. At the 

extremes of the address range only half of the range is accessible. This means that 2-bit of address range 

is lost. The entire address range is accessible by an unsigned offset based at the beginning of the range. 

Thus for a restricted range, unsigned offsets relative to the beginning of the code space provides a superior 

access range.



If the code address space is not restricted to the range accessible by an instruction's offset field, 

then IP relative addressing will allow more locations to be accessed. This is because the unsigned offset is 

anchored to a specific location, typically the beginning of the segment, and unless this base address is 

changed, the offset will only allow access to the fixed range of memory its offset can generate. Conversely, 

because the IP can potentially reference any location in memory, the signed offset specification would 

allow the IP to access an address either directly if it is within its offset range, or indirectly by chaining 

branches until the IP reaches a location that can directly access the desired code location. Unfortunately 

the extended address range capabilities of IP relative addressing are sometimes achieved by duplex 

branching, and a compiler would have to assume that all unresolved branches use duplex branches. 

The goal is to define a large enough offset immediate size and corresponding address calculation 

mechanism to employ for code addressing which will make duplex branching unnecessary. This is a point 

of potential architectural obsolesce, one of Patterson and Hennessy's "Fallacies and Pitfalls" [Hennessy90]. 

The problem is that selecting a code size limitation makes the architecture potentially obsolete if the 

restriction creates a limitation on code size. The algorithm that transforms an offset and base address into 

a code address must satisfy code size requirements for the near future and extensible to satisfy the more 

distant code size requirements. 

If a single implied code segment is used as the base address for code address generation, as in the 

Intel 80x86 generation processors, then no additional bits are necessary for code segment specification 

and all bits not used for opcodes or condition code specification can be dedicated to offset specification. 

Experience with the Intel generation of processors has demonstrated the weakness of such an approach. A 

more flexible methodology would allow a code segment to be selected from a group of code segments as 

part of an address specification. 

The idea of conditional subprogram calling is outside the realm of normal program execution. 

Thus calling can be considered to be always unconditional. Branching is often conditional, and can be 

considered to be always conditional, if an "always" conditional test is added the usual list of conditional 

tests. If a code segment is equated with a software module, or super module (collection of modules), then a 

strong argument could be made that programs do not branch to other modules, they call them. This is 

particularly true with the new emphasis on encapsulation. Restricting branching to the current code 

segment and allowing calls to access any segment, would mean that the bits used for condition 

specification in the branch instruction format, could be used for code segment specification in the call 

instruction. This allows both calls and branches to use a segment relative, absolute addresses of the same 

size. In both cases the size of the offset field would also be the maximum possible size of a code segment. 

The ability to remap code segments would allow arbitrarily large program creation. If opcode specification 

takes 5 bits, and condition/segment specification is allotted another 7 bits, then an architecture using a



fixed 32-bit instruction size would have 20 bits left for offset specification. This would set maximum code 

segment size at 4 megabytes, or approximately 1 million assembly language instructions. There is no 

reason to make fixed size instructions byte addressable. Code addresses can be mapped to instructions 

instead of bytes. By current standards this would make a single code segment capable of containing almost 

all programs currently existent. An investigation of circa 1992 programs shows large program code sizes 

hovering around the 300,000 instruction level. Using the code size expansion rule detailed in Patterson 

and Hennessy [Hennessy90] of .75 bits per year, this would allow a single segment to handle almost all 

programs up through 1996, multiple fixed code segments should handle the load through the early 21 

century, and then dynamically mapped code segments will be needed after that point to handle code 

expansion. Some would view code size expansion rule as optimistic given the current state of the software 

art. The examination of maximum code sizes presented in Chapter 5 shows that a single 20-bit code 

address would be sufficient to access all but a handful of the programs on the five machines investigated. 

Those few applications that exceeded the single segment limit could all be mapped into a five or fewer 

segment address space. A 7-bit segment specifier would allow concurrent access to 128 code segments. 

Three potential ways of handling code segment base addresses are: (1) store base addresses in an 

on-chip register set and access them the same way any other register based variable is addressed. (2) Store 

the base addresses in an on-chip memory dedicated to code address calculation. (3) Rely on a cache and 

local memory hierarchy to maintain a virtual address based memory mapping, instead of using a physical 

address mapping. Such a system would use the local memory "miss" and page fault mechanism of the 

virtual memory system to maintain the segmented code space. Of these three possibilities, options one and 

two forfeit the advantages of fast target address determination and become indexed-indirect addressing 

based on a segment base address instead of an IP base address. They also increase the amount of context 

information (the code segment base addresses) that must be loaded and potentially stored when switching 

context. Option three forces a somewhat unconventional virtual addressing scheme does not perform 

physical addresses translation at the typical point. Making use of the virtual addressing mechanism's 

translation look-aside buffer for all code mapping is a more hardware intensive methodology that causes 

almost no additional software complexity. Using a virtual addressed cache and local memory means that 

actual base address and offset calculations need to be made when a local memory miss occurs. Given the 

high "hit" ratios associated with reasonably sized local memories and the impact of virtual address 

resolution On main memory response latency will be minimal. 

The disadvantage of using virtual only addressing for the primary storage levels is a potentially 

wider tag field in the TLB and a TLB that is process sensitive, that is, a TLB that needs to be loaded and 

stored, or partially loaded and stored, every time a context switch occurs. The TLB becomes context 

sensitive because segments would be allocated on a per process basis and therefore a segment associated



with one segment would not necessarily be associated with the same segment number, or any segment 

number in another process. 

6.1.4. Run-time Code Address Targeting 

An infrequently needed form of code address generation requires that a register based value be 

added to a code segment or IP to calculate the target address. This address form implies that the location 

to which control is to be transferred is not known at compile time. This last address form is necessary for 

support of two software constructs: jump tables and function pointers. 

Jump tables are almost purely an assembly level construct because there are few high-level 

language constructs that can efficiently be mapped to such a structure. The computed GOTO of 

FORTRAN is one potential case, but this is a trivial case that is just as easily handled by a multi-level IF- 

THEN-ELSE structure. CASE statements are probably the best potential candidate and in some cases a 

jump table can be profitably employed, particularly in restrictive languages like Pascal, some 

implementations of which force CASE statements to generate all possible values of the case variant. In its 

more generic form, CASE statements are as efficiently, or more efficiently, implemented with an IF- 

THEN-ELSE ladder as a jump table. 

Jump tables do not actually require a truly dynamic branching capability. All the possible branch 

targets are known at compile time. They can be modeled with IF-THEN-ELSE constructs. Label variables 

do require a dynamic branch address specification capability, but the only difference between variable 

based branches and immediate based branches is that the content of a register is used to generate a branch 

target address instead of the content of an immediate field. Label variables can be initialized with 

segment-relative, absolute addresses. All label addresses are known at compile-time and therefore any 

expression involving a label value uses the label's absolute value. In fact, absolute addressing is the only 

possible mechanism that can be used for label variables. IP relative addressing would not work because 

the target location must remain fixed. Only a register-based segment-relative, absolute address need be 

specifiable to satisfy the label variable requirement. A dynamic jump table could be supported by the same 

construct if the IF-THEN-ELSE solution were determined to be too inefficient in some instances. 

Function pointers, like label pointers, require a dynamic control transfer capability. Function 

pointers are like label variables, except that they are used as call target addresses instead of branch target 

addresses. The addresses of all subprograms in a program are known at compile-time or link-time, and 

therefore any expression that involves a subprogram's address uses the subprogram's absolute address. The 

return vectors of subprograms (subprogram return addresses) are the same in structure as function 

pointers, but return vectors are generated as a byproduct of program execution. The similarity between 
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return vectors and function pointers can be expressed on another level. Return vectors can be thought of as 

a potential IP stack and function pointers can be thought of as a potential IP heap. Return vectors are used 

in a regular manner and function pointers can be used in an unstructured fashion. 

Function pointers, return vectors, and label variables tend to be static after creation, that is, the 

value of a code address is not used to generate a different code address. They are set with specific code 

addresses and those addresses are either used or discarded. This means that an IFU local register store 

with a simple load/store capability would be sufficient to support all non-immediate code addressing. No 

arithmetic capability would need to be associated with this register set, and, because it would be used at 

most once per cycle, the register set could be single ported. Given the infrequent usage of function 

pointers and label variables, this register set could be fairly small. 

6.1.5. Vector Register Partition 

Creating an IFU local register set for code address (vector) storage increases the immediacy with 

which the addresses can be accessed by decreasing signal distance and decreasing the size of the register 

store being accessed. The size of the vector register store can be kept small because only a small number 

of vector registers are needed, they need only a single port, and if code addresses are smaller than data 

words, the width of the store can be decreased. The alternative of using a unified register set, while 

providing a smaller gate count, increases access latency and makes inefficient use of a resource that is 

connected to a processing capability that is much more complicated than is necessary for the simple 

storage of code addresses. Providing a separate code address store that is local to the IFU increases the 

IFU's autonomy and decreases communication costs, both of which are generally associated with better 

design. 

A vector register partition allows the vector register set to employ an organization that is tailored 

to the access requirements of vector registers. For example, a portion of the vector register partition could 

be dedicated to a circular buffer for return vector storage. The circular buffer would allow automatic 

storage of the return vectors for multiple levels of subprogram calls. An implied return vector storage 

location would relieve pressure on the call instruction’s bit field allocation, providing more space for the 

immediate address field, and thus allowing a greater call range. 

6.1.6. Remote IP 

Using segment relative, absolute addressing with a vector register partition would allow a 

designer to remove the IP from general accessibility and localize it to the IFU. The IP would need an 

increment circuit and access to the vector register partition, the instruction buffer's immediate address



field, the condition code status of other functional units. With these limited access capabilities the IP could 

perform all necessary contro! flow maintenance operations. Most branch and call target addresses would 

be pulled straight out of the instruction's immediate fields, with an occasional access of a vector register. 

Call instructions would place the IP value in a vector register and return instructions would retrieve the 

previously stored return vector. Condition code status would be used to determine whether or not 

conditional branches will be taken. 

6.2. Partitioned Scalar, Pointer, and Floating-Point Registers 

Floating point registers are typically partitioned from the remaining registers. This is for a 

number of reasons, the most significant of which is the attached nature of floating-point calculation on 

most processors. Floating-point calculation required too much hardware complexity to be integrated into 

the original monolithic microprocessor's. External floating-point coprocessors were relied on to provide 

floating-point capabilities. RISC technology was originally targeted at integer operations and floating- 

point operations were performed by external coprocessors. Many operational environments do not make 

use of floating-point numbers to any significant degree and embedding of floating-point capability within 

the processor increased processor cost without a corresponding increase in performance. Floating-point 

data is qualitatively and quantitatively different from integer data. Integration of floating-point and 

integer data into a single register store is inefficient given that the respective data types will generally be 

processed by separate ALU's. If concurrent processing by the floating-point ALU and the integer ALU is 

supported, then the number of ports on a unified register set would need to accommodate both ALU's. For 

these and other reasons, it is now common to See floating-point register storage and processing in a 

separate partition from integer data. 

It is less common to see scalar and address registers partitioned into separate register sets, though 

there are a number of processors that do so. Address/scalar partitioning seems to be based on instruction 

bit conservation more than anything else. Separate ALU's for address and scalar processing have not 

historically been supported. The advent of superscalar processing and the potential future introduction of 

VLIW architectures makes a true separation of address from data worth investigating. Addresses and data 

can be thought of as qualitatively different, even if they are both the same size. Addresses may contain 

segment specifiers that make operations on addresses different from operations on scalar quantities. When 

this is true, addresses start to take on the same sort of "otherness" that differentiates floating-point from 

scalar data. The differences between scalar and pointer (address) values makes the introduction of separate 

ALU's an attractive option. Though there are many operations that may be performed by both a scalar 
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ALU and a pointer ALU, other operations, like multiplication and division are not generally performed on 

pointers. Many assemblers flag the corollary of pointer multiplication as an error. 

Partitioning the main function units decreases communication costs, increases data locality, 

decreases the number of register ports per register set necessary to support parallel computation, and 

simplifies synchronization of separate functional units. Superscalar processing is dependent on the 

existence of multiple functional units within the CPU. Redundant functional units, or functional units that 

can perform the same operations, allows more efficient instruction scheduling, but functionally disparate 

functional units makes instruction scheduling easier. Resource conflicts in functionally partitioned 

execution units and register stores are easier to detect and resolve. The simplicity offered by functional 

partitioning more than compensates for the increases in silicon necessary to implement the partitioning. 

This is another case of a speed/space trade-off. The partitioned functional units will be smaller and 

simpler, and thus faster than a corresponding integrated processor, but the necessity of implementing four 

basic functional units (IFU, scalar unit, pointer unit, floating-point unit) in the place of the normal two or 

three, increases the amount of circuitry necessary to realize a design. 

Another argument in favor of partitioning is register set organization optimization. A unified 

register set forces a single register organization on all of a processor's functional units. A partitioned 

register compliment allows each functional units register set to be tailored to match the specific 

organizational requirements of the functional unit of which it is a part. The number of registers and the 

number of bits per register can be varied from one functional unit to the next, based on the particular 

processing requirements of the unit. 
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7. Considered Organizations 

All register organizations and their allied compiler-based register allocation methodologies must 

balance execution speed against context switch latency. Fast execution is generally dependent on a 

processors context storage potential, the registers being the primary repository for process context. 

Context storage is particularly important across subprogram boundaries. Subprograms that can be 

executed without saving context information associated with their ancestors, that can make calls without 

first saving their own context, and that can both receive and pass arguments in registers will execute faster 

than similar subprograms that must perform explicit load/store operations to satisfy inter-subprogram 

register conflicts. Similarly an organization that allows register-basing of all frequently used atomic 

values will provide faster execution than one whose register set is too small to hold a reasonable working 

set of a subprogram's atomic values. 

Fast context switching is dependent on, either some mechanism that allows very rapid storage of 

process context, or a minimal amount of shared resource based context storage. Although procedure call 

performance is generally more important that context switch latency, the new generation of MACH based 

operating systems will context switch much more frequently than their non-message based counterparts. If 

the message based operating system paradigm becomes the dominant one, then context switch 

performance will become significantly more important, perhaps matching call performance in importance. 

Context switch performance is not as easily localized to a register organization as call 

performance. Register optimization is based on an independent address space. The more efficiently the 

address space can be allocated, the faster a program will run. Context switching is not only dependent on 

how quickly the register address space can be stored. It also depends on things like whether a warm start 

cache context will be maintained and on store-in cache architectures, when the cache will be flushed. 

Thus, although a register organization could be optimized for context switching, other factors could end 

up dominating context switch latency. 

Unfortunately minimal context storage and fast execution are inversely related. The fastest 

context switch organization would be something similar to a Texas Instruments 9900 series architecture in 

which all storage in memory-based and a single processor resident context pointer is used to maintain the 

location of the current process’ context. A context switch on such a system requires only the modification 

of the context pointer. Unfortunately, such systems have fairly poor performance when compared to 

processor resident register architectures. Given the current relative call to context switch ratios 

(approximately 100 to 1 based on a pessimistic combination of a reported 100 instructions per subprogram 

[Hennessy90] and a reported 20,000 instruction per context switch [Clark87]) it makes sense to give more 

relative merit to those organizations that promote fast process execution over those organizations that 

promote fast context switching, though context switching performance should remain a consideration. 
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7.1. Single Register Set 

A single register set is the underlying structure of all register organizations. SRS organizations 

can send register addresses directly to the register set's address decoders, and therefore the number of bits 

in a register address determine the number of elements in the register store. Register address field size is 

determined by opcode and immediate field sizes. Scalar constant size and the generally unsupported 

floating-point immediate place very little pressure on the maximum size of a single register set. A 12-bit 

generated immediate can accommodate 99% of all scalar constants. Thus a three-operand instruction 

format that used a seven-bit opcode and an 11-bit immediate field, would leave 14 bits for register 

addressing, or seven bits per register address. Thus a 128-register scalar SRS can be supported with 

minimal impact on scalar constant hit ratios. Using the same formula for a floating-point format that does 

not allow an immediate field, eight bits would be available per register address field. Thus a 256-register 

floating-point SRS could be accessed. A 15-bit index immediate field size places a fair amount of pressure 

on pointer register address size. A 15-bit immediate and a seven-bit opcode would only leave five bits per 

pointer register address, or access to at most a 32-register SRS. A unified register set would have to settle 

on the size of the most restricted register type, or the 32-register SRS. 

A 32-register SRS is somewhat restrictive with regard to multi-level context storage. Based on 

the average local and argument pointer usage seen in Chapter 5, each subprogram would require an 

average of two pointers (one argument one local), plus a frame pointer. Allocating an average of three 

pointer registers per subprogram, and assuming that 8 of the pointer registers will need to be reserved for 

temporary and global storage, would allow 8 call levels to be allocated in a 32-register SRS. Scalar 

variables could be mapped to a similar depth in a similarly sized scalar register partition. 

If recursive subprograms were removed from consideration, a 8-deep mapping would allow most 

of most program's subprogram calls to be statically mapped within the SRS. The upper levels of the call 

tree could be treated like recursive subprograms and conform to a save on call register management 

paradigm. The static mapping would be done on a depth first traversal of a programs call tree with leaf 

subprograms allocated first. The subprograms that only call the leaf subprograms would be allocated next 

and their allocation position would be based on the register usage of the leaf subprograms they call. This 

process would be repeated for successively higher levels of the call tree until the registers available in the 

SRS for static variable mapping were consumed. All remaining subprograms would share the remainder 

of the SRS. 

Although a fairly deep subprogram mapping is possible in a partitioned SRS, such a mapping 

would require a call graph analysis to determine register availability. This call graph analysis would 

ideally be performed across module boundaries (this is why Wall proposed a linker based allocator 

[Wall86]). Recursive subprograms and subprograms that are too high in the call graph for static allocation



would still require that register based local variables be saved, though arguments could be passed in a set 

of registers that were designated as callee save. A unified register set would only be able to provide a 3- 

deep mapping, which would make the advantages of performing the call graph analysis necessary for 

multi-level allocation a more questionable technique. 

Reasonable run-time performance can be expected from programs that make use of the static 

mapping potential of SRS register organizations. Small, non-recursive programs can be completely 

mapped and would experience none of the register save/restore penalties typically associated with 

subprogram calls. Larger programs that could not be completely mapped, and those that made use of 

recursion would be expected to show better run-time performance than programs that use a normal single 

level allocator, though not the performance of their fully mapped counterparts. Taking advantage of the 

techniques developed for save/restore optimization on single level register allocators could further 

improve the performance of those subprograms that cannot be statically mapped. 

Context switch performance of statically mapped programs will be considerably worse than that 

of programs that use a typical single call level allocator, particularly on internally generate context 

switches. The set of subprograms that can cause a context switch are all leaf programs. If a one of these 

programs generates a context switch, then the entire register set will typically need to be stored because all 

the registers allocated to the leaf's ancestors will be active in the register set and the leaf subprograms are 

the point of greatest register context content. Using a register allocator that operated on a single call levels 

would require that only those registers used by the interrupted process be stored when a context switch 

occurs. 

Most of the research on register optimization has been centered on SRS organizations. The 

proponents of the various techniques have shown a fair amount of mobility with respect to their position, 

with certain camps trading positions from time to time. I believe the problem is centered on aspects of 

run-time verses compile/link-time complexity. Forcing a compiler to be call level sensitive, while not 

particularly difficult, does require the imposition of another level of processing to resolve call depth 

interactions. The performance gains of multi-level allocation may well be roughly equivalent to the 

performance losses required for the additional compile/link-time processing and the impaired context 

switch performance. 

7.2. Single Register Set Enhancements 

Although there are some potential intra-process performance advantages available from SRS 

enhancements, the major benefits of the enhancements presented are related to context switching. An SRS 

organization is a static model that is not very amenable to enhancement.



7.2.1. Dirty Bits 
The most obvious enhancement to an SRS register organization is the association of a dirty bit 

with each register. These dirty bits could be used to dynamically track register usage and to minimize 

register stores and loads [Lang86]. The problems with dirty bits are three fold: the advantage of dynamic 

register tracking disappears as a subprogram's current register usage approaches its maximum uSage, use 

of the callee-save, caller-save, and argument partitions used by the HP-PA and MIPS processor compilers 

provides most of the advantages provided by dynamic tracking, and testing and conditionally storage of 

active registers based on a dynamic use mask could take longer than just saving all the registers when a 

RISC processor is involved. Thus, although dirty bits may seem to be a useful extension of a basic SRS 

organization, integration costs for the usage mask will generally exceed any advantage they may provide, 

particularly when compared to modern register allocation algorithms. 

Incorporation of dirty bits and transparent storage could be used to overcome some of the context 

switch inefficiencies of an SRS. A transparent storage mechanism could continually store all register that 

have their dirty bit set. After storing a register the transparent storage mechanism would clear the 

register's dirty bit. This could minimize the number of active registers that have not been stored when a 

context switch occurs. The transparent storage mechanism could be used to complete the storage of a 

process’ context and thus overcome the inherent inefficiency of explicit testing of a use mask. It would 

also be possible to use a transparent refill facility to reload a process’ context, based on a gross usage mask 

instead of the net usage mask used for transparent storage. Unfortunately, a gross usage mask would 

quickly approximate one that indicates total register usage. Thus only context storage would show any 

long term benefit from incorporation of a transparent storage facility. The architectural complication 

involved in incorporation of a transparent storage/retrieval facility does not seem to be justified by the 

potential performance improvement such a facility would offer. 

One advantage of incorporating dirty bits is the ability to detect the use of a register as a source 

prior to its initialization as a destination. An exception condition could be added to detect this run-time 

error that is not always detectable by a compiler. 

7.2.2. Shadow Registers 

Bank switched SRS organizations, or register organizations that provide multiple sets of registers 

that are switched on a per process basis, can significantly improve context switch performance. This may 

be considered to be an MRS organization, but will be considered as an SRS enhancement because the 

individual process model is unaffected by the presence of additional register frames. This is an 

enhancement currently of interest to some sectors of the message based operating system crowd. 
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The ability to rapidly switch context by swapping the location of the currently accessible register 

set will significantly improve context switch performance if the needed process is in another register set. 

No net advantage will be realized if the needed process is not already resident in a register set. The 

obvious paradigm for such an organization would lock the operating system kernel in one register set and 

swap user processes into the remaining frame(s). Transparent storage/retrieval could be applied to 

facilitate context swapping in inactive register partitions. Context switch optimization at the register 

organization level may become of secondary importance to overall context switch performance due to 

what could be considered peripheral aspects of a context switch. Context switch performance is much 

more dependent on operating system design than subprogram call/return performance on 

language/compiler design. 

7.3. Multiple Register Set Organizations 

7.3.1. Non-Overlapping Register Windows 

An NORW lacks the ORW's register based parameter and return value passing capabilities. 

Though a shared global partition could be used to pass arguments and return values, doing so would not 

be as efficient a mechanism as that provided by an ORW. Given the essential similarity between NORW 

and ORW and the inferiority of NORW to ORW, NORW organizations will no longer be considered an 

effective mechanism for single process performance improvement. 

If multiple windows are of interest for context switching or threading purposes, then they take on 

the appearance of a shadow register set, except for the presence of a shared global register partition. A 

global partition could be useful for passing information between threads of a process. Removing the 

association between call/return and window relocation can make MRS organizations very flexible. If 

current window location is explicitly managed, then register windows could be used for both call/return 

optimization and for context switch optimization. However, a non-overlapping organization does not 

provide the same flexibility as unrestricted register frame relocation, and is thus again inherently inferior 

to an ORW or an RS organization. 

Although NORW organizations are better than SRS organizations in many respects, they are also 

inferior to ORW organizations and therefore not an interesting organization for further discussion. 

NORW's can be thought of as a special case of an ORW, the case where the amount of overlap is zero. 
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7.3.2. Overlapping Register Windows 

Overlapping register window organizations provide an optimal call/return environment as long 

as they do not overflow. ORW's create a poor environment for fast context switching. The larger the 

register compliment the more windows the register set can support. The more windows the register set 

supports the poorer it expected context switch performance. ORW performance is dependent on non- 

overflowing execution. An ORW overflow can require more processing than a dozen calls in a register 

optimized SRS environment. A basic ORW organization must attempt to balance the call/return 

performance against the context switch performance while keeping hardware implications of very large 

register stores in mind. 

An architecture that employed an ORW would need to have a mechanism for inhibiting the 

window relocation associated with calling/returning. This could be done by explicitly disabling of the 

effective register address calculation circuit and sending the register address field directly to the register 

set's address decoder, by execution of an instruction that would make the contents of the current window 

pointer immutable, by executing an alternate call/return instruction pair that does not cause a window 

relocation, or by not executing the instruction that moves the register window (this last option is the one 

used by Sun on its SPARC processor). A disabled register window, or an unused register windowing 

mechanism, provides a process with a register organization that will function exactly like an SRS. Thus 

an ORW can be managed like an SRS and its performance will equal SRS performance. It would, of 

course, not be a terribly astute design decision to include a feature like an ORW and then always use it as 

if it were an SRS, but there may be some instances in which an SRS organization would provide a 

superior operating environment, and in such cases an ORW can operate like an SRS with only a minor 

performance penalty. The performance penalty is associated with the delay required for effective register 

address calculation and the increased access time of the larger physical register compliment. If these 

delays do not affect cycle time, then there is no performance delta between an SRS and an ORW modeling 

an SRS. 

It has been shown that in some environments an eight window frame register set will make 

overflow a remote possibility, occurring in less than 1% of all calls [Hennessy90], but an eight frame 

register compliment would require a 150 element register store for a unified register set, or a pair of 75 

register stores for partitioned scalar and pointer stores. Even if the store were only half full, which will 

underestimate the stores average usage, a context switch will require that 75 registers be stored and 

another 75 registers be loaded. The large physical stores may begin to impact cycle timing, though current 

architectures tend to be instruction cache bound. 

Decreasing the number of window frames, and thus decreasing the amount of processor resident 

context increases overflow frequency. A four frame ORW will overflow approximately 10% of the time. If 
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SRS per call overhead takes one tenth as many cycles as per ORW overflow, then a four frame ORW 

would only show performance roughly equal to that of an SRS, and the extra complexity of the ORW 

would therefore not be warranted. Thus without some help in the form of architectural enhancement, 

ORW organizations are of questionable value. 

7.4. Multiple Register Set Enhancements 

Overlapping register windows provide a significant performance advantage over SRS 

organizations if the cost of overflow/underflow and context switching can be overcome. A number of 

enhancements can be applied to the basic ORW organization to minimize overflow/underflow and to 

improve context switch performance. 

7.4.1. Compiler Optimizations 

Any decrease in the number of calls a program makes will decrease the likelihood of overflow. 

This makes in-lining of singleton subprograms a very beneficial optimizations. As seen in Chapter 5, 

singletons tend to be located in the upper levels of a program's call tree. Thus in-lining will tend to 

decrease the overall depth of significant portions of a call tree. Given that in-lining is a pure plus in the 

performance column from a normal performance viewpoint, its beneficial impact on overflow makes it a 

necessary optimization in an ORW environment. 

Terminal subprogram calls that do not allocate a new window also decrease the likelihood of 

window overflow. A terminal subprogram has no long-term context storage requirements and thus 

terminals can use a combination of global registers and the temporary registers of their calling 

subprograms to facilitate their execution. Non-calling of terminals will decrease maximum call depth of 

all subtrees in a call depth by a single level and is another necessary optimization in an ORW 

environment. 

Minimizing register usage, a technique that can improve SRS call performance, is at best a 

benign optimization, and will more frequently negatively impact performance. The context storage 

capabilities of an ORW is the basis of its performance advantage over an SRS. To minimize the degree to 

which this capability is exploited will generally only hurt performance. 

Not much can be done in a compiler to improve context switch performance except for disabling 

a program's windowing capability altogether if a program's execution tends to cause a significant number 

of context switches. This same technique could be used for programs that are pathological in their 

overflow behavior. Although window disabling is not the optimization of choice on ORW architectures, it 

can certainly be used judiciously to overcome an ORW's disadvantages in some of the more extreme cases. 
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Pathological windowing behavior is not the sort of thing one would expect a compiler to determine. Non- 

windowing compilation would need to be a user directed compiler switch. 

7.4.2. Dirty Bits 
Associating a dirty bit with each register is only useful if a special purpose instruction allows 

efficient use to be made of the usage mask's content. This optimization is discussed at length in the next 

chapter as part of the proposed ORW organization. If a dirty bit capability is employed, minimization of 

the number of dirty registers may become an attractive optimization. Although registers should be reused 

whenever possible, register based context maximization should still be the goal of any ORW execution 

environment. If a register allocator becomes overflow conscious in its behavior, then overall performance 

may easily suffer. 

7.4.3. Register Range Allocation 

If a large physical compliment of register is available, it may be useful to be able to partition the 

register set to more than one process. A pair of bounds buffers could be employed to force overflow and 

underflow in a restricted range of the register set. This would allow multiple processes to share a CPU and 

a context switch could only require the storage of the global registers and the modification of a couple 

control buffers. It would even be possible to make a process’ global register allocation buffer relative and 

make context switching a simple matter of buffer swapping. 

A very large physical register set (in excess of eight window frames), would benefit from such an 

organization, but the increase in Overflow that would result from restricting register access in more 

conservatively sized register sets would generally not offset the decrease in context switch overhead. If a 

designer did determine that an architecture could support a very large compliment of registers without 

otherwise negatively impacting the processor's performance, then a combination of the design presented in 

the next chapter and a register range allocation mechanism would provide outstanding run-time and 

context switch performance. The transparent spill/refill mechanism presented later could be modified to 

make process context storage/retrieval a purely background process and context switching would not take 

much longer than subprogram calling. 

Unfortunately, large register compliments take significant amounts of die space and can impinge 

on cycle time. Context switching would need to be a fairly high priority to make the dedication of such a 

significant amount of resource tO minimizing its impact. Without a transparent storage/retrieval 

mechanism the effectiveness of a bounded register partition is significantly decreased. Even very large 
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register stores would only be able to hold a few processes efficiently, and if the processes required explicit 

storage/retrieval, then context switch expense could be avoided but not overcome. 

7.4.4. Transparent Spill/Refill 

Transparent spill/refill (TR/S) is a technique that relies on a state machine and either a dedicated 

processor port or unused bus cycles to store the contents of registers in active, but no longer accessible 

window frames. The idea is to prevent overflow by making the register window appear to be infinitely 

deep. This is similar to the methodology used on old stack machines to keep the top of the stack in CPU 

resident registers (HP's 3000 series), except that it is applied to register frames instead of individual 

memory locations. The operation of a TR/S mechanism is detailed ad nauseam in the next chapter. 

Transparent spill/refill decreases overflow frequency and decreases context switch cost. Overflow 

frequency is decreased because the spill mechanism automatically frees up the registers that will be 

needed for future window growth, thus preventing, or at least delaying the onset of overflow. The 

transparent refill mechanism is the corollary of the spill mechanism and prevents or delays the onset of 

the underflow that would otherwise be associated with a previous overflow. Context switch performance is 

improved because the number of frames necessary for efficient ORW operation is decreased and thus the 

amount of CPU resident context is reduced. Additionally the TR/S mechanism will usually already have 

saved a significant amount of the process’ CPU resident context information, thus further decreasing the 

amount of work that must be performed when context switching. 

7.4.5. Variable Window Size 

There are a number of ways to implement a variable window size. At one extreme would be a 

register stack organization and at the other extreme would be a pair of fixed window sizes, one of which 

must be selected on a per process basis. A variable window size allows a larger number of window frames 

to be allocated in the same physical space. Window size could be set on a per program basis on a per 

subprogram basis. If window size is constant for an entire program, then only a status bit would be 

necessary to control the size of the window. This status bit would also interact with the effective register 

address calculation circuit to shift the amount of bit overlap between the window pointer and the register 

address field when calculating. The window size status bit would also control the amount of window 

pointer increment/decrement when calling/returning. A decision would need to be made about how to 

handle register addresses that exceed a diminished window's bounds. 

Window size could also be controlled on a per call basis by creating an additional field in call 

instructions to control the size of the window to be allocated to the called subprogram. The size of the



calling window could be stored in the word containing the return vector. This would allow the system to 

automatically reset window size when returning from a subprogram call. 

The number of potential window sizes is all that differentiates a register stack from a register 

window. If window size can be set at a granularity of one than a register stack exists. Rather than treat all 

the possible ways of handling window size, I will treat two sizing paradigms: a register stack in which 

window growth is explicitly determined at call/return time with a granularity of one register (which will 

be discussed in the next section); and a variable ORW that has two window sizes: regular and small. A 

small window size is half the size of regular size window. 

A physical store that could hold four regular size windows, would hold eight small windows. A 

look at the atomic variable usage presented in Chapter 5 shows a significant variation in inter-subprogram 

atomic storage requirements. Allowing subprograms that have reduced variable storage requirements to 

use a smaller window decreases the likelihood of window overflow by reducing the rate at which the 

window pointer advances through the register store. If, in a unified register set, a regular size window 

contained eight argument, eight local, and eight temporary registers and a small window contained four of 

each register type, then based on average atomic variable usage and its standard deviation, a small 

window would support approximately 50% of all subprograms. This would have the net effect of turning a 

four window frame register compliment into a six window compliment. This would significantly reduce 

the overflow frequency. A look at Chapter 5 also demonstrates that setting window size on a per program 

basis will almost always result in the use of a regular window size. Allowing window size to be set on a 

per subprogram basis would allow a significant number of subprograms in all programs to have their 

window size reduced. 

The problems with variable window size are: a complication of the effective address calculation 

circuit, a more complicated call circuit, increased context storage requirements, additional subprogram 

context information, and increased pressure on the bit allocations in call instructions. The need for a bit 

within the call instruction to specify window size is potentially the most severe problem, but also one of 

the most easily remedied. Allocating an additional bit within a call instruction would necessitate a 

reduction in the size of the segment offset field, which would decrease the call address range by 50%. This 

is clearly unacceptable. If on the other hand, another opcode is introduced into the instruction set to make 

a small window call, and the original opcode is used for regular size window calls, then the cost of the 

additional call instruction is minimal. It should be noted that this solution is based on the premise that 

there are some unused opcodes. If all opcodes are in use, then variable window size may only be gained by 

loosing the functionality provided by an existing instruction. . 

If dual window sizing is allowed, than each subprogram would need to be compiled for a specific 

window size and the window size model used would need to be communicated to each of the subprogram's 
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calling subprograms. This would mean that all library subprograms would need to carry window size 

information for the linker. Fortunately the window size can be determined and resolved as easily at link- 

time as it can at compile-time. There is a register labeling schemes and small window addressing 

techniques that allow subprograms compiled for a small register model to access regular size argument 

lists and thus the model expected by the caller as evidenced by the caller argument register count will not 

cause post compilation difficulties. The only disadvantage of employing this techniques is a slightly 

reduced frame capacity (overflow occurs one quarter of a regular size frame earlier). 

The additional circuitry required to support variable window size is simple in its operation and 

causes only a small additional delay in the effective register address calculation circuit. The additional 

complication required for the window pointer incrementer/decrementer is minimal and will not affect 

performance. A complete discussion of how to handle variable window size is rather involved, and the 

techniques presented for ORW management in the next chapter are more effective at preventing overflow. 

A more detailed discussion of exactly how to implement a variable window size can be obtained by 

contacting the author. 

Variable window size is a simple way of delaying overflow. It has a minimal impact on other 

portions of the system and is easily managed. It does little to minimize the cost of context switching. If 

combined with a transparent spill/refill mechanism, a variable window size will approach the performance 

of the solution proposed in the next chapter, and with a simpler implementation. The main difference 

between a variable size register window with transparent spill/refill and the proposed solution is the 

significantly better register usage tracking allowed by the proposed solution and a resulting decrease in the 

speed with which a frame can be spilled/refilled. 

7.5. Register Stack 

A register stack is essentially an ORW that allows explicit control over the size of each window 

frame. A register stack allows the most efficient use possible to be made of a physical register compliment 

and therefore from a viewpoint based purely on its register allocation abilities, a register stack is the best 

possible register organization. A register stack will suffer from overflow/underflow just like an ORW, but 

the more efficient register usage provided by register stacks frame control mechanism will allow more 

frames to be allocated within a given register compliment and thus delay the onset of overflow. 

There are a couple of ways of handling register allocation in a register stack, probably the most 

efficient of which is to allow a subprogram to set the size of its window after it is called. This allows a 

subprogram to use different size allocations at different points in its execution, depending on its current 

storage needs. 
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Register stack implementation does present a number of drawbacks. All the problems associated 

with variable window size are also true of register stacks, except to a greater extent. Here again the most 

significant problem is window size specification. On a partitioned register set, frame size specification 

could require a dozen bits (three bits per functional unit). Even a unified register set would require at least 

a four-bit window size field. It is doubtful that the window size field can be worked into an opcode as was 

recommended for variable size ORW's. The window size must be saved on a per call basis so that window 

pointer can be reset to its previous position when a return instruction is executed. A large window size 

specification will require the introduction of an additional instruction that would need to be executed as 

part of a call/return mechanism. The instruction would explicitly move the window pointer. It would be 

executed after a call to allocate space to the called subprogram, and it would be executed again before a 

retum to reset the window pointer to its pre-call location. The addition of one instruction per call and 

another per return may seem to be an insignificant cost, but based on Patterson and Hennessy's 

[Hennessy90] instructions executed per subprogram number of 100, the introduction of two additional 

instructions per subprogram would represent a 2% performance penalty. Though 2% is not a large 

penalty, it is not totally inconsequential. 

A very large register store, a pair of base register address buffers (one for global registers and 

another for window registers, and a pair of instructions that modify the addressing buffers (one that 

performs a relative modification and another that provides an absolute modification), would allow a very 

fast context switching paradigm to be implemented. Such a system with bounds registers could support 

coprocessing with a modicum of register-based data sharing. Optimizing for context switches is generally 

very resource intensive, forcing the currently executing process to function with some subset of the 

otherwise available resource, to allow for the possibility that a context switch may occur. The relative 

infrequency of context switches makes a serious dedication of resources to the minimization of their 

impact an inefficient design strategy. 

In many ways a register stack, or an explicitly controlled relative register addressing capability is 

much more in harmony with Wulf's mandate to provide primitives and not solutions [Wulf81]. 

Unfortunately, a register stack is more complicated and has a slight performance penalty when compared 

to the solution proposed in the next chapter. Its broader applicability as a general register management 

capability is only truly useful when applied to very large register stores. 
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7.6. Register Stack Enhancements 

7.4.1. Compiler Optimizations 

Decreasing the number of calls by in-lining singleton subprograms will have relatively little, if 

any, effect on overflow frequency on register stack organizations. A register stack has a frame growth that 

is based on actual usage and combining two subprograms into a single subprogram will have little effect 

on variable usage. Similarly, non-calls of terminal subprograms will have significantly less impact on 

overflow frequency when employing an RS. If register stack overflow is based on usage instead of 

accessibility, then non-calling of terminals will have no effect. 

7.4.2. Dirty Bits 
Dirty bits are not particularly useful on register stack organizations. Frame size is based on usage 

and therefore all the registers in a frame would be expected to be marked as dirty. Any deviation from the 

aforementioned condition is an indication of an inadequacy in the compilers register allocation algorithm. 

7.4.3. Register Range Allocation 

Register range allocation will benefit register stack organizations in the same manner they 

benefit ORW organizations. An additional benefit of applying range allocation to register stacks is the 

ability of a register stack's reduced per frame register allocation and its resultant ability to compress more 

window frames into given register allocation. 

7.4.4. Transparent Spill/Refill 

Transparent spill/refill (TR/S) will benefit a register stack in the same manner it benefits an 

ORW,, but to a greater extent. A register stack frame will only contain active registers and thus a TS/R 

mechanism will not waste any time spilling inactive registers. The superior usage tracking provided by a 

register stack will enhance a TS/R's ability to save and restore frames before they are needed and will thus 

decrease overflow frequency. Context switch latency will also benefit from the diminished unsaved context 

that results from TS/R. 
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8. Proposed Organization 

One way to overcome the basic inadequacies of overlapping register windows is to make register 

spill and refill an automatic background process. If this is done properly, the size of the physical register 

store can be decreased and the incidence of window overflow and underflow can be reduced to almost zero 

for all process types, while at the same time reducing the amount of processor based context information; 

thus improving both the run time performance and context switch latency of a system. Transparent 

spill/refill (background register storage/retrieval) can be accomplished by the inclusion of a simple state- 

machine that writes allocated, but inactive, windows to memory; and that reloads previously saved 

windows. 

The basic data register organization in the proposed system is built on a type-partitioned register 

set in which the scalar register partition uses a five-bit address to reference a 48-element register 

compliment, the pointer partition uses a five-bit address to access a 48-element register compliment, the 

floating-point partition uses a five-bit address to access a 24-element register compliment and a 16- 

element floating-point constant store, and the vector register partition uses a three-bit address to access a 

16-element register store. Each register partition also contains special purpose I/O registers and 

synchronization registers. The scalar, pointer, and floating-point partitions are divided into two primary 

sub-partitions: global, and window. The window partition controls access to the first 32 registers (16 in 

the floating-point partition), and the global partition accesses the remaining registers of each set. The 

vector register partition is divided into an eight-element stack partition and a five-element global 

partition. 

8.1. Register Partitioning 

8.1.1. Register Mapped Interpartition Communication 

The special purpose I/O and synchronization registers are used to interconnect the processor's 

functional units. The I/O registers are used to connect the functional units to the data I/O unit. Data that is 

to be written to memory is placed in an I/O register and the data addressing unit (DAU) independently 

issues a write instruction. If the DAU issues its write instruction before the functional unit associated with 

the write has loaded its I/O register, then the operation of the DAU will be halted until the associated 

functional unit loads its I/O register. If a functional unit attempts to load its I/O register before the DAU 

has finished writing the I/O register's previous contents, then the operation of the functional unit is halted 

until the I/O register has been cleared by the DAU. 
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The synchronization registers are used to communicate data and synchronization information 

between the scalar processing unit (SPU) and the other processing units. Synchronization and data I/O 

transfers are exactly alike, except for the identity of the functional unit with which communication is 

taking place. The SPU has three synchronization registers, and the floating-point processing unit (FPU), 

the DAU, and the instruction addressing unit (IAU) each have a single synchronization register. The 

FPU/SPU interconnection automatically translates a 32-bit scalar value into its 64-bit floating point 

equivalent and vice versa. The DAU/SPU and IAU/SPU interconnections both provide offset only data 

interchange, no segment information is transferred. If the data interchange formats are determined to be 

deficient for some specific instance of interpartition communication, then external memory can be used as 

a translation free interchange environment. This funneling of all inter-subprocessor communication 

through the SPU is based on the general nature of scalar data and the specific nature of pointers, vectors, 

and floating-point values. There are straight forward mechanisms for moving information between the 

SPU and the FPU, but the mechanism to employ for translating a floating-point number into a pointer is 

much less obvious, and the need for such movement is infrequent (some languages, like ALGOL, allow 

floating-point array indices, but a complete offset calculation will usually involve some amount of scalar 

data and thus forcing the data to move via the SPU will have minimal, if any, impact on performance). 

The special purpose registers act like single element FIFO's that have empty and full status 

indicators. Data may only be placed in a non full FIFO and data can only be taken from a non empty 

FIFO. Attempts to take from an empty FIFO or give to a full FIFO cause the functional unit making the 

attempt to become halted until the FIFO's status changes. A FIFO depth of one has been selected for 

simplicity. Deeper FIFO's could be used. A deeper FIFO results in more subprocessor execution 

independence and more potential processor based context information that would need storing during a 

context switch. 

8.1.2. Scalar Register Partition 

The scalar register partition consists of: an I/O register, three synchronization registers, 12 global 

registers, and a 32-element register window. A five-bit register address is used to access the scalar 

registers. Register addresses 0-15 reference the window registers, addresses 16-27 reference the global 

registers, addresses 28-30 reference the synchronization registers, and address 31 references the I/O 

register. The 16 accessible window registers are divided into argument and temporary register partitions, 

each of which contain eight registers (see Table 51). The 32-register data window partition is treated as 

circular buffers. All scalar register window addresses are calculated in five bits of precision using 

truncation arithmetic to wrap register addresses. A two-bit current window pointer is used to determine 
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which of the four possible register frames is currently accessible. The current window pointer indicates the 

location of the eight-register block that contains the current window's argument registers. A six-bit 

absolute register address is generated by concatenating the most significant bit of a register address, the 

sum of the current window pointer and the second most significant bit of the register address, and the least 

significant three bits of the specified register address. Figure 29 contains the scalar virtual address to 
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Register Address Frame 1 Frame 1 Frame 1 Frame 1 

Physical | Virtual Interpretation Interpretation Interpretation Interpretation 

0 0/8 {| Argument Scalar 0 Temporary Scalar 0 

1 1/9 | Argument Scalar 1 Temporary Scalar 1] 

2 2/10 | Argument Scalar 2 Temporary Scalar 2 

3 3/11 | Argument Scalar 3 Temporary Scalar 3 

4 4/12 | Argument Scalar 4 Temporary Scalar 4 

5 5/13 | Argument Scalar 5 Temporary Scalar 5 

6 6/14 | Argument Scalar 6 Temporary Scalar 6 

7 7/15 {| Argument Scalar 7 Temporary Scalar 7 

8 8/0 | Temporary Scalar 0 Argument Scalar 0 

9 9/1 | Temporary Scalar 1 Argument Scalar 1 

10 10/2 | Temporary Scalar 2 Argument Scalar 2 

11 11/3 | Temporary Scalar 3 Argument Scalar 3 

12 12/4 | Temporary Scalar 4 Argument Scalar 4 

13 13/5 | Temporary Scalar 5 Argument Scalar 5 

14 14/6 | Temporary Scalar 6 Argument Scalar 6 

15 15/7 | Temporary Scalar 7 Argument Scalar 7 

16 8/0 Temporary Scalar 0 Argument Scalar 0 

17 9/1 Temporary Scalar 1 Argument Scalar 1 

18 10/2 Temporary Scalar 2 Argument Scalar 2 

19 11/3 Temporary Scalar 3 Argument Scalar 3 

20 12/4 Temporary Scalar 4 Argument Scalar 4 

21 13/5 Temporary Scalar 5 Argument Scalar 5 

22 14/6 Temporary Scalar 6 Argument Scalar 6 

23 15/7 Temporary Scalar 7 Argument Scalar 7 

24 8/0 Temporary Scalar 0 Argument Scalar 0 

25 9/1 Temporary Scalar 1 Argument Scalar 1 

26 10/2 Temporary Scalar 2 Argument Scalar 2 

27 11/3 Temporary Scalar 3 Argument Scalar 3 

28 12/4 Temporary Scalar 4 Argument Scalar 4 

29 13/5 Temporary Scalar 5 Argument Scalar 5 

30 14/6 Temporary Scalar 6 Argument Scalar 6 

3] 15/7 Temporary Scalar 7 Argument Scalar 7 

32 16 Global Scalar 0 Global Scalar 0 Global Scalar 0 Global Scalar 0 

33 17 Global Scalar 1 Global Scalar 1 Global Scalar 1 Global Scalar 1 

34 18 Global Scalar 2 Global Scalar 2 Global Scalar 2 Global Scalar 2 

35 19 Global Scalar 3 Global Scalar 3 Global Scalar 3 Global Scalar 3 

36 20 Global Scalar 4 Global Scalar 4 Global Scalar 4 Global Scalar 4 

37 Global Scalar 5 Global Scalar 5 Global Scalar 5 Global Scalar 5 

38 22 Global Scalar 6 Global Scalar 6 Global Scalar 6 Global Scalar 6 

39 23 Global Scalar 7 Global Scalar 7 Global Scalar 7 Global Scalar 7 

40 24 Global Scalar 8 Global Scalar 8 Global Scalar 8 Global Scalar 8 

41 25 Global Scalar 9 Global Scalar 9 Global Scalar 9 Global Scalar 9 

42 26 Global Scalar 10 Global Scalar 10 Global Scalar 10 Global Scalar 10 

43 27 Global Scalar 11 Global Scalar 11 Global Scalar 11 Global Scalar 11 

44 28 Pointer Sync. Pointer Sync. Pointer Sync. Pointer Sync. 

45 29 Floating-Point Sync. | Floating-Point Sync. | Floating-Point Sync. _{ Floating-Point Sync. 

46 30 Vector Sync. Vector Sync. Vector Sync. Vector Sync. 

47 31 Scalar /O Scalar I/O Scalar I/O Scalar I/O           
  

Table 51. Scalar Register Set Organization 
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physical address translation circuit. The gate count and delay imposed by this circuit are minimal. 

Propagation time for the register address circuit will not necessarily effect cycle time because the 

translation can be performed during the instruction decode stage of a pipelined processor. 

The 12 global registers are logically organized into callee-save, caller-save groups, with 6 

registers in each partition. These groups are purely logical, no hardware particularities differentiate them. 

The distinction is one that helps minimize the amount of global register saving necessary before a global 

can be reallocated by a subprogram. If a subprogram used a callee-save register, it would need to save the 

previous value in the register prior to using the register and then restore the registers previous value 

before returning. A subprogram can use a caller-save register without regard to its previous value, but a 

caller-save register's value needed to transcend a subprogram call, then the subprogram making the call 

would need to save the register prior to making the call and then restore the register at some point after 

the call. 

8.1.3. Pointer Register Partition 

The pointer register partition consists of: an I/O register, a synchronization registers, 14 global 

registers, and a 32-element register window. A five-bit register address is used to access the pointer 

registers. Register addresses 0-15 reference the window registers, addresses 16-29 reference the global 

registers, address 30 reference the synchronization register, and address 31 references the I/O register (see 

Table 52). The 16 accessible window registers are organized in the same fashion employed in the scalar 

partition. Address translation is also the same as that used in the scalar register partition, except for the 

increased size of the global partition and the corresponding decrease in the synchronization register count. 

The global pointer registers are split into two seven-register logical groups for callee-save and caller-save 

purposes. 

8.1.4. Floating-Point Register Partition 

The floating-point register partition consists of: an I/O register, a synchronization registers, six 

global registers, and a 16-element register window. A four-bit register address is used to access the pointer 

registers. Register addresses 0-7 reference the window registers, addresses 8-13 reference the global 

registers, address 14 reference the synchronization register, and address 15 references the I/O register. 

The eight accessible window registers are divided into argument and temporary register partitions, each of 

which contain four registers (see Table 53). The 16-register data window partition is treated as a circular 

buffer. All floating-point register window addresses are calculated in four bits of precision using 

truncation arithmetic to wrap register addresses. The two-bit current window pointer is used to determine



which of the four possible floating-point register frames is currently accessible. The current window 

pointer indicates the location of the four-register block that contains the current window's argument 

registers. A five-bit absolute register address is generated by concatenating the most significant bit of the 

register address, the sum of the current window pointer and the second most significant bit of the register 

address, and the least significant two bits of the specified register address. Figure 30 contains the floating- 

point virtual address to physical data address translation circuit. The gate count and delay imposed by this 

circuit are minimal. Propagation time for the register address circuit will not necessarily effect cycle time 

because the translation can be performed during the instruction decode stage of a pipelined processor. The 

global floating-point registers are split into two three-register logical groups for callee-save and caller- 

save purposes. 
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Register Address Frame 1 Frame 1 Frame 1 Frame 1 
Physical| Virtual Interpretation Interpretation Interpretation Interpretation 

0 0/8 | Argument Pointer 0 Temporary Pointer 0 

1 1/9 | Argument Pointer 1 Temporary Pointer 1 

2 2/10 | Argument Pointer 2 Temporary Pointer 2 

3 3/11 | Argument Pointer 3 Temporary Pointer 3 

4 4/12 | Argument Pointer 4 Temporary Pointer 4 

5 § / 13 | Argument Pointer 5 Temporary Pointer 5 

6 6/14 | Argument Pointer 6 Temporary Pointer 6 

7 7/15 | Argument Pointer 7 Temporary Pointer 7 

8 8/0 | Temporary Pointer0 | Argument Pointer 0 

9 9/1 | Temporary Pointer 1 | Argument Pointer 1 

10 10/2 | Temporary Pointer 2 | Argument Pointer 2 

11 11/3 | Temporary Pointer 3 | Argument Pointer 3 

12 12/4 | Temporary Pointer 4 | Argument Pointer 4 

13 13/5 | Temporary Pointer5 | Argument Pointer 5 

14 14/6 | Temporary Pointer 6 | Argument Pointer 6 

15 15/7 | Temporary Pointer 7 | Argument Pointer 7 

16 8/0 Temporary Pointer 0 | Argument Pointer 0 

17 9/1 Temporary Pointer 1 | Argument Pointer 1 

18 10/2 Temporary Pointer 2 | Argument Pointer 2 

19 11/3 Temporary Pointer 3 | Argument Pointer 3 

20 12/4 Temporary Pointer 4 | Argument Pointer 4 

21 13/5 Temporary Pointer5 | Argument Pointer 5 

22 14/6 Temporary Pointer 6 { Argument Pointer 6 

23 15/7 Temporary Pointer 7 | Argument Pointer 7 

24 8/0 Temporary PointerO {| Argument Pointer 0 

25 9/1 Temporary Pointer 1__| Argument Pointer 1 

26 10/2 Temporary Pointer 2 | Argument Pointer 2 

27 11/3 Temporary Pointer 3 | Argument Pointer 3 

28 12/4 Temporary Pointer 4 | Argument Pointer 4 

29 13/5 Temporary Pointer5 | Argument Pointer 5 

30 14/6 Temporary Pointer 6 | Argument Pointer 6 

31 15/7 Temporary Pointer 7 | Argument Pointer 7 

32 16 Global Pointer 0 Global Pointer 0 Global Pointer 0 Global Pointer 0 

33 17 Global Pointer 1 Global Pointer 1 Global Pointer 1 Global Pointer 1 

34 18 Global Pointer 2 Global Pointer 2 Global Pointer 2 Global Pointer 2 

35 19 Global Pointer 3 Global Pointer 3 Global Pointer 3 Global Pointer 3 

36 20 Global Pointer 4 Global Pointer 4 Global Pointer 4 Global Pointer 4 

37 21 Global Pointer 5 Global Pointer 5 Global Pointer 5 Global Pointer 5 

38 22 Global Pointer 6 Global Pointer 6 Global Pointer 6 Global Pointer 6 

39 23 Global Pointer 7 Global Pointer 7 Global Pointer 7 Global Pointer 7 

40 24 Global Pointer 8 Global Pointer 8 Global Pointer 8 Global Pointer 8 

41 25 Global Pointer 9 Global Pointer 9 Global Pointer 9 Global Pointer 9 

42 26 Global Pointer 10 Global Pointer 10 Global Pointer 10 Global Pointer 10 

43 27 Global Pointer 11 Global Pointer 11 Global Pointer 11 Global Pointer 11 

44 28 Global Pointer 12 Global Pointer 12 Global Pointer 12 Global Pointer 12 

45 29 Global Pointer 13 Global Pointer 13 Global Pointer 13 Global Pointer 13 

46 30 Scalar Sync. Scalar Sync. Scalar Sync. Scalar Sync. 

47 31 Pointer I/O Pointer /O Pointer I/O Pointer I/O 

Table 52. Pointer Register Set Organization 
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Register Address Frame 1 Frame 1 Frame 1 Frame 1 

Physical} Virtual Interpretation Interpretation Interpretation Interpretation 

0 Q / 4] Argument Float 0 Temporary Float 0 

1 1 / 5] Argument Float 1 Temporary Float 1 

2 2 / 6] Argument Float 2 Temporary Float 2 

3 3 / 7] Argument Float 3 Temporary Float 3 

4 4 / 0] Temporary Float 0 Argument Float 0 

5 5 / 1} Temporary Float 1 Argument Float 1 

6 6 / 2} Temporary Float 2 Argument Float 2 

7 7 / 3 | Temporary Float 3 Argument Float 3 

8 4/0 Temporary Float 0 Argument Float 0 

9 5/1 Temporary Float 1 Argument Float 1 

10 6 / 2 Temporary Float 2 Argument Float 2 

11 7/3 Temporary Float 3 Argument Float 3 

12 4/90 Temporary Float 0 Argument Float 0 

13 §/1 Temporary Float 1 Argument Float 1 

14 6 / 2 Temporary Float 2 Argument Float 2 

15 7 / 3 Temporary Float 3 Argument Float 3 

16 8 Global Float 0 Global Float 0 Global Float 0 Global Float 0 

17 9 Global Float 1 Global Float 1 Global Float 1 Global Float 1 

18 10 Global Float 2 Global Float 2 Global Float 2 Global Float 2 

19 11 Global Float 3 Global Float 3 Global Float 3 Global Float 3 

20 12 Global Float 4 Global Float 4 Global Float 4 Global Float 4 

21 13 Global Float 5 Global Float 5 Global Float 5 Global Float 5 

22 14 Scalar Sync. Scalar Sync. Scalar Sync. Scalar Sync. 

23 15 Float VO Float /O Float VO Float VO               
  Table 53. Floating-Point Register Set Organization 
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A four-bit register address allows the FPU to incorporate a modicum of an immediate operand 

processing capability. As discussed earlier, floating-point immediates are seldom supported. Using a 4-bit 

floating-point register address on a machine that typically uses a five-bit register address field, allows the 

address bit to be expanded to include a set of register mapped floating-point constants. Frequently used 

floating-point constants like 0.0, 1.0, -1.0, 2.0, 10.0, m, and e, can be embedded into a 16-element read- 

only memory. This allows at least some of the values that one would like to be able to use as immediates 

to be used at full precision without first loading them. Attempts to write to the constant floating-point 

registers would be treated like no-store operations. These constant registers can be useful destinations for 

the results of comparisons for which only the condition status is needed. 

8.1.5. Vector Register Partition 

The vector register organization is built on a 16-element register set comprised of a five-register 

global partition, an eight-register stack partition, a an I/O register, a synchronization register and a 

exception return vector. The stack partition controls the first eight vector registers and the global vector 

partition contains the last five registers of the vector register set. A three-bit register address is used to 

access the vector register set. Vector register addresses 1-5 reference the global registers, address zero is 

the exception return vector or the vector stack, address six references the synchronization register, and 

address seven references the I/O register. Address zero typically accesses the register currently referenced 

by the vector stack pointer, but when vector spilling/refilling is disabled, or when exceptions are being 

procesed, this register address accesses a reserved register location. Reserving a register for exception 

processing allows at least one subprogram j ump_subroutine (jsr) to be associated with exception 

processing without the possibility of generating a vector stack overflow. 

A three-bit vector top-of-stack (VTOS) is used to determine which of the eight possible stack 

registers has been copied into the top-of-stack register, and to indicate which of the eight stack registers is 

accessible via vector register zero. Writing to the vector top-of-stack register sets whichever stack register 

is currently accessible by the VTOS. The eight-register vector window partition is treated as a circular 

buffer. If the VTOS contains a seven and is incremented it will wrap back to zero and if it contains a zero 

and is decremented it will wrap back to seven. Execution of cal] or jSr instructions increments the 

current vector pointer and places the return address vector in the vector register referenced by the newly 

incremented VTOS. Thus the current top-of-stack vector register contains the code address to which 

control should be transferred when a return or return_subroutine (rsr) instruction is 

executed. This means that subprograms have access to their return vectors. Return vector manipulation, or 

multi-level returns may require direct interaction with the transparent context storage system and so 
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manipulation of the return vector should be considered carefully. When processing exceptions the same 

vector register address is used by the jsr and rsr instruction execution mechanism uses the same register 

address it uses during normal processing, but the efective address resolution circuit selects the reserved 

vector location instead of the location referenced by the VTOS. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

        

Physical Register Address|Virtual Register Addres Register Identifier 

0 Stack Vector 0 

1 Stack Vector 1 

2 Stack Vector 2 

3 Stack Vector 3 

4 Stack Vector 4 

5 Stack Vector 5 

6 Stack Vector 6 

7 Stack Vector 7 

8 0 Stack_Vector[VTOS] / Exception Vector 

9 1 Global Vector 0 

10 2 Global Vector 1 

11 3 Global Vector 2 

12 4 Global Vector 3 

13 5 Global Vector 4 

14 6 Scalar Synchronization 

15 7 Vector VO   
  

Table 54. Vector Register Set Organization 
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Figure 31. Vector Register Logical to Physical Address Translation Circuit. 
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Figure 31 contains the vector register virtual address to physical address translation circuit. The 

gate count and delay imposed by this circuit are minimal. The vector register set is small because, except 

for return vector maintenance, program's have minimal need for vector register storage. A physically 

small, spatially close register store also helps to minimize access delays, thus minimizing the amount of 

delayed branching necessary when using vector register based targets. The global vector registers are split 

into a 3-register callee-save group and a 2-register caller-save group. 

The vector stack and data window storage areas use different window frame pointers, VTOS and 

current window pointer respectively, because subprograms can be jumped to instead of called. Calling 

requires allocation of new data register windows in addition to a vector push. Subprogram jumping only 

necessitates a vector push. This unsynchronizes the data window and vector stack growth and forces the 

transparent spill mechanism to maintain them in separate storage spaces. 

8.1.6. Argument/Temporary vs. Argument/Local/Temporary Partitioning 

A standard register window organization contains three partitions within the register window: 

argument, local, and temporary. The window overlap is such that the local registers are the private 

purview of a single subprogram and the argument and temporary partitions are shared with the 

subprogram's ancestor and descendent subprograms respectively. The proposed organization does not 

contain any local registers. Half a subprogram's window allocation is shared with its caller and the other 

half are shared with its callees. In this proposed bifurcated window organization the local registers are 

logically included in the argument register partition. A five-bit register address can access numerous 

combinations of global, argument, local, and temporary or global, argument, and temporary registers. 

Using a standard 8/8/8/8 partitioning of global/argument/local/temporary registers, 16 new registers are 

allocated per frame. Thus for a register set to contain four frames it would need to contain at least 64 

window registers, plus the global registers. An organization that has multiple register sets can use a 

smaller per frame allocation. A subprogram's argument and local register allocations are divided between 

multiple functional units and thus the amount of storage any single unit needs to provide is decreased. If 

the scalar and pointer register sets are organized so that each allocates half as many new registers per 

frame as the standard unified register set, then a 4/4/4/4 partitioning would result. A four-register global 

partition is not large enough to support both interpartition communication and to provide some minimal 

number of global registers. If the global partition is expanded in the normal quad-partitioning than a 

20/4/4/4 partitioning would result. While such a partitioning is certainly workable, a 16/8/0/8 partitioning 

is more flexible. 
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A 16-global, eight-argument, and eight-temporary register partitioning logically combines the 

argument and local partitions. This allows a more flexible treatment of arguments and local registers by 

allowing argument lists that would otherwise be to large for register-basing to be passed in the registers. 

The size of he global partition is decreased slightly to increase the size of the temporary register partition. 

This organization provides the desired halving of per subprogram allocation, while at the same time 

increasing the maximum number of arguments that can be passed in registers. The increase in the size of 

the global partition is such that register addresses mapped to communication/synchronization purposes 

does not interfere with normal global register allocations. A five-bit register address field places relatively 

little stress on immediate field size, and decreasing register address field size to four bits would provide 

little, if any, benefit. 

A compiler-based register allocator will function on a combined argument/local register 

partitioning as it will on separate argument and local registers. The allocator knows on subprogram 

invocation which registers contain arguments. All remaining registers in the argument/local partition can 

be used for local variable storage. If an argument's informational value is exhausted, then the argument's 

register can be reallocated to a local argument. Temporary registers can be used for temporary value 

storage and for argument passing. No value placed in a temporary register would be expected to transcend 

a subprogram call. The lack of a hard partitioning between the local and global partition would make no 

difference to a compiler, except for the fact that larger argument lists can be received and sent via 

registers. Thus the incorporation of the local register partition into the argument register partition has 

numerous advantages and no real disadvantages. 

8.2. Transparent Spill/Refill with Explicit Global Storage 

8.2.1. Transparent Spill and Refill 

Transparent spill and refill is managed by a state-machine. The state-machine is functionally 

composed of six major components: the data spill, data refill, vector spill, and vector refill state-machines; 

the context port manager; and the state-machine priority arbitrator. The data spill machine manages the 

transparent movement of information from the pointer, scalar, and floating-point register sets to the 

context store. The data refill machine manages the transparent movement of information from the context 

store to the pointer, scalar, and floating-point register sets. The vector spill machine manages the 

transparent movement of information from the vector stack to the context store. The vector refill machine 

manages the transparent movement of information from the context store to the vector stack. The context 
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port manager handles transfers between the processor and the external context store. The state-machine 

priority arbiter decides which of spill/refill components will have access to the context port. 

Four supervisor controlled flags are used to enable and disable the processor's spill/refill 

mechanism. The data spill enable and vector spill enable flags determine whether the data register sets 

and vector stack will spill registers. The data refill enable and vector refill enable flags determine 

whether the register sets and vector stack will refill registers. If spill is enabled, then refill should 

generally be enabled also, except when context switching. Disabling refill at the beginning of a context 

switch could be used to force context spilling, thus clearing the registers so that a new process can be 

loaded. 

If data spill and refill are both disabled, then the transparent data spill/refill mechanism's buffers 

and the current window pointer will be unaffected by the execution of ca] ] and return instructions. 

This creates a fixed register allocation within which all registers must be explicitly managed if their 

contents are to be preserved. If vector spill and refill are disabled, then the transparent vector spill/refill 

mechanism's buffers and the VTOS will be unaffected by the execution of cal1, jsr, return, andrsr 

instructions. This will logically make the stack register currently referenced by the VTOS a global register 

that is the implied return address destination for ca] ] and rsr instructions. A processor with all spill 

and refill disabled would operate like one that had only global registers. This means that if a process 

existed whose operation was impeded by the overlapping register window with a transparent spill/refill 

mechanism, that the register window organization would be logically excised as far as the operation of 

that process was concerned. 

8.2.2. Spill/Refill Priority 

The spill/refill state-machines have six priority levels. The vector stack state is defined as near- 

spill if the spill address plus two is greater than or equal to the VTOS (spill_address + 2 >= VTOS). If 

vector spill is not inhibited or in a near state, then it is defined as being in far-spill state. The vector stack 

state is defined as near-refill if the refill address plus two is less than or equal to the VTOS (refill_address 

+ 2 <= VTOS). If vector refill is not inhibited or in a near state, then it is defined as being in far-refill 

state. The far vector states have priority over the data state-machines which have priority over the near 

vector stated, and the refill state-machines have priority over the spill state machines. Table 55. contains 

the spill/refill priority table. 
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State Priority 

Far-Vector Refill Highest 

Far-Vector Spill 

Data Refill 

Data Spill 
Near-Vector Refill 

Near-Vector Spill Lowest 

Table 55. Spill/Refill Priority 

  

  

  

  

  

          
Once a state machine begins spilling or refilling it will continue that activity until it finishes the 

frame or until its operation is inhibited. Whenever a state-machine finishes its activity or is inhibited, the 

state-machine priority arbiter gives the uninhibited state machine with the highest priority access to the 

context port manager. 

Far-vector activities are given priority over data activities because vector frames spill and refill 

more quickly than data frames and because the current vector frame location can show more volatility 

than the current data frame location. Data activities are given priority over near-vector activities because 

there are eight complete vector frames and only three data frames and thus a near-vector state is only 

worth attending to if there is nothing else to do. 

Refill is given priority over spill because programs show higher uninterrupted return rates then 

call rates, and because the positive relationship between register usage and spill/refill cycles is not as 

meaningful for refill as it is for spill. It may seem that spill should be given priority because context 

switch latency is a function of how much unspilled context a process contains and because erroneous 

programs, and programs that make use of an exit feature, will perform more calls then returns, but in both 

cases, a context switch will need to save the global registers in the foreground leaving the spill mechanism 

time to spill data windows and the vector stack in background. In practice the priority distinction between 

spill and refill will be meaningless because only one action will generally be possible. 

8.2.3. The Data Spill and Refill State Machines 

Associated with each data register is a use bit. A set use bit indicates that the associated register 

has been modified (used) by a subprogram. The use bits of the 20 registers in a frame (eight pointer, eight 

scalar, and four floating-point) are combined into a 24-bit entity called a spill map. A single 64-bit 

floating-point register will appear to the spill and refill mechanisms to be a pair of 32-bit registers and 

thus each floating-point register in a frame is represented by two bits in a refill map. If the use bit for a 

floating-point register is set, then both of the corresponding bits in the spill map will be set. The TS/R 

mechanism's floating-point register port is only 32-bits wide. A five-bit address is used by the TS/R 

mechanism to access the 16-registers in the floating-point register set's window partition. An additional 
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bit is appended to what would otherwise be the least significant bit of a floating-point register address to 

select either the upper or lower 32-bits of the register. One spill map is associated with each frame. 

Four 10-bit frame address buffers maintain the context memory addresses used by the spill/refill 

mechanism. One frame address buffer is associated with each window frame. The most significant two 

bits of each frame address can only be modified by the initial ize_refi11] instruction and are 

unaffected by the operation of the spill/refill state-machines. The remaining bits of a frame address will 

wrap back to zero if they overflow the lower eight bits of their precision and they will wrap back to 255 if 

they underflow their precision. No attempt is made to detect these conditions because the TCS chip (to be 

discussed later) manages buffer depth independently and will interrupt the processor if any difficulties are 

encountered. 

The current window pointer buffer, also used by the register address translation circuit, is used to 

calculate spill/refill state information, to determine whether a spill halt or a refill halt needs to be 

generated, and to manage the spill and refill pointers. The spill pointer is a two-bit buffer that maintains 

the location of the window currently being spilled, or that is to be spilled next. The refill pointer is a two- 

bit buffer that maintains the location of the window currently being refilled, or that is to be refilled next. 

The spill register address generator is a 24-bit buffered circuit that takes as input a spill map and 

generates as output a sequential list of the absolute register addresses whose use bits are set in the spill 

map. The output address list begins with the lowest numbered used pointer register within the spill range 

and progress up through the scalar registers and finally ends with the least significant 32-bits of the 

highest numbered used floating-point register within the spill range. The temporary frame address is a 

10-bit buffered circuit that maintains the context memory locations of the registers being spilled and 

wraps in eight bits of precision in the same manner as the frame addresses.. 

The refill address generator is a 24-bit buffered circuit that takes as input a spill map and 

generates as output a sequential list of the absolute register addresses whose use bits are set in the spill 

map. The returned address list begins with the least significant 32-bits of the highest numbered used 

floating-point register within the spill range and progress down through the scalar registers and finally 

ends with the lowest numbered used pointer register within the spill range. The temporary frame address 

is also used for register refilling. 

8.2.4. Transparent Data Spill/Refill Operation 

Whenever a register is loaded or is used as a destination register, the use bit associated with that 

register is set. A use bit will remain set until interaction with the call/return or transparent spill/refill 
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mechanism clears it. Use bits provide the transparent spill/refill mechanism with a bit-map of which 

registers need to be spilled to clear a frame and which registers need to be refilled to recover a frame. 

If the transparent spill/refill arbitration scheme gives priority to data spill, then the data spill 

state-machine begins a frame spill by examining the spill pointer. The spill pointer indicates which 

absolute register number range needs to be spilled. If the spill pointer contains a 0, then absolute registers 

0-7 of the pointer and scalar, and absolute registers 0-3 of the floating-point register sets are within the 

spill range. A one, two, or three in the spill pointer would place absolute scalar/pointer and floating-point 

register numbers 8-15 and 4-7, 16-23 and 8-11, or 24-31 and 12-15 respectively in the spill range. The 

frame address buffer associated with the spill pointer indicates the beginning location in context memory 

for the spill and the spill map associated with the spill pointer indicates which registers need to be spilled. 

Spilling is started when the data spill state-machine concurrently loads the spill register address 

generator with the spill map referenced by the spill pointer, loads its temporary frame address with an 

incremented version of the frame address associated with the frame preceding that referenced by the spill 

pointer, and sends to the context port manager the same frame address value loaded into the temporary 

frame address. When the context port manager receives an address from the spill data state-machine, it 

will begin a new spill cycle using the temporary frame address as the frame's base address. The data spill 

state-machine will then sequential write to the context store, starting at the base address, the registers 

whose addresses are generated by the spill address generator. The temporary frame address is 

incremented each time a word of data is sent to the context port manager. After all the registers flagged by 

the spill map have been spilled, and the temporary frame address has been correspondingly incremented, 

the spill map used by the spill register address generator to extract the list of active registers is sent to the 

context port manager and the temporary frame address is once again incremented. The context port 

manager is then instructed to end its transfer and the value in the temporary frame pointer is loaded into 

the frame address associated with the spill pointer. The spill pointer is then incremented. The data spill 

State-machine has now completed the spilling of a frame and control is returned to the state-machine 

priority arbitration circuit. If for some reason the spill is interrupted, then the spill map and frame address 

values of the interrupted frame will be unchanged from their values at the start of the spill. 

If the transparent spill/refill arbitration scheme gives priority to data refill, then the data refill 

state-machine begins a frame refill by examining the refill pointer. The refill pointer indicates which 

absolute register number range needs to be refilled. Refill ranges are the same as spill ranges. Registers 

refill will begin from the context memory location referenced by the frame address buffer associated with 

the refill pointer. The frame address buffer associated with the refill pointer indicates the beginning 

location in context memory for the refill and the spill map associated with the refill pointer indicates 

which registers need to be spilled. 
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Refilling is started when the data refill state-machine loads the frame address associated with the 

refill pointer into the temporary frame address, while at the same time sending the frame address to the 

context port manager. When the context port manager receives an address from the refill data state- 

machine, it will begin a new refill cycle using the frame address as the frame's terminal context storage 

address and then fetch data from successively decreasing locations. The data refill state-machine will load 

the first data word returned by the context port manager into the refill register address generator, and 

into the spill map of the frame being refilled. The registers whose addresses are subsequently generated by 

the refill register address generator will be used as the destination registers for the sequential stream of 

words returned from the context store. The temporary frame address is decremented each time a word of 

data is retrieved from the context port manager. After all the registers generated by the refill register 

address generator have been refilled, and the temporary frame address has been correspondingly 

decremented, the context port manager is instructed to end its transfer. The value in the temporary frame 

address and the refill pointer are then decremented and the value in the temporary frame address is 

loaded into the frame address associated with the newly decremented refill pointer. The data refill state- 

machine has now completed the filling of a frame and control is retured to the state-machine priority 

arbitration circuit. If for some reason the refill is interrupted, then the refill map and frame address values 

of interrupted frame will be unchanged from their values at the start of the refill. 

8.2.5. Transparent Data Spill/Refill Interaction 

It may be useful to examine the operation of the data state-machines and their interaction with 

the call and return instructions. A simple example will then show how these buffers interact and 

what actions the spill/refill state-machine will take based on their contents. 

The cal] instruction increments the current window pointer, changing the location of the 

current frame. If the spill window pointer plus one is equal to the current window pointer (the frame 

containing the temporary registers of the current window is also referenced by the current window 

pointer), then a spill halt is generated. A spill halt inhibits all foreground processing until the transparent 

spill mechanism can clear the current data and/or vector frame. If the refill window pointer references a 

register in the currently visible window, then the refill window pointer is incremented and refill is 

inhibited. The call instruction clears the spill map of the current temporary frame after all the preceding 

activities have been completed. 

The return instruction decrements the current window pointer, changing the location of the 

current frame. If the refill window pointer equals the current window pointer, then a refill halt is 

generated. A refill halt inhibits all foreground processing until the transparent refill mechanism can 
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reload the current data and/or vector frame. If the spill window pointer equals the current window pointer, 

then the spill window pointer is decremented and spill is inhibited. 

A spill halt is the result of the transparent spill mechanism being unable to keep pace with a 

process’ call frequency. A spill halt forces the processor to wait for the spill state-machine to spill the 

remaining unsaved registers in the current frame. A refill halt is the result of the transparent refill 

mechanism being unable to keep pace with returm frequency. A refill halt forces the processor to wait for 

the refill state-machine to restore the remaining unretrieved registers in the current window. Neither halt 

condition should occur with any regularity. 

There are a number of synergistic aspects of program execution that make the likelihood of spill 

and refill halts essentially zero. There is a relationship between instruction execution count, potential 

register usage, and spill/refill potential. Using a dedicated 16-bit spill port, it takes two instruction cycles 

to spill one word. One instruction can set at most one use bit. This means that for the case of simple data 

transfers and single step arithmetic operations that generate useful new variables, that the transparent spill 

mechanism can output data half as quickly as it can be generated. This worst case performance could 

cause processing delays if it were not for the fact that most arithmetic operations do not create new 

variables, they increment and decrement existing variables, make comparisons whose resultant value is 

not stored, and index pointers [Fairclough82][Hennesey85]. Many new variables that are created, are 

temporary values that have no context value (do not need to transcend the next call). Such temporary 

variables would be generated in the global register set and thus be invisible to the transparent spill 

mechanism. Global variable processing also creates no additional load for the transparent spill/refill 

mechanism. Fortunately, all the time used to generate this temporary data can be concurrently used to 

spill/refill variables that do have context value. 

There is a one subprogram delay between when a subprogram marks registers as spillable and 

when the spill mechanism has access to those registers. A subprogram's registers are not spilled until it 

makes a call. This means that the positive relationship between instructions executed and words 

spilled/refilled has a one call/return offset. This also means that a heavy register user could call a 

sequence of light registers users and cause a spill halt. Fortunately three such subprograms would need to 

be called in rapid succession, without any intervening returns to cause a halt, and programs show 

predominantly short sequential call sequences (see Chapter 5). The same case holds for refill, and though 

programs show slightly higher rates of sequential return sequences than sequential call sequences, the vast 

majority of return sequences are still very short (see Chapter 5 again). This does not mean that programs 

will not call 40 levels deep, it just means that their progress towards 40 call levels will generally be 

accomplished by taking "three steps forward and two steps back". When the fact that terminal 

subprograms do not merit their own data register allocation is factored into this, it means that the 
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spill/refill mechanism will almost always have time to keep itself current, and if it does fall behind, it is 

likely that the future behavior of the program will improve the currency of the spill/refill mechanism not 

exacerbate it. 

Recursive decent becomes an interesting case because recursion logically removes the one 

subprogram offset between register use and register spillability. For such programs the typically beneficial 

relationship between instructions executed and context significant variable creation makes the number 

potential halt occurrences negligible. This allows deeply recursive programs that show typical instruction 

usage to continue uninterrupted. 

The same relationship between instruction cycles, register usage, and spill/refill cycles does not 

hold for refilling. This is the primary reason why refill has priority over spill. This lack of linkage 

between register usage and return frequency makes multiple sequential returns a distinct possibility. 

Fortunately, based on both static and dynamic program measures, this does not happen often, but when it 

does there is a reasonable chance that a refill halt will occur. This is because a spill map only indicates 

which registers have been used, not which registers will be used. Thus the refill mechanism can busy itself 

with the reclamation of registers that will not be used again. 

There may be times when program optimization would benefit from the ability to interact directly 

with the current window's spill map. This could, for some applications, be usefully performed just prior to 

a subprogram call to unflag all argument registers which were previously used, but whose value is no 

longer of interest. This would decrease the number of words of spillable and refillable context associated 

with subprogram and thus allow a modicum of performance tuning for programs whose execution causes 

an inordinate number of spill or refill halts. This capability is easily incorporated, and though not 

generally useful, could provide a significant performance boost to some types of applications. 

There is no reason to generate full exceptions for spill and refill halts because there is not much 

that foreground exception processing can do to remedy the situation, that background processing 

(transparent spill/refill) cannot accomplish just as quickly and much more simply. If a spill or refill halt 

persists for more than 256 cycles®, then spilling and refilling are both disabled and a spill exception is 

generated. The unpredictability of spill and refill halts can make calling a critically timed event difficult 

because of the worst case latency for a spill halt. Fortunately there is an easy way to create a halt free call 

state: after a single level call/return sequence, it is guaranteed that an additional call will not generate a 

spill halt. 

There is nothing that keeps the spill mechanism from loading the two logically non-existent 

frames that precede the initial frame of a process in context memory. For this reason it is "wise" to reserve 
  

8256 cycles is long enough to allow all the links in the spill/refill chain to complete a full frame spill/refill 

and a halt that persists longer than this is an indication of a non-spill/refill related problem. 
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three words containing zeroes at the bottom of the context store allocation for a process. Retrieving the 

nonexistent frames does not cause any harm and allowing these frames to be refilled frees the hardware 

from the complications of detecting the bottom-of-stack state and inhibiting this otherwise benign activity. 

8.2.6. The Vector Spill and Refill State-Machines 

The vector stack does not have use bits associated with its elements. Any vector in the stack is, by 

definition, in use. These are the return vectors and if they are not all maintained then there is no way to 

guarantee proper program execution 

The 10-bit spill address buffer contains the address of both the register to be spilled and context 

memory location into which the register is to be spilled. The least significant three bits of the spill address 

are used as the relative register address of the vector to be spilled. The 10-bit refill address buffer contains 

the address of both the register to be refilled and context memory location from which it is to be refilled. 

The least significant three bits of the refill address are used as the relative register address of the vector to 

be refilled. The most significant two bits of the vector address buffers can only be modified by the 

initialize_refi11 instruction and are unaffected by the operation of the vector spill/refill state- 

machines. The remaining eight bits of the vector spill and refill addresses will wrap back to zero if they 

overflows their eight bits of precision and they will wrap back to 255 if they underflow their precision. No 

attempt is made to detect these conditions because the TCS chip manages buffer depth independently and 

will interrupt the processor if any difficulties are encountered. The VTOS buffer, also used by the vector 

register address translation Circuit, is used to calculate spill/refill state information, to determine whether 

a spill halt or a refill halt must be generated, and to manage the vector spill and refill pointers. 

8.2.7. Transparent Vector Spill/Refill Operation 

If the transparent spill/refill arbitration scheme gives priority to vector spill, then the vector spill 

state-machine begins a vector frame spill by sending the spill address to the context port manager. When 

the context port manager receives an address from the vector spill state-machine, it will begin a vector 

spilling using the spill address as the base address for the spill. After the spill address is sent to the 

context port manager, a stream of vector registers is sent. Each time a vector register is sent to the context 

port manager, the spill address is incremented (the least significant three bits of the spill address are used 

as the relative address of the vector to be spilled). Multiple vector frames can be transferred as part of a 

single vector spill transfer cycle. When the three least significant bits of the vector spill address equal the 

VTOS, vector spill is inhibited. 
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If the transparent spill/refill arbitration scheme gives priority to vector refill, then the vector refill 

state-machine begins a vector frame refill by sending the refill address to the context port manager. When 

the context port manager receives an address from the vector refill state-machine, it will begin a vector 

refilling using the refill address as the base context store address. The context port manage will fetch the 

contents of this address, and those of consecutively smaller addresses, until vector refill is inhibited. 

Multiple vector frames can be transferred as part of a single vector refill transfer cycle. The vectors 

fetched by the context port manager are loaded into the vector register frame referenced by the three least 

significant bits of the refill address and the refill address is then decremented. This process continues 

until the three least significant bits of the vector refill address equal the VTOS, at which time vector refill 

is inhibited. 

8.2.8. Transparent Vector Spill/Refill Interaction 

It may be useful to examine the operation of the vector state-machines and their interaction with 

the call/jsr and return/rsr instructions. A simple example will then show how these buffers 

interact and what actions the spill/refill state-machine will take based on their contents. 

The ca! instruction increments the VTOS. If the incremented VTOS is equal to the three least 

significant bits of the spill address, then a spill halt is generated. If the incremented VTOS is equal to the 

three least significant bits of the refill address, then vector refill is inhibited and the refill address is 

incremented. 

The return instruction decrements the VTOS. If the decremented VTOS is equal to the three 

least significant bits of the refill address, then a refill halt is generated. If the decremented VTOS is equal 

to the three least significant bits of the spill address, then vector spill is inhibited and the vector spill 

address is decremented. 

There is nothing that keeps the spill mechanism from loading the seven logically non-existent 

vector frames that precede the initial vector frame of a process in context memory. Retrieving the 

nonexistent frames does not cause any harm and allowing these frames to be refilled frees the hardware 

from the complications of detecting this otherwise benign activity. 

8.2.9. Process Initialization 

When initializing a process, the operating system address to which control should be transferred 

when the process finishes execution needs to be placed in the vector stack. This can easily be 

accomplished by placing the desired address in the currently accessible register stack location and 

executing a Cal instruction. If word eight of a process’ context store were reserved for this purpose then 
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the VTOS, spill address, and refill address should all be initialized with a 9. This initialization will, when 

refilling is enabled, retrieve one "garbage" word, followed by the return to operating system vector, 

followed by six more "garbage" words. The first "garbage" word retrieved will be placed in the vector 

stack location referenced by the VTOS, and will be overwritten when the operating system places the start 

address of the new process in the vector stack. This allows the context switch mechanism to use a 

return instruction to transfer control to the new process. The remaining "garbage" vectors are retrieved 

from the previously mentioned padding of the vector context area. 

Data register initialization mostly consists of the creation of a group of register frames whose 

spill map’'s are cleared. This is not a necessary condition, but when compared to the alternative of allowing 

the use of random words as spill maps, it does significantly lessen the likelihood of an initial refill halt. 

Cleared spill maps can be achieved by placing four consecutive words containing zeroes at the bottom of 

the context store page to be used for data spilling and initializing the frame address associated with the 

refill pointer with the largest of the four addresses. For example, if context store words 256-511 were 

dedicated to data register refill, then words 256-259 in the context store would be set to zero and the frame 

address associated with the refill pointer would be set to 259. When refill is enabled, the data refill 

mechanism will retrieve the first three of these zeroed spill maps, which will clear the spill maps for three 

of the four window frames. The return that transfers control to the new process will retrieve the remaining 

spill map and Clear the spill map of the remaining uncleared window. 

  

  

  

  

Field Name Bits 

current window pointer 2 

frame address[current window pointer] 10 

spill address 10         
Table 56. Transparent Refill Initialization Word. 

The initialize_refil1 instruction allows the operating system to initialize the VTOS, 

spill address, refill address, current window pointer, spill pointer, refill pointer, and the frame address 

referenced by the refill pointer. Table 56 contains the field information for the refill initialization word. 

The initialize_refi11 instruction uses a scalar register as its data source. Setting the refill buffers 

should only be done when refilling is disabled. The current window pointer field is used to set the spill 

pointer, refill pointer, and current window pointer. All three pointers are set to the same value. Allowing 

the refill pointer and current window pointer to have the same value presents a condition that would 

normally generate a refill halt, but a refill halt will not be generated as long as spill is disabled. Generally 

refill would be enabled before spill. If the refill mechanism has not been able to retrieved the current 

argument register frame when spill is enabled, then a refill halt will be generated. Only one of the frame 
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addresses is initialized, the operation of the refill/spill state-machines will correctly set the remaining 

frame addresses. 

The spill address field of the refill initialization word is used to set the VTOS, spill address and 

refill address. The VTOS is set equal to the three least significant bits of the spill address field. The spill 

address and refill address set equal to the spill address field. For example if the spill address field 

contained a 14, then the spill address would get a 14, the refill address would get a 14, and the VTOS 

would be set to six. Execution of a initialize_refi11 instruction also temporarily uninhibits refill, 

because the initial relationship between the refill address and the VTOS would otherwise inhibit refilling. 

The check for vector refill inhibition is made after a vector is refilled and the refill pointer is decremented. 

The temporary inhibition of vector refill only last until the first vector is refilled, after which normal 

operation is resumed. 

After initializing the spill/refill mechanism and the vector stack, the only remaining information 

the operating system would need to communicate to the new process would be stack, heap, and global data 

partition locations. This information could be obtained via an initialization procedure call or by the 

operating system placing the necessary values in the global and/or current argument registers. Once a 

location is determined for this information the transparent spill mechanism would automatically maintain 

any register window based values. 

If the initialization process seems overly complicated, that is because it is. A much simpler 

methodology would suffice for initialization, but then a different methodology would need to be followed 

to retrieve the context of previously swapped out processes. The preceding process can be shared by both. 

8.2.10. Context Switching 

When saving the state of a process, the only transparent spill/refill buffers that need to be 

preserved are the frame address associated with the spill pointer and the spill address. A context switch 

would generally be performed by executing a pair of ca 11 instructions. This would make all the registers 

used by the process being swapped out, accessible to the spill state-machines. The first call in the context 

switch sequence should disable refill. This will prevent the refill mechanism from attempting to recover a 

frame that will shortly be overwritten and will focus the attention of the transparent spill/refill mechanism 

on spilling. After the execution of the second ca 1, there will be no way of knowing whether spill has 

completed the background storage of all necessary registers except by retrieving the spill status word or by 

executing a long enough instruction sequence to guarantee that even the worst case register spill can 

complete. The save_spi 1] instruction places the spill status word (see Table 57 for its data field 

compliment) in a scalar register so that it can be examined to ensure that spill was complete, and so that



the spill status word can be written to memory. The spill address and the proper frame address are 

retrieved by this instruction, as are the flags that indicate the state of the spill machines. If the spill 

inhibited bits are not set, then the context switch will need to begin some alternative activity and check the 

spill status later, or spin on the spill status word until the desired status is returned. The data fields in the 

spill status word cannot be accurately used until spill has completed. 

  

Field Name Bits 

data spill inhibited 

data refill inhibited 

current window pointer 

spill pointer 

frame address[spill pointer] 1 

vector spill inhibited 

vector refill inhibited 

current vector pointer 3 

spill address 10 

Table 57. Transparent Spill Status Word. 
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Once all the necessary registers have been saved, spill can be disabled and the spill status word 

can be saved as part of the process' memory based context. With spill and refill disabled the operating 

system can execute a initialize refill instruction to load the transparent spill/refill buffers with the 

associated values for the next process to execute. With spill and refill disabled, the operating system can 

treat the currently accessible registers as a large global store, and call and return multiple levels deep 

without saving any context information (register conflicts between subprogram levels can be resolved by a 

global optimization). Given the size of the register compliment, six call levels could be mapped into the 

registers by the operating system without any call/return induced register saving/restoring, other than an 

explicit transfer of the return vector to another vector register to maintain the return address stack. This is 

useful because it means that the operating system can work in the foreground while the transparent 

spill/refill mechanism saves and loads process context in background. Excluding global register context 

storage, which will be discussed later, this means that register maintenance becomes almost free, from a 

foreground processing perspective. 

The current window pointer does not need to be saved for process restoration purposes because 

window location is purely a relative relationship that is not effected by absolute frame location. However, 

the current window pointer is set by spill/refill initialization. Setting the current window location is a 

benign activity for process’ that use the windowing capability. Allowing the current window pointer 

location to be selected would create the capability to maintain two concurrent non-interfering register 

allocations for coprocesses that do not use the register windowing capability. Such processes would never 
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enable spilling or refilling. Switching between processes could be as simple as storing the current return 

address and IP, and setting a new return address, IP and refill initialization word. Such processes would 

share the global register compliment, which could be used for information passing between processes. 

The spill address field of the spill status word over states a process’ true depth of call because of 

the two calls required to make all the registers of the interrupted process spillable. The first call of the 

context switcher pushes the interrupted process’ IP on the vector stack. The second call by the context 

switcher saves the return address of the first context switch subprogram. The return vector of the second 

call will not saved in context memory if spill is disabled at the proper time. Unfortunately, because spill 

cannot be disabled until after the second call by the context switcher, the spill pointer will reference the 

initial context switching subprogram's return address. This necessitates that the spill address field of the 

spill status word be decremented before it is used as the refill address field of the refill status word. If the 

fields are properly arraigned, then the spill status word of the save_spi 11 instruction could have its 

spill address field decremented and then be used as a refill status word of the initialize_refil 

instruction. Decrementing the spill address field is not as easy as it may seem because of the required 

eight-bit arithmetic wraparound within the field. The new process initialization methodology will 

correctly recover the context information from a previously executing process if the preceding 

methodology is followed. Control can then be passed from the context switching code to the reloaded 

process by executing a return instruction. 

8.2.11. Transparent Spill/Refill Circuitry 

The spill/refill state-machine will determine whether to spill or refill and which register and 

context store locations to use for the respective operations. The state machines that make-up the 

transparent spill/refill mechanism are relatively simple, and although the operation of the state machines 

is mostly transparent, there is still a need for some additional data paths to facilitate the movement of data 

between external storage and the register set, and to allow initialization, state recovery, and explicit 

control over the transparent spill/refill state-machines. 

A small number of additional instructions would be necessary to control the spill/refill 

mechanism. A pair of status bits that control spill enabling/disabling and refill enabling/disabling could 

probably be included in an existing control word and would thus require only a minor change. There 

would need to be an instruction that retrieved the status of the spill/refill mechanism, the save_spi 11 

instruction. Another instruction would be needed to set the necessary buffers for initializing the 

transparent spill/refill mechanism, the initialize_refi11 instruction. 
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If a spill map interaction facility is deemed desirable then another pair of instructions would need 

to be added: one for loading a spill map and one for storing a spill map. Saving a spill map is not 

generally useful and is suggested only for symmetry. A compiler would generally only use the set spill 

map instruction and then only when optimizing. 

The transparent nature of spill and refill halts makes a determination of whether to directly 

interact with a spill map to minimize their occurrence difficult to judge. The inclusion of a pair of 

counters for measuring the number of cycles absorbed by spill halts and the number of cycles absorbed by 

refill halts would be useful for determining whether spill map optimization can offer much of a 

performance improvement. A 32-bit spill halt counter could be included that would increment every time 

a processor cycle was halted by the transparent spill mechanism. A 32-bit refill halt counter could be 

included that would increment every time a processor cycle was halted by the transparent refill 

mechanism. Separate instructions to load and store the spill halt counter and the refill halt counter would 

probably not be necessary. A simple store and clear capability could be created that would store the 

contents of one of the indicated counter in a scalar register and then clear the counter would suffice. Spill 

map optimization would be based on the locations of registers with values that are used after the next call. 

The ability to interact with the spill map and record and retrieve the instances of spill/refill halts 

is not generally useful and are only presented because they provide optimizations that in some instances 

could significantly improve program performance. If a decision were made not to support these features in 

a given implementation of a transparent spill/refill mechanism, then most applications would never notice 

their absence. The ease with which these capabilities can be included is the main argument in favor of 

their adoption. 

The TS/R mechanism's impact on the instruction set is relatively minor, two to six extra 

instructions and a couple of additional status bits. The impact on the register stores is somewhat greater. 

A transparent register spill/refill facility necessitates that a port be added to the processor's register sets. If 

the register set would otherwise need three ports, it would now need four. The additional port would be 

dedicated to the transparent spill/refill mechanism. This extra port will never access a register being used 

for foreground processing because the spill/refill mechanism would only access registers outside the 

current window. This means that the register set's memory cell dimensions would not need to be increased 

to accommodate the additional port. The cells would only need their original drive capability. No register 

address calculation circuitry is necessary for the transparent spill/refill mechanism because the spill/refill 

buffers use absolute register addresses. The global partition of the register sets could forego the additional 

port because global registers are invisible to the transparent spill mechanism. 
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8.2.12. Context Transfer Port 

The additional register set ports are connected to the context port manager. Connecting the 

context port manager to an external context store is an interesting problem. One strategy for moving data 

between the register port and external context storage would use otherwise unused data bus cycles to 

read/write register information from/into the context storage area. In this case the context storage area 

would be part of the process’ normal address space and context information transfers would appear to be 

no different from any other data transfer. The other methodology would be to give the register spill/refill 

mechanism its own memory and a dedicated external memory port. 

Using the common data area for context storage has the advantage of a simpler external interface 

for the processor and provides better utilization of existing data paths. ORW organizations have 

significantly less bus traffic than SRS organizations [Patterson85] and so there would normally be plenty 

of free bus cycles. The down side of sharing the data port is a more complicated internal architecture. The 

CPU would need to arbitrate the resulting contention for the data port. The spill/refill state-machine is 

naturally very memory intensive. The arbitration scheme for data port access would have to give 

foreground memory access priority over the spill/refill mechanism (the spill machine's actions can easily 

be undone by the next subprogram call or return). Giving a memory intensive process, foreground access 

priority could effectively keep the spill/refill machine from carrying out its function and thus significantly 

increasing the probability of spill and refill halts. This becomes even more of a problem on a system that 

allows asynchronous (delayed or scoreboarded) register loading and storing. Asynchronous loading allows 

the processor to request the movement of a memory location into a register without the processor waiting 

for the load to finish. The processor keeps track of the location of the uncompleted load. If memory is able 

to load the register before the program attempts to use it as a source register, then the program continues 

without incident. If the asynchronous load has not completed and the program attempts to use the register 

as a source location, then an asynchronous load exception must be generated. Allowing the data port to 

wait for indeterminate periods of time for memory to respond could result in the data port being tied up 

for extended periods of time, thus crippling the spilling/refilling mechanism. Use of the common data area 

for context information would also require all spill related memory address buffers to be the same size as a 

normal data addresses, increasing the number of spill/refill interface control instructions. Mixing context 

information with normal data would also allow context information to tie up valuable cache and/or local 

memory space. 

Providing a dedicated port for context data transfers has the advantage of a simpler internal 

structure and much better performance, but at the price of a higher pin count on the processor and a more 

complicated external environment for the processor. A dedicated port strategy makes TS/R truly 

transparent to the operation of the processor by minimizing the communication between the spill related 
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circuitry and the existing system and by making almost all spill related activity invisible to the existing 

system. A dedicated port allows register spill/refill to use a burst transfer mode, thus significantly 

decreasing the amount of bus traffic. This strategy also allows a more sophisticated data load/store 

methodology to be employed without the complication of making asynchronous memory operations 

interruptable. A dedicated port would be the only acceptable methodology if delayed loads and stores were 

not interruptable, because a single load could potentially block the data bus for an extended period of time 

thus blocking the execution of TS/R operations. 

A separate context port provides a physical segregation of normal data from context information. 

Context information can be considered to be fundamentally different from normal data. Normal data has a 

logical address and can be physically located in any number of levels of the memory hierarchy. Normal 

data is potentially shareable between processes and thus is subject to a cache consistency protocol in a 

multiprocessor system. The context information contained in inaccessible register windows logically does 

not have an address. Only the registers currently accessible in the register store have addresses, and these 

addresses are not memory addresses. On a simple ORW machine this would mean that once the current 

register window no longer provides access to a given register, that register becomes inaccessible, and 

inviolate, until it again falls within the address range of the current window. There is no reason for 

context information to be subjected to a cache consistency paradigm or to be spread across a system's 

memory hierarchy. It logically does not even exist outside the CPU unless or until its associated process is 

interrupted. 

The separation of a process’ context data from its other data is useful while the process is active, 

but not when the process is inactive. The system must be able to move a process’ context data through the 

memory subsystem as if it were a block of data. It would therefore be useful for the context memory to be 

extemally addressable, and not only accessible via the context port. If context memory were not externally 

addressable, then a context switch would require that the contents of the context store be shuttled back 

through the CPU before they could be stored in memory. It would not be practical to make the context 

store large enough to hold the context for all the waiting and blocked processes in addition to the active 

process. The potential storage requirements for such a subsystem would be excessive, and even if the size 

of the store were not of significance, doing so would make multiprocessing less flexible because a process 

would become married to the processor whose context store contained its context information, thus 

hindering attempts to load balance. 

It may seem that moving context data from the context memory to normal data memory is not 

much different from moving data from registers to memory, but this is not the case. The migration of 

context information from a context store to main memory can be handled by direct memory access (DMA) 

hardware, and thus with very little processor interaction. Although a spill mechanism that used the 
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normal data port would not need to relocate context information because it would already be located in 

data memory, this ignores the fact that the CPU's data port will, in most cases be interacting with a cache 

and/or local memory, and the context information will at some point need to be flushed from the 

processor's local stores and moved into main memory. Thus either way the context information will need 

to be moved if its process is swapped out. If a context data storage area were large enough to hold the 

context data of two processes, then context data loads and stores could be performed in background, and 

background context storage could overlap the execution of next process, which would provide further 

performance advantages. This would also allow the context information of the next process to be executed, 

to be moved into the context store while the current process is running. Thus the context data relocation 

necessitated by context switching would not present any additional burden on the processor. This system 

would actually simplify the job of context data maintenance by localizing context data. 

Transfers between the spill/refill state-machines and the context store use a burst mode. Once a 

spill location has been established, then the address of all subsequent spills use implied consecutive 

addresses. The same is true of refilling. Once a refill address is established, then each subsequent refill 

would be implied to be from presecutive? locations. This allows a very simple bus interface. A multiplexed 

16-bit data/address bus is wide enough to transmit a 10-bit address (spill address or frame address) and a 

read/write control bit in a single processor cycle. Once the base address has been established, one 32-bit 

register can be moved every other bus cycle (half a register per bus cycle). Other than the 16 address/data 

pins, only an enable disable pin would be necessary. This assumes that the context store can be 

synchronously interfaced and that the context memory can share the processor's clock. 

A context transfer would begin with the context store manager disabling the context port. The 

context port would generally already be disabled, but if it was not, then the context port manager would 

heed to wait a cycle after disabling it before enabling it again. The processor would then place the context 

store address and the read/write control bit on the address/data bus. The read/write control bit would be set 

to write for spilling and read for refilling. The processor would then enable the context port. The external 

context store would latch the address and direction of the transfer when the port is enabled. Then starting 

with the next full clock cycle, the processor would either write 16 bits of data per cycle (spilling) or read 

16 bits of data (refill) per cycle. The leading edge of the processor's clock would be used as the data latch. 

The context port manager is responsible for breaking the 32-bit quantities it receives from the register sets 

into the 16-bit quantities it transmits over the context port. The context port manager must also manage 

  

91 made this word up. There are not any good words that I am aware of that indicate an orderly procession 
in a negative direction, so I made one up. Do not expect to see it in the next edition of the Oxford English 

Dictionary, even though it is a very good word. 
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the integration of the 16-bit values it receives from the context store into 32-bit values for register 

refilling. 

If a transmission error occurs, then the transparent spill/refill mechanism will abandon its 

cufrent activity and return control to the priority arbiter. The arbiter will typically enable the state- 

machine that just experienced a transmission error and the previous transaction will be retried. 

8.2.13. State Machine Arbitration 

The spill/refill state machine priority arbiter has six input bits and four output bits. The arbiter 

receives one bit each from the data spill and refill state-machines and two bits each from the vector spill 

and refill state machines. One bit from each of the state machines tells the arbiter whether the associated 

state machine is inhibited. The additional input bits from the vector state machines indicate the 

occurrence of a near-spill or near-refill condition. The arbiter has one output line per state-machine that 

enables the associated state machine to access to the context port manager. From the steady-state 

configuration of all state-machines inhibited, the arbiter scans the input lines. When one or more of the 

inhibit lines go high (the associated state machine desires access to the port manager), the arbiter sets the 

output line associated with the highest priority, non-inhibited state-machine. When the inhibit line 

associated with the active state-machine goes low, the arbiter deactivates the associated access line. The 

arbiter then once again selects the highest priority state-machine and follows the process detailed above. 

8.2.14. Example Spill and Refill 

Figure 32 depicts an example call graph. The nodes are labeled with the subprogram names and 

the arcs are labeled with the registers used by the caller. The operation of the transparent spill/refill 

mechanism will be traced for this sample call/return sequence to better illustrate the operation of the state- 

machines. The example call graph is for a very simple program, but this simple example is sufficient to 

illustrate the set of all possible states in which the transparent spill/refill mechanism might find itself, 

including the operations necessary for context switching. 
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a0, a6 ,a7 ,t0, tl, t2 ,3 

a3, a5, tO, tl, t2, t3, t4 

Figure 32. Example Call Graph. 
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Table 60. Transparent Spill/Refill Actions for Example Call Graph (continued) 

Careful attention to Tables 58, 59, and 60 will show how the transparent spill/refill buffers are 

used to maintain the state of the current process’ register windows. Following is a detailed explanation for 

each column in the tables and the actions implied thereby. This information would primarily be of interest 

to someone implementing such a system and curious about some of the details of its operation. Others will 

probably find it to be overly tedious and incredibly boring. 

Column 1 of Table 58 depicts a potential register organization in which the operating system 

may find itself after saving the context of a program. The named registers indicate the current mappings 

of the register windows. All the relevant buffers are presented. A double bordered box around a register is 

meant to indicate that the use bit for the associated register is set. Only one data register set is shown, but 

the behavior of all the register sets can be extrapolated from the one shown. None of the global registers 

are shown. They are not effected by the transparent spill/refill mechanism and therefore their state would 

be unaffected by the execution of the example call graph and vice versa. The example uses a four-element 

vector register stack with a near-spill/refill condition defined by a distance of one. The proposed system 

uses an 8-eight-element vector register stack and a near condition defined by a distance of two. The 

smaller register stack is used to help illustrate the operation of the vector spill/refill state machines. The 

larger model tended to demonstrate relatively little vector storage/retrieval when presented with this 

example. An examples that did demonstrate a significant amount of vector spilling/refilling with the 

proposed vector stack size would require a presentation significantly more tedious than the one presented. 

This example assumes that the process represented by the call graph is experiencing its initial 

load. The process being swapped out was using locations 768-1023 of context memory for data register 

spilling and locations 512-767 for vector register spilling. After all necessary registers from the previous 

process have been spilled, the operating system would disable spilling (refill would already have been 

disabled). This is the state represented by Column 1. The "X" in absolute vector register address rows 

indicates the location of the currently accessible vector stack register. 

Column 2 shows the state of the transparent spill mechanism after the operating system has 

executed an initialize_refi11 instruction, but before refilling has been enabled. The 

initialize_refil] instruction uses a refill status word that has been temporarily loaded into a 

scalar register to set the spill/refill buffers. The refill pointer, spill pointer, and current window pointer 

are all set equal to the current window pointer field in the refill status word, which in this case was a 1. 

Only the frame address associated with the current window pointer is modified. The values placed in the 

frame address is the location in context memory that will be used for transparent data spill/refill. The 

frame address for a new process should be initialized with a reference to a context storage location that 

contains a zero. The three preceding locations should also contain zeroes. The contents of these locations 
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will be interpreted by the data refill state machine as spill maps, and although allowing a random value to 

be used will not actually affect the proper execution of the loaded process, it could impact context switch 

performance by forcing a refill halt for superfluous refills or by forcing the external context store to 

perform fetches to non-existent virtual memory locations. The relationship between the spill pointer and 

the current window pointer created by execution of the initialize_refi11 instruction places the 

spill data state-machine in the inhibit spill state. The relationship between the refill pointer and the 

current window pointer created by execution of the set_frame_address is one that the normal 

functioning of the data refill state-machine would not allow to exist, but one which allows the maximum 

level of refill to be achieved prior to transfer of control to the new process. Allowing the refill mechanism 

access to the current window's argument registers makes the argument registers of the current window 

logically unavailable for continued use by the context switch mechanism once refilling is enabled. There is 

nothing that physically prevents the operating system from using these argument registers, but doing so 

would interfere with the state of the process being loaded. It may be that an operating system designer 

would choose to use this ability to impact the state of the process. For example process initialization 

information, such as initial stack address and command line arguments to the new process could be placed 

in these registers. 

The initialize refill instruction also sets the VTOS equal to the two least significant bits (it would 

be the least significant three bits in the proposed register stack model) of the spill address field of the refill 

Status word, in this case a one. The spill address and refill address are both set equal to the spill address 

field of the refill status word, in this case a five. As with the data refill mechanism, the relationship 

between the refill address and the current vector pointer is one that the normal operation of the vector 

refill state-machine would not allow. Normally this relationship would be one that inhibits refilling, but 

the execution of the initialize_refil] instruction allows one refill to be performed before this 

relationship is investigated. The ini tialize_refi11 instruction inhibits spilling immediately. 

After Column 2 status is achieved, the operating system would enable refill. Vector refill has 

priority in this case and so the vector refill state-machine would use the refill address to load the indicated 

context store words into the vector registers. An "R" in the table is meant to indicate that particular 

location has been refilled. After all four vector stack registers are refilled, the least significant two bits of 

the refill address would again be equal to the contents of the VTOS and so vector refill would be 

inhibited, and transparent context storage control would pass to the data refill state-machine. 

The data refill state-machine would fetch the context storage word referenced by the frame 

address, indexed by the refill pointer (frame address{refill pointer|). This word should contains a zero 

and thus the impact of this action will be to clear the use bits of all the data registers within the refill 

frame (the argument registers of the current window). After the spill map has been set, the frame address 
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preceding that referenced by the refill pointer is set equal to the decremented temporary frame address, in 

this case 258, and the refill pointer is decremented. This action will be repeated twice more and the net 

result of enabling refill is shown in Column 3. Any time after refill is enabled, the operating system can 

enable spilling, place the starting address of the process to be executed in the vector stack location 

referenced by VTOS, and execute a return instruction, which will transfer control to the new process. 

The state of the transparent spill/refill mechanism immediately after the execution of a return is shown 

in Column 4. Notice that after the return, the data registers in Frame 2 are now refillable. Once the 

data refill mechanism refills Frame 2, all the use bits will have been cleared. If a ca] is executed before 

the refill mechanism can clear Frame 2's use bits, then the operation of the cal 1 will clear them. The 

Main program of the new process no longer has any lingering context information from the previous 

process and is in position to continue unmolested. 

Column 5 of Table 58 shows the use bits set by the Main subprogram and the state of the refill 

mechanisms after refilling the last pseudo-frames. Note the reason why the initial refill address was set to 

5. This is the smallest initial value that will prevent the refill address from wrapping back to 255 (the 

significance of this is discussed in the TCS section). At this point only one of the five vectors refilled is of 

any value. Fortunately future vector refills will not be as futile. The refill state-machine had near-priority 

when it fetched the last of the vector registers and did so because no other spill/refill action was possible at 

this point. 

Column 6 shows the register state immediately after subprogram Main calls subprogram A. At 

this point data spill has priority over vector spill because vector spill has near-priority. Column 7 shows 

the register state immediately before subprogram A's call of subprogram B. It shows the operation of the 

spill mechanism and A's register usage. Note that the temporary frame address is valid. This is because 

the next call occurs before the spill mechanism had time to finish spilling subprogram Main's argument 

registers. Column 8 shows subprogram A's call of subprogram B. 

Column 9 of Table 58 shows subprogram B's register usage and the operation of the spill 

mechanism. The data spill state-machine first finishes the spilling of subprogram Main's argument 

registers, then, because vector spill has far-priority, the vector spill state-machine is given priority. After 

vector spill completes, the data spill is again given priority and it spills subprogram A's argument 

registers. 

Column 10 shows B's call of C. At this point in the call sequence, if the spill state-machines had 

been unable to keep pace with the call frequency (had not yet finished spilling subprogram Main's 

argument registers), then a spill halt would be generated. There is not really anything to see when a spill 

halt occurs because the operation of the halt is transparent. This is also the first time the use bit clearing 

performed by a ca] instruction can be seen. Absolute registers 0-7, which had been previously mapped 
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to Main's argument registers, and four of which had been used, no longer show any use and are now 

mapped to subprogram C's temporary registers. 

Column 11 of Table 58 shows the operation of the spill mechanism and subprogram C's register 

usage. Column 12 shows subprogram C's call of subprogram D. Column 13 shows the operation of the 

spill mechanism and subprogram D's register usage. Note that with vector spilling in near-priority mode, 

that data spilling can continue without interruption. 

Column 14 shows subprogram D's call of subprogram E. Column 15 shows the operation of the 

spill mechanism and subprogram E's register usage. Note that vector spill now has far-priority. As soon as 

the spill state-machine finishes the spilling of the frame it began before the call, that vector spill will be 

performed. When vector spill finishes the spill of the remaining data frame can begin. 

Column 16 of Table 58 shows an immediate call of terminal subprogram F by subprogram E. 

Terminal subprograms do not generally need their own register window. They do not make any calls and 

thus have no need for context information maintenance. A combination of the caller's temporary registers 

and the global registers is generally enough to satisfy the terminal's register needs. If an interrupt occurred 

while a terminal subprogram was executing, then the registers used by the terminal subprogram would be 

saved as part of the context switch. 

Column 17 of Table 58 shows the operation of the spill mechanism and subprogram F's register 

usage. As will frequently be the case after a terminal subprogram executes, the spill and refill mechanisms 

are both inhibited. Not allocating a new register window to terminals gives the spill and refill mechanisms 

a good chance of reaching their goal state if they have been falling behind. Spilling the return vector of a 

terminal subprograms may seem particularly wasteful since it is obviously going to be lost when the 

terminal subprogram returns, but complicating the transparent spill/refill mechanism with special 

conditions is not warranted given the benign nature of such spills. Additionally, terminal subprograms are 

frequent context switch generators because input/output subprograms are usually terminal and frequently 

result in context switches. Therefore allowing vector spill potentially decreases context switch overhead by 

minimizing the amount of unspilled process context. 

Column 1 of Table 59 is the same as Column 15 of Table 58 and is provided again for continuity 

purposes only. Column 2 shows subprogram F's return to subprogram E. Note that this is the first time a 

real, as opposed to pseudo, frame can be refilled. F's terminal status obviated the need to allocate a data 

register window to it, but it did require a new vector frame. The return allows the vector refill state- 

machine to recover subprogram return vector. Column 3 shows the operation of the vector refill state- 

machine. As will generally be the case after returning from a terminal subprogram, the only spill/refill 

action possible is the refill of a near-vector register. 
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Column 4 of Table 59 shows subprogram E's return to subprogram D. Column 5 shows the vector 

and data refill mechanisms at work. The data refill would have priority. Note that the use bits of Frame 2 

have been changed. This is the result of the refill mechanism resetting the spill map with the one found in 

the context storage location referenced by the spill pointer's frame address. Subprogram B's argument 

registers are located in the context storage locations refilled at this time. A look at Columns 8 and 9 of 

Table 58, which correspond to Subprogram B's register allocation can be examined to see that the spill 

map cofresponding to this frame has been properly recovered. 

Column 6 of Table 59 shows subprogram D's call of subprogram G. The refill that was underway 

in Column 5 is discontinued and the frame address and refill pointer are unaffected. If the refill 

mechanism had successfully completed the data refill, then the call of subprogram G would nullify the 

effect of the refill. Column 7 shows subprogram G's register usage and the operation of the data spill 

mechanism. 

Column 8 of Table 59 shows subprogram G's call of subprogram H. Column 9 shows some of 

subprogram H's register usage, the continued operation of the data spill mechanism, the operation of the 

vector spill mechanism, and then more data refill. Before subprogram H calls subprogram I, an interrupt 

occurs. The nature of this interrupt is such that a context switch is necessitated. 

Columns 10 of Table 59 represents the operation of the interrupt and the invocation of the 

context switch mechanism. The first action taken by the context switch mechanism is to disable refilling. 

Columns 11-14 demonstrate the actions taken by context switch mechanism to preserve the context of the 

dynamically allocated portions of the previous process’ register compliment. The operating system 

performs two calls to make all of the registers associated with the process being swapped out available to 

the transparent spill mechanism. The calls would not need to be made sequentially. To avoid the 

possibility of generating a spill halt, the work necessary to complete a context switch could be broken into 

partitions and the calls necessary to make all a process’ context spillable could be interspersed with 

enough code between calls to make a spill halt a remote possibility. 

Column 11 depicts the first context switch generated call. Column 12 shows the operation of the 

spill state-machines. Column 13 shows the second context switch generated call. Column 14 shows the 

final state of the example process before being removed from the processor. At this point only two 

transparent spill/refill values are of interest: the frame address preceding the one referenced by the current 

window pointer, and the spill address. These two values contain all the information necessary to restore 

the process at a future time. The frame address of interest contains the location of the interrupted 

subprogram's temporary data register spill map. All other data registers can be recovered by successive 

refills beginning with this location. The spill address less one contains the location of the instruction the 

interrupted process would have executed next had it not been swapped out. Successive vector refills



starting with this location will return the vector stack to its pre-context switch state. The significant frame 

address and spill address have been highlighted in Column 10. 

Column 15 of Table 59 indicates the execution of some indeterminate number of process slices. 

Column 16 represents the arbitrary state in which the transparent spill mechanism may find itself after 

another process’ context has been saved. Column 16 shows the state of the register set after execution of 

an initialize_refil1 instruction that uses the spill status word retrieved by the save_spi 1 

instruction, with a decremented spill address field, as the refill status word. This is the same mechanism 

used to load the process initially, except that the refill mechanism will be refill real context information 

when it is enabled, instead of the pseudo context that was refilled when the process was initialized. 

Column 18 of Table 59 shows the result of enabling refill. The vector registers will be refilled 

until refill is inhibited, and then data refill will start. The refill progress indicated in Column 18 is the 

minimum that must take place before the context switch mechanism can return control to the example 

process without generating a refill halt. Column 18 of Table 59 is shown again as Column 1 of Table 60 

for continuity purposes. 

Column 2 of Table 60 shows the context switch mechanism returning control to subprogram H of 

the example process. The execution of this re turn instruction makes the frames that still contain 

previous process information available to the refill mechanism, thus allowing the removal of all remnants 

of the previous process’ context. Column 3 shows the progress the refill mechanism is able to make before 

subprogram H calls subprogram I. Again data refill has priority over near-vector refill. The next column is 

a good example of why near-vector spill/refill have the lowest priority. The call of subprogram I would 

negate the operation of a near-refill during the execution of subprogram H. 

Column 4 shows subprogram H's call of subprogram I. On the call graph subprogram I appears to 

be a terminal subprogram, but it is not, it is an internal subprogram whose conditional execution sequence 

failed to reach a code block that made a call. The call to subprogram I happened to occur while the 

spill/refill mechanism was preparing to refill Frame 0. The call inhibits refill and uninhibits spill. Column 

5 shows the progress of the spill mechanism. Although the spill/refill mechanism has no way of knowing 

it, any actions it undertakes at a point in execution such as this, is fruitless. The impending return will 

nullify the progress the spill mechanism makes. Potentially wasted spilling/refilling is done because of the 

small number of frames, which necessitates that spilling or refilling be performed at the earliest possible 

opportunity. Fortunately the ineffectual spilling and refilling performed does not effect the system's 

performance because it all happens in background, and it is only performed because there is not anything 

else for the TR/S mechanism to do. . 

Column 6 shows subprogram I's return to subprogram H. Column 7 shows the refill mechanism 

reaching its goal state and becoming inhibited, which allows the vector refill mechanism to perform a 
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near-priority vector refill. Column 8 shows subroutine H's return to subroutine G. Column 9 shows the 

operation of the refill mechanism. Column 10 shows subprogram G's return to subprogram D. 

Column 11 of Table 60 shows that subprogram D does not make use of any additional registers. 

The spill maps for subprogram D's register frames show almost total register usage (only a2 and a3 are not 

flagged as’active). If the processing in subprogram D that follows the return from subprogram G does not 

make use of very many of these registers, and there is a relatively short execution sequence between G's 

retum and D's return, then it might have been wise to modify subprogram D's spill map prior to D's call of 

G so that the spill map would reflect D's future register usage instead of its past register usage. Doing so 

could help to prevent a refill halt. Again the wisdom of such an action is only discernible by dynamic code 

profiling and it is only mentioned to demonstrate the sort of place where spill/refill optimization could be 

valuable. 

Column 12 of Table 60 of shows subprogram D's return to subprogram C. Column 13 shows the 

operation of the refill mechanism. Column 14 shows subprogram C's return to subprogram B. The retum 

sequences at this point have been fairly rapid and the amount of context information needed for refilling 

has been fairly high. A rapid return at this point would generate a refill halt. Column 15 shows the 

operation of the refill mechanism. Note that the vector state has reached far-refill priority. When the data 

refill mechanism finishes refilling Frame 1, the vector refill machine would have priority, and after the 3 

vectors are refilled, the data refill mechanism would again be given access to the context port. 

Column 16 shows subprogram B's return to subprogram A. Column 17 shows the operation of 

the refill mechanism. Subprogram A’s return to Main is not shown. It follows the previously established 

pattern, it did not fit in the table, and in as much as we are all, no doubt, bored to tears at this point, I will 

spare you more of the same. The only interesting point of note had we continued would have been Main's 

return to the operating system. Note in Column 17 that the returm vector referenced by the VTOS returns 

control to Main, and that after decrementing the VTOS that the associated return vector is the only vector 

initially refilled in Column 3 of Table 58 that had a valid content. It contained the return address to which 

control should be returned when the process completes. 

8.2.15. Transparent Context Storage Chip 

A Transparent Context Storage (TCS) chip is intended to function as a dedicated context cache 

via a dedicated external bus. Making the on-processor register window allocations large enough to prevent 

window overflow, would make the register stores too expensive in terms of chip real estate, and slow 

access to the registers because of additional levels of address decoding and increased capacitance. A 

dedicated data path between the register sets and an external memory allows the processor to model an 
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essentially infinitely deep register window architecture, while physically providing only three register 

windows. 

The TCS's primary function is that of a main memory buffer. Providing a processor with an 

additional full width data bus that interacts directly with the memory subsystem and whose sole purpose 

was register spilling/refilling, would entail an expense that would not be offset by the advantages such a 

path would offer. Therefore the proposed system uses a narrow, simple bus to another storage component, 

the TCS. The TCS provides the full width data bus interaction with the memory subsystem that context 

information will eventually require. The TCS is intended to act as a bus extension for the processor. A bus 

extension that is dedicated to the transmission of context information between main memory and the 

register Sets. 

Main memory, either in its physical semiconductor, or virtual secondary storage incarnation is 

the eventual repository of all information necessary to the maintenance of a non-running processes. This 

means that all context information, even though it logically does not exist in the system main memory 

address space, must be mapped into the system's virtual address space. It is almost impossible to 

determine when starting a new process whether it will run to completion with only the context resources 

provided by the processor and the TCS, or whether it will overflow the TCS's context storage capabilities 

and/or be swapped out before completing its execution. Thus, even those processes that will not actually 

require the increased context storage capacity or long term storage offered by the main memory must 

never the less be mapped into it. 

Each process requires two context storage areas, one for vector stack spilling/refilling and one for 

data register spilling/refilling. These storage allocations must be sized based on a reasonable expectation 

for a program's call depth and its data context requirements. The storage allocations must also include a 

small amount of TCS padding. TCS padding allows the TCS to retrieve memory locations that will never 

be used, but whose physical presence greatly simplifies the TCS's design. Each data register and vector 

stack allocation must have a 64-word prefix for padding. If the storage areas are contiguous, there is no 

problem allowing the padding of one of the allocations to overlap the other allocation. The operation of 

the TCS detailed later will explain why this padding is necessary. 

A TCS chip would have two access ports. One port would be a dedicated connection to the 

processor. The processor port would provide a point-to-point connection between the TCS and the 

processor (no other devices would have access to this bus). This bus would be electrically designed for 

relatively short maximum length and with only enough drive capability for a single external circuit. A 

short bus length would constrain the processor's pin assignments and the physical distance between the 

processor and the TCS chip. The advantages of these constraints would be decreased power consumption 

and increased transmission rates compared when compared to a normal processor bus. 
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The TCS's processor port is 16 bits wide, with three control bits. The 16 bits would be used as a 

multiplexed address/data bus. The control bits would be used to enable the port, to indicate an error in 

transmission, and to synchronize the transfer (clock). The transfer protocol would be synchronous with the 

processor's clock and thus a dedicated context transfer synchronization bit would not be necessary. Each 

transfer would begin with an enable cycle, during which the enable bit would be set, the address/data bus 

would indicate the starting address and direction of the transfer. Following the enable cycle, the processor 

would sequentially either write data to, or read data from the address/data bus until the port is disabled. 

The enable bit would remain set throughout the transfer and its clearing would indicate the transfer 

termination. A disable cycle would be necessary between each transfer. Only one address is sent per 

transfer. The TCS and processor must each independently maintain the address of each word transferred. 

The bus is only 16 bits wide and thus a scalar, vector, or pointer register transfer would require two bus 

cycles and a floating point register transfer would require four bus cycles. 

The TCS chip's other access port, the memory port, would appear to be a small set of control 

buffers with a bus mastering capability. Ideally the memory port would be 64 bits wide. The port could 

just as easily be a word (32 bits) wide port, but with high performance bus widths moving to 64 bits, it 

would be sensible to allow full width interaction between this port and the system bus. The processor or 

any other bus master capable device would be able to access this ports control buffers (bus mastership 

must first be arbitrated). The TCS's context store is logically a cache and is therefore not independently 

addressable. 

Internally the TCS would contain a dual ported 32-bit by 1024 element store. Proper operation of 

this subsystem will prevent simultaneous access of the same location and so memory cells need not be 

sized for "real" dual ported operation. One memory port from the memory block would be dedicated to 

each of the chips external access ports. The memory port is 64-bits wide and the processor port is 16 bits 

wide, while the TCS's memory is 32 bits wide. This means that the TCS must be able to pack and unpack 

single 32-bit words into 16-bit half words for transmission on the processor port and it must pack and 

unpack pairs of 32-bit words into 64-bit double words for transmission on the memory port. 

The TCS's processor port is managed by a simple state-machine. This state machine consists of a 

32-bit data buffer, a 10-bit address counter, an eight-bit increment circuit, an eight-bit decrement circuit, 

and a small amount of control logic. The address counter is used to maintain the address of the word 

currently being read or written by the processor port. The address counter is set with the contents of the 

processor supplied context store address when a context transfer is begun. Depending on the direction of 

the transfer, the address counter will either be incremented or decremented every other cycle for as long as 

context transfer is enabled. The most significant two bits of the address counter are fixed when the buffer 

is set. Incrementing of the address counter operates in the same fashion as the incrementing of the data 
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spill/refill state-machine's frame addresses: the upper two bits are fixed and the lower 8 bits wraparound 

from 255 to 0. Decrementing is similarly performed with the upper two bits are fixed and the lower eight 

bits wrapping around from 0 to 255. The value of the address counter is only significant during a 

transparent transfer operation. At other times its value is meaningless. 

The data buffer is used to concatenate the 16-bit wide data transfers the processor makes into 32- 

bit wide context store words and vice versa. When the processor enables the context bus, the TCS latches 

the least significant 10-bits of the data/address bus into the address counter. If the most significant bit of 

the bus is set (write) then a spill cycle is begun. A TCS spill cycle consists of loading the data buffer with 

a pair of consecutive 16-bit data transfers, the first transfer in the bottom half of the data buffer and the 

second transfer in the top half, and then using the address counter as the location in the context store 

where the contexts of the data buffer should be written. After writing the data buffer, the address counter 

is incremented and the next spill cycle is begun. Spilling continues until the processor disables the context 

bus. 

If when the processor enables the context bus the read/write control bit is clear (read), then the 

TCS loads the address counter with the least significant 10-bits of the context bus and uses this address as 

the address in the context store from which data should be fetched. The indicated location in the context 

store is placed in the data buffer and the address counter is decremented. The top half of the data buffer is 

sent to the processor during the next bus cycle!° and the bottom half is sent during the following cycle. 

While the contents of the data buffer are being transmitted, the address counter is being used to fetch the 

preceding context store location. Once one word has been transmitted, the data buffer is loaded with the 

preceding word, the address counter is decremented and the process begins again. The TCS will continue 

transmitting data until the processor disables the context bus. 

When the processor disables the context bus, the TCS will generally be in the middle of a 

transfer. Irrespective of whether a spill or refill was being performed, the TCS abandons its current action. 

The current contents of the data buffer will not be written to the context store and the TCS will tri-state its 

context port. The address counter's value is indeterminate after the context bus is disabled. 

The 1024 words in the context store are logically divided into four 256-word partitions. These 

partitions are selected by the two most significant bits of the processor's transparent spill/refill context 

store address buffers and the address counter. Each partition is further logically subdivided into eight 32- 

word context blocks. Each partition has an associated buffer control circuit and a pair of associated buffers 

to track its memory usage and to initiate movement of context information to or from main memory. The 

  

10 Tt may be necessary to insert a one cycle delay between the processor's address presentation and the 
TCS's data response to match the TCS's minimum response time to the overall system bandwidth 

requirements. 
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size of the buffers would be dependent on the size the system's data addresses. The least significant eight 

bits of these buffers are aligned to their associated main memory addresses, that is the least significant 

eight bits of the address of a context store word will be the same as the least significant eight bits of its 

main memory address. A forward pointer contains the address of the last location spilled in its associated 

context store partition. The backward pointer contains the smallest active memory location in its 

associated context store partition. The forward and backward pointers do not wrap. They access a linear 

virtual address space. These pointers have no bounds on their ranges. They will function as described 

below, relying on the system's virtual addressing mechanism to detect and respond to overflow or 

underflow of the context store's virtual address allocation. 

When initializing a process, the operating system must allocate a context storage area to 

processes using transparent spill/refill. The context storage area must be further divided into a context 

vector area and a context data area. These areas must be aligned to 32 word boundaries (the least 

significant five bits of the memory area's address must all be zeroes). The first 64 words of both these 

areas must be reserved for TCS stupidity. 

The vector register's main memory context storage location and the refill status word's refill 

address field must be properly aligned. The initial refill address should be nine larger than the smallest 

address the refill mechanism will ever refill. Therefore the initial refill address should be set to be equal to 

the least significant eight bits of the vector storage area plus nine plus 64. 

The initial context data address must be similarly aligned. We required that the initial frame 

address reference the last of four words containing zeroes. The first of these four words will be accessed 

by the data refill mechanism and therefore the address of first word of this four word allocation must be 64 

greater than the data storage area. Thus the initial frame address must be set equal to the least significant 

eight bits of the context data base address plus 67. 

The most significant two bits of the frame addresses, refill address and spill address are used to 

select one the four TCS storage partitions. When initializing a process, the operating system must allocate 

one TCS memory partition to vector storage and one to data storage. This allocation will be reflected in 

the initial frame address and refill address. The operating system must also initialize the forward pointer 

and backward pointer of the associated partitions. The initial backward pointer and forward pointer of the 

vector partition should both be set equal to the initial vector context address. The initial backward pointer 

and forward pointer of the data partition should both be set equal to the initial data context address. 

The backward pointer of each partition is only useful for internal TCS processing and is not 

externally visible. The forward pointers are mapped to physical addresses that can be set by a processor. 

When a forward pointer is initialized, the associated backward pointer is automatically set equal to the 
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forward pointer, except for the least significant five bits of the backward pointer, which are always 

initialized to zero no matter what value is written to the forward pointer. 

When the TCS's context port is enabled the most significant two bits of the processor supplied 

address selects one of the TCS memory partitions. This enables the associated buffer control circuit, which 

tracks the address counter until the context port is disabled. If the processor is refilling and the address 

counter references the block currently referenced by the backward pointer or the block logically following 

the block referenced by the backward pointer, then the TCS initiates a direct memory access (DMA) to 

recover the context block (32-words) that logically precedes the block currently referenced by the 

backward pointer. When this context block has been loaded the backward pointer is decremented by 32. If 

the forward pointer references the same physical context block as the newly decremented backward 

pointer, then the forward pointer is decremented by 32. 

If the processor is spilling and the address counter references a context block that is logically 

within two context blocks of the one currently referenced by the backward pointer, the TCS initiates a 

direct memory access (DMA) to save the context block currently referenced by the backward pointer. 

When the context block has been saved the backward pointer is incremented by 32. 

If the processor ever attempts to spill into the context block referenced by the backward pointer, 

or attempts to refill from the context block logically preceding the backward pointer, then the processor's 

transparent spill/refill mechanism is sent a retry message. The retry message is transmitted on the context 

port's transmission error pin. The likelihood of this occurrence is very low, but unfortunately not zero. If 

the main memory bus becomes overly congested, then the DMA could become significantly delayed. 

Fortunately, most programs will never even approach the storage capability of a TCS partition, and except 

for context switching, the TCS's DMA capability will go unused. 

When loading a new process the forward and backward pointers are set to the same location. 

When a buffer control circuit finds itself in this state, it initiates a series of DMA transfers to load the 

context block currently referenced by the backward pointer and the preceding two blocks. After each 

successful DMA transfer, the backward pointer is decremented by 32. When the requisite blocks have 

been recovered from main memory, the backward pointer will be referencing the context block two blocks 

before the context block the forward pointer is referencing. In the case of a new process, this means that 

three superfluous context blocks will be loaded. This is also the reason why 64-words of padding are 

necessary for the main memory context storage allocations. If the processor attempts to use its spill/refill 

mechanism before the requisite block has been loaded, then a retry message is sent. 

The TCS has four storage partitions, but the program executing on the processor can only use 

two of them. The two additional TCS memory partitions are intended for background storage of the 

previous process’ context and background retrieval of the next process’ context. If a process is interrupted 
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the processor's spill mechanism must move all the active register frames into the TCS. After the processor 

completes its spilling the TCS could contain almost 500 words of context information. If a context switch 

had to wait for this information to be stored and for the vector and data storage blocks of the next process 

to be loaded, then context switch latency could be considerable. If, on the other hand, the next process 

simply used the alternate pair of TCS memory partitions, then the previous process’ context information 

could be stored while the next process was executing. When previous process context storage was 

completed, the TCS could generate an interrupt that would inform a processor that the TCS context 

storage was complete and that next process context store could be started. This would allow a processor to 

initialize the forward pointers of the now inactive memory partitions with the forward pointers addresses 

for the next process to execute. Thus the TCS memory partitions could function in background for the 

bulk of their context movement. The processor that receives the context storage complete interrupt does 

not necessarily need to be the one whose context is being stored. 

To facilitate this background context movement the buffer control circuit would need to have an 

additional memory mapped location that would be used as the TCS control word. This control word would 

allow a processor to instruct the TCS to dump a partition or group of partitions. A partition dump would 

be performed by using the TCS's DMA capability to move all the context blocks between the backward 

pointer and the forward pointer to their corresponding main memory locations. Whether the TCS will 

generate an interrupt when partition dumping is completed should be operating system selectable and 

therefore the TCS control word should contain an interrupt enable bit for each partition: It may also be 

useful to have a TCS partition disable capability that would inactivate a partition's control circuit. A 

disable capability is not necessary, however, because if the processor is not spilling/refilling, then the TCS 

will quickly reach a steady state condition and become disabled by default. 

Table 61 contains the TCS's memory mapped address interface. These addresses should be 

located in an address range whose access requires a privileged processing state. This table assumes that 

the system's virtual addresses are larger than 32 bits. If the TCS's memory port is 64-bits wide, then these 

double word sized addresses could be loaded in a single cycle. The amount of explicit processor/TCS 

interaction is minimal. The entire state of the TCS can be altered in five 64-bit wide memory cycles. 
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Word Contents Address 

Partition 0 Forward Pointer (high word) 0 

Partition 0 Forward Pointer (low word) 1 

Partition 1 Forward Pointer (high word) 2 

Partition 1 Forward Pointer ow word) 3 

Partition 2 Forward Pointer (high word) 4 

Partition 2 Forward Pointer (low word) 5 

Partition 3 Forward Pointer (high word) 6 

Partition 3 Forward Pointer (low word) 7 

TCS Control Word 8       
  

Table 61. TCS Memory Mapped Input/Output 

Thus far the TCS has been presented as an independent subsystem requiring its own dedicated 

chip. On multiprocessor or multiprocessor capable systems that employ a bus "snoop" to maintain 

cache/local memory coherency [Katz85], the TCS could be embedded in the bus snoop. This is the ideal 

marriage of what are essentially independent circuits. The bus snoop is of necessity a physically large part 

because of its large pin count. The bus snoop must have direct access to the system bus, DMA capability, 

and be processor controllable via memory mapped addressing; which are also the requirements for the 

TCS's memory port. Locating the TCS in the snoop bypasses the processor's local memory subsystem and 

allows direct interaction with the systems main memory. This keeps context information from clogging up 

the local memory and places context information directly where it will eventually need to be moved in the 

event of a context switch. This is particularly significant when previous process and next process 

background transfer capabilities are considered. 

Adding the TCS to the snoop would necessitate the addition of 19 pins, 1024x372 bits of relatively 

fast dual ported RAM, a small number of buffers, a small amount of control circuitry, and a snoop/TCS 

priority arbitration circuit. Snoop use of the system bus should be given priority over TCS use because 

TCS actions are usually preventive and not curative in nature. TCS use of the bus will not negatively 

impact snoop performance. Any alternative mechanism for providing the TCS with access to the system 

bus would block the snoop's use of the system bus just as effectively. 

8.2.16. Transparent Spill/Refill Summary 

Registers represent an address space that is independent from a systems normal virtual address 

space. The preceding discussion presents a proposed methodology for creating a memory hierarchy for 

extended management of the register address space. The last level of the hierarchy unifies the register 
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address space and the memory address space by mapping the register address space into a memory address 

space. 

The transparent spill/refill subsystem uses a three level memory hierarchy to model an infinitely 

deep overlapping register window allocation. The first level of the memory hierarchy is the processor's 

register sets. Employing a transparent spill/refill mechanism allows the register sets to be significantly 

smaller than performance considerations would otherwise dictate. The smaller register sets will 

demonstrate essentially no window overflow/underflow penalty regardless of call depth. The additional 

circuitry necessary to manage transparent context transfers between primary and secondary context 

storage is small and fairly simple. Were it not for the additional context port, the amount of logic 

necessary for a larger non-spilling register set would exceed the amount required for a smaller spilling 

one. 

The second level of the transparent spill/refill subsystem memory hierarchy, the TCS, is a small 

processor external cache. This subsystem can synergistically be incorporated into an existing 

multiprocessor bus snoop. Communication between processor and TCS is carried out via a very simple 

local dedicated bus. The circuitry necessary to manage this buffering of transparent context transfers 

between primary and tertiary context storage is minimal and fairly simple. Tertiary context storage is 

main memory. 

Explicit control of the transparent spill/refill mechanism is simple and can be done with minimal 

impact on the number of instructions in the operating system's process control subsystem. Transparent 

spill/refill mechanism only performs data transfers. Once a process’ spill/refill control buffers are 

initialized, the entire system runs in background without the need for any explicit control by the operating 

system or the supported process. 

8.2.17. Enhancements to the Proposed System 

The previously presented transparent spill/refill mechanism may be overloaded by multilevel 

retums. A program that wants to execute a six level return without regard to the contents of the 

intervening register windows, will find that frame refilling is purely dependent on spill map contents and 

that there is no way to short circuit the refill process when the contents of the refilled frames are 

insignificant. The addition of a frame count field to the spill map and an exit instruction to the existing 

spill/refill paradigm would significantly improve its performance on multilevel returns. 

A spill map is store in a 32-bit word when it is spilled. The eight otherwise unused bits in a spill 

map could be used to carry a count field that indicated the number of words used to spill the frame. The 

maximum number of words a frame can use is 25 (the 24 words of register storage and the spill map). A 
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6-bit field would be sufficient to indicate the number of words in the frame. This 6-bit frame size could be 

embedded in the word that holds the spill map. This would not necessitate the association of a frame size 

with each on-chip register window. Frame size could be determined from the spill map just prior to the 

spill map's storage. 

The frame size would be unused except when the processor executes an exit instruction. An 

€xXit instruction would be used to indicate that the register context of the associated subprogram will not 

be used and should not be refilled. If an exit instruction is executed and refill mechanism has not yet 

completed refilling the necessary frame, then the current data refill is abandoned and the frame size in the 

spill map that was being refill is subtracted from the frame address referenced by the refill pointer. This 

can significantly decrease the length of the spill halt that might otherwise be encountered when 

performing multilevel returns. 

An exit instruction would not return control to the calling subprogram. If the significance of a 

subprogram's data context is nullified, then its instruction context would be also. Therefore an exit 

instruction decrements the VTOS, but does not transfer control to the location referenced by the VTOS. 

This would allow a subprogram to execute an explicit number of returns, or to return until a specific 

condition is met, without transferring control to any of the intervening subprograms. The exceptional 

retum cycle would be terminated by a normal return. This final return would recover the context of the 

targeted subprogram and return control to it. 

Generally the execution of a single eX it instruction will have no effect on the TR/S mechanism 

because the necessary registers will already have been refilled, but sequences of four or more could yield 

significant performance improvements. Exiting and the previously discussed explicit setting of the spill 

map does not perform the same function. Explicitly setting a spill map is aimed at refill optimization. 

Exiting is aimed at dealing with error conditions and exceptional processing conditions. 

For an eX it instruction to work properly in an environment that allows both calls and jump 

subroutines to be executed, there would need to be a bit associated with each return vector that indicates 

which calling methodology was employed. An exit instruction would use this bit to determine whether 

the data frame is affected by the exit. 

8.2.18. Global Storage 

This methodology does not affect global register storage. Explicit storage and retrieval of global 

registers when context switching would be necessary when using this system. The presence of 

synchronization and communication registers necessitates that there be a mechanism for testing whether a 

given synchronization/communication register is active before attempting to spill it. The spill/ refill 
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paradigm that would need to be followed for such registers would be: store the registers from the output 

end of the FIFO and then restore the registers from the input end of the FIFO. For example, if the scalar to 

pointer synchronization register were active when a context switch occurred, then the address processing 

unit would store the register, and when the process was restored, the scalar processing unit would load the 

register. 

8.3. Transparent Spill/Refill with Hardware Assisted Global Spill 

8.3.1. Enhanced Global Storage 

To improve context switch latency it may be useful to be able to use a "dirty" flag to indicate 

which global registers need to be stored. A global retrieval mask would have one bit associated with each 

global register and would indicate which global registers have been modified since a process was 

initialized. The proposed register organization contains 38 global registers and 10 

synchronization/communication registers. For this discussion, all statically accessed registers will be 

considered to be global, regardless of their actual function. A global retrieval mask will require two words 

of storage to maintain a one bit per global register map of the 48 global registers, or there would need to 

be two separate retrieval masks, one for global scalar and pointer registers, and another for global 

floating-point and vector registers. A separate mask approach will be followed because of the likelihood 

that a program will use neither floating-point nor function pointers and thus never need to perform global 

floating-point of global vector storage. Each process will thus have two global retrieval masks: GRMO, 

that masks the scalar and pointer globals, and GRM1 that masks the floating-point and vector globals. 

A pair of global storage mask (GSMO and GSM1) would mirror their associated global retrieval 

masks, except they would indicate which global registers have been modified since the most recent loading 

of a process from memory. The one instruction per clock cycle paradigm that exists as one of the hall- 

marks of RISC design (with exceptions sometimes made for read and write instructions), can cause certain 

difficulties in dealing with register storage and bit masks. The number of instructions required to 

iteratively test the global storage mask and conditionally store a register may take longer than just storing 

all the registers without regard to the necessity of such an action. 

Mass storage of global registers may seem to be the obvious response to the fact that RISC 

processors lack microcode and are thus unable to perform multi-cycle operations, but it is not necessarily 

the best response. Storing all globals can present a significant context switch overhead. The proposed 

partitioned register set organization contains 56 words of global register storage. If a context switch 
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necessitates the storage of an entire global register set, followed by the recovery of an entire global register 

set, then returning control to a previously active process would require the explicit execution of more than 

100 load and store instructions. This sort of overhead is clearly excessive, even given the relative 

infrequency of context switches. 

The store all methodology is complicated by the fact that communication/synchronization 

registers cannot be arbitrarily stored or loaded and thus an even more time extensive paradigm would 

need to be used to store this register subset. The I/O registers and the synchronization registers require the 

implementation of an active bit, that could just as easily be considered to be a dirty bit, so that the 

presence of a word can be determined. When context switching these dirty bit would need to be saved so 

that the process’ state can be recovered. Global register storage based on dirty bits provides an attractive 

mechanism for automatic storage and recovery of these special-purpose registers and automatic resetting 

of their status bits. 

8.3.2. Static Global Register Subset Storage and Retrieval 

One possible solution to the excessive context switch overhead problem would be to only store a 

subset of the global register set. Each process would generate a list of all the global registers it uses, and 

then use the list to generate an explicit context storage code segment. This code segment would contain 

one store instruction for each global register in the process’ global register use list. Each process would 

also have a context recovery code segment that used the use list to generate a sequence of load 

instructions. The operating system would use a process’ storage and recovery code segments to effect 

context switching. 

The preceding solution can significantly reduce the amount of context switch latency, if a 

process’ global register usage is significantly curtailed. The problem with curtailing global register usage 

is that the proposed register organization is highly dependent on global registers to minimize window 

register usage. Basing store and recover decisions on maximum global usage can result in a significant 

number of saves and restores of globals that are no longer active, and efficient optimization for this effect 

requires a reasonable estimate of a number of context switches a process will encounter, which is 

generally a very difficult to estimate given the non-deterministic nature of context switching (from an 

individual process’ viewpoint). Thus simple static global use determination and storage, while better than 

storing all globals, is still somewhat problematic. 
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8.3.3. Global Use Flagging with Explicit Storage and Retrieval 

If simple static global usage is deemed too inarticulate a solution, then some form of register 

“use” flagging must be employed to dynamically track global register usage. This "use" flagging is the 

same bit association scheme used for TS/R. A use flag is set whenever a register is modified. Use flags 

allow dynamic register usage to be tracked and thus facilitates the identification of the set of globals that 

require storage. Only those globals modified since a process' most recent load would need to be stored. 

Unfortunately a process’ storage masks are not necessarily the same as the load masks that should be used 

to restore the globals when the process is swapped back in to the processor. The storage masks will only 

indicate which registers have been recently modified, not which registers are active. It could be that a 

global register was active, but not used during a given execution slice. Such registers would still need to 

be restored whenever a process is loaded. This is why both storage masks and retrieval masks must be 

maintained. Fortunately the storage masks never need to be saved. 

When a process is initialized its retrieval masks should be set to zero and each time a process is 

loaded its storage masks are set to zero. While a process is executing, its storage masks will track its 

global register usage. Whenever a bit in a storage mask is set, the corresponding bit in the retrieval mask 

is also set. This means that at some point, a process' retrieval masks will mirror the global usage list used 

for the static global storage methodology. Thus a process will eventually be restoring the same set of 

registers that static retrieval would restore. Fortunately the storage masks will track which registers need 

to be stored and only those that have been modified since the process was loaded need to be saved. Note 

that this storage methodology precludes any type of block writes. Block writes would necessitate that all 

active globals be stored and thus negate the storage advantages offered by maintenance of a storage masks. 

Active but unmodified globals would be lost if a block write were performed using the storage masks. 

Memory can be statically allocated for global register storage and the storage location of each global can 

be fixed. This would mean that a context switch would always place global scalar register six, for 

example, in the same memory location. It also means that each global register store needs to specify both 

the register address and the memory address of the register being stored. 

The main problem with maintaining storage masks is determining what to do with them when a 

context switch occurs. The iterative code sequence necessary to test each bit in a mask and only store those 

registers that require storage, needs to have some sort of relative register addressing capability. That is, if 

only register four needs to be stored there must be some facility for generating a store register four 

instruction. This is obviously a case of self modifying code. The alternative 1s to have a pre-existing list of 

all the register storage instructions and to jump to the necessary register store instruction, which must be 

followed by a jump to the end of the iterative loop. Thus an iterative solution is not feasible. This means 

that a sequential solution must be employed. This sequential solution would need to test each bit in the 
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storage masks, store the associated global register if the bit is set, and a jump over the store instruction if 

the bit is not set. This means that each register has three instructions associated with its storage, two of 

which must be executed and the third of which will sometimes be executed. Assuming that a store 

instructions takes at most twice as long as an arithmetic instruction, this means that the time used testing 

and conditionally jumping on the global storage masks could just as easily be used for mass storage of all 

globals, and that the static storage methodology would actually be faster. This means that although a 

global storage mask might be useful, the complexity of explicitly dealing with such a mask exceeds its 

value. 

8.3.4. Global Use Flagging with Store and Retrieve Next Instructions 

If explicit interaction with the global storage masks is time inefficient, then perhaps an 

integrated instruction approach may prove more effective. A pair of special purpose instructions could be 

created (each storage mask would each have its own associated store instruction), each of which takes an 

address register as its only operand, finds the bit index of the least significant set bit in the associated 

global storage mask, perform a store using the supplied address register indexed by the bit index extracted 

from the storage mask, as the effective address, and the register number indicated by the bit index as the 

source, and then clear the least significant set bit in the global storage mask. This instruction could then 

be iteratively executed until the global storage mask contains all zeros. . 

One of the difficulties with this strategy is the complexity of the special purpose instruction. An 

instruction of this complexity hardly seems to correspond to the single cycle capabilities of a RISC 

processor. It seems much more like two instructions: one to test, decode and clear the position of the least 

significant global storage mask bit, and another to use the decoded bit position to generate and execute a 

register store. A two instruction pair seems much better matched to the complexity of the needed 

operation. 

Another difficulty with this strategy is that even if the special purpose instruction could be 

executed in a single cycle, the test and jump necessary for the iterative loop will require two cycles per 

iteration. Thus, assuming a store takes two cycles, a static storage will take two cycles per register used, 

and an iterative store next instruction loop will take four cycles per modified register. Given the 

complexity problem with the store next instruction it would be more accurate to assume that the iterative 

loop would need five cycles per flagged register. Thus a store next register capability is only useful when 

global register usage flags less than 40% of registers that the static storage methodology would store. If an 

instruction were created that allowed for an integrated jump or skip capability when a global storage mask 

is empty, then the static to store next ratio could be improved to a two to one ratio. Remember that the



global retrieval masks must also be stored and retrieved during each context switch. This will take two or 

four additional memory cycles (depending on floating-point and function pointer usage) and will further 

denigrate the relative performance of the dynamic storage methodologies. 

Global register retrieval has been ignored because the global retrieval masks will quickly 

approximate the process’ static usage list and thus there is little potential benefit from a conditional 

retrieval facility, and a strong likelihood that dynamic storage will negatively impact performance. 

Creating a set of special purpose instructions for storage seems to be of dubious value given their relative 

performance merits. Thus of the methodologies discussed so far, static storage and retrieval show the best 

overall performance, especially when considering the relative complexities of the methodologies. Unless 

some technique is arrived at to better integrate testing and setting the global storage masks with store 

instruction generation and looping, the static global storage technique will provide the best possible 

reliable performance enhancement. Fortunately, one instruction per cycle execution does not preclude the 

introduction of “cycle spinning" instructions. 

8.3.5. RISC Instruction Cycle Spinning 

A cycle spinning instruction, or "cycle spinner”, is an instruction that repeatedly performs the 

same operation until a condition is met, at which point control is passed to the next instruction in the 

instruction stream. The operation performed by a cycle spinner can be anything that can be executed in a 

single execution cycle. The repeat condition need not be one that is determinable by any other explicit 

Status interrogation. No jump target location is specified. when a cycle spinner has completed its 

execution, the only possible action is to pass control to the next instruction. 

Cycle spinners will generally be executed as the middle instruction of a three instruction 

sequence. All three instructions in the sequence are generally special-purpose instructions that would be of 

little use outside the cycle spinning context, and none of which can be interrupted. The no interrupt rule is 

based on the likelihood that a cycle spinner will use unaddressable internal buffers to create a level of 

parallelism not generally available to normal instructions, and these internal buffers could easily be 

disturbed by execution of instructions outside the special-purpose instruction sequence. The cycle spinning 

instruction always executes at least once, regardless of the associated conditions status. The single 

execution rule exists because cycle spinning is accomplished by a simple no-load of the IFU (the IFU acts 

as if the processor has been halted). Once an instruction is inside the IFU it would be too complicated to 

create a conditional execution capability. This at least one execution rule will often force a pre spin 

condition test to ensure reliable execution of the cycle spinner. 
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The first instruction of a cycle spinning triumvirate, the initiation instruction, is would generally 

be used to load buffers for use by cycle spinner and to perform the initial test and set of the repeat 

condition flag. Condition testing is performed one cycle ahead of execution, that is, there 1s a one 

execution cycle delay between the time the condition signals a no-repeat condition, and cycle spinner 

execution ceases. This delay is a by-product of pipelined execution. 

After the initiation instruction has initialized the requisite registers or buffers, the cycle spinner 

is executed. The cycle spinner will continue executing until its repeat condition is no longer true. 

Although the cycle spinner repetitively executes the same operation, it is useful to be able to interact with 

some of the fields in the instruction being iteratively executed. For example, it may be useful to be able to 

alter the register address on each iteration, or to change the value of an immediate field. The nature of this 

restricted field modification would be such that the modifications could be made in the decoded 

instruction format. This would make the range of possible changes fairly minor and would not allow 

tampering with the opcode field. 

When repetition is not indicated by a cycle spinner's repeat condition flag, then a termination 

instruction is generally executed. Termination instructions are generally needed to perform "clean-up" 

activities and/or to store the contents of internal buffers that have been used by the cycle spinner. There is 

nothing that requires that a three instruction sequence be used. It may be that more than one initiation or 

termination instruction is needed, or that none is needed. 

An example of a useful cycle spinning instruction sequence would be multiplication. If a 

processor designer wished to avoid the expense of placing a hardware multiplier in a processor, but 

wanted better multiplication performance than was available with an explicit shift/test/add iterative 

multiplication algorithm, then a cycle spinning multiplier could be used. A cycle spinning multiply would 

be composed of an initiation instruction that loads the ALU and a special shift register with the multiplier 

and multiplicand. The repeat cycle would perform one shift and add per cycle, using as its spin condition 

a non-zero multiplier. On each cycle the multiplier would be shifted right one bit and the value of the bit 

shifted out would be used to select the multiplicand or zero as one of the operands for a shift and add 

cycle. When the multiplier goes to zero the termination instruction would be executed to store the result of 

the multiplication in a register and to potentially set condition codes. This type of multiplier would be able 

to perform multiplication in as many cycles as there are significant bits in the multiplier, plus two (one for 

the initiation cycle and one for the termination cycle). In this case no pre-test is necessary to test for the 

zero iteration possibility. 

Execution of multiplication using cycle spinning would be considerably faster than using some 

form of explicit Booth's or Modified Booth's Algorithm, though obviously slower than a hardware 

multiplier. Circuit embellishments necessary for support of cycle spinning are minor. The only component 
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that needs to be affected to allow spinning is the IFU. The IFU only needs the ability to inhibit fetch based 

on a status bit. Cycle spinning is thus a relatively inexpensive capability that can be used to perform 

repetitive operations that have a simple termination condition. 

Scalar division can be performed by cycle spinning if the source operands are properly oriented 

within their respective source registers. Floating-point operations can also be performed by cycle spinning. 

Of particular interest is the possibility of using cycle spinning to load and store double-word floating-point 

operands. When employed for such purposes, the spin condition would always be true on the first 

interation and false on the second. This would allow one cycle to load one word of the operand and the 

next cycle to load the other, without the need for an explicit intermediate cycle to adjust a pointer or offset 

value for correct effective address calculation of the second word of the floating-point variable. 

8.3.6. Cycle Spinning Global Storage 

Global register storage based on dirty flags is a simple repetitive operation. Instead of explicitly 

testing a global storage mask, which has already be shown to be ineffective, or performing static global 

storage, a cycle spinning global store instruction sequence could be employed to store only those global 

registers that have been modified since the last execution of a store_globals instruction. Employing 

cycle spinning, a global "use" or "dirty" mask, and a call/return "use" mask reset methodology can 

significantly improve globals register storage when compared to a static global storage paradigm. 

The cycle spinning global storage instruction sequence would consist of a |0ad_GSM instruction 

followed by a Store_globals instruction. No termination instruction would be necessary. The 

]10ad_GSM instruction takes no operands and the store_globals instruction would have a single 

register based operand that would contain the base address of the global register storage area. The 

]0ad_GSM instructions would place the current global storage masks in a dedicated decoder buffer much 

like that used by the transparent spill mechanism. The decoder buffer contains 56 bits, one bit per global 

register (two bits per floating-point register so that floating point registers can be treated with a unified 

word storage methodology), and GSMO and GSM1 are moved into the buffer in parallel. This buffer 

would sequentially return the indices of each set bit in a global storage masks. While set bit indices are 

being generated, the store_globa|s repeat condition is true. When all but one of the set bit indices 

have been generated, the store_globals repeat condition is set to false. If the global storage masks 

were both zero when the | 0ad_GSM instruction was executed, then the store_globals instruction 

will store global pointer register 0 in the location referenced by the supplied pointer register and cease 

operation.



The repeat cycle of the store_globals instruction generates a store instruction using the 

supplied base address register indexed by the decoder output as the target address for the global register to 

be stored and using the decoder output again as the register address of the global to be stored. When all 

marked globals have been stored, the IFU is allowed to continue its sequential operation. Although no 

termination instruction is required to complete the global storage operation, it will be necessary at some 

point during the context switch to store GRMO and possibly GRM1, depending on floating-point and 

function pointer usage. 

The relative performance advantage of the cycle spinning global storage methodology can be seen 

by comparing it to the static global storage technique. The static storage method will require one memory 

cycle for each global register ever used by the program. The cycle spinning global storage methodology 

will require one processing cycle for global storage mask loading, plus one memory cycle for each global 

used since the process’ most recent load, plus one or two memory cycles for global retrieval mask(s) 

storage. If memory cycles are assumed to be twice as long as processing cycles, then using cycle spinning 

takes at most five more processing cycles than static storage, but for every register that does not require 

dynamic storage, that does require static storage, the number of cycles required by cycle spinning is 

decreased by one. Thus, when the static storage methodology would store five or more words than the 

cycle spinning dynamic methodology, the cycle spinning option will be faster. Considering that there are 

56 words of global register storage in the proposed register organization, the dynamic methodology 

provides significantly better potential performance than the static methodology. Unfortunately, a 

restore_globals instruction would be of little benefit given the static nature of the global retrieval 

masks. 

8.3.7. Call/Return Generated Global Storage/Retrieval Mask Modification 

The inherent inferiority of explicit mask testing has thus far obviated the need for a more detailed 

discussion of global register usage, but employment of a cycle spinning methodology allows for profitable 

use of a more sophisticated global register management paradigm. This management paradigm’'s effect is 

limited to modification of the global storage masks and global retrieval masks, but its can, nevertheless, 

prove very effective at decreasing the amount of global register based context that requires storage and 

retrieval during context switches. 

The importance of not performing a normal calls of terminal subprograms has been previously 

noted with regard to both Sun Microsystems’ register windowing, terminal call methodology, and HP’s PA 

register partitioning and allocation methodology. Both terminal subprogram call handling systems are 

based on the recognition that terminal subprograms allocate only temporary register and they never push 
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arguments. Thus a restricted set of global registers for local variable and temporary values is all that is 

necessary for terminal subprogram execution. Sun accomplishes this by using globals and a non-window 

allocating call. HP accomplishes this by using caller save registers for terminal subprogram register 

allocation. In both cases no register storing is generally required for terminal subprogram execution unless 

the terminal subprogram is interrupted and swapped out, in which case all globals, or all staticly used 

globals will require storage and later retrieval. 

A more sophisticated global register management scheme, based on the same principal used for 

terminal subprogram execution, benefits from a partitioning of atomic variables and intermediate values 

into three classes: pre-call atoms, pre-return atoms, and inter-call atoms. A pre-call atom is an atomic 

variable or intermediate value whose value will not transcend the next subprogram call. A pre-return atom 

is an atomic variable or intermediate value whose value will not transcend the next subprogram return. An 

inter-call atom is an atomic variable or intermediate value whose value will transcend the next call and/or 

retum. The term call in this context refers to the software control flow dynamic, not the hardware 

instruction. For purposes of this discussion the ca] 1 instruction and j Sr instruction would both be 

considered calls, and the ret and rsr instructions would both be considered returns. 

If an atom's value will not transcend the next subprogram call, then it would be disadvantageous 

to place it in a previously unused argument register. Doing so would flag the argument register for storage 

and TS/R performance is dependent on the number of registers that must transferred. As the number of 

active registers in a window increases, so does the likelihood that a spill or refill halt will occur. A 

temporary register could be used for pre-call atom storage, particularly if the temporary register will later 

be used for argument register passing, but such a temporary register may not be available. Even the 

relatively large register accessibility provided by the proposed design will be somewhat restrictive for 

some applications. Thus it makes sense to provide a window overflow area in the global registers. 

Unfortunately, placing them in global registers increases the active global register count and can thus 

increases Context switch latency. What is needed is a way for the global storage mechanism to recognize 

which, if any, pre-call atoms are currently active in the global registers. 

If a set of global registers are allocated to a clear-on-call partition, then these registers could be 

used for pre-call atom storage without negatively impacting post call context switching latency. This 

clear-on-call operation would work by clearing the bits in the storage and retrieval masks associated with 

the registers in the clear-on-call partition whenever a call instruction is executed. Pre-call atoms will not 

transcend the next call and therefore there is no reason to save them if a context switch occurs after the 

next call. Clearing the mask bits during execution of a call instruction will keep the context switch 

mechanism from saving these now inactive registers. This means that only the global registers marked by 

the current intra-call context will be saved by the context switch mechanism. This is in essence a scratch- 
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pad register allocation that constantly maintains the identity of the subset of scratch registers that need to 

be saved if a context switch occurs. 

If another set of global registers are allocated to a clear-on-retum partition, then these registers 

could be used for pre-return atom storage without negatively impacting post return context switching 

latency. The dirty bits in the storage and retrieval masks associated with the registers in the clear-on- 

return partition would be cleared whenever a return instruction is executed. Pre-return atoms do not 

transcend the next return and therefore there is no reason to save them if a context switch occurs after the 

next return in executed. Clearing the mask bits associated with these registers during return instruction 

execution will keep the context switch mechanism from saving these now inactive registers if a context 

switch occurs after the return. 

It should be noted that all terminal subprogram local atoms are pre-return atoms. There is no 

reason to save them unless a context switch occurs during execution of the terminal subprogram. If a 

terminal subprogram completes without interruption, then its no longer active local atoms will be logically 

flushed from the global register partition by execution of the terminal's return instruction. This clear-on- 

return global partition provides an efficient overflow mechanism for terminal subprograms that exceed the 

temporary register window's storage capability. 

Clear-on-return and clear-on-call partitions can also be used to compliment a register window's 

argument passing capabilities. This can be particularly useful when dealing with tightly recursive 

subprograms that have one or more fixed arguments. Normal window operation would require each 

recursive Call to copy these arguments from he argument register partition into the temporary register 

partition before execution of the recursive call. Placing these fixed recursive arguments in the clear-on- 

return global register partition would allow the arguments to be used by all levels of the recursive decent 

without copying. When the recursion finally terminates that begins to return, these arguments will 

automatically be marked as no longer active. 

A third global register partition, called the retrieve-if-used partition, would contain all global 

registers not placed in the clear-on-call or clear-on-return partitions. Register flagging in the retrieve-if- 

used partition would be the simple mark on first use and leave marked methodology. Use of retrieve-if- 

used globals should be restricted to variables that have relatively long and relatively active global scope. 

Indiscriminate use of retrieve-if-used globals will negatively impact context switch latency, by forcing a 

save and associated restore of inactive global registers. 

Partitioning the global registers into retrieve-if-used, clear-on-call, and clear-on-return groups is 

a low impact modification and is only noticeable if the store_globals and as yet undiscussed 

restore_globals instructions are used. Aside from the potential performance improvement provided 

by the more efficient use flagging scheme offered by partitioning, the existence of the partitions is purely 
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transparent. If, for some applications, the operating system chose to perform static global storage instead 

of using the cycle spinning global save and restore alternatives, then the global partitions could be 

completely ignored. 

8.3.8. Global Register Restoration 

Register partitioning adds a dynamic retrieval capability to those portions of the global retrieval 

masks that correspond to the pre-call and pre-retum partitions. This means that the potential benefit of a 

cycle spinning restore_globals instruction is worth investigating. A restore_globals 

instruction would function like the converse of the store_globals instruction. A |oad_GRM 

instruction would need to be added to the supporting processors instruction set. The ]10ad_GRM 

instruction would function like the 10ad_GSM instruction, except that the retrieval masks are placed in 

the decoder buffer instead of the storage buffers. The restore_globals instruction would operate like 

the store_globals instruction, except that is loads global registers instead of storing them. Like the 

store_globals instruction, the restore_g|obals instruction would use a single pointer register 

containing the base address of the global storage area as its only source operand. The 

restore_globals instruction would not require a terminator instruction. If the retrieval mask is 

properly stored and restored by the context switching mechanism, and the compiler correctly allocates 

atoms to the respective register partitions, then a | 0ad_GRM instruction followed by a 

restore_globals instruction would effectively restore all a process’ active global registers. It should 

be noted that when restoring a process’ context, the retrieval masks need to be loaded from memory before 

the | 0ad_GRM instruction is executed. Failure to do so will force the 10ad_GRM instruction to use the 

previously executing process’ retrieval masks. 

Given the use of the clear-on-return registers by terminal subprograms, the use of clear-on-call 

registers for short lived variables and intermediate values, and the resulting volatility of the global 

retrieval mask, it seems likely that the restore_globals cycle spinner will have better performance 

than the alternative static storage methodology. The degree of potential improvement is dependent on the 

size of the global partitions. The smaller the retrieve-if-used partition the greater the potential impact of 

dynamic storage on context switch latency. This could lead to the conclusion that the retrieve-if-used 

partition should be abandoned altogether, but doing so would essentially result in an architecture that 

contained no global registers. 

The use of the store_globals and restore_g]lobal1s instructions with the clear-on-call 

and clear-on-return partitions, relegates the non retrieve-if-used globals to temporary register status. 

Registers in the clear-on-call and clear-on-return partitions cannot be reliably used as global registers due 
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to their context switch volatility. This means that the registers within the retrieve-if-used partition are the 

only real global registers. Remember that when using block structured languages, global registers are the 

only location that can be use for storage of local-globals (variables that are global to a scope but not 

universally visible) because of the inaccessibility of window based variables when they are not in the 

current window. It therefore seems prudent to base clear-on-call and clear-on-save partition sizes based on 

subprogram local atom usage and thus to arrive at a reasonable global division. 

Global register subpartition sizing must balance the need for a active long-term global storage 

capability against the need for window overflow area. The investigation of global atomic variable usage 

presented in Chapter 5 shows that a relatively small number of atomic global variables demonstrate any 

real long-term usage that would benefit from register basing. Based on the usage reported in section 5.11, 

four to six global registers per scalar and pointer partition would be sufficient for long term basing of a 

programs most frequently used global variables. All remaining global registers can be placed in the clear- 

on-call and clear-on-retum partitions. Remember, the register contents in the clear-on-call/return 

partitions are unaffected by a call/return. Only the dirty bit is affected. 

The general-purpose portion of the scalar global register partition of the proposed register 

organization contains 12 registers. A 6/3/3 allocation to the save-if-used/save-on-call/save-on-retumn 

partitions will provide a reasonable balance of true globals and call/return-interactive globals. An 8/3/3 

allocation of the 14 global pointer registers will take into consideration the possibility that global memory 

access may be pointer relative. The six general purpose global floating-point registers are partitioned 4/1/1 

and the five general purpose global vector registers are partitioned 1/2/2. The almost total sacrifice of the 

save-if-used partition in favor of the clear-on-call/return partitions of the vector registers is because aside 

from the return vectors, there is no real vector windowing capability. The proportionally larger clear-on- 

call/retum partitions help to clean-up the dirty bits of statically mapped, but short lived vector variables. 

For example, a clear-on-return vector register can be loaded with the address of a signal-handling 

subprogram and a call can be made to the system subprogram that interfaces with the operating systems 

signal setting capabilities. The signal setting subprogram can then retrieve the argument and place it in its 

proper operating system interface location. The return from the signal setter will then clear the bit in the 

retrieval mask and storage mask corresponding to the register in which the argument was placed. This 

allows the occasional generation of a vector register temporary or argument value without permanently 

impacting a program's context switch performance. 

Retrieval masks must be stored and loaded during context switches. The easiest way to facilitate 

these transfers is to provide a pair of special-purpose instructions for transferring the contents of GRMO or 

GRM1 into a scalar register, and to provide another pair of special-purpose instructions for transferring 

the contents of a scalar register into GRMO or GRM1. The processor's normal load and store instructions 
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could then be used to move these words back and forth to memory. The alternative of providing direct 

loading and storing of special-purpose buffers provides minimal performance benefits and would require 

too large an allocation of instruction bits to these infrequent buffer transfers. 

It may on occasion be useful to be able to interact directly with the storage masks. If this is 

considered important, then another complementary pair of special-purpose instructions would need to be 

added to the instruction set to allow bi-directional transfers between the scalar register set and the GSMO 

and GSM1 buffers. Symmetry, and the ability to exhibit absolute control over all aspects of the processor's 

execution environment, make much stronger argument for the inclusion of these additional instructions 

than could any argument based on the likelihood or frequency of their use. 

Comparing the performance of this proposed cycle spinning global retrieval methodology to the 

static retrieval methodology shows the potential advantages of the clear-on-call and clear-on-return global 

register subpartitions. This analysis is based on the register allocators for both systems allocating the same 

values to the same global registers. Looking only at the retrieve-if-used portion of the global registers, the 

static retrieval and dynamic retrieval methodologies will generally store the same set of registers. The 

dynamic methodology may show some early advantage due to the possibility that a program has not yet 

encountered the complete set of allocated global registers. This advantage is offset by the additional 

overhead required for loading the retrieval masks. Retrieval of the first half of the global register set gives 

no large advantage to either methodology, with perhaps a slight advantage going to the static 

methodology, because it is simpler. However, the flag clearing possibilities provided by the dynamic 

methodology allow much more accurate tracking of actual register usage than the static methodology. The 

static methodology will always retrieve global used as window overflow scratch registers (clear-on-call 

partition), whether they are active or not. Given the likelihood that an interrupt can occur after a 

subprogram call (as is the case in many calls to system I/O subprograms) the fact that these registers will 

not be stored in the dynamic methodology gives dynamic storage a significant advantage over static 

storage. The clear-on-return partition will demonstrate a similar performance advantage. Thus, although 

the dynamic methodology does have more overhead than the static methodology, it will also generally 

store fewer registers and therefore provide better context switch performance. 

8.4. Reducing Physical Register Store Size 

If the physical storage requirements of the proposed register organization are considered 

excessive, then they can be scaled. Increasing the size of the stores will not produce any benefits, but the 

stores can be decreased in size with only a marginal decrease in performance. Reducing the size of the 

scalar and pointer register compliments to 24 registers each would place significant pressure on register 
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allocators, but would provide sufficient storage for the average subprogram. Unfortunately the resulting 

partitions are only large enough for the average subprogram, that is 50% of all subprograms will be placed 

in a position where memory-basing of some atomic variables may be necessary. On the other hand, 

average register usage as a percentage of total register count would increase significantly. The high 

expected register usage would make the usage bit based TS/R not any more effective than a simpler 

methodology that spilled he entire frame. Some frames would spill inactive registers, but there would not 

be any spill map to store, and thus average words spilled per frame would not show a significant 

difference. 

The problems with shrinking the frame size are principally associated with global and floating- 

point registers. A smaller register address would shrink the global partitions to half their size in the 

proposed organization. Unfortunately there is no concomitant shrinkage of special-purpose 

communication registers. Half the global scalar registers would need to be dedicated to I/O and 

synchronization. This would only leave four global scalars. The pressure on the window registers would 

make a reasonable overflow area very useful, but the small global area would provide very little window 

overflow space. 

The combination of very small floating-point window register partitions, and the likelihood that 

usage based spill would probably be abandoned in favor of complete storage of each frame would make 

abandonment of floating-point windowing an attractive design move. It has been claimed that floating- 

point processing does not benefit from windowing [Hennessy90] and given the additional environmental 

stresses, a simple eight-register SRS may be the best option for a floating-point register partition in a 

reduced register organization. This change would also cost half of the built-in floating-point constants, 

reducing their number to eight. 

The vector register partition would not necessarily need to be downsized, though it is the 

partition that can most afford such shrinkage. A smaller vector partition would go unnoticed from a 

software standpoint, though a smaller vector stack would necessitate more context port alternations 

between data and vector register spilling, which would negatively affect performance. Although only one 

vector register would be accessible (the other three global register addresses would be absorbed by the I/O, 

synchronization, and top-of-vector-stack registers) atomic instruction pointer usage is so small that this 

single register would usually suffice. When more than a single instruction pointer is required, memory- 

basing would be necessary 

The smaller window size does have some attractive features: simpler spilling and refilling, 

greater register utilization, reduced gate counts, faster access, and increased immediate field size. 

Interestingly, spill and refill halt frequency will probably not be affected very much, the larger register 

compliment will have slightly fewer spill/refill difficulties. Although context switching will probably be a 
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little faster on a reduced register machine, do to its decreased context storage capabilities, overall 

performance would favor the larger register compliment. The larger register set will require fewer loads 

and stores of atomic values that cannot be kept in registers because of space restrictions. The unoptimized 

register allocator for the larger register set will simpler, and thus execute more quickly, and the 

unoptimized code for larger register machine will execute more quickly. Optimization will nullify some of 

the performance of the larger register machine, but it will certainly not nullify it altogether. 

The large register machine requires 160 words of register storage, plus the associated TS/R 

control mechanism. A reduced register machine would only require 72 words of register storage. Back in 

the old days a 70,000 device microprocessor could afford an eight-word register set (MC86000 with 16 

16-bit registers). If a register sets value is scalable, then a three million device microprocessor should have 

a 340 register budget. The larger register compliment is less than half the size of this scaled budget. 
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9. Conclusion 

A system's performance is, in many respects, a function of its ability to maintain the context of its 

processes. Process context is almost synonymous with memory usage. The better a system is at containing, 

tracking, and predicting a process’ storage needs, the better the system will perform. This is true of all 

levels of a system's storage hierarchy. A "miss" at any level in a system's storage hierarchy becomes 

increasingly expensive in terms of latency. 

The addressing mechanism employed by a memory hierarchy usually makes explicit control of 

the hierarchy impossible. For example, if a program has a period of intensive usage of a pair of variables 

that happen to map into the same location of a direct mapped cache, there is nothing that can be done in 

the memory hierarchy to prevent the constant cache misses that will result. The inability to exactly predict 

future program behavior will occasionally result in the storage hierarchy making poor decisions regarding 

the composition of its working set. A register set does not suffer from the same addressing vagaries as 

memory. 

Registers are explicitly managed (allocated). This explicit management allows a compiler to 

embed into the code it generates, information about future variable usage that would be uncommunicable 

to the memory hierarchy. Registers have storage capabilities that mirror some of memories storage 

capabilities, but with a very restricted access paradigm. A variable, or value, that is mapped into the 

register space need not also be mapped into the memory space. If a variable is register based then no 

loading or storing will be associated with its use. This makes interaction with the variable independent of 

the system's memory context. There is no possibility that a cache miss or page fault will delay a process’ 

access to a register based variable. Mapping a variable only into the register space, or register basing a 

variable, provides the best possible access performance for the variable. 

A good argument can be made for not including registers in a system's memory hierarchy at all. 

There is a fundamental disconnect between register access and memory access. Memory hierarchy access 

is logically transparent, that is, memory addresses are specified at their grossest storage level and all 

intervening storage levels are transparent to the logical addressing mechanism. Registers are not part of 

the system's transparent memory address hierarchy. Registers are accessed via a separate address space. 

Thus although on the one hand registers are logically the most processor local portion of a storage 

hierarchy, they can also be thought of as not part of the memory hierarchy at all. This latter view 

recognizes the significance of a variable's migration from memory to register. Although there would 

generally not be a distinction drawn between a storage hierarchy and a memory hierarchy, it may be wise 

to create one. Storage would include both the register address space and the memory address space and the 

interaction between them. Memory would take on a restricted meaning, applying only to those portions of 

the storage system associated with processor generated effective memory addresses. 
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All non-shared, atomic variables can be register based. A program's variables are never process 

transcendent. When a process terminates, so do all its non-shared variables. Only those values that are 

written to a file, or that are in a shared address space will survive a process. Shared variables, or variables 

that are accessible by more than one process, cannot be register based. Shared variables are dependent on 

a shared address space. A register set would provide the ideal shared address space, except that the 

register address space is too small to hold very much information. Also on a multi-processor system there 

would be multiple register sets, and for a register set to be a shared address space all processes that share a 

variable would need to execute on the same processor. This could make load balancing very difficult. 

Arrays and structures cannot be register based, the restrictive addressing capabilities and limited storage 

capabilities of a register set preclude the inclusion of data that requires indexing. Thus, all atomic 

variables that are not necessary for interprocess communication can be register based. This is the vast 

majority of a process’ atomic variables. 

Given the explicit maintenance capabilities of register based variables and their diminished 

access time, all other factors being equal and ignoring context switching, the more atomic variables a 

process can register base, the faster the process will execute. Unfortunately, all other factors are seldom 

equal. If a variable is register based, there must be a mechanism provided for the variable to transcend 

subprogram calls and survive context switches. Subprogram call transcendence implies the notion of 

multi-call level variable allocation. Multi-call level allocation can either be implied by a regular allocation 

mechanism, or explicitly performed for a specific instance of a call sequence. A memory-based variable 

can depend on its memory locus to transcend a subprogram call. A register-based variable must be saved 

whenever the register in which it is located is needed for some other purpose and the value saved must be 

later retrieved before it can be stored again. This storage and retrieval, generally associated with single 

register set (SRS) architecture subprogram calls and returns can negatively impact performance. 

Any active value that is currently register resident must survive a context switch. The larger the 

number of such variables, the longer a process’ context switch latency. For most processes on most 

operating systems, context switches are relatively infrequent compared to subprogram calls, and 

subprogram transcendence will be much more significant than context switch latency to overall system 

performance, though context switch performance cannot be ignored. The increasing popularity of message 

based interprocess communication is increasing the relative frequency of context switches. 

An SRS organization does not provide fundamental support to the stack based allocation 

mechanism necessary for general case subprogram variable allocation. An SRS would allow a modicum of 

multi-level allocation via an explicit allocation based on a compile-time analysis of each program, but 

there will be restrictions on the type and number of subprograms that could take full advantage of register 
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basing their variables. An SRS really only provides general support for a single subprogram's variable 

allocation and relies on memory-basing of arguments and local variables that must be call transcendent. 

An overlapping register window (ORW) organization does provide fundamental support to a 

stack based allocation mechanism. An ORW allows a general allocation mechanism that is generally 

applicable to register-basing of the variables all types and call levels of a program's subprograms. 

Unfortunately the mechanism used to provide this support is dependent on consumption of a fixed 

resource (register windows). Increasing the size of the resource (register store) allows more consumption 

before the size limitation (overflow) must be dealt with, but increasing the size of the resource can have a 

very negative impact on context switch latency, will require larger device counts, and can negatively 

impact cycle time. Handling window overflow, and its resultant underflow, can be very expensive in terms 

of processing cycles. Programs that do not conform to the expected call locality can become 

overflow/underflow bound and demonstrate worse performance on an ORW machine than they would on 

an SRS machine. 

What is needed is a mechanism that allows an ORW organization to appear to have more frames 

than it really does, thus overcoming the overflow problem, and that is built on a relatively small physical 

store, thus improving access time and limiting the amount of context that would need to be stored if a 

context switch occurred. Transparent spill/refill (TS/R) is a mechanism that tracks window usage and 

saves inaccessible, but active register frames, and by doing so allows the reallocation of saved windows. 

This gives a system the appearance of a much deeper register window store than is physically present. It 

also automatically stores the register values that will require storage if a context switch occurs, thus 

decreasing the amount of unsaved context information and improving context switch performance. 

When deciding on the basis for register spilling/refilling, a number of different approaches are 

available. Spilling all the registers in a window is simple, but if windows are sized to support the storage 

needs of the vast majority of all subprograms, then a complete spill will typically save a large number of 

inactive registers. This will decrease spill performance and increase the likelihood that the spill/refill 

mechanism will be unable to keep pace with a program's cali/return frequency. A usage based spill 

mechanism will better track a program's register usage and provide superior frame spill/refill rates, thus 

decreasing the likelihood that the spill/refill mechanism will be unable to keep up with its associated 

process activity. Varying the size of a register window does not improve the TS/R mechanism's register 

usage tracking capability as much as employing usage based spilling unless a unity resolution is adopted 

for new window allocation on a per call basis. 

A register stack provides the best possible register utilization, but also requires a greater amount 

of explicit interaction with the register store and complicates many aspects of the register store's 

interaction with the spill mechanism and with other parts of the system. If the size of the register store 
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were not significant to a system's performance, and a very large store were constructed, then a register 

stack becomes an increasingly attractive organization. 

The proposed register organization relies on a dirty bit that is associated with each register to 

keep track of which registers are in use. After a call, the registers allocated to the previous subprogram are 

made available to a simple state machine that uses the dirty bits to determine which registers need to be 

stored. This system saves only those registers actually used by a subprogram and thus minimizes the 

number of cycles necessary for register storage and creates a correlation between instructions executed and 

cycles available for spilling that makes overflow a remote possibility. 

The proposed TS/R organization is optimum. Its relatively small size, and sophisticated 

automatic storage paradigm promotes fast context switching and allows subprogram calls and returns to 

be executed without the need for caller context storage or retrieval. The proposed systems ability to 

maintain virtually infinite context levels without overflowing or underflowing and thus negatively 

impacting foreground processing performance, simplifies compiler construction by allowing simple 

register allocation algorithms to perform as efficiently, or more efficiently, than the sophisticated 

allocators necessary to make less efficient hardware organizations perform respectfully. The proposed 

organization makes use of a system's memory hierarchy, without interfering with the hierarchy's 

performance. The proposed automatic storage paradigm provides all the advantages of an overlapping 

register window organization, with none of its disadvantages. 

The proposed automatic global register storage and recovery system further improves context 

switch performance by minimizing the amount of information that needs to be stored. Context switch 

storage minimization is facilitated by a very dynamic usage tracking system. This system keeps track of 

which global registers have been modified since a process’ most recent activation, and allows global 

registers to be temporarily "dirty". The ability to reset the usage mask based on a process’ execution, 

further enhances all aspects of the proposed register organization's performance. 

The proposed partitioning a unified register set into a set of functionally specific dedicated 

register Sets: decreases the register set's port count, which makes the register sets smaller and faster; 

decreases bus length, which makes the register sets still smaller and faster, and allows the organization of 

a register set to be tailored to the needs of its associated functional unit. Partitioned register sets allow 

independent functional units to operate asynchronously, using inter-unit Communication FIFO's that are 

mapped in to the partitioned register sets to synchronize the activities of the individual processing units. 

Asynchronous operation is a particularly attractive operational capability on systems that have multiple 

functional units. Whenever a process communicates with external memory a potential asynchronisity is 

injected into the process. There is no reason for all processing activities to cease because one component 

of a process is waiting for a memory operation. A unified register set would be significantly more 
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complicated to synchronize on an architecture that allowed asynchronous operation of its component 

functional units. 

The proposed partitioned register set organization also makes better use of an instruction set's 

register address fields. More registers can be accessed by any given fixed size register address, if the 

register set is partitioned. The data typing imposed by the proposed register set partitioning is in 

accordance with good software engineering practices. 

The proposed transparently spilled/refilled partitioned register set organization offers better 

performance potential than currently existing organizations. In return for a modest increase in hardware 

complexity and device count, a significant (20%) performance improvement can be achieved. Compiler- 

based register allocation is simplified, decreasing compiler cost and improving compiler performance. The 

proposed system also supports fast context switching. The proposed organization can be disabled for the 

subset of programs that would not benefit from the proposed organizations capabilities, and the register 

windows can be statically and independently allocated to separate processes or threads if very rapid 

context switch performance take precedence over call/return performance for some set of processes. The 

register organization can be dynamically tailored to each program's needs with at worst a benign impact 

on performance and much more commonly with an improvement in performance. When balancing the 

negative impact of the proposed system's hardware costs against its software simplification and 

performance improvement, the proposed system is clearly superior to current register organization. 
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10. Thoughts on Directions for Future Research 

10.1. The Floating-Point Conjecture 

Patterson and Hennessy [Hennessy90] claim that floating-point performance is unaffected by a 

register windowing structure. This conjecture may be based on the fact that FORTRAN is the dominant 

language for floating-point calculations and FORTRAN allows a static compile-time mapping to be made 

of all a program's variables. This precludes recursion, but allows a simple bottom up mapping of a 

program's atomic floating-point variables to an SRS organization. A cursory examination of a few non- 

FORTRAN programs that are much more floating-point intensive than the system programs examined in 

Chapter 5 indicated a floating-point usage that was very similar to their scalar and pointer usage. An 

examination of a basic floating-point library showed atomic floating-point references to be in abundance. 

The non-applicability of register windows to floating-point is not obvious for the non-FORTRAN case. An 

examination of floating-point usage in a general language setting on a windowing environment would 

allow a more informed, though not necessarily a different, conclusion to be drawn. 

10.2. Compiler Retargeting and Hardware Simulation 

The next logical step for this research is the creation of an architectural specification that adheres 

to the guidelines for the proposed register organization. The architecture should support a high degree of 

parallelism to make concurrent processing by all functional units possible. A hardware emulator and 

simulator should then be built and a C language compiler should be retargeted to the architecture. The 

compiler should be cognizant of the register flagging mechanism used by the TS/R mechanism and insure 

that optimal use is made of window registers and the global register subpartitions. This would clearly be a 

major undertaking, particularly the compiler retargeting. 

When a compiler has been retargeted, a set of test programs could be compiled and "run" on the 

target system. Overflow/underflow frequency and halt state measures should be gathered. The 

performance of programs run on the emulator could be compared to the performance of programs run on 

other architectures. This comparison, adjusted for the relative cycle speeds, would determine whether the 

proposed register organization is as effective at maintaining a process’ context state as it should be. 

The architecture emulator could be subjected to random simulated context switches. A group of 

measures Could be used determine average register storage related context switch latency. The difference 

between the average latency and the maximum latency would determine how effective the TS/R 

mechanism is at minimizing unstored context information. The standard deviation of the latency averages 

would determine expected worst case context switch latency. Process load statistics could also be gathered, 
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though they could just as easily be calculated from the interrupted subprograms spill map and the process’ 

global retrieval map. 

A retargeting of a LISP compiler would also be instructive. The TS/R mechanism's abilities to 

track the call/return behavior of a LISP style language would be the mechanism's "acid test". The 

relationship between register usage and cycle usage holds for all languages and the different call paradigm 

should not present any difficulties. 

10.3. Complex Register Structures 

The proposed register organization makes use of a pair of uncommon register structures: a 

register FIFO and a register stack. The usage of these structures is restricted to I/O and synchronization 

registers and return vector storage respectively, but it may be that allowing a more general availability of 

registers with such structures could be useful for some program classes. For example, a stack or FIFO 

register could be used to support variable argument lists. A transparent register manager could be 

employed to give these special registers an apparent infinite, or at least very large, storage capability. 

10.4. String Processing 

The text/string/character-array concept is almost universal within computer languages, and a 

significant amount of processing is based on the paradigm. Currently, strings are generally considered to 

be arrays of an atomic character class. They are referenced using either their array paradigm, with a 

subscripted array reference, of using a pointer. 

A machine's byte addressability is primarily aimed at string referencing. Few, if any, programs 

have enough individual atomic character variable declarations to significantly affect a program's data size 

if full words were allocated to each character variable. Scalar (which includes the character class) registers 

are generally allocated on a per variable basis. Thus only a program's character based string storage would 

be significantly impacted by the abandonment of the character as an atomic data type. 

The creation of an atomic string variable, with a dedicated register set and string processing unit 

offers some interesting possibilities for an advanced architecture. If a string variable were composed of a 

pointer to a storage location, a String length, and a current location offset, then all data addressing could 

be limited to aligned word boundaries and the range of an effective address could be increased four fold. 

On a segmented architecture, abandonment of the string type would increase maximum data segment size 

by a factor of four. 

An atomic string type may appear to be outside the basic RISC paradigm, but this is not 

necessarily the case. A set of basic string operations could be defined, like "Iength” (place a string 

variable's length field in a scalar register), "relative_length" (put the difference between the string's 

current index and its length in a scalar register), "string_load" (load some subsection of a string for later 
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processing by other instructions), "find" (concurrently compare a target character to some portion of a 

string and return the location of all matching instances), "concat" (concatenate a string onto another 

string), et cetera. Some of these operation could be implemented with a simple single cycle instruction and 

some would require a cycle spinning instruction. Most high level string operations would require a series 

of lower instruction level operations Certainly some more efficient hardware constructs could be created to 

support these operations than those currently provided by a scalar processing unit. All string processing 

could be based on the string reference without any explicit references to the contents of the string. This 

would elevate a string reference to an atomic data type and relieve a certain amount of pressure on the 

scalar and pointer processing units. 

The composition of a string register and the processing paradigm to follow to most efficiently 

support string processing would make an interesting extension to the presented register partitioning. The 

work should imclude a detailed explanation of how to perform the basic string operations of a reasonable 

subset of computer languages on such a system. The limitations of such a system should be detailed and 

solutions to the more significant shortcomings should also be included. 
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